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Introduction

The following 1990-2016 timeline and supporting facts provide unmistakable evidence of dereliction of duty, fraud, public corruption, the appearance of impropriety, racketeering, monopoly and anti-trust by senior United States government officials, Harvard and Stanford academics, judges, law firms and their commercial accomplices.

American patent law itself has been hijacked by these individuals and their organizations.

Alternatively, go to an interactive database library for a list and links to all the files, listed by date and alphabetically, at https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/

The American economic engine is being dismantled by deep-pocket intellectual property thieves. They have made the U.S. Patent Office their private toy box.
Why patent protection is essential to America.

Constitutional quiz: What are the only property rights that the Founders considered important enough to actually write into the Constitution?

Answer: patents and copyrights. (U.S. Constitution, Article I, Section 8, Clause 8.) President George Washington himself signed the first patent, U.S. Patent No. X0000001, on July 31, 1790.

The Founders knew the importance of innovation and invention and created the patent system to protect the young republic’s inventors. They believed patents would grow the economy with new ideas that create new jobs and wealth. But without patent protection, inventors and their investors have no incentive to risk their time and treasure to do the hard work of inventing.

Leader Technologies of Columbus, Ohio, risked 145,000 man-hours over five years with an investment of over $10 million to invent the platform that enables social networking. Leader legally filed for patents that they believed would protect their invention.

But a pattern of public-private corruption—as shown in the following timeline—allowed the well-financed vendor of social networking to steal Leader’s invention, reproduce the design, and then use their ill-gotten gains to perpetuate their crime. They excused their theft by falsely asserting that the technology system was "open source" (i.e., "free") software.

First American patent, July 31, 1790

Leader Technologies of Columbus, Ohio, risked 145,000 man-hours over five years with an investment of over $10 million to invent the platform that enables social networking. Leader legally filed for patents that they believed would protect their invention.

But a pattern of public-private corruption—as shown in the following timeline—allowed the well-financed vendor of social networking to steal Leader’s invention, reproduce the design, and then use their ill-gotten gains to perpetuate their crime. They excused their theft by falsely asserting that the technology system was "open source" (i.e., "free") software.

Dynamic Association of Electronically Stored Information with Iterative Workflow Change—the platform that is social networking [086]
What inventor wants to spend years perfecting and patenting an invention that may then be stolen with impunity? What investor will trust his investment to a government that will not protect the entrepreneurial risk?

When inventors are not rewarded for their inventions, society suffers. China, once known for inventions like paper and fireworks, is now notorious for industrial espionage and intellectual property theft and for copying rather than innovating.

Do we want to risk becoming another China?

To foster the inventive spirit that made America the world’s innovator, we must protect and reward our inventors, and address the corruption that has allowed companies like Leader Technologies, the true inventors of social networking, to be fleeced by the system that was supposed to protect them.
The Greatest Financial Crime in History: Theft of the social networking invention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 11, 1996</td>
<td>False Statements Accountability Act—parties can lie to Congress and courts;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 29, 2001</td>
<td>IBM forms The Eclipse Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun. 05, 2002</td>
<td>Chandler takes custody of Leader's invention source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 29, 2002</td>
<td>Leader's invention appears in Eclipse version 2.0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 30, 2002</td>
<td>Chandler's notes confirm IBM conspiracy to misappropriate Leader's invention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 2-5, 2004</td>
<td>IBM EclipseCon 2004, Facebook goes live</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 12, 2004</td>
<td>Anne-Marie Slaughter proposed A New World Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 08, 2004</td>
<td>IBM &quot;unable to locate&quot; originator of Eclipse code—Leader Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 02, 2008</td>
<td>A New World Order to &quot;Fundamentally transform America&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 09, 2008</td>
<td>Eclipse boasts 191 members; Dec. 12, 2008 (FISA court gives Eric Holder dictatorial powers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun. 06, 2009</td>
<td>Facebook starts feeding user data to the NSA illegally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 09, 2009</td>
<td>Sidney Blumenthal writes Facebook into Hillary CFR speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 03, 2009</td>
<td>Fenwick &amp; West LLP disclosed Leader as prior art on Andreessen social patents, but not on Zuckerberg patents they filed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 2010</td>
<td>Zuckerberg refused to provide discovery in Leader v. Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun. 24, 2010</td>
<td>Leonard P. Stark shoehorned into Leader v. Facebook 30 days before trial; and Larry Summers' chief of staff, Marne L. Levine went to work for Facebook on the same day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 10, 2010</td>
<td>Leonard P. Stark confirmed as judge, just two weeks after the Leader v. Facebook trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 17, 2011</td>
<td>Obama dines and toasts with Eclipse members in Silicon Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun. 26, 2012</td>
<td>State Department promoted Facebook use during public litigation that proved Facebook infringes Leader Technologies' patent on 11 of 11 claims and no prior art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 18, 2012</td>
<td>28 Zuckerberg hard drives re-discovered!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun. 06, 2013</td>
<td>Edward Snowden exposed illegal NSA activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 08, 2015</td>
<td>HSBC whistleblower Hervé Falciani exposed Facebook underwriter Deep State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 02, 2015</td>
<td>Obama met with Technology CEO Council at White House - All &quot;IBM / NSA The Internet of Things&quot; Deep State members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 10, 2015</td>
<td>Obama made mystery trip to Qualcomm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 12, 2015</td>
<td>Dell bought EMC - Both Deep State members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 01, 2015</td>
<td>Zuckerberg announces $45 billion of fraudulent conveyances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The summary above is not exhaustive, but merely representative of the massive fraud and racketeering that has occurred and continues to occur.
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Preamble

This is the story and timeline of the theft of the invention called "social networking." The thieves are a group we call the "Cartel." and "Deep State." Their motives are ancient. They yearn for money and power. Their goal is a "New World Order." Theft of Columbus, Ohio innovator Leader Technologies' invention enabled them to unify their communications, monitor and control "the masses," and fulfill their rapacious grab for your assets and your liberty.

Fig. 4—Barack Obama's and George Soros' New World Order is founded on the premise that bold lies are often required to achieve their goal of "fundamental transformation."

The U.S. court-proven facts are that Columbus, Ohio innovator, Michael McKibben, and the company he founded, Leader Technologies, invented social networking in the late 1990's. Prior to that, McKibben had re-built AT&T’s email system in record time for release with Microsoft’s much ballyhooed Windows 95.

In 6, Leader was awarded its first patent. However, once the Deep State learned about Leader’s invention from an unscrupulous patent attorney and adviser to IBM and the NSA, they wanted it so badly they broke many laws to get it. The invention enabled them to create "The Internet of Things" or "The Internet of Everything" where they could permanently control the digital economy in all its aspects: communications, banking, law, energy, finance, elections, defense, technology, communications, media, healthcare, education, entertainment, politics, guns, food, environment and news.

This sounds like Hollywood fiction, but as you will read in these pages, it is all too real.
The roots of the modern day "One World Order" agenda go back to the 1700’s and philosopher Emmanuel Kant’s essay. In the 20th century, President Woodrow Wilson’s failed effort to form The League of Nations eventually became The United Nations. The disciples of this soulless, mechanistic agenda include George Soros, Bilderberg Group, the 1910 Jekyll Island Club duck-hunt, World Economic Forum (Davos), Council on Foreign Relations, Wall Street, Silicon Valley, and a slew of politicians, judges and bureaucrats. They benefit personally through investment gains and insider information.

Fig. 5—Barack Obama’s "Fundamental Transformation of America" has unashamedly attacked, overtly and by stealth, every major set of moral assumptions that have formed the basis of American society and culture since the founding of the United States.

World government is the notion of a common political authority for all of humanity, yielding a global government and a single state. Such a government could come into existence either through violent and compulsory world domination or through peaceful and voluntary supranational union. In such a world, national constitutions must be subservient to the single state.

Proponents of A New World Order are betting against America

On Jan. 05, 2011, new world order godfather and post-WWII Hungarian immigrant to America, George Soros (György Schwartz), stated that the "new world order" will be a healthy, if painful [violent] adjustment." He continued, "China will be the 'engine driving it forward and the U.S. will be actually a drag that is being pulled along through a gradual decline in the dollar.'"[294]

Education or Propaganda? The minds of our youth are targeted
Nowhere is more telling of the Deep State’s agenda than the uproar over Common Core. Critical to the Deep State agenda is the centralized control of education via Common Core in secondary education and M O O C (Massive Open Online Course) in higher education. Just like the re-education camps of every totalitarian ideology before them (like Mao, Lenin, Pol Pot, Stalin, Hitler, Brownshirts, Komsomol), the Deep State works to control the "narratives" that our children learn.

Where the facts do not fit the Deep State narrative, the facts are ignored or altered They want to grow obedient, docile, faithless worker bees for their factories. Just like George Orwell envisioned in 1984, gone will be free thinking, free will and individuality. Liberty will be replaced by oligarchies, a permanent under-class, doublespeak, political correctness, disrespect, reading between the lines, hate, intolerance, inequality and brutality.

The digital part of this remaking of education is well down the path. Most secondary schools use Google Docs almost exclusively for their document sharing. In universities, M O O C curricula are rapidly replacing individualized instruction in favor of the allegedly more "rich" (cleansed and censored) content of "Big Data" and "The Cloud"

Universities are being connected using The Ohio State University’s IBM / Microsoft / Oracle / SAP / Eclipse data center as an international M O O C network hub that Presidential candidate John Kasich approved. The supply of Deep State shiny things to lure educators, parents and students into this morally dark world appears unstoppable as the "users" mainline on the digital drugs.

This Leader v. Facebook timeline (below) reveals Deep State names, places and illegal acts

Hillary Clinton’s political adviser, Anne-Marie Slaughter (2009-2013) implemented her book A New World Order (Princeton Press 2004) when she worked for Hillary at the State Department. She started promoting Facebook at the State Department in 2009, even though Facebook did not have the intellectual property rights. Of note, Slaughter has Hungarian immigrant connections by marriage with Soros, Intel’s Andy Grove and IDG-Accel Partners (China)’s John P. Breyer. Accel is Facebook’s 2nd largest shareholder.
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Lying is a Saul D. Alinsky tactic (and also permitted in the Koran when Muslims are dealing with Westerners, Christians and Jews Qur’an 3 28)

To gain control of the world’s information (and thus its money and power), the Deep State employs the political organizing tactics of Saul D. Alinsky. Hillary Clinton is an expert. She wrote her undergraduate thesis on Alinsky and corresponded with him [299]. Barack Obama employs Alinsky’s bible—12 Rules for Radicals (Random House 1971).

Tellingly, Alinsky dedicated 12 Rules to Lucifer, who he calls the original radical. Lucifer is one of the names for Satan, the Devil, the Evil One and The Dragon (The Book of Revelations 12:2; 20:2)
The Obamas and Clintons employ Alinsky’s habitual lying technique: Keep the enemy confused and on its heels working to keep up with your lies. Lies also often become truths if repeated incessantly. For example, the lies about Zuckerberg and Facebook in The Social Network movie are accepted as the truth by many.

In the movie and in sworn testimony, Zuckerberg claimed to have invented Facebook in a few weeks, while preparing for finals at Harvard, and drinking. Contrast that with the 145,000 person-hours and over $10 million spent by Leader Technologies. Zuckerberg’s assertion is totally illogical, yet it persists.

Obama’s and Hillary’s lies are legion. Their whoppers include: (1) Obama’s oft-repeated promise "If you like your doctor, you can keep your doctor," (2) Obama’s claim to be a Christian to fool voters, (3) Hillary’s fabrication that a video caused the attack on the U. S. Embassy in Benghazi, and (4) Hillary’s ever-changing private email stories which are being investigated by the FBI, with new evidence proving she exposed the highest classifications of intelligence.

They have also brazenly ignored and violated laws. They encourage others to violate U.S. laws themselves, and not respect traditional authority—our borders, the U.S. Constitution and the people responsible for carrying out our laws, such as our police and military personnel. The Justice Department’s U.S. Attorneys have become little more than mobsters themselves—A fish rots from the head down.

The Deep State’s corrupt tactics in Leader v. Facebook were purposely confusing in order to discourage the public from learning the truth.
The following timeline is complex. That is an Alinsky tactic: Put so many layers of lies on the onion that most people won’t take the time to peel them away.

Americans for Innovation has been peeling away the layers of this Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption onion for years. The Deep State’s onion core is now exposed. Names, places, dates, crimes and motives have been uncovered thanks to the dedicated work of many.

Soros’ New World Order wants to force its will on America and the planet. In their morality, you would be reduced to merely a consuming animal—"a useful idiot" (Alinsky). In their world, faith, hope and love are the antiquated values of weak people. They also have little need for any constitution, law or regulation that stands in their way.

* Alinsky used the phrase "a useful idiot" is sometimes attributed to Vladimir Lenin, although this is in question.

Lure users, young and old, into "The Cloud," then ambush them

Theft of Leader Technologies’ invention of social networking was critical to the Deep State’s plan. With control of the digital essences of our lives ("The Internet of Things" aka "The Cloud"), the Deep State could achieve their new world order more quickly.

Which side are you on?

The moral, philosophical and cultural battle lines are drawn. If we choose the globalist Cartel, the "nanny state" of entitlements will eventually overtake us like it collapsed the Soviet Union. On the other hand, if we choose the timeless values of the U.S. Constitution, we must protect and restore Leader Technologies’ property rights. Then, we empower real, ethical innovators to rebuild our digital networks in a way that takes us to higher ground.

In our increasingly global economy, the U.S. has a major advantage—our inventiveness and entrepreneurial spirit. But we are allowing our advantage to evaporate. If someone had backed up a truck to the "back door" of the U.S. and stolen trillions of dollars worth of property, we would be Carteloutraged and more protective in the future. This is exactly what has happened over the past few years—yet there is no defensive uproar. We cannot allow this thievery to continue.

Fig. 8—On Feb. 17, 2011, President Obama toasted his Alinsky deception of the American public and the world with 13 members of the IBM Eclipse Foundation NSA Spy State in Silicon Valley. Conspirators pictured are Barack Obama (U.S. President), Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook CEO), Steve Jobs (Apple CEO, replaced by Timothy D. Cook, former IBM), Steve Westly (Westly Group Partner), John Doerr (Kleiner Perkins Partner), Ann Doerr (John Doerr Spouse), Eric Schmidt (Google CEO), Art D. Levinson (Genentech Chairman), John Chambers (Cisco CEO), Larry Ellison (Oracle CEO), Reed Hastings (Netflix CEO), John Hennessy (Stanford Univ. President), Carol Bartz (Yahoo CEO) and Dick Costolo (Twitter CEO).

Two weeks later, on Mar. 02, 2015, President Obama and senior adviser, Valerie Jarrett, met with his chief beneficiaries of the Eclipse Foundation code (stolen from Columbus innovator, Leader Technologies): IBM, Xerox, Dell, Micron Technology, Qualcomm and EMC. Given the timing of this meeting—a week after the radical "Net Neutrality" changes to
This restoration of Leader Technologies’ (and others) property rights will expose the decades of corruption that has resulted in this digital takeover. Whether these criminals go to jail, are pardoned or ignored, one thing is for sure— they must be defunded and disempowered.

Is "the New World Order" too big to fail?

Some ask if social networks are now "too big to fail." The last time Americans thought that was when our too-big-to-fail banks were bailed out in 2008. The taxpayer was stuck with the bill while the bankers continued to pay themselves bonuses. Not a single banker was jailed, fired or even fined. Is this the New World Order we have to look forward to? The answer is yes, unless WE THE PEOPLE put a stop to this profligacy.

These social networks can and will be reconfigured to provide the positive benefits without the abuses of security and privacy. However, they will not be run by the current crop of "public-private" criminals, who must be run out of town, this current President and his cabinet among them.

Read on.

Big Picture: A Deep State of judges, regulators, politicians and corporations have secretly signed on to "A New World Order" where government is "disaggregated" into self-defined networks. From that point on, their pledges of loyalty to the U.S. Constitution became optional.

In the dramatic up tick in White House polemics about Islam, it becomes important to note that unlike Christianity and Judaism where lying is a sin, Muslims are permitted to lie to Westerners, Jews and Christians. Qur'an 3:28.

Barack Obama's hollow claims of Christian faith, and his embrace of Islam in the White House, would certainly explain why his administration lies without shame to achieve its Slaughter-esque disaggregation goals.

This disaggregation governance philosophy was introduced by Anne-Marie Slaughter to the U.S. State Department on Apr. 12, 2004. She was then a Princeton international law professor and had just published her book, A New World Order (Princeton University Press 2004). In 2009, she served as a chief political advisor to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton (2009-2013).[276]
In evident excitement about the coming presidency of Barack Obama, Princeton re-published the book (never mind that the 2008 election was still two months away). Slaughter's ideas have provided a suitably academic rationale for the institutionalization of crony capitalism and the establishment of a permanent power class for those deemed worthy of an invitation to the networking party ("The Cartel" or "Deep State").

**New world order**, or just another justification for corruption and crony capitalism?

"The state is not disappearing, it's disaggregating, meaning it is simply operating through all its different branches, through regulatory agencies, through judges, through legislators, and they are all networking with one another."


The Deep State needed a global technology platform, so they stole Columbus, Ohio innovator Leader Technologies' invention of social networking. Leader's invention overcame inherent "scalability" problems the Deep State was having with legacy IBM, Microsoft and Xerox client-server platforms.

IBM pumped in a $40 million "donation" to The Eclipse Foundation. Leader's patent attorney, James P. Chandler, III (who was also counsel to IBM), secretly fed Leader's invention to Eclipse. Then a Who's Who of companies like SAP, Borland, Cisco, Intel, Oracle, Wind River, Nokia, HP and Microsoft signed up to get Leader's invention at a breathtaking rate.

Leader's invention enabled Eclipse members to unify their "disaggregation" networking efforts around the planet. In his hubris, Harvard Law professor James P. Chandler described his theft of his client's invention for the Deep State as "in the greater good."

**A world of interdependent, self-regulating international networks where the U.S. Constitution is in the way**

Tellingly, Slaughter *never mentions the U.S. Constitution as a guiding principle* in her speech introducing A New World Order to the State Department on Apr. 12, 2004. Neither does she mention Leader Technologies on whom she and her cronies rely to pull off their heist. [285]

* * *

"[C]ourts should not make policy or invent rights not stipulated or implied by statutes or the Constitution's text. But courts have no nobler function than that of actively defending property, contracts and other bulwarks of freedom against depredations by government, including by popularly elected, and popular, officials." —George F. Will

"The banking powers are more despotic than a monarchy, more insolent than autocracy, more selfish than bureaucracy."—Abraham Lincoln (1863)
1. Investigators for Americans for Innovation were invited by the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists ("ICIJ") to provide details about Leader Technologies, Inc.'s ("Leader") patent infringement dispute with Mark Zuckerberg and Facebook, Inc. (collectively "Facebook" and/or "Zuckerberg"). This document was prepared in response.

2. Leader is a software development company founded in 1997 by engineer-entrepreneur Michael T. McKibben ("McKibben"). McKibben had previously led the redevelopment of the AT&T Access Plus 3.0's Microsoft Exchange-compatible Windows email system introduced concurrently with Windows 95 in close collaboration with AT&T Bell Labs.

3. From inception in 1997 to the present, Leader has developed computer software that has resulted in multiple patents, including U.S. Pat. No. 7,139,761, Dynamic Association of Electronically Stored Information with Iterative Workflow Changes, Nov. 21, 2006—the "secret sauce" technological innovation that is popularly called "social networking."[002]


4. Leader sued Facebook on Nov. 19, 2008 for willful patent infringement, damages and injunction ("Leader v. Facebook"). A jury trial was held from Jul. 19-28, 2010 resulting in a split verdict.[003] Leader proved that Facebook infringes Leader’s patent on 11 of 11 claims and that there was no prior art. Facebook prevailed on an "on-sale bar" claim—a claim not asserted until Jun. 24, 2010, three weeks before trial.[004] Leader appealed the on-sale bar verdict to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit on May 04, 2011,[005] then, when the appeals court failed to apply its own well-settled Pfaff and Group One legal tests, Leader petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court on Nov. 16, 2012, but was denied a hearing on Jan. 7, 2013.[006]
5. Both the Federal Circuit appeal and the U.S. Supreme Court petition were ruled in Facebook’s favor, despite the courts:

(a) Knowledge of egregious denial of due process to Leader.[007]

(b) Multiple notices of the emergence of 28 previously concealed Zuckerberg computer hard drives and Harvard emails; Facebook’s attorney Gibson Dunn LLP[008] (who concealed them) was representing Facebook in the case;[009]

(c) Substantial financial conflicts of interest by the judges and government officials[010] involved in this case, e.g., holdings in Fidelity[011] Contrafund,[012] Vanguard[013] and T. Rowe Price[014]—who are among the largest and notorious pre-IPO mutual fund investors in Facebook, and

(d) Substantial relationship conflicts of interest among the judges with Gibson Dunn LLP, various other Facebook attorneys, including Cooley Godward LLP,[015] Facebook investors, Leader potential witnesses, the Patent Office and other U.S. government officials and advisers.[016]

Eighty-four (84) Harvard, Stanford and Yale "disaggregator" sycophants redefining the U.S. Constitution as A New World Order of crony capitalism that they control in secret.

How many Harvard, Stanford and Yale graduates does it take to corrupt global technology, commerce and government? At least four years of investigations conclude: Fifty-four (54) from Harvard, seventeen (17) from Stanford and eleven (12) from Yale.

Here is the Gallery in alphabetical order:

Harvard Corruptors (54)

[Images of individuals listed]


Fig. 13—Yale Corruptors (12)
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1947

6. **On Sep. 18, 1947**, under the provisions of the National Security Act of 1947 (61 Stat. 495), approved July 26, 1947, effective on September 18, 1947, the National Security Council (NSC) and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) were created. The 1947 Act charged the CIA with coordinating the nation's intelligence activities and correlating, evaluating, and disseminating intelligence which affected national security. In addition, the Agency was to perform other duties and functions related to intelligence as the NSC might direct. The Act defined the Director of Central Intelligence's (DCI) authority as head of the Intelligence Community, head of the CIA, and principal intelligence adviser to the President, and made him responsible for protecting intelligence sources and methods. The act also prohibited the CIA from engaging in law enforcement activity and restricted its internal security functions. The CIA carried out its responsibilities subject to various directives and controls by the President and the NSC.[829]

1952
7. **On Oct. 24, 1947**, President Harry S. Truman issued a memorandum on communications intelligence (COMINT) that authorized the creation of the National Security Agency (NSA). The memorandum instructed the Special Committee to issue a directive to the Secretary of Defense which defines the COMINT mission of NSA as being to "provide an effective, unified organization and control of the communications intelligence activities of the United States conducted against foreign governments" (and not against American citizens).[830]

8. **On Nov. 22, 1963**, President John F. Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, Texas. The Oct. 2017 release of JFK files by President Donald J. Trump revealed that the C.I.A. was involved.

   Earlier, sometime after ca. Oct. 28, 1962, President John F. Kennedy said to friends about the CIA Pay of Pigs Cuba debacle, and resulting Cuban Missile Crisis, that he wanted:

   JFK: “... to splinter the C.I.A. in thousand pieces and scatter it to the winds.” New York Times[1]

---

**1987**

Go to 1987 Timeline

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html 20/514
9. **On Aug. 03, 1987**, Senator Daniel K. Inouye (HI) chaired the Senate Select Committee on Secret Military Assistance to Iran and the Nicaraguan Opposition, which held public hearings on the Iran-Contra affair. Senator Inouye, summarizes here the coverup of the US Shadowy Government involvement; by saying:[798]

"There exists a shadowy Government with its own Air Force, its own Navy, its own fundraising mechanism, and the ability to pursue its own ideas of the national interest, free from all checks and balances, and free from the law itself."

**Senator Daniel Inouye (HI) exposed "a shadowy government" in 1987**

https://youtu.be/QOM8lVpEC1I | Raw *.mp4 video file | Transcript

Bookmark: #rise-of-spy-state-oligarchy  Bookmark: #1990

1990-1999

Go to 1990-1992 Timeline
10. **In 1990**, Lawrence "Larry" Summers, a professor of economics at Harvard, tutored a favorite student, Sheryl K. Sandberg, while fellow professor of law, James P. Chandler, III, looked on. In their hubris, they have used their inside knowledge of America's legal and economic weaknesses to try and create a permanent ruling class among their cronies.


Overview

A "public-private" plan to privatize the management of American security and intelligence appears to have hatched from this Chandler-Freeze association in the early 1990's.

On Jun. 07, 1993—five months into Bill Clinton's first term as President in 1993—Clinton advisors James P. Chandler and John D. Podesta hosted an encryption conference in Washington, D.C. The clear objective of that conference was to create a rationale to give Clinton's Deep State intelligence people a universal backdoor key to all digital communications.

During 1993-1994, Bill & Hillary Clinton's political enemies were being killed of like flies, as revealed by their long term Arkansas political "fixer," Larry Nichols, producer of The Clinton Chronicles (1994).

Tellingly, on Apr. 17, 1995, Bill Clinton signed Executive Order No. 12958 [271] Classified National Security (first published on Jan. 01, 1995). This order appears to be the legal genesis for an illegal Deep C.I.A. Spy State run out of the White House used to gather dirt on individuals across the planet. Chandler very evidently wrote this executive order and provided the continuity for this illegal agency through the Clinton, Bush and Obama presidencies.

During this time, Chandler and Freeze privately formed and repeatedly flipped a company named Eurotech, Ltd. that supplies software and hardware to the spy state. A decade later, they both served as directors for Columbus innovator, Leader Technologies, until that is, Chandler took custody of a copy of Leader's source code on June 05, 2002 and that code then magically appeared in the "open source" programming code of the IBM Eclipse Foundation just 11 weeks later.

Leader Technologies invention was social networking (which these spy state aficionados clearly wanted for their schemes). It solved a "scalability" problem that Microsoft's, IBM's and Xerox's older client-server architectures were choking on.
Leader's innovations were sent immediately to Chandler's long-time crony client and technology supplier to the secret Deep State—IBM, where the future Patent Office director David J. Kappos was waiting for it. As just stated, eleven weeks later, Leader's innovations first appeared in IBM's Eclipse Foundation release 2.0.1 with illegal IBM copyright claims. Eighteen months later, with Larry Summers now its president, Facebook emerged at Harvard. Facebook was just the first of numerous NSA data gathering fronts to emerge from IBM Eclipse, a ring leader in this scheme.

It would be macabre if their choice of "The Eclipse Foundation" name alluded to the damage done by their in-your-face eclipse of the U.S. Constitution.

Bookmark: #Fig-14

**Big Brother is watching you.**

The Nazis were a major purchaser of IBM computers starting before WWII. They used them to catalog Jews, Poles, gypsies, homosexuals and anyone else they wished to murder in their "Final Solution." Of course, the Nazis did not consider eliminating these "undesireables" to be murder since they reclassified them as subhuman. By contrast, Nazis considered Russians as pigs to be brutally disciplined.

Nazi labor minister Dr. Robert Ley, former Head of the German Labor Front, on the treatment of Russian slave workers (Essen, Germany, October 1942):

"The key item on the agenda was the question of 'how to treat the Russians . . . Robert Ley, as usual, was drunk. And when Ley got drunk he was prone to speak his mind... With so much at stake, there was no room for compassion or civility. No degree of coercion was too much, and Ley expected the mine managers to back up their foremen in meting out the necessary discipline. As Ley put it: 'When a Russian pig has to be beaten, it would be the ordinary German worker who would have to do it.'" (Adam Tooze, The Wages of Destruction: The Making and Breaking of the Nazi Economy(Allen Lane 2006). p. 529.) (emphasis added)

Behind this national security smokescreen (it's for the greater good), these men concocted a legal sophistry that lured American citizens into agreeing to give away their sacred Constitutional rights to privacy in exchange for "free" online services.
With these "end user license agreements" in hand, the NSA was given the legal clearance to spy on Americans. Much, if not most, of this legal vision is the brainchild of James P. Chandler, who now operates a fifth column within the Obama Administration, probably even vetting all FOIA requests for the White House.

Chandler is the author of the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 under Bill Clinton. One of Bill Clinton's last acts as president was to appoint Chandler to the National Infrastructure Assurance Council ("NIAC") just two days before he left office on Jan. 20, 2001. Chandler directed ongoing traffic for this spy state agenda, starting under Clinton, through Bush, and now under Obama.

To facilitate the "Big Data" collection, these three presidential administrations cleared the regulatory path ways for Wall Street and Silicon Valley to form companies to give the illusion of choice—but don't be fooled, they are all NSA "old boy" creations.

Indeed, Washington, D.C. insiders report that a central actor in this corruption, Clinton security adviser James P. Chandler, has famously declared that the "prime" defense contractors (Boeing, Lockheed, Northrop Grumman, General Dynamics and Raytheon) are merely revolving door agencies of the federal government. Chandler has merely extended his philosophy of an insider's game to the control of the Internet, exhibited by the NSA's abuse of privacy.

The legislative, executive, judicial and Free Press institutions of our Republic stopped working as designed

The quid pro quo for American intelligence under the Executive branch was that these private companies would feed funds and data to the NSA and government insiders without Congressional approval (the Legislative branch). Blackmail, extortion, intimidation and coercion by insiders is inescapable. It is just what bad people do.

The quid pro quo for the cooperation of the Judicial branch was new wealth from specially organized Wall Street mutual funds and waiver of judicial ethics rules that would look the other way when these mutual funds were disclosed. What judge or judicial employee will resist the tipsters subsequently?

The quid pro quo for the Free Press was income from advertising and voter manipulation. In exchange, the "lame stream media" stopped holding the powerful accountable because the Silicon Valley purveyors of "Big Data" and their bankers fed them advertising. They have become data junkies. Sadly, the press began using the unverified "narratives" of the spy state conspirators as their primary sources, thus reinforcing the lies. The Social Network is a perfect example of a lying "narrative" about Mark Zuckerberg and Facebook that the public believed because the mainstream media never questioned its veracity.

Constitutional checks and balances have degenerated into competing oligarchies and secret alliances.
In short, this "public-private partnership" scheme pressed by Hillary Clinton adviser, Anne-Marie Slaughter ("A New World Order"), has destroyed Constitutional checks and balances. In its place are unaccountable spy state oligarchies based on ill-conceived and self-serving "international networks."

The State Department's website is a good example of the ubiquity of the NSA spy state user data gathering juggernaut:

Rogue C.I.A. shadow government planned to secure diamonds and rare earth minerals needed for manufacturing in computers, TVs, mobile phones, space and defense in Central Africa by installing Paul Kagame as a strongman, no matter the human cost.

On Oct. 01, 1990, at the time of the October 1990 invasion of Rwanda, Paul Kagame was being trained by a rogue globalist C.I.A. at the Pentagon's General Staff and Command College at Fort Leavenworth, in Kansas (USA). Kagame returned and led the four year war that resulted in the deaths of perhaps several hundred thousand Hutu people between October 1990 and April 1994 alone. See Rwanda Jul. 18, 1994 timeline entry below. [658] [670]
1991
George H.W. Bush, C.I.A. Director (1976-77) announced "A New World Order"

On Jan. 16, 1991, in his Oval Office address to the nation announcing the first Persian Gulf War, President George H.W. Bush telegraphed the Deep State shadow government agenda to use a destabilized Middle East to usher in a globalist "New World Order" that would be run by un-elected bureaucrats, bankers and multi-national corporations. This agenda has emerged out of such globalist organizations as the Trilateral Commission, Bilderberg Group, Bohemian Grove, European Union, rogue C.I.A., rogue NSA, Yale Skull & Bones, Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) and the World Economic Forum (Davos). In short, the self-anointed "elites" want to destroy the Grand American Experiment in a Republic where all power emerges from the People, the Governed, and not from oligarchs, monarchs, bureaucrats, lawyers and dictators.[616]

"This is an historic moment. We have in this past year made great progress in ending the long era of conflict and cold war. We have before us the opportunity to forge for ourselves and for future generations a new world order — a world where the rule of law, not the law of the jungle, governs the conduct of nations. When we are successful — and we will be — we have a real chance at this new world order, an order in which a credible United Nations can use its peacekeeping role to fulfill the promise and vision of the U.N.'s founders."


16. **In 1991**, Sheryl K. Sandberg became a research assistant to Lawrence "Larry" Summers at the World Bank after Summers had been her senior thesis adviser. [401]  

Larry Summers' reckless "Big Bangery" and "Globaloney" Harvard economic theories laid the foundation for this New World Order corruption, which is age-old fraud and greed dressed up in the latest elitist hubris.

17. **Between 1991-1993**, "wunderkind professors of economics" including Larry Summers were unleashed as "ersatz policy 'experts'" by the World Bank to implement their "flawed" plan for privatization of banking in the Soviet Union ("Big Bangery" and "globaloney" to justify the monopolistic world-wide role of the World Bank.). This reckless voucher system resulted in the emergence of the current system of corrupt Russian oligarchies controlled by the Kremlin; oligarchies that Summers, Sandberg and Milner now exploit.[268]

Tellingly, in all of Barack Obama's sanctions to punish Russia for the Crimean annexation, he has never sanctioned Yuri Milner or his mentor in all things oligarchical, Alisher Usmanov—the richest man in Russia. Pre-IPO Facebook investments by Milner and Usmanov supported the NSA's agenda to inflate the value of Facebook.

Milner's and Usmanov's Moscow partners included Goldman Sachs (Lloyd Blankfein, CEO) and Morgan Stanley. Obama announced his candidacy on Facebook in 2007. Obama owed Summers and these Russian oligarchs who, along with Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley et al, financed his rise to the American Presidency.
18. **On Aug. 10, 1991**, Dan Casolaro, a journalist investigating Bill and Hillary Clinton's involvement in ADFA (Arkansas Development Finance Authority) and their Mena, Arkansas $100 million drug smuggling and money laundering operation, allegedly committed suicide. [528]

19. **On Mar. 20, 1991**, Sheryl K. Sandberg published her Harvard senior thesis titled "Economic Factors & Intimate Violence" blaming domestic violence on "traditional attitudes" and "Western society" and "patriarchy." Lawrence H. Summers was her adviser. Her thesis was stillborn given her erroneous conclusion that 95% of domestic violence is against women, when the actual number was and is roughly 50-50. [401] Sandberg's current gender agenda has evidently been cultivated since Harvard and supported by Summers.

1992

From Aug. 21 - 31, 1992, Ruby Ridge was the site of a deadly confrontation and an eleven-day siege near Naples, Idaho, beginning on August 21, 1992, between Randy Weaver, members of his immediate family and a family friend Kevin Harris, and agents of the United States Marshals Service (USMS) and the Hostage Rescue Team of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI HRT).

According to Ted L. Gunderson, FBI Special Agent In Charge (ret.), this event was staged by the government and was a wholly unwarranted response to a loyal American, Randy Weaver, who lived remotely with his wife, Vicki, and daughter, simply refusing to appear for a court hearing after a summons had been issued. See Ted L. Gunderson's timeline entry for May 12, 2005.

On Sep. 17, 1992, hedge fund manager George Soros famously bet against the UK pound. Hedge funds were not yet well known.

In a nutshell, Soros believed that the British Pound was overvalued and was headed for a devaluation. So, he borrowed over ten billion Pounds in a 'Go for the jugular' move. He then immediately converted the Pounds into German Marks. When the markets learned about Soros’ actions, other traders followed suit. This run on the Pound triggered a devaluation. Soros then used his Marks to buy back the now devalued Pounds and pocketed $1.4 billion profit. All in one day.

Soros would go on to repeat this money market manipulation across the world for decades. These funds were used to finance Bill & Hillary Clinton, The Clinton Foundation, The Clinton Global Initiative, Barack Obama, his takeover of the U.S. Democratic Party and his Open Society Foundations globalist "new world order" political agenda.

See also December 20, 1998 (below) George Soros being interviewed by Steve Kroft of CBS 60 Minutes about this UK pound and other admitted market corruption.

24. **On Jan. 20, 1993**, Bill Clinton was inaugurated.


27. **Bookmark: #world-trade-center-bombing**

**On Feb. 26, 1993**. The 1993 World Trade Center bombing was alleged to be a terrorist attack on the World Trade Center. A truck bomb detonated below the North Tower of the World Trade Center in New York City. The 1,336 pounds (606 kg) urea nitrate–hydrogen gas enhanced device (supplied by an FBI Informant, see below) was intended, according to the official propaganda narrative, to send the North Tower (Tower 1) crashing into the South Tower (Tower 2), bringing both towers down and killing tens of thousands of people. It failed to do so, but killed six people and injured over a thousand.

According to Ted L. Gunderson, FBI Special Agent In Charge (ret.), the FBI had infiltrated the terrorist cell through FBI Informant Emad Salem. Salem was tasked with building the bomb. Salem recorded the meetings with his FBI handlers who supplied the bomb, much to his surprise. In other words, this bombing was planned and carried out by the FBI who allowed the terrorists to proceed. Gunderson believes the microphone recording is the only defense that Salem had against being framed and sent to prison.[639] See Ted L. Gunderson's timeline entry for May 12, 2005.

28. **Bookmark: #lebleu-mckeaham-williams-willis**

**On Feb. 28, 1993**. C. LeBleu, T. McKeaham, R. Williams, S. Willis, bodyguards for Bill and Hillary Clinton, were all killed by gunfire in the illegal Waco, Texas raid on the David Koresh Branch Davidian compound. Attorney General Janet Reno ordered the evidently illegal attack[528]

According to Ted L. Gunderson, FBI Special Agent In Charge (ret.), these men were all shot in the head in evident assassinations, not at the hands of the Branch Davidians, who took the wrap and some are serving life prison sentences after being framed.[639] See Ted L. Gunderson's timeline entry for May 12, 2005.
29. Bookmark: #barkley-hassey-reynolds-sabel

On May 19, 1993, W. Barkley, B. Hassey, S. Reynolds, T. Sabel, bodyguards for Bill and Hillary Clinton, were killed in a helicopter crash. [528]

30. Bookmark: #john-wilson

On May 19, 1993, John A. Wilson, Washington, D.C. councilman died mysteriously as he was preparing to expose the Clintons. [528]
People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

11/6/2017

#crypto-treason

Ground Zero of Obama's ICANN give away TREASON (Oct. 01, 2016) & NSA warrantless surveillance

NSA is "Wrongdoing Masquerading as Patriotism."
—James Bamford, NSA whistleblower attendee[519]

On Jun. 07, 1993, Clinton, Bush, Obama consiglieri James P. Chandler III and Chief of Staff John D. Podesta, via the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, sponsored the "Third CPSR Cryptography and Privacy Conference" to gather intelligence with the objective:

"to require that telecommunications manufacturers and service providers redesign their systems to facilitate wiretapping."[519]
Attendees: Names highlighted below are some of the attendees who enjoy present day Obama Administration relationships that were required to have been disclosed before any decisions related to ICANN were made on Oct. 01, 2016 where attended Stephen D. Crocker is the chairman.

Summary: These attendees fanned out in all directions. They have massively enriched themselves and their military-industrial co-conspirators. The quid pro quo for their enrichment was to give a universal backdoor key to the NSA. Bill & Hillary Clinton, George Bush and Barack Obama each facilitated this organized crime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last_Name</th>
<th>First_Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adams</td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td>FCW (Federal Technology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>IEEE Spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autrey</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Privacy Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker</td>
<td>Brian</td>
<td>CUA Law School (Catholic University of America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker</td>
<td>Stewart</td>
<td>NSA (National Security Agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamford</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>NSA, ABC World News Tonight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banisar</td>
<td>David</td>
<td>CPSR (Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry</td>
<td>Mikki</td>
<td>Intercon Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berman</td>
<td>Jerry</td>
<td>Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidzos</td>
<td>Jim</td>
<td>RSA, Verisign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bieber</td>
<td>Denis</td>
<td>SecurTech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bortnick</td>
<td>Jane</td>
<td>Congressional Research Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradford</td>
<td>Martina</td>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brennan</td>
<td>John T.</td>
<td>NSA Cyber (Obama)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks</td>
<td>Clint</td>
<td>NSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Reese</td>
<td>Journal of Intelligence and Counter-Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>First Name</td>
<td>Last Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryen</td>
<td>Steven</td>
<td>SecurTech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnham</td>
<td>David</td>
<td>TRAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>Jean</td>
<td>IEEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casser</td>
<td>Karen</td>
<td>REDACTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandler</td>
<td>James</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Dan</td>
<td>NPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaum</td>
<td>David</td>
<td>DigiCash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen</td>
<td>John</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>Dan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornley</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>REDACTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocker</td>
<td>Steven</td>
<td>TIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crowe</td>
<td>Colin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dempsey</td>
<td>Jim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denning</td>
<td>Dorothy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffie</td>
<td>Whitfield</td>
<td>Sun Microsystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Einaudi</td>
<td>Mario</td>
<td>CPSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans</td>
<td>Woody</td>
<td>US West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farber</td>
<td>David</td>
<td>Upenn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fischer</td>
<td>Addison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaherty</td>
<td>David</td>
<td>Wilson Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frazier</td>
<td>Greg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gellman</td>
<td>Bob</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>REDACTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilmore</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Cygnus Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasner</td>
<td>Sol</td>
<td>Mitre, The Jason Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldman</td>
<td>Janlori</td>
<td>ACLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman</td>
<td>Harry</td>
<td>NPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidoboni</td>
<td>Tom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harkins</td>
<td>Ann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendricks</td>
<td>Evan</td>
<td>US Privacy Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herman</td>
<td>Ezra</td>
<td>BNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman</td>
<td>Lance</td>
<td>George Washington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyland</td>
<td>Paul</td>
<td>CPSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson</td>
<td>David</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kahn</td>
<td>David</td>
<td>Newsday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kallstrom</td>
<td>James K.</td>
<td>FBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kammer</td>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>NIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karn</td>
<td>Phil</td>
<td>Qualcomm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kern</td>
<td>Stuart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>Jack</td>
<td>BNA Legal Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurz</td>
<td>Rob</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levy</td>
<td>Steven</td>
<td>MacWorld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin</td>
<td>Herb</td>
<td>National Academy of Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipner</td>
<td>Steve</td>
<td>Mitre, The JASON Group, Microsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madsen</td>
<td>Wayne</td>
<td>Computer Sciences Corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mailman Fred</td>
<td></td>
<td>HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markoff John</td>
<td></td>
<td>New York Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Kate</td>
<td></td>
<td>CNSS/ACLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald Alan</td>
<td></td>
<td>FBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGee Kate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oracle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMullen John</td>
<td></td>
<td>Newsbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNulty Lynn</td>
<td></td>
<td>NIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeks Brock</td>
<td></td>
<td>Communications Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendelson Ken</td>
<td></td>
<td>House Judiciary Committee; Stroz Friedberg (SDNY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messmer Ellen</td>
<td></td>
<td>Network World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mintz John</td>
<td></td>
<td>Washington Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray William</td>
<td></td>
<td>Deloitte &amp; Touche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson Mike</td>
<td></td>
<td>OSTP (White House Office of Science and Technology Policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osuna Juan</td>
<td></td>
<td>CRA, DOJ Immigration Oversight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauli Bill</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apple Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Beverly</td>
<td></td>
<td>GAO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peyton David Y.</td>
<td></td>
<td>ITAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podell Harold</td>
<td></td>
<td>GAO/OSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podesta John</td>
<td></td>
<td>White House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouls Bill</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apple Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratcliffe Mitch</td>
<td></td>
<td>MacWeek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relyea Harold</td>
<td></td>
<td>Congressional Research Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richelson Jeff</td>
<td></td>
<td>National Security Archive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenthal Ilene</td>
<td></td>
<td>Software Publishers Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotenberg Marc</td>
<td></td>
<td>CPSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudolph Debbie</td>
<td></td>
<td>IEEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell Cathy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Senate Judiciary Committee, US Ambassador for Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schiller Jeff</td>
<td></td>
<td>MIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwartau Wynn</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inter*Pak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwartz John</td>
<td></td>
<td>Washington Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Bob</td>
<td></td>
<td>Privacy Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoot Olly</td>
<td></td>
<td>CBEMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sobel David</td>
<td></td>
<td>CPSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonderman John</td>
<td></td>
<td>Department of State, export control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stapleton Ross</td>
<td></td>
<td>CIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stern Gary</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suchinsky Allan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Department of State, export licensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomsen Roszel</td>
<td></td>
<td>McKenney, Thomsen &amp; Burke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tien Lee</td>
<td></td>
<td>REDACTED, EFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayner Peter</td>
<td></td>
<td>Georgetown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weingarten Rick</td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer Research Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehurst William</td>
<td></td>
<td>IBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolff Steven</td>
<td></td>
<td>NSF, Cisco, Internet2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
32. Bookmark: #phil-wilcher


33. Bookmark: #vincent-foster

**On Jul. 20, 1993**, Vincent Foster, Jr., Deputy White House counsel and Clinton childhood friend, allegedly committed suicide. [528]

34. Bookmark: #jon-walker

**On Aug. 15, 1993**, Jon Walker, Senior RTC (Resolution Trust Corporation) specialist investigating Whitewater, allegedly committed suicide. [528]
35. Bookmark: #heard-dickson

On Sep. 10, 1993, S. Heard, S. Dickson, Clinton's healthcare advisory committee members, died in a plane crash. [528]

36. Bookmark: #luther-parks

On Sep. 26, 1993, Luther 'Jerry' Parks, Bill & Hillary Clinton's chief of security at the Clinton campaign headquarters, was murdered. [528]

37. Bookmark: #ed-willey

On Nov. 30, 1993, Ed Willey, Bill & Hillary Clinton's manager of the Clinton Presidential campaign finance committee, allegedly committed suicide. [528]


In 1993, Larry Summers with Sheryl Sandberg’s assistance engaged then-Wharton MBA student, Russian Yuri Milner, to write the World Bank paper "Voucher Investment Funds" advocating the Russian voucher system[128] in their "insane and unnecessary haste." [267]
39. In 1994, Yuri Milner met Russian oligarch Mikhail Khodorkovsky. Milner returned to Russia to work with Khodorkovsky at his bank, Bank Menatep, which in 1999 diverted $4.8 billion in IMF funds.[269] This money-laundering of an estimated $10 billion by the Russian mob via Bank Menatep also involved World Bank funds. Tellingly, Yuri Milner does not disclose this association in any of his current biographies. Milner’s activities between 1994 and 2007 are murky.[270]

40. Bookmark: #herschel-friday

On Mar. 01, 1994, Herschel Friday, a member of Bill & Hillary Clinton's Presidential campaign finance committee, died in a plane crash.[528]

41. Bookmark: #ronald-rogers

On Mar. 03, 1994, Ronald Rogers, was killed enroute to an interview for The Clinton Chronicles.[528]
Conspiracy of Silence: Pedophilia blackmail binds the Deep State shadow government's evil power

On May 03, 1994, TV Guide listed the Yorkshire TV documentary Conspiracy of Silence was scheduled to air on the Discovery Channel. This documentary exposed a network of religious leaders and Washington politicians who flew children to Washington D.C. for sex orgies. Many children suffered the indignity of wearing nothing but their underwear and a number displayed on a piece of cardboard hanging from their necks when being auctioned off to foreigners in Las Vegas, Nevada and Toronto, Canada.

https://youtu.be/II1tQaT_wU4 | Raw *.mp4 video file

See Ted L. Gunderson, FBI Special Agent In Charge (ret.), discussing Conspiracy of Silence in the May 12, 2015 timeline entry.

At the last minute before airing, unknown Congressmen threatened the TV Cable industry with restrictive legislation if this documentary was aired. Almost immediately, the rights to the documentary were purchased by unknown persons who had ordered all copies destroyed.

A copy of this videotape was furnished anonymously to former Nebraska state senator and attorney John De Camp who made it available to retired FBI Agent Ted L. Gunderson. While the video quality is not top grade, this tape is a blockbuster in what is revealed by the participants involved.[642] Click here for Ted Gunderson's Biography PDF.[644]
On May 11, 1994, Kathy Ferguson, former wife of Clinton bodyguard Danny Ferguson, allegedly committed suicide. [528]
NOTICE: This timeline entry on Rwanda is longer than our normal entries due to an evident and concerted effort by MSM to push a false narrative on the public about who was really behind the merciless slaughter of 1 million innocent civilians. That narrative is evidently a false flag pretext created by a rogue C.I.A. on behalf of its globalist mining and eugenics interests. This entry attempts to straighten a very crooked record that shockingly winds back to Arkansas and the Clintons.

Rwandan "Genocide:
Central African rare earth minerals & diamond sources for The Clinton Foundation, George Soros & their computer technology globalist collaborators

By Jul. 18, 1994, Paul Kagame took power in Rwanda after an alleged "Rwandan Genocide." This massacre of almost 1 million Rwandans now appears to have been a C.I.A.-fabricated eugenics program that also served as a false flag pretext. This pretext provided the cover to seize control of rare earth minerals in the resource-rich neighboring Congo. Those minerals are critical for the manufacturing of computers, military surveillance devices, aerospace, defense, nuclear, satellites, mobile technology and TVs by the rogue C.I.A. Deep State shadow government "Big Data" spy operation globally.

Kagame had been head of military intelligence in the Ugandan Armed Forces after being trained by the C.I.A. at the U.S. Army Command and Staff College (CGSC) in Leavenworth, Kansas. Tellingly, the official "Rwandan genocide" mainstream media and Congressional narrative MAKES NO MENTION of Kagame's extensive C.I.A. training, much less any U.S. complicity.[660].

Also missing from the official MSM narrative is the sworn testimony before Congress (May 2001) and in France (2002) by NSA military intelligence analyst Wayne Madsen who testified: "A French military intelligence officer said he detected some 100 armed U.S. troops in the eastern Zaire conflict zone," Madsen's statement began: "Moreover, the DGSE [French secret service] reported the Americans had knowledge of the extermination of Hutu refugees by..."
Tutsis in both Rwanda and eastern Zaire and were doing nothing about it. More ominously, there was reason to believe that some U.S. forces, either Special Forces or mercenaries, may have actually participated in the extermination of Hutu refugees." (pp. 9-10).[658]


The official UN-sanctioned and amazingly unquestioned "Hutu genocide rampage" narrative is not credible just on the numbers, as proven by Global Research and common sense.

Rwandans martyred by Bill & Hillary Clinton & the Globalists

Rwandan Graveyard of Martyrs of the 100-day Globalist New World Order Atrocities of 1994. Lord have mercy. Photo: Unknown.
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Skulls and bones of some of those killed in Rwanda's 100-day Globalist New World Order Atrocities are seen at a memorial shrine at a Catholic church in Ntarama, Rwanda, April 4, 2014. Lord have mercy.

The beneficiaries from the death and martyrdom of 1 million Rwandans were globalist technology companies who were securing their access to rare earth minerals needed in the manufacture of electronic devices. These minerals are plentiful in the mines of Central Africa. These natural resources should bring great wealth to the Central African economies, but do not because they are extracted under contracts with corrupt, globalist-backed New World Order dictators and strongmen. These companies are members of:

(1) C.I.A.'s In-Q-Tel private venture capital company, (2) National Infrastructure Assurance/Advisory Council (NIAC), (3) the National Venture Capital Association (NCVA), (4) The IBM Eclipse Foundation, (5) Obama's Technology CEO's Council, and (6) Obama Silicon Valley outpost of the U.S. Digital Service funded with $1.5 billion in funds from Google's Eric Schmidt ... among others. Graphic: AFI.

President Bill Clinton did nothing to stop this 100-day so-called "Rwandan Genocide" that brought to power The Clinton Foundation protégé, Paul Kagame—a C.I.A.-trained member of the minority (8.4%) Tutsi tribe.
The beneficiaries were global technology players in electronic capacitors essential to aerospace weaponry, mobile phones, computers, TVs, disk drives and chips manufactured by Sony, Compaq, Microsoft, Dell, Ericsson, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Nokia, Intel, Lucent, and Motorola.

The official narrative is suspect and appears to have been a C.I.A. false flag pretext. NSA analyst Wayne Madsen concurs in his book abstract for Genocide and Covert Operations in Africa, 1993-1999 (Mellen Press, 1999): "The USA was not merely an innocent bystander to the events that led to the systematic mass killing of humans. It also introduces the world of international mining and the dubious nature of the network of investors and agents of influence that support the mining industry. It considers how the unlikely confluence of African, American, Southeast Asian and even Arkansas politics had tremendous consequences for many disparate players, including the Clinton administration, the Habyarimana regime in Rwanda, Marshal Mobutu of Zaire, and the peoples of Sierra Leone, Congo, and Angola."

Hutus were 91.6% of the population. On Apr. 06, 1994, moderate Hutu President Juvénal Habyarimana's plane was shot down by two French-supplied Russian SAM-16 Gimlet missiles (captured in Iraq in Feb. 1991, Le Figaro) along with fellow Hutu passenger and Burundi President Cyprien Ntaryamira. Habyarimana's assassination is said to have ignited Hutu-Tutsi ethnic tensions in the region and a genocidal rampage against minority Tutsi. The facts support an opposite story.

On Apr. 07, 1994, the next day, a well-funded and well-armed C.I.A. agent and Tutsi named Paul Kagame, who commanded the Rwanda Patriotic Front (RPF) replete with Ugandan mercenaries, said he would resume the civil war if the alleged Tutsi killings did not stop. The next day, he pressed the attack. According to the official narrative, some one million Tutsis were allegedly killed by genocide-incited Hutus angered by Habyarimana's plane crash—in less than three months! This narrative breaks down when one does the math . . . and also realizes that two million Hutus simultaneously fled to Zaire.

U.N. / U.S. / C.I.A. genocide narrative hides globalist rare earth mineral mining & depopulation agendas

According to the officially-accepted U.S., U.N. and RPF (Kagame, Tutsi) narrative, 1,074,017 Tutsis were killed. However, the total population of Rwanda was 7,099,844. Tutsis comprised 8.4% or 596,387. Therefore, the RPF / U.N. / U.S. / Tutsi claim is twice the total number of Tutsis available to kill! A former RPF officer, Abdul Ruzibiza, testified that the RPF counted Hutu corpses as Tutsi corpses![657]

Extensive testimony in the Beatrice Munyenyezi trial provides clear evidence that an elite 100-man U.S. force directed Kagame's RPF forces with the aim of depopulation and plunder of rare earth mining resources in neighboring Congo. Extensive satellite imagery proves that the U.S. Department of Defense, NRO
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(National Reconnaissance Office), DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency) and C.I.A. were fully aware of the slaughter of Hutus and did nothing to stop it. Further, the evidence shows that Kagame killed as many of his fellow Tutsis as he did Hutus, then blamed all the Tutsi deaths on the Hutus.[658]

Why would two million Hutus flee into Zaire if they were about to annihilate Kagame's Tutsi minority as claimed? In the process, Kagame used the RPF and the genocide pretext to kill some 25-45,000 Hutus in Rwanda. Then, he pursued the two million ***Hutu*** refugees into Zaire where he killed 200,000 more, and in the process overthrew the government of Zaire.

By Jul. 04, 1994—in just three months—Kagami/Clinton completed the Tutsi takeover and the consolidation of globalist power over Central Africa's rare earth minerals and diamonds, sometimes referred to a "blood minerals" and "blood diamonds."

Three globalist culprits appear to predominate: The Clinton Foundation, George Soros and his Open Society Foundations, and Maurice Tempelsman. In 1992, George Soros had almost destroyed the UK Pound and netted $1 billion overnight which he used to found the Open Society Foundations.

Belgian-born Maurice Tempelsman has a long and bloody history in Africa. When Congo’s first Premier, Patrice Lumumba, pledged to return diamond wealth back to the newly independent Congo in the early 60’s, Tempelsman, who began with De Beers in the 1950’s, helped engineer the coup d’etat that consolidated the dictatorship of 29 year-old Colonel Mobutu (Zaire/Congo), and the coup against Ghana’s Kwame Nkrumah; diamonds were at stake in each.

Tempelsman has a long and dubious history with the C.I.A. In the 1960s Tempelsman hired as his business agent the CIA station chief in Kinshasa (Zaire/Congo), Larry Devlin, who helped put Mobutu in power and afterward served as his personal adviser. From March 3, 1977, Tempelsman briefly held the title of honorary consul general for the Congo/Mobutu in New York City. With such unfettered access to the Congo's rich mining resources in diamonds and rare earth minerals needed in high technology manufacturing, Tempelsman is clearly a go-to financier for the globalist New World Order plans.

Tempelsman is a Democratic party deep pocket, a regular supporter of the campaigns of John Kerry (D); Ed Royce (R); Tom Daschle (D); Barack Obama (D); Maxine Waters (D); John Rockefeller (D); Richard...
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According to blood diamond expert Janine Roberts, "Declassified memos and cables between former U.S. presidents and State Department officials over the last four decades directly linked Tempelsman to the destabilization of Zaire/Congo, Sierra Leone, Angola, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Rwanda and Ghana."

President George H. W. Bush served as an advisor to Tempelsman's company, Barrick Gold Corporation. Barrick directors include: Brian Mulroney, former PM of Canada; Edward Neys, former U.S. ambassador to Canada and chairman of the private PR firm Burston-Marsteller; former U.S. Senator Howard Baker; J. Trevor Eyton, a member of the Canadian Senate; and Vernon Jordan, one of Bill Clinton's lawyers. Barrick Gold's mining partners have included Adastra Mining-formerly named America Mineral Fields (AMFI, AMX, other names), formerly based in, of all places, Hope, Arkansas, Bill Clinton's hometown.

A major beneficiary of this Central African mining exploitation is Sony Corporation. Sony's executive vice president and general counsel, Nicole Seligman, worked for Williams & Connolly LLP.[662]

Williams & Connolly LLP is the same law firm that has been representing Hillary Clinton's stonewalling of the IRS and Benghazi House Oversight Hearings. They incorporated The Clinton Foundation on Apr. 13, 1999. They were also chosen by rogue C.I.A. Deep State shadow government lawyer James P. Chandler to represent the government in the first prosecution of the Federal Trade Secrets Act in 1999. Williams & Connolly's evident collusion begs the question "When is a law firm engaging in sedition and crimes against humanity?"[657]

There is so much evidence of this collusion around mining. Bill Clinton formally...
established
The Clinton
Foundation
(Clinton-
Hunter
Development Initiative (DHDI) promising $100 million over 10 years in Rwanda in Sep. 2005—the same month that he traveled to Kazakhstan with Canadian mining executive Frank Giustra and acquired exclusive uranium mining rights for Giustra's UrAsia Energy Ltd.[659]

Meanwhile . . .

45. Bookmark: #bill-shelton

On Jun. 12, 1994, Bill Shelton, Arkansas State Police officer, fiance of Kathy Ferguson, former wife of Clinton bodyguard Danny Ferguson, allegedly committed suicide.[528]

46. Bookmark: #calvin-walraven

On Jul. 28, 1994, Calvin Walraven, a police informant in Jocelyn Elders' son's cocaine distribution trial, allegedly committed suicide. [528]
The Clinton Chronicles (1994). "The hijacking of America." The Clinton Corruption Machine expanded to Washington, D.C. from its Arkansas roots to take over the Internet while hiding behind national security as the excuse for secrecy, money laundering, crony enrichment and stonewalling.[528]


The Clinton Chronicles (1994): Contract murders believed to be associated with Bill & Hillary Clinton. "$100 million a month in cocaine was laundered by the Clintons through Mena, Arkansas . . . including giving cocaine to children for sexual favors."—Larry Nichols:

1. Dan Casolaro (journalist investigating ADFA and Mena, suicide, 8/10/91);
2. Victor Raiser & son (chair, Clinton Presidential Finance Committee, plane crash, 7/30/92);
3. C. LeBleu/T. (Clinton bodyguard, Waco raid gunfire, SHOT IN THE HEAD, EXECUTION STYLE, 2/28/93)
4. T. McKeaham, (Clinton bodyguard, Waco raid gunfire, SHOT IN THE HEAD, EXECUTION STYLE, 2/28/93)
5. R. Williams, (Clinton bodyguard, Waco raid gunfire, SHOT IN THE HEAD, EXECUTION STYLE, 2/28/93)
6. S. Willis (Clinton bodyguard, Waco raid gunfire, SHOT IN THE HEAD, EXECUTION STYLE, 2/28/93); See Ted L. Gunderson, FBI Special Agent In Charge (ret.) speech re. WACO, May 12, 2005;
7. W. Barkley, B. Hassey, S. Reynolds, T. Sabel (Clinton bodyguards, helicopter crash, 5/19/93);
8. John A. Wilson (Wash., D.C. councilman preparing to expose Clinton, 5/19/93);  
9. Phil Wilcher (Wash., D.C. attorney investigating Mena, suicide, 6/22/93);  
10. Vincent Foster, Jr. (Dep. White House counsel, Clinton childhood friend, suicide, 7/20/93);  
11. Jon Walker (Sr. RTC specialist investigating Whitewater, suicide, 8/15/93);  
12. S. Heard, S. Dickson (members of Clinton's healthcare advisory committee, plane crash, 9/10/93);  
13. Luther 'Jerry' Parks (chief of security, Clinton campaign headquarters, murder, 9/26/93);  
14. Ed Willey (manager, Clinton Presidential campaign finance committee, suicide 11/30/93);  
15. Herschel Friday (members, Clinton Presidential campaign finance committee, plane crash, 3/1/94);  
16. Ronald Rogers (killed enroute to interview for The Clinton Chronicles, plane crash, 3/3/94);  
17. Kathy Ferguson (former wife of Clinton bodyguard Danny Ferguson, suicide, 5/11/94);  
18. Bill Shelton (Ark. State Police officer, fiance of Kathy Ferguson, suicide, 6/12/94);  
19. Calvin Walraven (police informant in Jocelyn Elders' son's cocaine distribution trial, suicide, 7/28/94); and  
20. Alan G. Whicher (Clinton chief of security, former Clinton bodyguard, OK City blast, 4/19/95).

In 1995, Larry Summers was promoted by Bill Clinton to U.S. Deputy Secretary of the Treasury under Robert Rubin.
THE HIGHLANDS FORUM :
"Shadow Elitist Pentagon Intelligence Cronyism"

In ca. Feb. 1995 (inception date is vague and sometimes published as in 1994), The Highlands Forum hosted by Richard P. O'Neill, Beltway political and economic consulting sycophant, held its first private gathering sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and co-chaired by the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (PDASD(C31)) and the DARPA Director of Net Assessment. The meeting is said to have helped plant the idea of "network-centric warfare" in the minds of the nation's top military.

"A thousand thinkers have participated over the past 12 years, attending the sessions to which they have the most to contribute."
Brian Friel, GOVEXEC.com (undated)

"I'm an active member of the (informal) Highlands community, and it is a wonderful thing. The Forums are an opportunity to meet with high-level military officials in a meaningful way. As a civilian and a pretty skeptical one, I'm impressed with the practicality of the operating military. They are not sitting around making policy; they work on the ground to make things happen. It's definitely worth helping them to be more effective and accountable, which is the goal of Highlands."
Esther Dyson, Chairman, EDVenture Holdings

"Dick is an amazingly talented individual and tremendous 'connector' in terms of bridging between the public and private sector. Through the Highlands Forum I have had a chance to establish productive, long-term relationships with individuals in defense and intelligence communities, with influential individuals in NGOs, with fascinating authors and independent thinkers, and with other notable figures from the commercial world. Highlands' approach to catalyzing relevant conversation and high-level connection is, in my
viewpoint, unique and uniquely valuable."
Ray Ozzie, Chief Software Architect, Microsoft

"The Highlands Forum is a unique operation. It
examines key topics and brings together the people
who really understand what's happening. Dick has a
unique ability to frame the questions and bring the
right people together. He does a lot of homework, he
has a huge network of very smart people, and he's
amazingly poised and comfortable with high egos. I
have attended quite a few Highland Forums and
always find they hold my attention and teach me
things I didn't know. The Highlands Forum started as a unpublicized
operation within the Defense Department many years ago, and
blossomed into one of the most enduring and useful forums for
assembling specialists on technology of every sort. It's a real treat to
attend."
Steve Crocker, CEO of Shinkuro; Obama's chair of ICANN (Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers); Crocker oversaw
the ICANN transfer of management to a U.N. body which is
probable treason given Crocker's collusion with Clinton, Podesta
and Chandler. See Timeline, Oct. 01, 2016 "Obama's Internet Fraud
and Betrayal.

The Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) also called the Open
Government law restricted how the government could solicit ideas from
special interests. The Highlands Forum and later The Highlands Group
evidently ignored those conflict of interest safeguards and reveled in its
crony capitalism. Thus, the globalist Deep State shadow government's
takeover of the Internet was shrouded in garden variety greed,
powermongering and illegality from inception. [807] [808] [809] [810] [811]
Andrew W. Marshall, head of the Department of Defense's Office of Net Assessment and Highlands Forum co-chair, at a Forum session in 2008. Source: Medium INSURGE intelligence. Nicknamed “Yoda” by insiders, as “the DoD’s most elusive” but “one of its most influential officials. Vice President Dick Cheney, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, and Deputy Secretary Paul Wolfowitz are/were widely considered the hawks of the neoconservative movement in American politics and were among Marshall’s star protégés.

Highlands Group / Forum Participants
Sponsor: U.S. Secretary of Defense
(Private meetings with military-industrial complex cronies in gross violation of FACA)

Organization
1L3
Annenberg Center for Public Policy
Aspen Institute
BEA
C.I.A.
Cassatt
Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA)
Deloitte & Touche
Disney
Goldman Sachs
Google
Government Accounting Office (GAO)
GOVEXEC.com
Harvard Business

Person
Anandan, Padmanabhan
Microsoft
Bookstaber, Richard
Brin, Glen David
DoD, CIA, Procter & Gamble, SAP, Google
Brown, John Seely
Xerox PARC
Coleman, William T.
BEA, Cassett, Alsop (Gilman) Louie, In-Q-Tel, C.I.A., Sun Microsystems, Warburg Pincus, Palm, Veritas Technologies, Carlyle Group, Symantec
Derrick, K. Scott
Government Accounting Office (GAO)
Dyson, Esther
EDventure, HICcup, Oppenheimer Holdings,
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Harvard Law
Harvard University
Havard Law
IBM
Imperial College
Independent Institute
Information Assurance
Infosys
JC Penney
Johns Hopkins University
McKinsey & Co
Microsoft
MIT
National Defense University
National Security Agency (NSA)
National Security Council (NSC)
Procter & Gamble
RAND Corp
CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research)
Rice University
Santa Fe Institute
SAP
Singapore Ministry of Defence (MINDEF)
Sun Microsystems
Towson University
U.S. Department of Defense
U.S. Department of Defense CIO
U.S. Office of Secretary of Defense (sponsor)
U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC)
University of Southern California (USC)
University of Chicago
University of Maryland
Wired Magazine
World Economic Forum (Davos)
Xerox

O'Reilly Media, TrustID, Bloomberg
Friel, Brian
GOVEXEC.com
Gopalakrishnan, Kris
Infosys, Axilor Ventures
Hagel III, John
Crocker, Stephen D.
Shinkuro, ICANN
Chandler III, James P.
Clinton/Podesta national security advisor, IBM, Judiciary, Congress, Harvard Law, Leader Technologies patent attorney
Gross, Ben
Microsoft, Linde Group, UC Berkeley
Hean, Teo Chee
Singapore Defense
Jacobson, Don
13L
Joy, William N.
Sun Microsystems
Kretkowski, Paul D.
Dept. of Homeland Security's DNSSEC (Domain Name System Security Extensions) Deployment Initiative, Shinkuro (w/ Stephen D. Crocker, ICANN)
Lockhart, Clare
Harvard, Aspen Institute
O'Neill, Richard P.
Highlands Group / Forum
Ozzie, Raymond
Lotus, IBM, Microsoft
Plunkett, Debora A.
NSA, NSC, Johns Hopkins Univ., Univ. of Maryland, JC Penney, Towson University
Rasulo, James A. 'Jay'
Disney, Pixar, ABC, ESPN, Comcast, Muppets
Ronfeldt, David F.
RAND Corp
Shirky, Clay
Smallley, Richard E.
Rice University
Venables, Philip J., Goldman Sachs (Cryptocurrency)
M. Mitchell Waldrop
Massive Open Online Courses, aka MOOCs, Transform Higher Education and Science, Fast Company, Nature
Wells II, Linton
DoD Deputy CIO, Harvard
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Wladawsky-Berger, Irving
IBM, MIT

Wooley, Kitty
U.S. Department of Education

Yam, Tony Tan Keng
Singapore Defense
The New World Order
Secret White House intelligence masters, created by Clinton / Chandler to enable a globalist takeover


"This order prescribes a uniform system for classifying, safeguarding, and declassifying national security information . . .

Sec. 5.4 (1) There is established an Interagency Security Classification Appeals Panel" comprised of:

1. Secretary of State
2. Secretary of Defense
3. Attorney General
4. CIA Director
5. US Archivist
6. Assistant to the President for National Security
7. Chaired by the President.

In addition, in a subsequent executive order, Barack Obama made the U.S. subservient to foreign treaties on Dec. 29, 2009 in Executive Order No. 13526[272]—treaties that later included the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) (Sec. 2.3(b)(9)—documents would not be declassified if such action would "violate a statute, treaty, or international agreement.") This could allow unscrupulous characters to cause documents to be hidden forever based on variable terms in foreign treaties, e.g., Iranian nuclear deal (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action—JCPO), TPP (Trans-Pacific Partnership), TiSA (Trade in Services Agreement, i.e.,
European TPP). James P. Chandler very likely played a central role in these orders to deindustrialize the United States and make it subservient to globalist control (Read: destroy the American Republican form of government). See Clinton-Bush-Obama Executive Order interlinks.

Bookmark: #eisenhower-warning

President Dwight D. Eisenhower's warning about the rise of a corrupt military-industrial complex

Click video to watch 2 min. 30 secs. of President Dwight D. Eisenhower's farewell address on Jan. 17, 1961

On Jan. 17, 1961, President Dwight D. Eisenhower warned the world about the dangers for tyranny arising from a military-industrial complex. As the AFI investigation has uncovered, that day came on Sep. 29, 1999 when the C.I.A. began investing in hardware and software companies, thus essentially nationalizing, largely in secret, America's emerging digital infrastructure. This gave the C.I.A. an unprecedented and unaccountable ability to spy on everyone without a warrant.  https://youtu.be/orEurY6HdXU | Raw *.mp4 video

Note the slippery attorney double-speak that permeates these founding security documents of the New World Order. Bill and Hillary Clinton had found a new scam that overshadowed their previous successes at drug smuggling and money laundering in Mena, Arkansas—the military-industrial national security apparatus that former President Dwight D. Eisenhower warned of.[531]

Former Secretary of State and National Security Adviser Robert M. Gates said in his book Duty that the White House national security staff ballooned from 50 people in 1993 to more than 350 under Obama by 2011.

Bill Clinton's Executive Order 13526 (Apr. 17, 1995) set this escalation in motion. The resulting private, unauthorized White House spy/defense agency is clearly affirmed by Secretary Gates in his book.[530]
Robert M. Gates: "The root of my unhappiness in the Obama administration was therefore not the NSS [National Security Staff] policy initiatives but rather its micromanagement—on Haitian relief, on the Libyan no-fly zone, above all on Afghanistan—and I routinely resisted it . . . NSC staff in the early 1990s, professional staff numbered about fifty. Today the NSS numbers more than 350."

Bookmark: #oklahoma-city-bombing
51. **On Apr. 19, 1995**, the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in downtown Oklahoma City, was bombed by Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols, just two days after Bill Clinton formed a secret White House intelligence operation via Executive Order 12958.\[528\] Such events gave the insiders justification to consolidate intelligence powers around the President, outside Congressional oversight, through a string of executive orders.

According to Ted L. Gunderson, FBI Special Agent In Charge (ret.), the alleged bomber, Timothy McVeigh, was a mind control soldier of the C.I.A.'s MKUltra program. He says the bomb maker was a C.I.A. Agent named Michael Riconosciuto. He said that a fertilizer bomb, as the official narrative alleges, did not have the power to create such devastation. Gunderson also discovered that the C.I.A.'s top MKUltra mind control expert, Dr. Jolly West, paid a secret visit to McVeigh before the trial.\[639\] See Ted L. Gunderson's timeline entry for **May 12, 2005**.
On Apr. 19, 1995, Alan G. Whicher, Clinton's chief of security and former bodyguard, was killed in the Oklahoma City terror bombing. [528]

54. **C.I.A. - IBM - Lotus Collusion**

On Jul. 12, 1995, Lotus sold to IBM. Lotus was the go-to communications and collaboration platform of the C.I.A. By the late 1990's, the government began to discover that Lotus Notes could not handle the large scale collaboration requirements of the Internet. That is when IBM advisor James P. Chandler met Michael McKibben and Leader Technologies who had invented what is now called 'social networking' in 2000. Chandler and IBM stole the invention through a cut out that they created named the IBM Eclipse Foundation on Nov. 29, 2001. David J. Kappos was IBM's chief inside intellectual property counsel. James P. Chandler was IBM's chief outside intellectual property counsel to Kappos and IBM, as well as the Clinton White House, Justice Department, C.I.A., NSA, FBI, Justice Department, Congress and the Judiciary. Chandler and Kappos were coordinating their intelligence efforts with Robert S. Mueller, James B. Comey, Jay J. Rosenstein and Andrew McCabe.[832]

55. **On Aug. 14, 1995**, Bill Clinton appointed Evan J. Wallach as Judge at the U.S. Court of International Trade. Wallach had been Senator Harry Reid's chief counsel (1986-1987). James P. Chandler was key consultant to this court and the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals on intellectual property, economic espionage and trade secrets law. Wallach was appointed by Barack Obama to the Federal Circuit on Nov. 18, 2011. Wallach was then assigned to the Leader v. Facebook panel having never heard a patent case previously.

56. **In 1995**, James W. Breyer became a director of RealNetworks. Breyer was also managing partners at Accel Partners LLP. He is a 1987 graduate of Harvard Business School, one of Facebook's largest investors, and its first chairman.
57. Illegal Chinese donations to Clinton's Presidential re-election to buy influence

In 1996, Chinese-American fundraiser Johnny Chung disclosed that he illegally funneled money from Chinese officials to Bill Clinton's 1996 election bid. He secretly filmed a tell-all video as an 'insurance policy' - because he feared being murdered by the Clinton machine. He smuggled it to trusted friends and family with instructions to release it to the media in the event of his untimely death because he believed he was at risk of being assassinated. Chung is believed it still be alive and living in China. The video was obtained by author and historian Doug Wead for his new book Game of Thorns, which chronicles the Clintons' long-running operation to buy political influence in Washington, D.C. [611]
CRY OF THE INNOCENTS:  500,000 dead Iraqi children was "worth it." (So George Soros could hedge currencies)

On May 12, 1996, Madeleine J. Albright, Bill Clinton's Secretary of State, told interviewer Leslie Stahl on U.S. sanctions against Iraq:

STAHL: "We have heard that a half million children have died. I mean, that’s more children than died in Hiroshima. And, you know, is the price worth it?"

ALBRIGHT: "I think this is a very hard choice, but the price--we think the price is worth it."

The "we" includes Bill, Hillary Clinton and George Soros, harbingers of "The New World Order."

The Economic Espionage Act ("EEA") was drafted by James P. Chandler. EEA was heavily promoted by Clinton's C.I.A. Director John M. Deutch. William ("Bill") A. Fenwick of Fenwick & West LLP assisted Chandler. Chandler would bring Fenwick in to perfect the theft of Leader Technologies invention on Aug. 20, 2001.
On Oct. 11, 1996, The False Statements Accountability Act ("FSAA") was sponsored by a one-term freshman Senator William J. Martini (NJ) who later became a federal judge. It included a bizarre Subsection (b) that permits judges, attorneys and parties to lie to Congress, courts and agencies without liability. This law has been affirmed several times by 9th Circuit Judge Susan P. Graber, a Clinton appointee. In U.S. v. McNeil she wrote: "Congress . . . chose to exempt from criminal liability certain kinds of lies to the federal government . . . Statements made in judicial proceedings are excluded from liability under the statute by subsection (b)." US v. McNeil, 362 F. 3d 570 (9th Cir. 2004) at 574.

In U.S. v. Horvath she wrote: "criminal liability does not attach to materially false statements submitted by a party to a judge in a judicial proceeding, even if the party makes the statements knowingly and willfully." US v. Horvath, 492 F. 3d 1075 (9th Cir. 2007) at 1081.

James P. Chandler very likely played a central role in this unconscionable new 1996 FSAA provision—passed in the fog of the EEA—that permits lying to Congress, courts and administrative proceedings. Did Congress even read this law before approving it almost unanimously? Current presidential candidate John Kasich voted for it, as did John Boehner and Nancy Pelosi.

Go to 1997 Timeline
On Feb. 12, 1997, Randolph A. Graves, Jr. formed Eurotech, Ltd. to organize technology transfer with the former Soviet Union. Graves was a NASA director and national security collaborator with Chandler and Freeze. Other Chandler-Freeze cronies who joined Eurotech were James D. Watkins, retired Secretary of the Navy, and Don V. Hahnfeldt, retired nuclear submarine commander. On Aug. 07, 2001, Chandler joined the Eurotech board with his CRYPTO.com company in tow that he had quickly formed earlier that year. On Dec. 30, 2001, Chandler received $1 million from a Venezuelan telecommunications and Internet company for prospective CRYPTO services that sounded identical to Leader Technologies' inventions. Chandler sold CRYPTO to Eurotech which was spun in and out of Cayman Island companies under various names including Markland Technologies, Woodward LLC, James LLC, Technest, AccelPath, EOIR Technologies, Eurotech SpA and currently The White Oak Group. Another iteration named Eurotech SpA was formed in Italy to promote Eclipse's "The Internet of Things" with IBM, Microsoft, Cisco, Intel and Wind River (embedded systems: routers, chips, operating systems).

On Jun. 23, 1997, Michael T. McKibben founded Leader Technologies LLC, later Leader Technologies, Inc. in Columbus, Ohio to pursue his vision for better collaboration software for the emerging Internet. The resulting inventions have become known as "social networking."
On Oct. 23, 1997, Bill & Hillary Clinton incorporated the William J. Clinton Foundation in Arkansas, File No. 100152168. Since its inception, the foundation has operated and/or continues to operate under at least 30 "Fictitious Names" (Arkansas Secretary of State) including the names listed below.

Note: Most news biographies state that Bill Clinton formed his foundation after he left the presidency in 2001. However, the Arkansas Secretary of State public records cited here show the news reports to be uniformly in error. [478]

The Foundation does not provide a 1997 IRS Form 990 charity financial report. The first report disclosing $3,050,000 in donations is for 1998, EIN 31-1580204. It has blanked out the names of the Contributor Names on page 16. [480]

The Foundation name was changed to Bill, Hillary & Chelsea Clinton Foundation on Apr. 07, 2013.

1. Acceso Fund LLC (Colombia),
2. Bill, Hillary & Chelsea Clinton Foundation (BHCCF),
3. Ciudad Verde Amarilo Frailejon III (CVAF),
4. Clinton Climate Initiative (CCI),
5. Clinton Foundation (The) (TCF, CF),
6. Clinton Foundation HIV/AIDS Initiative (CFHAI),
7. Clinton Foundation Hong Kong (CFHK),
8. Clinton Foundation Insamlingstiftelse (Sweden) (CFI),
9. Clinton Giusdra Enterprise Partnership (CGEP),
10. Clinton Giusdra Sustainable Growth Initiative (CGSGI),
11. Clinton Global Initiative (CGI),
12. Clinton Global Initiative - Asia (CFIA),
13. Clinton Global Initiative University (CGIU),
14. Clinton Health Access Initiative (CHAI),
15. Clinton Health Matters Initiative (CHMI),
16. Clinton Hunter Development Initiative (CHDI),
17. Clinton Institute (CI),
18. Clinton Small Business Initiative (CSBI),
19. Forty Two (FT),
20. No Ceiling (NC),
21. The Full Participation Project (TFPP)
22. The Clinton Foundation (TCF, CF),
23. The Clinton Initiatives (TCI, CI),
24. The Clinton Museum Store (TCMS, CMS),
25. The William J. Clinton Foundation (TWJCF, WJCF),
26. The William J. Clinton Presidential Center (TWJCPC, TWJCPL),
27. Too Small To Fail (TSTF),
28. West Wing (TCF, WW),
29. William J. C. Foundation (Clinton Foundation) (WJCF),
30. William J. Clinton Foundation (WJCF),
31. William J. Clinton Foundation (India) (WJCFI),
32. William J. Clinton Fndn (Kenya) Char Trust (WJCFKCT),
33. William J. Clinton Foundation UK (WJCFUK),
34. WJC Investments [William Jefferson Clinton, for profit] (WJCI), and
35. WJC, LLC [William Jefferson Clinton, for profit] (WJCLLC).

Williams & Connolly LLP was paid $88,200 in legal fees in 1998. Scandalously, the firm also represented the State Department in stonewalling discovery requests for Hillary Clinton emails related to The Clinton Foundation. See Aug. 23, 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part II</th>
<th>Compensation of the Five Highest Paid Independent Contractors for Professional Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(See Instructions on page 1. List each one (whether individuals or firms). If there are none, enter “None.”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) Name and address of each independent contractor paid more than $50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMS &amp; CONNOLLY</td>
<td>752 12TH STREET N.W., WASHINGTON D.C., LEGAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

64. During 1998, Russian Yuri Milner and Bank Menatep diverted $4.8 billion IMF funds and laundered $10 billion in Russian organized crime funds.

Milner's partner during their Facebook "pump and dump" investing phase Russian oligarch Alisher Usmanov, now dubbed "The Richest Man in Russia" and a close Putin ally.

Harvard's Larry Summers and his disastrous Russian voucher system, promoted while he was chief economist at the World Bank, must take much of the blame for rise of the uber-corrupt Russian oligarch.

Why? Because on paper the voucher system sounded reasonable: sell stock (vouchers) in the Soviet state companies to the private market. The problem was the average citizens only held Russian Rubles which were worthless. The only people in Russia holding Western currency to purchase Summers' vouchers were purchased by the only two groups in the collapsing Soviet Union with hard currency: corrupt Communist officials and Soviet organized crime.

Yuri Milner and Alisher Usmanov are Larry Summers creations. Pundits believe Summers tapped this connection as the Deep State plans to pump Facebook's pre-IPO valuation to $100 billion took shape starting in about 2006-2007. By 2008, Milner, Goldman Sachs (Lloyd Blankfein) and Morgan Stanley were maneuvering personnel into place in London and Dubai to process the more than $33 billion that bailout director Larry Summers would manage for newly-elected President Barack Obama. See 1991-1993 above.
KOSOVO HOAX WAR: Bill Clinton, George Soros, neocons, globalists, UN, EU, rogue C.I.A., NATO supported Islamist KLA over Christian Serbs to establish jihadi foothold in Europe

Between Mar. 5, 1998 and Jul. 11, 1999, The Kosovo War was fought between the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (largely Serbia Orthodox Christians) and the so-called Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA). The KLA was supported by Islamist foreign volunteers from Albania, Turkey, North Africa, Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan and Egypt. The KLA was funded by Islamist organizations and drug smuggling.

There have been many reports of abuses and war crimes committed by the KLA during and after the conflict, such as massacres of civilians, prison camps, and destruction of medieval churches and monuments. However, the mainstream media focused its (now familiar) fake news blaming the Serbian Army for atrocities that were committed by the KLA.

The Medieval St. Mark’s Monastery, near Korisa, Prizren, built in 1467, looted, set on fire and totally destroyed by Islamist Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) explosives, July 1999, one month after the rogue C.I.A. UN, NATO (KFOR) took over Kosovo. There have been no arrests. Lord have mercy.

In total, 155 Serbian Orthodox Christian churches and monasteries were destroyed. Despite the confirmed reports of KLA atrocities, Congressman Dana Rohrabacher (R-CA) was the first member of Congress to advocate arming the Islamist KLA. He compared US funding to France funding American Revolutionaries. Tellingly Rohrbacher was Chairman of the Subcommittee on Space and Aeronautics from 1997 to January 2005 that funded the National Laboratories - the heart of the U.S. military-industrial complex.
A report prepared under C.I.A. Director George J. Tenet and summarized by him in testimony to the Senate Armed Services Committee on February 2, 1999 referred to the Serb "massacre at Račak."[650] This alleged massacre became the pretext for NATO intervention against Serbia. However, an AIM REPORT (Accuracy in Media) has exposed the alleged Račak massacre as a HOAX. It never happened. The alleged photos of the massacre were staged.[649]

C.I.A. Director George J. Tenet told the Senate: "Moreover, funds pouring into KLA coffers from the Albanian Diaspora* have increased sharply following the massacre at Račak [later proven to be a hoax in the AIM REPORT, Apr. A, 2000]."[649] Hindsight is 20-20: The C.I.A. Director Tenet is clearly carrying the agenda of globalist forces intent on upsetting the Christian-Islamic balance of power in that tumultuous region in preparation for the immigration waves planned later by the destabilization of Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan.

*These funds are more likely coming from George Soros and his globalist (one world government) Open Society Foundations. Albania's population is under three million people—the size of Chicago. Albania is the size of Massachusetts. Albanians in "diaspora" are not wealthy on the whole. Therefore, Tenet's comments evidently rely on the ignorance of the Senators about Albania's demographics—making his assertions not credible with any thought or questioning at all.

Remarkably, the US, C.I.A., UN and NATO all joined the fight in support of the Islamist KLA against the largely Orthodox Christian Serbs in rapid succession between Jun. 9 and Sep. 24, 1998. The orchestration of this globalist collusion is evident.[666] [667] [668]

In Nov. 2000, James P. Chandler, Leader Technologies’ patent attorney turned patent thief, compiled a Department of Justice guideline titled "PROSECUTING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CLAIMS." This guideline appears to be the playbook these swamp rats are using to try and take down President Donald J. Trump. While Chandler’s name doesn’t appear on the document per se, his trade secrets, economic espionage and intellectual property handiwork is notoriously known to Beltway intelligence, legal and political insiders. Search "chandler" in this timeline for a multitude of verifications.

This remarkable document places a number of Washington, D.C. lawyers together at the beginning of the Clinton Administration in the mid 1990’s. These same people are currently prominent in the Trump-Russia witch hunt, along with their Deep State partners in the mainstream media, DNC and RNC with whom they collude.

Chandler’s collaborators in these 2000 guidelines included Robert S. Mueller, III and Eric H. Holder, Jr. who were then U.S. Attorney and Assistant Attorney General respectively. Their boss was Clinton Attorney General Janet Reno of Waco infamy. They hired Paul Mogin of Williams & Connolly LLP to prosecute their first case under Clinton’s and Chandler’s freshly minted Economic Espionage Act of 1996, U.S. v. Hsu (this links to the in-depth AFI Timeline for Aug. 28, 1998; please be patient while it downloads).

Discussion of the Hsu case features prominently (27 references to it) in the Chandler-Mueller-Holder-Reno-Clinton document. Insiders say Chandler boasted inside the Beltway about Hsu since it was the first successful conviction under his new trade secrets laws.

McKeaham, R. Williams, S. Willis) were shot in the head, execution style, at Janet Reno's Waco attack. And, Williams & Connolly LLP is the law firm hired by Barack Obama's State Department who stonewalled Congress during Hillary Clinton's private email server testimony as well as Lois Lerner's IRS stonewalling about the political targeting of the Tea Party.

67. Mogin, Duval, Kendall and Williams & Connolly LLP swirl at the center of epic discovery stonewalling in 2013-2016 by representing both Hillary Clinton as well as the State Department and the IRS in refusing to turn over emails and documents subpoenaed by Congress, and requested by Judicial Watch and Citizens United in Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. The IRS executive Lois Lerner who targeted conservative groups for harassment, lied to Congress numerous times, then pledged the Fifth. IRS Commissioner John Koskinen, a fellow Clinton Yale graduate, is in impeachment hearings in 2016 for his role in the IRS/Lerner lies and cover-up.

A Clinton Foundation IRS Form 990 annual financial disclosure for 1998 provided the proof regarding Williams & Connolly's duplicity on page 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part II</th>
<th>Compensation of the Five Highest Paid Independent Contractors for Professional Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Name and address of each independent contractor paid more than $50,000</td>
<td>(b) Type of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMS &amp; CONNOLLY</td>
<td>752 12TH STREET N.W., WASHINGTON D.C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

68. On December 20, 1998, George Soros stated in a CBS 60 Minutes interview with Steve Kroft that when he was a 14-year-old boy in Nazi-occupied Hungary originally named György Schwartz, he had assisted in confiscating property from Jews, and that he said he had no guilt over it as a Jew.[296] Some fellow Jews today call his gains immoral "blood money." Soros' fellow WWII-era Hungarian Jewish immigrant actors in this story include John P. Breyer (original name unknown), founder of Computer World and now director of IDG-Accel Capital Partners (China), and Andy Grove, CEO of Intel (originally András Grőf). The involvement of these people is certainly not coincidental. Grove's Intel was an early member of IBM's Eclipse Foundation and participates substantial in the development of embedded technologies with spy-state backdoors.[520]

Bookmark: #cbs-kroft-soros

Steve Kroft. (Dec. 20, 1998). 60 Minutes George Soros interview. CBS.


Breyer's son, James W. Breyer, is chairman of Accel Partners LLP, former chairman of Facebook, and Facebook's 2nd largest shareholder. Breyer became chairman of the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) on May 13, 2004, just as the confiscation of Leader Technologies' invention by IBM's Eclipse Foundation was gaining steam.

Of note is the consistency of Christian names like John, James, Andrew and George among this deceptive group of actors.
People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

Fig. 18—James W. Breyer's father, John P. Breyer, dropped off the radar screen twenty years ago after he founded Computer World. He moved to China, organized IDG Capital Partners (China) and IDG-Accel (China) and has been secretly coaching his son James at Accel Partners LLP ever since. Pundits believe that John Breyer, along with his fellow Hungarian refugees, George Soros and Andy Grove, has been patiently steering the global technology world toward their New World Order agenda. They have evidently chosen to drive this bus from China. Hence James' exclamation that he is "Super bullish on China."

1999

69. Bookmark: #al-gore-invented-internet-cnn-quote

On Mar. 09, 1999, Vice President Albert Arnold "Al" Gore, Jr. told CNN's Wolf Blitzer:

GORE: "I took the initiative in creating the Internet."

Hindsight shows that this may have been a Freudian slip since Gore was in on the planning of the Deep State shadow government's plan for a rogue element within the C.I.A. to take over the Internet. Since Clinton came to power in 1993, this global surveillance grid was not accountable to Congress and thus was outside U.S. Constitutional checks and balances.[669]
70. **On Jul. 02, 1999**, Lawrence "Larry" H. Summers was appointed by Bill Clinton as U.S. Secretary of the Treasury.

71. **On Jul. 11, 1999**, the Kosovo War stopped. The peace plan was swamped with globalist bureaucrats who were gloating over their hoax war to destabilize the former Serbian Orthodox Christian majority in favor of radical Islamists KLA (Kosovo Liberation Army) fighter minority, including many mercenaries from Yemen, Syria, Saudi Arabia and Iraq, funded by George Soros and proponents of the "new world order." See [Kosovo War Mar. 05, 1998 timeline entry](http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html).

72. **On Jul. 14, 1999**, Bill Clinton issued Executive Order 13130 that formed the National Infrastructure Assurance Council (NIAC). The stated goal was to coordinate "effort by both government and private sector entities to address threats to our Nation's critical infrastructure." Hindsight shows that NIAC was the beginning of a private spy agency for the Executive Branch, NSA, and crony banks, judges, bureaucrats, politicians, lawyers and nerds. Massive amounts of bulk personal data were collected illegally and used privately among these players for bribery, coercion, blackmail, advertising, and voter manipulation, we believe. Case in point is the consistently exorbitant speaking fees ($117 million) and Clinton Foundation donations ($152+ million) that Bill and Hillary Clinton have been able to garner between 2001 and 2016.[232] The likely drafter of this order, James P. Chandler, III, was later appointed to serve as a member of the NIAC, on the last day of Bill Clinton's presidency, Jan. 18, 2001.[340]
Clinton C.I.A. institutionalized crony capitalism & the digital take over of America by a Shadow Government, on this day

On Sep. 29, 1999, the Central Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.) formed In-Q-Tel and hired its first CEO, Gilman Louie. See the book: In-Q-Tel: A New Partnership Between the CIA and the Private Sector:

THE BIG LIE: "The origins of the concept that has become In-Q-Tel are traceable to Dr. Ruth David, a former CIA Deputy Director for Science and Technology [she was appointed by President Obama as a member of the National Science Board and National Science Foundation in 2012]. She and her Deputy, Joan Isham, were the first senior Agency officials to understand that the information revolution required the CIA to forge new partnerships with the private sector and design a proposal for radical change. The timing of the proposal was fortuitous. The Director of Central Intelligence (DCI), George Tenet, had just launched his Strategic Direction initiative that included..."
technology as one of its areas for review. The study made a direct link between the Agency’s future technology investments and improving its information gathering and analysis capabilities. “[536]"

No one appears to have challenged the constitutionality of the C.I.A. owning a private American company on U.S. soil. Despite President Eisenhower’s dire warning about the amassing of unchecked power, the entire military-industrial complex lined up behind C.I.A. In-Q-Tel and supported a fundamental breach of U.S. law that forbids the C.I.A. from operating inside the United States.

President Dwight D. Eisenhower's warning about the rise of this military-industrial complex

https://youtu.be/orEurY6HdXU | Raw * mp4 video

In-Q-Tel / C.I.A.'s Founding Technocracy "Trustees"

Norman R Augustine
Lockheed Martin Corporation

Lee A Ault III
Telecredit

Jeong H Kim
Lucent Technologies

Paul G Kaminski
Under Sec of Defense, Technovation

Stephen Friedman,
Marsh & McLennan Capital, Inc., Goldman Sachs

Alex J Mandl,
AT&T, Teligent

William J Perry
Sec of Defense

John N McMahon
Lockheed Missle, C I A Deputy Director

Michael MCrow
Columbia University

John Seely Brown
Xerox Corporation

Bookmark: #cia-in-q-tel-founding-board

C.I.A. In-Q-Tel founding military-industrial complex technocracy trustees:

Individual: Organization:

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
74. Bookmark: #glass-steagall

... two weeks later:

On Nov. 12, 1999, Larry Summers was instrumental in the repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act—the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999. Gramm-Leach removed the affiliation restrictions between banks and securities firms. Glass-Steagall was enacted on Sep. 4, 1929 in the aftermath of the stock market crash that resulted in the Great Depression. Stock brokers in the 1920's had been speculating wildly with the everyday banking activity of average Americans. After Gramm-Leach, Citibank became Citigroup, one of Facebook's later underwriters. Pundits believe the abolishment of the Glass-Steagall checks and balances to fraud and greed caused the 2008 banking meltdown and the "too big to fail" banks to actually fail.

75. Between 1999-2001, Sheryl K. Sandberg served as Larry Summers' Chief of Staff as Treasury Secretary.

76. In about 2000, Yuri Milner founded and was CEO of NetBridge and Mail.ru (became a large private Facebook investor on May 26, 2009—just four months into Barack Obama's presidency).[106]
2000

On Apr. 6, 2000 and May 5, 2000, Leader engaged the legal and director services of Professor James P. Chandler, The Chandler Law Firm Chartered (Washington, D.C.) ("Chandler"). The introduction to Chandler was made by Maj. Gen. James E. Freeze, former #3 at the NSA.

On Aug. 28, 2001, Leader engaged the additional legal services of Fenwick & West, LLP (William A Fenwick, Gordon K. Davidson, Palo Alto, CA) ("Fenwick") at Chandler’s recommendation, introduction and facilitation. Chandler filed multiple patents, copyrights and trademarks for Leader. Fenwick advised on securities, corporate law, funding and intellectual property.[017] Fenwick even made formal tribunal appearances as Leader’s counsel.[018]

On Jun. 08, 2000, Chandler participated in seminal Leader invention design sessions in Columbus, Ohio where he learned the essences of Leader’s social networking innovations, ostensibly to use this knowledge in Leader patent applications.[019]
79. For most of the Leader innovation development period between about 1998 and 2004, Leader had retained the legal counsel of Chandler and Fenwick. Leader invested approximately $10 million and 145,000 man-hours in research and development during that time.[020] Chandler and Fenwick were charged with protecting Leader’s valuable innovations.

80. Bookmark: #OGE-mutual-fund-rules-changed

On Aug. 25, 2000, F. Gary Davis, Acting Director of the U.S. Office of Government Ethics, issued a tortured 13-page "advisory" that dramatically muddied the waters on mutual fund investing disclosure (Doc. No. ooX8).[022] Davis left government service soon thereafter.
On or about Oct. 01, 2000, NSA director Michael Hayden initiated the Trailblazer Project. It was a National Security Agency (NSA) program intended to develop a capability to analyze data carried on communications networks like the Internet. It was intended to track entities using communication methods such as cell phones and e-mail. James P. Chandler, III was an advocate of Trailblazer for President Bill Clinton.

BETRAYED:

Meet the people who fundamentally betrayed the Constitution and conspired to spy on Americans without warrants

Numerous NSA whistleblowers including J. Kirk Wiebe, William Binney, Tom Drake, Ed Loomis, and House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence staffer Diane Roark complained to the Department of Defense's Inspector General (IG) about waste, fraud, and abuse in the program, and the fact that a successful operating prototype existed (ThinThread), but was ignored when the Trailblazer program was launched.

The ThinThread budget was $19.5 million, whereas Hayden's Trailblazer budget was $4 billion. Hayden went for $4 billion. Binney contends Americans are less safe with the $4 billion spend because more bulk data makes catching bad guys harder, not easier, as compared to his targeted ThinThread program. His ThinThread successor, Tom Drake, was subsequently indicted in April 2010 under the Espionage Act on trumped up charges to silence his criticism of the illegal NSA programs. Clearly, these conspirators only used "national security" as the smokescreen for their greed and power-mongering.
According to William Binney, General Hayden, Vice President Dick Cheney, CIA Director George Tenet, and President Bush later used 9/11 as the excuse to start collecting all data from all American citizens through the Trailblazer program initiated under President Bill Clinton. So, Hillary Clinton presumably knew about Trailblazer as well. President George W. Bush approved the program in secret (illegally), without contract authorization, in cooperation with AT&T (Project Stellar Wind), and without approval from the FISA Court. Only two other people knew: the chair and ranking member of the House Intelligence Committee at the time Porter Goss (R-Fla.) and Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.). However, even before Binney whistle blew on them, they had already signed off on the illegality.

The NSA created three separate sections to accomplish the warrantless surveillance of Americans: (1) the Metadata Analysis Center (MAC), (2) the Email Analysis Center (EAC) and (3) the Content Analysis Center (CAC) groups, in their new, "rogue" (Binney) Advanced Analytics Division (AAD). [487]

QUESTIONER—JIM GILMORE (PBS FRONTLINE INTER VIEW): "So you retire. Why do you retire?"
[Binney retired/resigned on Oct. 31, 2001]

ANSWER—BINNEY: "Well, I couldn't be an accessory to the violation of the constitutional rights of everybody in the country. I couldn't be an accessory to that, or an accessory to other crimes being committed, like exposing all this data to the FBI. It was acquired without a warrant, you know. And this is the kind of data that they would use to arrest people, which they did. So I couldn't be a party to that. That's just a total violation of our justice process."

On Oct. 01, 2000, investigative journalist Alex Jones released his documentary film Dark Secrets: Inside Bohemian Grove (Oct. 01, 2000). Since 1873, the world's rich and powerful have held secret meetings in the ancient redwood forest of Northern California. Members of this so-called "Bohemian Club" include current and former Presidents Eisenhower, Nixon, Reagan and Clinton. The Bush Family maintains a strong involvement. Each year at Bohemian Grove, members of formerly all male "club" don red, black and silver robes and enact an occult ritual in front of a giant stone owl.

They sacrifice a human being in effigy to what they call the "Great Owl of Bohemia." For the first time in history, an outsider (Alex Jones) infiltrated Bohemian Grove and captured the ritual on video on Jul. 15, 2000, as printed on a member's program obtained by Jones titled "Cremation of Care."

This Bohemian Grove "Cremation of Care" cultic rite borrows worship elements from ancient Druidic rites of human and animal sacrifice, the Tyre-Babylonian-Canaanite Cult of Molech or Baal (associated with child sacrifice; mentioned in numerous Biblical passages) and Scottish Masonic rites.

Subsequent encounters with various Bohemian Grove attendees, including Newt Gingrich, Bill Clinton and Richard Nixon reveal power brokers who either found the proceedings "the most faggy god damn thing" (Nixon), admitted their membership and became angry at being exposed (Gergen), denied membership (lied) and mocked the questioner (Clinton), or were evasive (Gingrich; Bill Richardson, former NM governor, Clinton Energy Secretary and UN Ambassador, Obama Commerce Secretary). Nevertheless Bohemian Grove members hide many secrets from the American people.

Bill Clinton's White House counselor and current CNN political commentator David Gergen resigned from Bohemian Club on Jun. 11, 1993 before coming to the White House. It is unknown when he joined the Bohemian Club. Gergen served in both Republican and Democrat Administrations:

David R. Gergen, Bohemian Grove Acolyte to Presidents for the New World Order:

Richard Nixon (1971-73), Director of Speechwriting
Gerald Ford (1975), Director of Communications
Ronald Reagan (1981-89), Director of Communications
Bill Clinton (1993-2001), Counselor to the President
CNN (2008-present), Political Commentator[609]
83. Bookmark: #leader-llnl

On Dec. 27, 2000, Chandler initiated conversation between Leader and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory ("LLNL") regarding defense, energy and homeland security applications of Leader’s inventions.[023]
On Jan. 18, 2001, Bill Clinton appointed James P. Chandler and Bill Gates (Microsoft) to the National Infrastructure Assurance Council ("NIAC").[024] Hindsight reveals this council directed the creation via a string of self-serving executive orders of a secret White House intelligence agency for the exploitation of the privacy and property of the American public without any Congressional or normal judicial oversight. This agency appears to be the source of the blackmail and coercion dirt used to "convince" individuals and organizations around the planet to sponsor Bill and Hillary Clinton for pay-for-play speaking engagements. The perennial excuse for this activity has been "national security." But greed and lust for power and control evidently undergird the rationalizations and incessant stonewalling that has occurred subsequently.

On Jan. 19, 2001, Bill Clinton pardoned John M. Deutch, former C.I.A. Director (May 09, 1995 to Dec. 15, 1996), for storing classified materials documents on his home computer. Deutch's future daughter-in-law, Marne a.k.a. Marnie L. Levine (married venture banker Philip J. Deutch Jun. 22, 2003), has worked for Lawrence "Larry" Summers four times: (1) 1993-2001 when he was Treasury Secretary, (2) 2002-2004 when he was Harvard President, (3) 2009-2010 when he directed the 2008 bank bailout at the National Economic Council, and (4) 2014-current as chief operating officer of Instagram where Summers is a director.
86. Bookmark: #marc-rich-pardon

On Jan. 20, 2001, outgoing President Bill Clinton pardoned Marc Rich. A New York Times editorial called the pardon, "a shocking abuse of presidential power." Rich was on the FBI's most wanted list for illegal commodities trading with countries like North Korea, Iran, Cuba and the Soviet Union. He fled to Switzerland in 1983 to avoid conviction in America. Leading up to the pardon, Rich's wife Denise Rich donated $450,000 to the The Clinton Library Foundation (part of The Clinton Foundation empire of 30 aliases - See Oct. 23, 1997) and forked over $1 million to Democratic campaigns. Rich died in 2013, and critics say the Clinton's are still benefiting from the pardon.


88. Bookmark: #band-cgi-sandberg-google-levine

On Jan. 20, 2001, Sheryl K. Sandberg joined Google as VP of Global Online Sales and Operations while her Harvard shadow, Marne L. Levine became Summers' Harvard University chief of staff. Sandberg and Levine are clearly Summers' "girls." So much for Sandberg's advocacy of independent womanhood.[292]

Douglas J. Band created the Clinton Global Initiative (CGI, later renamed The Clinton Foundation) and became its chief executive officer.[463]
89. **On Feb. 05, 2001**, Bill Clinton was paid a $125,000 speaking fee by Morgan Stanley in New York, subsequently a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter.[317]

90. **Bookmark: #chandler-crypto**

**On Feb. 15, 2001**, Chandler filed for a CRYPTO.COM trademark in Class 38.[025]
FBI Public Corruption Investigation of Bill Clinton, Marc Rich, anonymous Democrat donor was improperly handled by Eric H. Holder, Obama's Attorney General eight years later and a Chandler advisor—Too bad to jail?

On Feb. 15, 2001, the FBI requested a Public Corruption investigation into former President Bill Clinton's pardon of fugitive Marc Rich, his partner Pincus Green and a redacted donor to the Democratic Party. According to the request "none of the regular procedures were followed" as precursors to the pardons. ("DOJ rules and regulations governing the issuance of pardons requires that the pardon attorney at the DOJ receive a formal pardon application to commence a pardon investigation. That investigation would include contact with the respective U.S. Attorney's office and investigative agencies. Based upon the findings of that investigation, a recommendation is made by the pardon attorney to the White House for the President's review and consideration."


Eric H. Holder was confirmed by the Senate as Barack Obama's choice for Attorney General on Mar. 27, 2009.

David J. Kappos was appointed Patent Office Director on Aug. 07, 2009.
92. **On Feb. 19, 2001**, Bill Clinton was paid a $125,000 speaking fee by Oracle in Redwood Shores, CA, subsequently a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]

93. **On Feb. 19, 2001**, Bill Clinton was paid a $125,000 speaking fee by Credit Suisse in New York, subsequently a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Credit Suisse has donated up to $250,000 to The Clinton Foundation[320] [317]

94. **On Mar. 01, 2001**, Chandler filed trademark applications for Leader in the same class as CRYPTO.COM.[026] No conflicts of interest waiver was sought.
Mar. 14, 2001, Judicial Conference: The "safe harbor" mutual fund Washington bribery scam for judges and politicians began; permits judges to hide stock in litigants without disclosing the holdings or the conflicts of interest.

On Mar. 14, 2001, the Judicial Conference made sweeping changes to its ethics advisory, opening the door for widespread abuse of mutual fund exemptions that gave judges and judicial employees an excuse to hide their investments in deep-pocketed litigants behind a so-called mutual fund "safe harbor" opinion. Chandler's influence in these changes is confirmed by Washington, D.C. sources. Jan Horbaly, Clerk of Court and Executive, Federal Circuit, was a key participant in these mutual fund reporting exemption changes exploited by the Federal Circuit panels in Leader v. Facebook, where Horbaly was the Clerk, yet failed to disclose his conflicts of interest with Chandler. Horbaly resigned shortly after the Leader v. Facebook decision. Delaware district court judge Sue L. Robinson, then chief judge, also participated in this self-serving recast of the reporting rules.

This hiding of personal investments by U.S. officials likely included a plethora of offshore tax havens exposed by the HSBC leaks in 2015. Sub.

On Mar. 21, 2001, Chandler and McKibben met with Battelle Memorial Institute and presented a plan to implement Leader's invention at Harvard University with IBM's prospective involvement. Those ideas were discussed almost three years before Facebook launched on Feb. 4, 2004. Subsequent events show that Battelle, Chandler, Fenwick and IBM took the ideas to Harvard on their own. The Livermore Labs executive involved with Chandler was Jeffrey Wadsworth, who then moved to Battelle, magically. Michael McKibben, confidentially presented a "Leader University Initiative" proposal to Chandler and Battelle. The idea was to reach out to IBM and Harvard as a first implementation of Leader's invention. This initiative was stolen by IBM / The Eclipse Foundation / James W. Breyer (Accel Partners LLP) and renamed "Facebook" within two years.
97. Bookmark: #chandler-trade-secrets-conference
On Mar. 28, 2001 (one week later), Chandler sponsored a trade secrets conference advised by then Assistant Attorney General, Eric H. Holder, and then IBM chief intellectual property counsel, David J. Kappos.[030]

98. Bookmark: #wayne-madsen-rwanda-false-flag
On May 17, 2001, former NSA analyst and Africa specialist, Wayne Madsen, told a Congressional Hearing that the tragic slaughter of one million Rwandans in 1994 was not based on Hutu-Tutsi tribal hatred gone wild. That was the widely reported narrative that was reinforced by many globalists, including Presidents Clinton, Bush, Obama, many in Congress, Wikipedia and the Hollywood film Hotel Rwanda. Hindsight shows that the "Rwandan genocide" was a pretext for globalists to secure gold and rare earth mineral mines in Central Africa that were vital to the U.S. defense industry and Silicon Valley manufacturing of computers, mobile phones, TVs, surveillance devices, satellites and microelectronics. It is also evident that the murder of one million Rwandans served their eugenic depopulation priorities as well.[662]

See also timeline entries on Jul. 18, 1994 for the Rwanda Genocide PRETEXT, and on Oct. 01, 1990, Robert Kagame's C.I.A. training in Kansas.
C.I.A. whistleblower proved "9/11 was an Inside Job" using "controlled demolition" as a pretext for war with Iraq despite peace breaking out


Lindauer testified: "Throughout the summer of 2001, we were convinced the Twin Towers would be demolished, using a combination of explosives with airplanes." Tr. 6:8-10.

"I made one fatal mistake. I requested to testify through proper channels ... I should have known better than to trust Congress. Thirty days after I phoned the Offices of John McCain and Senator Trent Lott, I woke to find the FBI pounding on my front door. At that point, I gained a new distinction as the second non-Arab American arrested on the Patriot Act, facing secret charges, secret evidence and secret grand jury testimony. I was held under indictment for five years without a Trial--and thrown in prison on Carswell Air Force Base in Texas for a year, without a hearing." Tr. 18:4-5; 17-25.

C.I.A. Whistleblower Susan Lindauer: "To Washington's greatest shame, the Patriot Act, which Congress proclaimed a key judicial weapon to break up terrorism in the United States, was first used to stop a whistle blower from telling the truth about 9/11 and Iraqi Pre-War Intelligence." Tr. 18: 26-30.

http://www.fcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
As a result of this testimony Lindauer was declared mentality unfit—a tactic thought to have passed into history after it was exposed as a commonly used way to muzzle dissent in the former Soviet Union, replete with corrupt judges willing to falsely imprison targets on fabricated KGB charges. In Lindauer's case, her C.I.A.-compliant Judge Mukasey became Bush Jr.'s Attorney General as a reward.

To silence Lindauer's testimony to the 9/11 Commission, Lindauer was only the second non-Arab to be prosecuted under The Patriot Act. She was arrested on Mar. 11, 2004 and assigned to the corrupt Southern District of New York and Judge Michael B. Mukasey. George Bush later appointed Mukasey as Attorney General on Nov. 09, 2007.

Lindauer was held without a trial or even a hearing at Carswell Air Force Base (incarcerated in 2005) and ruled to be mentally unfit to stand trial. The government tried to administer psychotropic drugs to further incapacitate her testimony on 9/11. She was released to Judge Loretta Preska in 2007. In 2008, a blogger began publicizing her illegal incarceration. The government dropped charges on Jan. 15, 2009. She published a book on her ordeal titled Extreme Prejudice and is now a government corruption critic.[718] [719] [720]
100. On Jun. 18, 2001 (six weeks later), Chandler participated in Leader discussions regarding technical collaboration with Wright-Patterson Air Force Base ("WPAFB") regarding defense, intelligence and homeland security applications of Lead"er’s inventions.[031] 

101. Bookmark: #summers-harvard-president

On Jul. 01, 2001 (two weeks later), Lawrence H. Summers was appointed president of Harvard University.[032] 

102. Bookmark: #marne-levine-harvard

103. Bookmark: #stellar-wind-setup

Warrantless surveillance plans in search of a suitable crisis: "Stellar Wind"

In July, 2001, John C. Yoo was hired into the Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) at the Department of Justice. He immediately began drafting a prescient "memorandum evaluating the legality of a hypothetical electronic surveillance program within the United States to monitor communications of potential terrorists. His memorandum, dated 17 September 2001, was addressed to Deputy White House Counsel Timothy E. Flannigan and entitled Constitutional Standards on Random Electronic Surveillance for Counter-Terrorism Purposes." (PDF, p. 23)[633]

It was the precursor to Project "Stellar Wind" order by President George W. Bush on Oct. 04, 2001 permitting warrantless surveillance of American citizens.

James P. Chandler, III, NIAC member (see Jan. 18, 2001), was the chief outside counsel to the Department of Justice and the White House on intellectual property, trade secrets and economic espionage, and certainly was a chief architect of project "Stellar Wind," as would have been Chandler's protégé Deputy Attorney General Eric Holder, Jr.

Woo unilaterally argued that the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) did not supercede the President's Article II authority, calling it a "merely providing a 'safe harbor for electronic surveillance.'" (PDF, p. 48).

Remarkably, Woo was the ONLY Department of Justice representative who knew about (was "read into") the project "Stellar Wind" President's Surveillance Program (PSP) authorizing the bulk surveillance of American citizens without a warrant, initiated by President George W. Bush on Oct. 04, 2001.

Tellingly, Yoo refused to be deposed by the Inspector General about this activity in 2009.(PDF, p. 18)[635]


Inspector General wrote: "From the inception of the Stellar Wind program in October 2001, vast amounts of information about telephone and e-mail communications were
collected and stored in databases at the NSA ... We found that in the early years of the Stellar Wind program, the Department of Justice lacked the necessary legal resources to carry out an adequate review of the legality of the program ... Only a single Department attorney [John C. Woo] analyzed the legal basis for the program during the first year and a half of operation ... the Department determined [in mid-2003] that this attorney's initial legal analysis was legally and factually flawed." (PDF, p. 420).[635]

104. Bookmark: #chandler-leader-copyrights

On Aug. 07, 2001, Chandler filed for Leader copyrights. This baffling move appears to have been designed to kill two birds with one stone: (a) obtain a full copy of Leader's innovations, and (b) introduce Leader's source code prematurely into the public domain, thus ruining patent claims. Leader did not introduce its secret sauce, resulting in a Plan B two days later[168]
On Aug. 07, 2001, Eurotech, Ltd. ("Eurotech") announced appointment of Chandler to its board of directors for CRYPTO.com.[033] James LLC, a Cayman Islands company, was the controlling shareholder in QuestNet Corp, an Internet hosting and telecommunications provider that had been acquired by Eurotech.

Eurotech’s executives were all close associates of Chandler, Major General James E. Freeze (U.S. Army, ret.), Leader’s other director, as well as John M. Deutch, former C.I.A. Director (1995-1996). Chandler had pushed the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 through Congress as its principal proponent on Oct. 11, 1996.

Eurotech’s founding chairman on May 16, 1995 was Randolph A. Graves, Jr., former Director of Aerodynamics at NASA Langley. He was also a director in Markland Technologies. Sub.[034]

Eurotech’s first CEO in 1998 was Don V. Hahnfeldt, former Commodore of a Trident Nuclear Submarine Squadron.[035]

Eurotech’s second chairman was James D. Watkins, former Secretary of the Department of Energy (from Mar. 1989 to Jan. 1993). In Congressional testimony on Sep. 30, 1991, it was revealed that Watkins had commissioned "The Freeze Report" on Department of Energy security lapses authored by Leader director Freeze.[036]

On Dec. 13, 2000, Eurotech’s beneficial owners included JNC Strategic Fund, Ltd., JNC-Opportunity Fund Ltd. and Diversified Strategies Fund, L.P., three multi-leveled offshore entities with offices in the Bahamas and Cayman Islands.[037] Such entities are structured to: (a) conceal the identities of the actual investors, (b) escape liability from U.S. securities and tax law, and/or (c) profit from manipulated declines in stock value via a scheme called "death spiraling."

On Dec. 13, 2000, Eurotech issued additional stock to JNC and Diversified, and had sold shares on Aug. 28, 2000 to Woodward LLC, another Cayman Island entity owned by Navigator Management LLC, David Sims, Director.[038] Sims is a South African living in Tortola, British Virgin Islands who controls numerous tax havens.[039] These entities include each of the Eurotech progeny through to The White Oak Group that enjoys over $1 billion in current U.S. government contracts.[160]

Sims worked in concert with Stephen Hicks, a Canadian living in Ridgefield, Connecticut. Sims and Hicks have been sued a number of times for engaging in predatory financial schemes.[040]

Neither Chandler nor Freeze sought conflict of interest waivers as a result of these associations which conflicted directly with their Leader duties as directors and legal counsel.
106. **On Aug. 09, 2001**, Chandler, having failed to obtain a copy of Leader's source code through his copyright filing activity two days earlier, then recommended to Leader to partner with his client, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in a research project program called a CRADA (Cooperative Research and Development Agreement). This recommendation appears to have been a ruse to cajole Leader into placing its source code in Chandler's custody. Chandler actually wrote himself into the agreement as custodian of Leader's source code whose innovations appeared in The Eclipse Foundation source code in their Aug. 29, 2002 release of Version 2.0.1. [210]

107. Bookmark: #leader-engages-fenwick

**On Aug. 20, 2001**, Fenwick & West LLP was engaged as legal counsel by Leader Technologies, Inc. at the request and recommendation of Professor James P. Chandler, also Leader's counsel.

No conflicts of interest were disclosed to Leader, despite Fenwick's association with James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP. Bill Fenwick assisted Chandler in drafting of the Economic Espionage Act of 1996. [282]

Fenwick & West LLP did not disclose conflicts with numerous clients with whom the Leader engagement was in conflict. Client Breyer was a Wal-Mart director. The Wal-Mart Foundation and The Walton Family Foundation have donated up to $10 million to The Clinton Foundation. Client eBay paid Hillary Clinton a $315,000 speaking fee on Mar. 11, 2015.[320]
On Sep. 04, 2001, Robert S. Mueller was sworn in as FBI Director by President George W. Bush. [318]

Seven days later . . .
On Sep. 11, 2001, the official narrative is that the September 11 attacks (also referred to as 9/11) were a series of four coordinated terrorist attacks ostensibly by the Islamic terrorist group al-Qaeda on the United States on the morning of Tuesday, September 11, 2001. The attacks killed 2,996 people, injured over 6,000 others, and caused at least $10 billion in property and infrastructure damage and $3 trillion in total costs.

Four passenger airliners operated by two major U.S. passenger air carriers (United Airlines and American Airlines)—all of which departed from airports on the northeastern United States bound for California—were ostensibly hijacked by 19 al-Qaeda terrorists. Two of the planes, American Airlines Flight 11 and United Airlines Flight 175, were crashed into the North and South towers, respectively, of the World Trade Center complex in New York City. Within an hour and 42 minutes, both 110-story towers collapsed, with debris and the resulting fires causing partial or complete collapse of all other buildings in the World Trade Center complex, including the 47-story 7 World Trade Center tower, as well as significant damage to ten other large surrounding structures. A third plane, American Airlines Flight 77, was crashed into the Pentagon (the headquarters of the United States Department of Defense) in Arlington County, Virginia, leading to a partial collapse of the building's western side. The fourth plane, United Airlines Flight 93, initially was steered toward Washington, D.C., but crashed into a field in Stonycreek Township near Shanksville, Pennsylvania, after its passengers tried to overcome the hijackers. It was the deadliest incident for firefighters and law enforcement officers in the history of the United States, with 343 and 72 killed respectively.

Credible questions have been raised by FBI whistleblowers and forensic engineers that the official 9/11 narrative is a hoax designed to jolt the American people and Congress into passing the Patriot Act which further consolidated the control of the Deep State shadow government into C.I.A. hands. Forensic engineers believe the blast signatures on the buildings in New York and Washington, and the Pennsylvania field look more like Raytheon cruise missiles than commercial jets filled with fuel. The absence of normal debris fields (luggage, personal effects, etc.) and absence of even a single titanium jet engine from any of the sites are more indications of missiles over jets. Titanium will not melt in the much lower heat generated by these jet fuel fires, according to a
retired Boeing senior manager with a former Top Secret clearance interviewed for this section who is/was familiar with jet aircraft engines from the 9/11 period.

FBI whistleblowers like former Special Agent Coleen Rowley say they were tracking some of the alleged 9/11 terrorists, but where muzzled, as if there was an intent to frame them for the atrocities.

Tellingly, a 132-page USA Patriot Act was drafted and ready to approve just six weeks later. The speed was explained as a rush to avoid further attacks. However, perhaps it was all planned by the Deep State, and the death of innocents was acceptable "collateral damage" by the shadow government."

From THE TOP 40 Reasons to Doubt the Official Story. 911Truth.Org:

"(32) Attacking the Constitution:

a. The USA PATRIOT Act was written before 9/11, Homeland Security and the "Shadow Government" were developed long before 9/11, and plans for rounding up dissidents as a means for suppressing civil disturbance have been in the works for decades.

b. 9/11 was used as the pretext to create a new, extra-constitutional executive authority to declare anyone an "enemy combatant" (including American citizens), to detain persons indefinitely without habeas corpus, and to "render" such persons to secret prisons where torture is practiced."

A review of this timeline supports the view that 9/11 was an inside job designed to consolidate control of the global digital infrastructure into the hands of a Deep State shadow government organized by rogue elements of the C.I.A. and its globalist military-industrial technocrats identified herein.

One month later . . .
Project "Stellar Wind" — President Bush authorized warrantless bulk surveillance of American citizens

On Oct. 04, 2001, George W. Bush signed a President's Surveillance Program (PSP) authorizing the bulk data collection of American citizens called "Stellar Wind." This document was drafted solely by attorney John C. Yoo who was clearly being directed by his handlers James P. Chandler, III and Eric H. Holder, Jr., along with Vice President Dick Cheney.

Chandler was evidently coordinating these legalities in conjunction with his secret "public-private" technology companies [Deep State shadow government cartel] involved with the National Infrastructure Assurance Council (NIAC) renamed the National Infrastructure Advisory Council still in operation in 2017 (due for renewal on Sep. 30, 2017).

"OLC (Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice) Assistant Attorney General John Yoo was responsible for drafting the first series of legal memoranda supporting the [Stellar Wind] program . . . Yoo was the only OLC official "read into" the Stellar Wind program from the program's inception until he left the Department in May 2003." (PDF, p. 37).[635]

"John Yoo . . . had sole responsibility within that office and with the Department of Justice for developing the legal analysis relating to the Stellar Wind program until May 2003" in contradiction to his boss Acting Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel Jay Bybee's 'two Deputy rule' so that OLC opinions are reviewed by two OLC Deputy Assistant Attorneys General before going to the OLC Assistant Attorney General for approval." (PDF, p. 114).[635]

According to the Inspector General's report on Jul. 10, 2009, "Before the President authorized the PSP on 4 October 2001, Yoo had prepared a memorandum evaluating the legality of a hypothetical electronic surveillance program within the United States to monitor communications of potential
terrorists. His memorandum, dated 17 September 2001, was addressed to Deputy White House Counsel Timothy E. Flannigan and entitled Constitutional Standards on Random Electronic Surveillance for Counter-Terrorism Purposes." (PDF p. 23).[633]

However, this account is contradicted by Michael V. Hayden, C.I.A. Director, who told the Inspector General that "[David S.] Addington [former Counsel to Vice President Richard B. Cheney] drafted the first Presidential Authorization of the PSP. Hayden characterized himself as the 'subject matter expert,' and he said that no other NSA personnel, including the General Counsel, participated in drafting the authorization. Hayden also said that DoJ personnel had not been involved in his discussions with Addington concerning the Presidential authorization of the PSP." (PDF, p. 17).[633]

Nonetheless, "From the inception of the Stellar Wind program in October 2001, vast amounts of information about telephone and e-mail communications were collected and stored in databases at the NSA . . . We found that in the early years of the Stellar Wind program, the Department of Justice lacked the necessary legal resources to carry out an adequate review of the legality of the program . . . Only a single Department attorney [John C. Woo] analyzed the legal basis for the program during his first year and a half of operation . . . the Department determined [in mid-2003] that this attorney's initial legal analysis was legally and factually flawed." (PDF, p. 420).[635]

Inspector General's assessment of project Stellar Wind:

Yoo: "the government's national security interest outweighed the individual's privacy interest"

"Only a single Department attorney [John C. Yoo] analyzed the legal basis for the program during the first year and a half of operation . . . the Department determined [in mid-2003] that this attorney's initial legal analysis was legally and factually flawed." (OIG, Jul. 10, 2009).

Traitor

Yoo's unilateral authorization of warrantless surveillance (unlawful search & seizure)

Note: This scan was skewed by the government.


Twelve days later . . .
NIAC (Executive Order 13231): The "public-private" board that stole America's privacy and intellectual property . . . under the pretext of national security

On Oct. 16, 2001, President George W. Bush signed Executive Order 13231 titled "Critical Infrastructure Protection in the Information Age" drafted by Clinton holdover law professor James P. Chandler, III. The governing board formed from this order was named the National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC). Cleverly, the same NIAC acronym was used for the earlier NIAC (National Infrastructure Assurance Council) formed by President Bill Clinton by EO NAME on Jul. 14, 1999.

Bill Clinton then appointed Chandler and Microsoft Bill Gates to the NIAC, just two days before he left office on Jan. 18, 2001.

Chandler was also legal counsel to social networking inventor and Columbus, Ohio innovator Leader Technologies. Chandler very evidently used this executive order as the pretext to confiscate Leader's important Internet collaboration invention as the basis for developing a new, global spy network, which is what this NIAC did.

Nine days later . . .


One day later . . .
On Oct. 26, 2001, a 132-page, seemingly ready-made USA PATRIOT Act was approved by an Act of Congress that was signed into law by President George W. Bush on October 26, 2001. With its ten-letter abbreviation (USA PATRIOT) expanded, the full title is "Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001."[558] [571] [572] [573]


Five days later . . .
On Oct. 31, 2001, William Edward Binney resigned from the National Security Agency (NSA) after 30 years with the agency. He is a cryptanalyst-mathematician. In 1997, Binney became the technical director of the geopolitical — military geopolitical analysis and reporting group for the world with more than 6,000 employees. His job was to analyze the data collected by the technicians and computer people.

He resigned after discovering that a secret group within the NSA was collecting metadata and content intelligence on American citizens in clear violation of the law that prohibits the NSA from spying on Americans. See also Oct. 01, 2001.

QUESTIONER—JIM GILMORE (PBS FRONTLINE INTERVIEW): "So you retire. Why do you retire?"

[Binney retired/resigned on Oct. 31, 2001]

ANSWER—BINNEY: Well, I couldn't be an accessory to the violation of the constitutional rights of everybody in the country. I couldn't be an accessory to that, or an accessory to other crimes being committed, like exposing all this data to the FBI. It was acquired without a warrant, you know. And this is the kind of data that they would use to arrest people, which they did. So I couldn't be a party to that. That's just a total violation of our justice process.

One week later . . .

115. On Nov. 07, 2001, Eclipse released Version 1.0.[053]

Three weeks later . . .

116. Bookmark: #eclipse #ibm-eclipse-formed

On Nov. 29, 2001, IBM (David J. Kappos) "donated" over $40 million to form The Eclipse Consortium ("Eclipse") (renamed "The Eclipse Foundation" in early 2004) dedicated to providing "open source" platform software for building apps. App building on top of Leader's common platform was Leader's product development plan from the late 1990's—a detailed plan to which both Chandler and Fenwick were privy.[042]

Bookmarks: #Fig-20

Fig. 20—On Aug. 30, 2002, whistleblower information proved direct relationships among Professor James P. Chandler and IBM, Eclipse, Facebook, C.I.A., NSA, Meritech, Accel Partners, James Breyer, Kleiner Perkins, In-Q-Tel, Fidelity, T. Rowe Price, NVCA and "Big Data" Cloudera; no conflicts of interest with Leader were disclosed by Chandler, as was his solemn duty as a licensed attorney regarding attorney-client integrity.

TRANSCRIPT of Kelley Clements' stenographer's notes above:

- paper presented to C.I.A.
- made public, provide the same to,

> programs of NIPLI [Chandler's National Intellectual Property Law Institute] as well as depth,

Reference to Nat'l Sec. Acad., no info on WWW [world wide web],

Chandler has faith in the government, JPC [James P. Chandler] enjoys his life in Montgomery County

Graphic: Chandler Notes.
117. Bookmark: #whoops-ibm-eclipse-loses-leader-technologies

On Nov. 29, 2001, clients for both Chandler (i.e., IBM) and Fenwick (including Red Hat, Borland, Rational Software) were founding members of IBM’s Eclipse. Tellingly, by Dec. 4, 2002, "Eclipse 2.0 was based primarily on the contributions of a single [unnamed(Leader)] company,"[043] but by Dec. 8, 2004 the members were "unable to locate" the original contributor and thus had to "re-implement" the contributions. Mark Zuckerberg was 16-years old. This obfuscation of the theft of Leader Technologies' engineering source code is a joke.

118. On Dec. 18, 2001, Leader submitted a BAA Command and Control proposal at Chandler’s recommendation and direction.[044]

119. Bookmark: #eurotech-chandler-crypto-12-30-2001

On Dec. 30, 2001, Eurotech (Chandler/CRYPTO) entered $1 million contract with Etelix (USA), a Venezuelan Internet and telecommunications provider.[045] Chandler sought no conflict of interest waiver from Leader.

2002

120. On Mar. 06, 2002, Eclipse minutes discuss previous release of Version 1.0.[046]
121. **On Jun. 05, 2002**, Chandler arranged Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory ("LLNL") executive Jeffrey Wadsworth[047] to sign a CRADA research agreement with Leader, writing in a term that made Chandler a party to the agreement and having him take custody of Leader source code, ostensibly for safekeeping and contract compliance. Fenwick and Major General James E. Freeze (U.S. Army, ret.) (former NSA assistant deputy director)[048] were also copied on this agreement. Chandler was particularly enthusiastic about the Department of Defense cryptography rights that this agreement gave Leader, according to Leader officials.[049]

122. **On Jul. 01, 2002**, Jeffrey Wadsworth joined Battelle Memorial Research Institute ("Battelle") in Columbus, Ohio as senior executive then president.[301] Battelle was the beneficiary of substantial Obama energy stimulus funds form Steven Chu, U.S. Energy Secretary, who is heavily invested in Facebook financial interests like all the judges in Leader v. Facebook.[050] Wadsworth figures prominently in 2014 in the smear of Ohio State Marching Band director, Jon Waters. The unwarranted "sexualized culture" accusations were used to distract media attention away from Ohio State in the aftermath of Waters' wildly successful Apple iPad national publicity. Apple is famously not participating in the Deep State's digital takeover. The Ohio State data center is being used by the Deep State for their international backdoor siphoning of university research data via M.O.O.C. (Massive Open Online Course), the higher education companion of Common Core, also a Deep State initiative.[302]

123. **On Aug. 05, 2002**, LLNL validated Leader’s invention as a "Rapidly Deployable Security System," the validation provided Chandler via Leader with access to DoD encryption. See CRYPTO.com above.[051]
124. **On Aug. 09, 2002**, Chandler made a demand for immediate payment of $30,000 and threatened to stop legal representation (after already receiving over $500,000 in legal fees, and after having taken custody of Leader’s source code on Jun. 05, 2002). [183]

In this letter to Michael McKibben, CEO, Leader Technologies, Chandler cited all players in The Eclipse Foundation (IBM, Xerox, Hoffman La Roche, Bill Fenwick, Fenwick & West LLP).

Chandler's reference to "Xerox" was Freudian, according to Leader representatives, since Leader had never spoken to Xerox. Curiously, Xerox prior art figured prominently in Facebook's trial arguments and re-exam claims which only prevailed after three previous failures and personal intervention by outgoing Patent Office director David J. Kappos, a 20+ year IBM er, then IBM chief inside intellectual property counsel, and colleague to Chandler, IBM’s chief outside intellectual property counsel. Also curiously, he described Bill Fenwick’s (Fenwick & West LLP) legal engagement to "map your progress." Fenwick is Facebook's chief outside counsel.

125. **On Aug. 29, 2002**, Bill Clinton was paid a $125,000 speaking fee by PeopleSoft in New Orleans, LA, subsequently a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]
On Aug. 29, 2002, Eclipse released Version 2.0.1. IBM claims copyrights. Source code contains substantial innovations from Leader Technologies supplied to IBM / Eclipse via James P. Chandler.[053]; See also IBM / Chandler / Eclipse theft timeline;[211] IBM / Eclipse copyright license Version 0.5 claiming IBM's ownership of Leader copyrights.[212]

THE GREATEST LARCENY IN HISTORY

On Aug. 30, 2002, Professor James P. Chandler (also Leader's patent counsel at this time) met with Montgomery County, Maryland development officers to negotiate office space for his organization, NIPLI (National Intellectual Property Law Institute), the U.S. Patent Office and IBM. (Whistleblower notes of this 8/30/2002 meeting: "IBM - incorporating [Eclipse Foundation] members, Business Model, different from current business model - consider some approach to partnering with IBM"). See Fig. 5.[206]

On Sep. 05, 2002, Hewlett-Packard (HP) became a member of IBM's The Eclipse Foundation.[243]
129. On Sep. 06, 2002, Chandler met secretly with Dave Edgerley, Director of Economic Development, Montgomery County, Maryland about his self-described "coup" involving IBM and the Patent Office where he solicits the county to become involved with IBM's new (Eclipse) business model as "an extraordinary marriage."[184]

130. Bookmark: #island-forum-2002

On Sep. 12-14, 2002, The Highlands Group president Richard oversaw "The Inaugural Island Forum, 2002." The Forum was opened by the Singapore Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Defence, Dr. Tony Tan. The theme was "Transformation - Experiences in the Military and Industry." The Forum was attended by 35 participants from France, Germany, Israel, Singapore, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States.[811]

131. On Sep. 18, 2002, General James E. Freeze (U.S. Army, ret.) resigned from the board of directors of Leader Technologies, Inc. in a disingenuous rage, according to Leader officials. Hindsight says he took Leader's invention to the National Security Agency (NSA) where he was formerly the #3 executive.

133. **Bookmark: #niac-noonan**

On Sep. 18, 2002, career IBMer Thomas E. Noonan (NIAC) was appointed to the National Infrastructure Assurance Council by George W. Bush, likely recommended by James P. Chandler, IBM's chief outside intellectual property counsel. IBM's chief inside intellectual property counsel and Chandler adviser was David J. Kappos, who was later appointed director of the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office by Barack Obama in a rare recess appointment on Aug. 07, 2009. Noonan has systematically failed to disclose his legion of illegal conflicting interests in his NIAC participation. [344]


Note: Facebook used doctored details about this meeting at the Leader v. Facebook trial that hindsight show were evidently coached by Chandler.

135. **Bookmark: #project-chandler**

On about Oct. 21, 2002, Mitch Kappor (former IBM / Lotus Notes principal) announced "Open Source Applications Foundation" ("OSAF") with web source code from an unidentified source. In more Freudian irony, Kappor named the project "Chandler." By late 2006, OSAF had integrated "Chandler" into "The Eclipse Foundation," which uncannily, was also unable to locate the author of its original code. [054] The real Chandler did not seek a conflicts waiver from Leader. "Foundations" were evidently his vehicle of choice for obscuring the funneling of Leader Technologies’ invention to IBM et al.
136. On Nov. 14, 2002, former New Jersey one-term Representative, William J. Martini, was nominated for a NJ federal district court judgeship by former Goldman Sachs CEO, Jon S. Corzine.

On Oct. 11, 1996, then Rep. Martini sponsored the False Statement Accountability Act of 1996, 18 U.S.C.§ 1001, that included a Subsection (b) provision exempting judges, lawyers and parties from the requirement to tell the truth in judicial proceedings—a real life "Get Out of Jail FREE" card.[208]


137. On Nov. 26, 2002, Chandler and Eurotech, Ltd. filed a U.S. Air Force CRADA without seeking a conflicts waiver from Leader (since the subject matter was substantially similar to Leader homeland security efforts re. Battelle, WPAFB, LLNL and DARPA).[055]

138. On Dec. 04, 2002, Eclipse released Version 1.0.1. The development effort set as its priority to change the Leader SWING design to SWT to conform to IBM preferences. They disclosed everything except Leader’s name in the statement: "Eclipse 2.0 was based primarily on contributions of a single company."[056]

139. Bookmark: #eurotech-crypto-chandler-12-09-2002

140. **On Dec. 09, 2002**, Hewlett-Packard (HP) teamed with Microsoft to exploit Leader Technologies' social networking XML innovations because it solved "scalability" problems. Microsoft had problems supporting the massively larger user volumes of the Internet versus Microsoft's, HP's and IBM's legacy environments. Their legacy "client-server" architectures were good enough for single companies (Lotus Notes, Microsoft Exchange, Novell Groupwise), but were not nearly responsive enough for the scale of the Internet.[244]

Microsoft and The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation have donated up to $25.5 million to The Clinton Foundation. Hewlett-Packard (HP) has donated up to $500,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320] Microsoft has paid Bill Clinton $400,000 in speaking fees. IBM has paid Bill Clinton $200,000 in speaking fees.[317]

141. Bookmark: #leader-provisional

**On Dec. 11, 2002**, Chandler filed Leader’s provisional patents, including Appl. Nos. 10/732,744 (Dynamic Association of Electronically Stored Information with Iterative Workflow Changes) and 10/731,906 (Context Instantiated Application Protocol)—the essential building blocks of social networking.

Bookmark: #2003

**2003**

Go to 2003 Timeline
142. **On Jan. 30, 2003**, Chandler resigned as a Leader director; agreed to continue to advise since the patent applications were in play, according to Leader officials.

143. **On Feb. 28, 2003**, George W. Bush issued Executive Order 13286 titled "Amendment of Executive Orders, and Other Actions, in Connection With the Transfer of Certain Functions to the Secretary of Homeland Security." This order was likely drafted by James P. Chandler and extended Bill Clinton's private spy state agenda into the Bush Administration.[341]

144. **On Mar. 18, 2003**, Xerox announced AspectJ code contribution to Eclipse (Facebook lost a Xerox prior art argument at trial and in two reexaminations before the Patent Office reversed those decisions in a secret and unprecedented 3rd reexamination ordered by director David J. Kappos, former IBM intellectual property chief counsel).[058]

Xerox has paid Hillary Clinton $225,000 in speaking fees. IBM has paid Bill Clinton $200,000 in speaking fees.[317]
On Mar. 28, 2003 (Friday), Eclipse released Version 2.1. By May 28, 2001, the process of switching Leader’s SWING design to IBM’s SWT preference was well under way; Eclipse board admitted no clear vision and "Eclipse is perceived as dominated by IBM."

Fig. 23a—Leader Technologies' Leader2Leader web collaboration platform interface. This interface was divided into section using SWING technology (objects in frames) that IBM Eclipse planned to change to SWT (objects independently). As of this date however, only Leader's developers, board members and legal counsel had ever seen these designs. Any leak at this stage came from one of them. Hindsight shows that the lead to IBM came from Leader two directors, Maj. Gen. James E. Freeze (US Army, ret.) and James P. Chandler, III, both also consultants to the NSA. Freeze was formerly #3 at the NSA. Sources: Leader Technologies; US Courts.
"Welcome to SIDtoday"

On Mar. 31, 2003 (Monday). The internal NSA newsletter SIDtoday first published with the announcement of "The Analyst Cockpit."[398][394] The "single webpage" portal description sounds uncannily similar to Leader Technologies' "Leader2Leader" invention (see figure above).

The Intercept first published these SIDtoday back issues. They describe how SIDtoday used descriptors like: portal, one sign-on, profile, news, portlets), results all together, cockpit tools, roles, workspace, mission-driven cockpit, cleanly laid out, email and calendar.[397]

Leader Technologies had already filed for trademarks including Leader Portal, Digital Leaderboard, Digital Projectboard, Leader One-Touch, Leader Tools, Leader Workspace, Leadership Scorecard, Leader Mail, Leader Calendar.

Notice: Leader Technologies filed for trademark protection on these marks. The editors of this page have not researched their current status. These marks should not be used without consulting appropriate authorities.[399]

NSA SIDtoday was merely parroting Leader Technologies' innovations which were ostensibly being protected by their intellectual property attorney, James P. Chandler, III, who was evidently feeding those ideas straight to his other client, the NSA.

At this point in time the only people who had seen this ground-breaking collaborative web invention were Leader Technologies developers and directors, including Mar. General James E. Freeze (U.S. Army, ret.) and patent counsel James P. Chandler, III. Freeze was former assistant deputy director of the NSA. Chandler was intellectual property counsel to the agency.

The platform appears to have been subsequently named "JOURNEYMAN" (with "CATAPULT" and "SLINGSHOT" application components) by May 07, 2003.[395]
147. On May 19, 2003, the NSA referred to "Social Network" in their internal SIDtoday newsletter. This supports the premise that the NSA created the social networking industry as a universal means of mass surveillance. By contrast, Mark Zuckerberg was a 19-year old Harvard sophomore who had just agreed to program for Paul Ceglia for "thefacebook.[396] In reality, the facts point to Zuckerberg as a ringer for the NSA intelligence cartel in search of a Harvard origins narrative. Zuckerberg appeared ready to lie for them.


149. On Sep. 27, 2003, Leader entered a clinical trials agreement with Boston Scientific which ended abruptly six weeks later without explanation or payment.[060]

150. On Oct. 21, 2003, Eclipse announced plans for their first EclipseCON-2004.[061]


153. Bookmark: #leader-social-networking-code-debugged

**Oct. 28, 2003** —the night of sophomore Mark Zuckerberg’s infamous hacking of the Harvard house sites. Zuckerberg wrote in his online diary that night: "let the hacking begin."[063] Zuckerberg lived in Kirkland House, just a stone’s throw from Winthrop. McKibben’s oldest son, now a surgeon, was a Harvard University student and member of the football team. He lived in Winthrop House as a junior on McKibben said "my son had a number of confidential emails from me discussing our invention in his Email Inbox."[064]

154. Also on Oct. 28, 2003, Leader’s software developers completed the debugging and testing of what has turned out to be a cornerstone software module in Leader’s patented invention—an innovation that Leader proved at trial that Facebook infringes and has exploited to this day.[065]

155. On Dec. 12, 2003, The Harvard Crimson carried its fourth article about Zuckerberg in six weeks, titled "College Inches Toward a Facebook."[066] This article is prima facie proof that Zuckerberg’s claims in other litigation that he developed the name "Facebook" in Dec. 2003 are false.

156. Chandler kept up the ruse of a confidential Leader legal relationship by accompanying McKibben’s family to the 2004 Harvard-Yale football game during McKibben’s son’s senior season when Harvard won the 2004 Ivy League Championship.
157. At no time did either Chandler or Fenwick & West LLP seek a conflict of interest waiver from Leader for any of their relationships that conflicted with their legal representation of Leader. It was their sworn oath to do so pursuant to the Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 1.9 (Duties to Former Clients: "a) A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter represent another person in the same or a substantially related matter in which that person's interests are materially adverse to the interests of the former client unless the former client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing.")

158. On Jan 7-11, 2004, Leader provided critical integrated communications and software technologies to the Terrex '04 Government Emerging Technology Alliance consisting of the U.S. Departments of Homeland Security and Defense and the Boeing Industrial Consortium for Homeland Security. Notably, Leader marked its illustrations of Leader2Leader® screens "patent pending."[067] Clearly, Leader’s homeland security emphasis was in direct conflict with Eurotech and its progeny.

159. On Jan. 16-17, 2004, The Highlands Group president Richard oversaw the two-day "Island Forum 2004." The Forum was opened by Singapore Minister for Defence, RADM(NS) Teo Chee Hean. The theme was "Information in Conflict." The Forum was attended by 40 "delegates" from Australia, India, Israel, Singapore, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States.[811]
160. Bookmark: #ibm-eclipsecon-2004


161. Bookmark: #facebook-launch


162. On or before Mar. 01, 2004, mostly former PayPal principals Reid Hoffman, James W. Breyer, Ping Li, Jim Swartz, Accel Partners LLP, Matthew R. Cohler, Joseph Lonsdale (Palantir) and Peter A. Thiel (Palantir) all became big winners in the 2012 Facebook IPO.[189] These individuals coached and financed Mark Zuckerberg at Harvard.

Bookmarks: #cartel-money #paypal-mafia #Fig-24

The "PayPal (Klepto-tech) Mafia"
People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

James W. Breyer  Accel Partners, National Venture Capital Association (NVCA), Facebook, IDG Capital (China), IDG-Accel (China), Wal-Mart, Disney, News Corp, Council on Foreign Relations (see Jul. 09, 2009, Hillary Clinton's Blumenthal speech), Square, Squarespace, Harvard, Larry Summers

James Swartz  Accel Partners, Facebook, Harvard, Larry Summers

Ping Li  Accel Partners, Facebook, Harvard, Larry Summers

Reid Hoffman  PayPal, Facebook, LinkedIn, Mozilla, Zynga, Edmund, Airbnb, Greylock Partners, Workday, Dropbox, Pandora, Cloudera, Pure Storage, Coupons.com, Stanford

Peter A. Thiel  PayPal, Facebook, Palantir (In-Q-tel C.I.A.), Clarium Capital, Stanford

Joseph Lonsdale  PayPal, Palantir (In-Q-tel C.I.A.), Oscar, OpenGov, Stanford

Matthew Cohler  PayPal, Facebook, Instagram, Stanford, Larry Summers

Fig. 24—Public records reveal that the principals in PayPal sold the company to eBay in July 2002. They began looking around for "the next big idea." Leader Technologies' social networking invention became their target with the cooperation of Larry H. Summers (then Harvard's president) and James P. Chandler, former Harvard Law School professor and Leader Technologies' patent attorney.


IBM has paid Bill Clinton $200,000 in speaking fees. HP has donated up to $1 million to The Clinton Foundation. Microsoft and The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation have donated up to $25.5 million to The Clinton Foundation. SAP paid Bill Clinton $250,000 in speaking fees.[320][317]
164. C.I.A. 9/11 whistleblower Susan Lindauer arrested as mentally unfit to shut her up (held without trial for two years)

On Mar. 11, 2004, C.I.A. 9/11 whistleblower Susan Lindauer was arrested and charged as a spy for Iraqi intelligence largely on psychiatrist Stuart Kleinman testimony of mental disorder and grandiose delusions; only second non-Arab American prosecuted by the Patriot Act by Southern District of New York Judge Michael B. Mukasey, later appointed Attorney General on Nov. 09, 2007. Lindauer had knowledge of plans to crash planes into the World Trade Center. See Susan Lindauer Apr. 15, 2001 9/11 Warning.

165. On Mar. 12, 2004, Bill Clinton was paid a $250,000 speaking fee by Citigroup in Paris, France, subsequently a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Citi Foundation and Citigroup have donated up to $5.25 million to The Clinton Foundation.[320] Larry Summers was paid $99,000 in speaking fees by Citigroup in 2008.Summers Fee Table.[319]

166. On Mar. 24, 2004, Clinton Foundation HIV / AIDS Initiative, Inc. incorporated File No. 80030285 in Arkansas by registered agent Stephanie Street, now executive director of The Clinton Foundation.[475]


http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
On or about Apr. 12, 2004, Anne-Marie Slaughter published "A New World Order" (Princeton University Press, 2004). In 2009, Hillary Clinton appointed Slaughter as a chief political adviser to write Hillary's speeches and help define Barack Obama's foreign policy, most notably "public-private partnerships" that "harness[ing] private incentives to public policy." Critics call this a legitimization of institutional corruption.[285]

"[In Anne-Marie Slaughter's fantasy world] the state is not disappearing, it's disaggregating, meaning it is simply operating through all its different branches, through regulatory agencies, through judges, through legislators, and they are all networking with one another." —Anne-Marie Slaughter Dept. of State speech, Apr. 12, 2004
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Ground Zero for financing Silicon Valley, the New World Order, and the theft of Leader Technologies' social networking invention

On May 13, 2004, James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP, was appointed chairman of the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA). Joining him as directors were Robert Ketterson (Fidelity Ventures), Gilman Louie (In-Q-Tel, C.I.A.) and Theodore "Ted" E. Schlein (Kleiner Perkins), joining other director advisers from Vanguard (Ann Rockhold), TIAA-CREF, BlackRock, JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley, Wells Fargo, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, Bank of America, RBC, Barclays, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, UBS and T. Rowe Price. All of the above are Facebook underwriters and investors. All of the presiding judges in Leader v. Facebook hold stocks in these companies.[069]

Breyer hijacked the NVCA for his New World Order Financing agenda that included the theft of Leader Technologies' social networking invention.

On May 13, 2004, the National Venture Capital Assoc. (NVCA) appointed James W. Breyer ("PayPal Mafia"), Managing Partner, Accel Partners LLP, as chairman, along with other director appointments including Robert Ketterson (Fidelity Ventures), Gilman Louie (In-Q-Tel, C.I.A.) and Theodore "Ted" E. Schlein (Kleiner Perkins), joining other director advisers from Vanguard (Ann Rockhold), TIAA-CREF, BlackRock, JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley, Wells Fargo, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, Bank of America, RBC, Barclays, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, UBS and T. Rowe Price. All of the

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
above are Facebook underwriters and investors. All of the presiding judges in Leader v. Facebook hold stocks in these companies.[069]

The Pay-to-Play relationships among Larry Summers and the Clintons with the NVCA are legion. The better question is: Who in technology and finance has not paid to play?

In 2008 alone, Larry Summers received speaking fees from these NVCA principals: JPMorgan ($87,500), Citigroup ($99,000), Goldman Sachs ($222,500), State Street Corp ($167,500), Barclays (Lehman Brothers) ($153,000), Price Waterhouse ($92,500), Merrill Lynch (Bank of America) ($45,000) and American Express ($67,500). Summers Fee Table.[319]

Bill and Hillary Clinton have received speaking fees from these NVCA principals: JPMorgan ($200,000), Citigroup ($700,000), Goldman Sachs ($1,150,000), Barclays ($325,000), Price Waterhouse ($400,000), Bank of America/Merrill Lynch ($875,000), Deutsche Bank ($1,255,000), Credit Suisse ($1,245,000), IBM ($200,000), KPMG ($350,000), Deloitte & Touche ($175,000), Morgan Stanley ($125,000), UBS ($675,000), Vanguard ($400,000).[317]

The Clinton Foundation has received donations from these NVCA principals: Microsoft and Bill and Melinda Gates (up to $25.5 million), Citi Foundation and Citigroup (up to $5.25 million), The Wal-Mart Foundation and the Walton Family Foundation (James W. Breyer, director) (up to $1 million), Bank of America Foundation and Merrill Lynch Foundation (up to $5 million), Deutsche Bank (up to $10 million), Credit Suisse (up to $250,000), Roger McNamee (Facebook, Silver Lake Partners, Dell, EMC, T. Rowe Price) (up to $250,000), McKinsey & Co (up to $250,000), Erskine B. Bowles (Facebook director) (up to $100,000), Deutsche Bank (up to $200,000).[320]
170. Bookmark: #jpmorgan-ibm

On May 27, 2004, JPMorgan's Jamie Dimon issued a $10 billion line of credit to IBM (Mark Loughridge) while Goldman Sachs arranged debt financing for Lenovo, Beijing, China. This meant that Facebook's underwriters engaged in double-dealing on both sides of the IBM sale of the PC group to Lenovo on Dec. 8, 2004.[193]

171. By Jun. 01, 2004, The Harvard Crimson had mentioned the 19-year sophomore Zuckerberg and/or Facebook Fifty-one (51) times, more than any other subject, company or world leader.[070]


173. On Jun. 29, 2004, Markland Technologies (CRYPTO.com/Chandler) acquired EOIR Technologies. Chandler sought no waiver of conflicts from Leader even though EOIR was involved in homeland security technologies that could benefit from the results of Leader’s LLNL CRADA.[071]
174. On Jul. 27, 2004, Barack H. Obama introduced at the Democratic National Convention; unseated Hillary Clinton; subsequently announced his presidential candidacy, collected donations, disseminated propaganda and fundamentally relied on Leader Technologies' invention throughout his campaign, as appropriated by Facebook, without disclosing his misappropriation of Leader's property.[195]

175. Bookmark: #thiel-facebook-investment

In Aug. 2004, Peter A. Thiel (former PayPal) invested $500,000 in Facebook.[196]
On Aug. 18, 2004, Google went public (an Eclipse member) using a family cast of underwriters to this scandal: JPMorgan, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Credit Suisse, Lehman Brothers, Allen & Co., Citigroup and UBS (all Facebook underwriters).[197]

On Jan. 14, 2009, Google began feeding user data to the NSA, according to NSA whistleblower, Edward Snowden.
177. **On Aug. 31, 2004**, IBM (with Motorola and Nokia–Microsoft surrogate) proposed embedded systems Eclipse project (end result will be spying toasters and TVs).[198]


179. **On Oct. 27, 2004**, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China joined Eclipse.[199]

180. **On Nov. 02, 2004**, George W. Bush was elected 43rd President of the United States.

181. **On Dec. 03, 2004**, Bill Clinton was paid a $125,000 speaking fee by Goldman Sachs in New York, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000. Former Goldman Sachs CEO, Jon Corzine, has donated up to $250,000 to the Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]
On Dec. 08, 2004, Eclipse stated that they were "unable to locate" the original contributor; declared that they must "re-implement" its founding (Leader Technologies) source code. "Re-implementation" of a pre-existing idea in the software business is a euphemism for copying.[072] Remarkably, on Dec. 04, 2002 they wrote that the contributions were all coming from a "single company" (which they never identified). However, Eclipse's attorneys, notably James P. Chandler and Fenwick & West LLP knew without question that Leader Technologies' invention was the source of the intellectual property being exploited by IBM and Eclipse.
183. **The illegal DNI/Clinton Protectorate**

On Feb. 01, 2005, Patrick F. Kennedy headed the Transition Team that set up the newly created Office of the Director of National Intelligence (DNI). This assignment lasted through Apr. 2005. He then became Deputy Director of National Intelligence for Management from April 2005 to May 2007.[484]

James P. Chandler, III, Leader Technologies' patent attorney and outside counsel to IBM, played a pivotal role in the remaking of U.S. intelligence, starting with the Bill Clinton and Executive Order No. 12958 on Apr. 17, 1995. On Jan. 18, 2001, Chandler and Bill Gates were appointed by outgoing President Clinton to the National Infrastructure Assurance Council (NIAC). Chandler then advised the updated National Infrastructure Advisory Council (also NAIC) under George W. Bush—when Kennedy was handling the DNI transition in early 2005. This timing means that Chandler and Kennedy most assuredly collaborated, then during the Bush Administration, and through the Obama Administration while Kennedy has stonewalled at the State Department for the Clintons and The Clinton Foundation.

Kennedy has played a key role in the stonewalling of FOIA requests that are protecting Hillary Clinton in her various State Department scandals involving Benghazi, The Clinton Foundation Pay-to-Play, and her private email server. [485] [486]


185. **On Mar. 02, 2005**, Accel Partners LLP, James W. Breyer, Facebook Chairman, incorporated IDG Technology Venture Investment III, L.P. that formed WininChina, Inc. on Dec. 12, 2006. The IDG and WininChina entities were identified as secret tax havens by HSBC whistleblower Hervé Falciani in 2015. The HSBC database actually identifies at least four Breyer associates as principals in both IDG and WininChina. They are John P. Breyer (father), Patrick J. McGovern, Hugo Shong and Xin Xu.[074]
186. On Apr. 20, 2005, Bill Clinton was paid a $125,000 speaking fee by Goldman Sachs in Kiawah Island, Georgia, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to The Clinton Foundation. Former Goldman Sachs CEO, Jon Corzine, has donated up to $250,000 to the Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]

187. On May 04, 2005, Bill Clinton was paid a $125,000 speaking fee by Deutsche Bank in Baltimore, Maryland, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Deutsche Bank has donated up to $200,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]
Ted L. Gunderson, FBI Special Agent In Charge (ret): Congress was compromised "through sex and drugs" into passing the Patriot Act (and other bills) by a "rogue criminal enterprise operating within the government"

On May 12, 2005, Theodore "Ted" L. Gunderson, FBI Special Agent In Charge (ret.) (1928-2011) was an FBI Superstar during his 27-year career. He said in a speech on May 12, 2005:[640]

TED GUNDERSON: Let me tell you something ladies and gentlemen, there are "people in our government ... a rogue outfit" who orchestrate terrorist acts in order to get Congress to pass
Bills like the Patriot Act, and that many of those votes are procured through blackmail through sex and drugs. He says it is "a rogue outfit" . . . "who orchestrate terrorists acts [like 9/11]" ... "so they can pass bills like the Patriot Act" ... "which takes away man of our constitutional rights and civil liberties"

There is a "covert military criminal enterprise, government enterprise, primarily by US military intelligence, that is operating full throttle and everybody refuses to investigate it."

TRANSCRIPT OF THIS VIDEO SEGMENT at 39min 29secs of Ted Gunderson's hour-long speech:

"Let me tell you something ladies and gentlemen, there are people in our government, a rogue outfit, whatever I'm not sure, who are actually behind these terrorist acts. The reason they're behind terrorist acts is so they can pass bills like the Patriot Act. The reason the Congressmen and Senators vote for these stupid bills, stupid by our terms, in our definition, is because many of them have been set up and framed through sex and drugs."

Click here for a FULL (1 hr. 3 min.) VIDEO of Ted Gunderson's May 12, 2005 presentation. [639]

Click here for a FULL TRANSCRIPT of Ted Gunderson's May 12, 2005 videotaped presentation. [640] [641]

Click here for CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE (May 03, 1994) video about Washington, D.C. child sex trafficking by the rich and powerful, including the White House, mentioned by Ted Gunderson in his speech and obtained by him in 1994 after Discovery Channel was pressured by unknown Congressmen into not airing and destroying it. [642] See also this timeline's May 03, 1994 entry.

Ted Gunderson's credentials are above reproach. In 1979, Gunderson was a candidate for Director of the FBI (William H. Webster was chosen). Gunderson had been Special Agent In Charge of the Los Angeles Office, commanding 700
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personnel and a $22.5 million budget. During Ted Gunderson's remarkable 28-year career with the FBI he served in these capacities:

Special Agent In Charge: Los Angeles, Dallas, Memphis
Assistant Special Agent In Charge: New Haven, Philadelphia
Special Agent: Mobile, Knoxville, New York, Albuquerque
Awarded 1977 Outstanding Law Enforcement Officer in America by the AFL-CIO Metal Trades Council

Click here for Ted Gunderson's Biography PDF.[644]

Ted Gunderson identified two vocal naysayers who made disparaging remarks about of his efforts to expose the Deep State shadow government—Stew Webb and Barbara Hartwell. He says they are victims of a well known C.I.A. mind control program called MKUltra. In 1987, Congress investigated MKUltra and ordered stopped, but it continues. When will Congress stop being moral pinheads?

May the Lord have mercy on and save these defenseless children. Godspeed to our patriots who are working to bring these criminals to justice. Shame on the rogue C.I.A. Deep State shadow government for this depravity.


189. On May 26, 2005, Accel Partners LLP, James W. Breyer, announced a $13 million Facebook investment. Goldman Sachs began underwriting private transactions of Facebook insider shares. This "dark pools" practice has been declared illegal in numerous Congressional hearings, but the practice continues.[075]
190. **On Jun. 1, 2005**
(est.), Russian Yuri Milner, colleague of Sheryl K. Sandberg, and protégé of Lawrence "Larry" Summers at Harvard and the World Bank, started DST a.k.a. Digital Sky Technologies in Moscow. Goldman Sachs (Moscow) became a partner, along with Russian oligarch Alisher Usmanov.

191. **On Jun. 06, 2005**, Bill Clinton was paid a $250,000 speaking fee by Goldman Sachs in Paris, France, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to The Clinton Foundation. Former Goldman Sachs CEO, Jon Corzine, has donated up to $250,000 to the Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]

192. **On Jun. 13, 2005**, Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by Goldman Sachs in Greensboro, Georgia, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to The Clinton Foundation. Former Goldman Sachs CEO, Jon Corzine, has donated up to $250,000 to the Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]


194. **On Aug. 11, 2005**, Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by Deutsche Bank in New York, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Deutsche Bank has donated up to $200,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]
195. **On Aug. 30, 2005**, Leader Technologies was called upon by Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco to provide what turned out to be the only working life saving and disaster recovery large-scale collaboration system for the state’s emergency services, military and its federal partners in response to Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.[077]
Leader Technologies used their social networking invention to bail out federal and state agencies whose communications systems had failed after Hurricane Katrina landfall.

On Sep. 05, 2017 (Day 7, Labor Day), Andy Kopplin, Chief of Staff, Governor Kathleen Blanco, State of Louisiana, moderated the Day 7 Hurricane Katrina life saving and disaster recovery response at the Louisiana Emergency Operations Center, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. As this recording of the conference call confirms, Mr. Kopplin used Leader Technologies' social networking inventions to communicate with all their federal, state and local first responders and elected officials. Leader Technologies. This recording started at 10:00pm CST whereas the meeting with President Bush and Sec. Chertoff at the same location occurred earlier in the day.[777] [778]


Bush, Chertoff, Army, FEMA, DHS relied on Leader’s invention for post-Katrina life saving after government systems had failed.

In secret, FBI Mueller and DHS Chertoff were illegally spying on Americans using Leader’s invention via Project Stellar Wind.
On Sep. 06, 2005, Bill Clinton accompanied his Canadian friend, Frank Giustra, to a hastily arranged meeting with Kazakhstan's strongman president, Nursultan A. Nazarbayev in Almaty, Kazakhstan. The stated agenda was "philanthropic interests," but the real subject was uranium mining to which Giustra was a newcomer. Senator Hillary Clinton publicly criticized Nazarbayev for his poor human rights record, but the Clinton ground game appears to have been a different story.[328]

Goldman Sachs, who has large uranium trading interests, and from who Bill Clinton had just months earlier received $650,000 in speaking fees (Dec. 03, 2004, Apr. 20, 2005, Jun. 06, 2005, Jun. 13, 2005) has subsequently done other energy deals with Giustra, like U.S. Oil Sands Inc.
On Sep. 07, 2005, a day later, Bill Clinton's friend Frank Giustra's new company, UrAsia Energy Ltd., won lucrative agreements from Nazarbayev to buy into Kazakhstan's state-owned uranium agency, Kazatomprom, Moukhtar Dzhakishev was its chief executive (who was later arrested for making an allegedly unpatriotic deal with Clinton's friend). The monster deal stunned the mining industry since Giustra had nothing but an unknown shell company.

According to The New York Times, "Just months after the Kazakh pact was finalized, Mr. Clinton's charitable foundation received its own windfall: a $31.3 million donations from Mr. Giustra that had remained secret until he acknowledged it last month [Dec. 2007]. The gift, combined with Mr. Giustra's more recent and public pledge to give the William J. Clinton Foundation an additional $100 million, secured Mr. Giustra a place in Mr. Clinton's inner circle, an exclusive club of wealthy entrepreneurs in which friendship with the former president has its privileges." On Sep. 09, 2006, a year later, Giustra raised another $21 million for the Clinton Foundation at a Bill Clinton's birthday bash organized by Giustra in Toronto. This puts Giustra's total contribution to the Clinton Foundation at at least $152 million.

A few months later (Dec. 2005), Nazarbayev was returned to power in an election that watchdogs said was marred by an "atmosphere of intimidation" and "ballot-box stuffing." After Nazarbayev's victory with 91 percent of the vote, Bill Clinton sent congratulations and praise that contradicted U.S. policy and even Hillary Clinton's skeptical public comments. Privately, the Clintons' interests were polar opposite.

On Feb. 12, 2007, Giustra sold UrAsia to Uranium One for $3.1 billion creating a 700% return on his two-year old UrAsia holding. A year later, Uranium One's stock
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was in free fall and its chief executive, Moukhtar Dzhakishev, was arrested by Nazarbayev on charges of illegally selling the country's uranium deposits to foreign companies, including Giustra's UrAsia. Later, Russia took over Uranium One with Hillary Clinton's at least tacit approval without disclosing the many donation by Uranium One stakeholders to The Clinton Foundation. See Jun. 29, 2010 for a table of these donations.[328] [329]

199. On Sep. 29, 2005, Eclipse released Version 3.1.1.[078]

200. Bookmark: #ward-cunningham

On Oct. 25, 2005, Wiki "creator," Ward Cunningham, joined The Eclipse Foundation. He later became "Director of Committer Community Development." From December 2003 until October 2005, Cunningham worked for Microsoft. To this day, every attempt to make a Wikipedia entry for Leader Technologies and social networking inventor, Michael McKibben, has been taken down by censors. They do not want the world to see Leader Technologies and McKibben Wikipedia entries.[233]
201. On Oct. 26, 2005, Mark Zuckerberg and James W. Breyer, Managing Partner of Accel Partners LLP, Chairman and largest investor in Facebook, solicited Stanford University students to develop apps for Facebook while Leader’s patent was pending. [079]

Bookmark: #breyer-zuckerberg-fraudulent-inducement

On Oct. 26, 2005, James W. Breyer and Mark E. Zuckerberg committed a crime. They fraudulently solicited Stanford University students to help them write applications to run on Facebook. Facebook's software engine is the invention of Columbus, Ohio innovators Leader Technologies and their founder, Michael T. McKibben. Breyer and Zuckerberg were engaged in fraudulent inducement to misappropriate property that did not belong to them. The fact that they crossed state lines to commit this crime amounts to racketeering under the RICO Act, among other offenses. In our opinion. Click here to go directly to 49 minutes and 11 seconds into this one hour video capture at Stanford University.

Notice how fidgety Breyer gets at 40min. 11secs. when this evident set-up question about building apps is asked by a well-prepared audience plant. Their body language tells all. At this point in Oct. 2005 these actors were still perfecting their fabrications about Facebook's origin. Zuckerberg is clearly still not comfortable in his new role as wind-up toy for the Deep State. YouTube Video. See footnote to download the raw mp4 video. [079]

By Nov. 25, 2005, Eurotech, SpA (Italy) had assumed the embedded systems aspects of the IBM "The Internet of Things" vision for global digital hegemony (partnered with Cisco, Intel, Wind River and Microsoft).[080] Fenwick client Giovanni Saladino became a Eurotech SpA director, as did a JPMorgan (Italy) principal, John McNeil Wilkie.[081]

Note that Accel Partners LLP’s James W. Breyer, Facebook’s largest shareholder and former chairman, is the son of John P. Breyer, founder of Computer World and IDG Capital Partners (China) and IDG-Accel (China). John P. Breyer is a fellow Hungarian refugee with Andy Grove, founder of Intel, and George Soros. [082] Son James W. Breyer does not mention his hyper-connected John P. Breyer father in public biographies.

This new film delves deeply into the history of Bohemian Grove where powerful men make decisions that affect the world but are completely hidden from public scrutiny. The Order of Death details how the Grove has been the backdrop for some of the most earth-shattering events in human history including the development of the Starwars program and the Manhattan Project.

The Order of Death also features never before seen footage captured by a daring former Grove employee including an astounding look inside the owl worshipped at the Cremation of Care ritual.[610]

https://youtu.be/MwTnlB2RmXo | Raw *.mp4 video file

On Jan. 18, 2006, Eclipse released Version 3.1.2.[083]
205. **On Apr. 30, 2006**,
Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by IBM in Paradise Island, Bahamas, a founding member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and illegal supplier of Leader Technologies' invention to Facebook.[317]

206. **On May 2-4, 2006**,
The Highlands Group president Richard oversaw the two-day "Island Forum 2006." The Forum was opened by Singapore Minister for Defence, RADMN(NS) Teo Chee Hean. The theme was "Information in Conflict." The Forum was attended by 15 "delegates" from Australia, France, India, the United Kingdom and the United States. Delegates included Kris Gopalakrishnan (Infosys), Ray Ozzie (Microsoft), James Rasulo (Disney).[811]

207. **On May 18, 2006**,
Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by Cisco in Monterey, California, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Cisco has donated up to $1,000,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]
208. **On Jun. 15, 2006**, Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by General Electric (GE) in New York, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and a large Facebook advertiser.[317]

209. **#aug-17-2006-clinton-cisco-speech-$150k-las-vegas** Bookmark: #cisco-clinton-aug-17-2006

**On Aug. 17, 2006**, Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by Cisco in Las Vegas, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook provider.

Cisco has donated up to $1,000,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]


211. **On Sep. 05, 2006**, Hewlett-Packard ("HP") "pretext" spying on members of the board of directors revealed.

### Priming the Deep State Pump

212. Bookmarks: #sep-09-2006-giustra-clinton-birthday-party-$21-million-donations #giustra-clinton-party

**On Sep. 09, 2006**, Bill Clinton was thrown a gala birthday party in Toronto by Canadian Frank Giustra where $21 million was raised for The Clinton Foundation. Including this donation, Giustra had raised $152 million for The Clinton Foundation—after Clinton used his influence to help Giustra land a mammoth uranium mining contract in Kazakhstan with its strongman president, Nursultan A. Nazarbayev. The Clintons and Giustra claim the donations and uranium contract are not connected.[328]
213. **On Sep. 13, 2006**, Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by Citigroup in New York, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Citi Foundation and Citigroup have donated up to $5.25 million to The Clinton Foundation.[320] [317] Larry Summers was paid $99,000 in speaking fees by Citigroup in 2008. *Summers Fee Table.*[319]

214. **On Sep. 29, 2006**, Eclipse released Version 3.2.1.[085]


**On Nov. 13, 2006**, Chandler hosted a Chinese delegation from Sichuan Province at his new "NIPLI House." Tsinghua University had joined IBM's Eclipse Foundation on Oct. 27, 2004. On Dec. 08, 2004, Chandler's client, IBM, sold its famed PC unit to Lenovo (China). In 2014, two large Facebook investors, T. Rowe Price and Bail lie Gifford (Vanguard surrogate) were the two largest outside investors in the Baidu ADR public offering. Facebook's underwriter, Goldman Sachs, was also Baidu's underwriter. Baidu's "Chief of Patents" is a former associate at Fenwick & West LLP, Facebook's securities and patent attorney, and Leader Technologies' former counsel.[290]

216. **On Nov. 15, 2006**, Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by Citigroup in New York, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Citi Foundation and Citigroup have donated up to $5.25 million to The Clinton Foundation.[320] [317] Larry Summers was paid $99,000 in speaking fees by Citigroup in 2008. *Summers Fee Table.*[319]
On Nov. 21, 2006, Leader was awarded U.S. Patent No. 7,139,761, Dynamic Association of Electronically Stored Information with Iterative Workflow Change—the platform that is social networking.[086]

On Dec. 12, 2006, Accel Partners LLP’s James W. Breyer, Chairman, Facebook Chairman, incorporated WininChina, Inc. via IDG Technology Venture Investment III, L.P. which was exposed as a secret offshore tax evasion entity by HSBC whistleblower Hervé Falciani on Feb. 08, 2015.[087]
219. **The C.I.A. and Mainstream Media Collusion (Bernstein: 200 journalists controlled by the C.I.A.)**

In 2007, Pulitzer Prize winner Carl Bernstein republished The CIA and the Media that stated “The CIA’s use of the American news media has been much more extensive than Agency officials have acknowledged publicly or in closed sessions with members of Congress . . . A high-level CIA official with a prodigious memory says that the New York Times provided cover for about ten CIA operatives between 1950 and 1966 . . . the New York Times provided cover for about ten CIA operatives . . . Many signed secrecy agreements . . . some signed employment contracts . . . 'The secrecy agreement was the sort of ritual that got you into the tabernacle. After that you had to play by the rules.' . . . separating the American press corps and government was often indistinguishable . . . journalists were put 'on a string' [of control] . . . at least 200 journalists signed secrecy agreements or employment contracts with the Agency in the past twenty-five years.” Mexican telecom tycoon Carlos Slim—the world's richest man—now owns the New York Times and is the largest single donor to The Clinton Foundation.) Rogue C.I.A. agents? Most assuredly.[787] [788] [789] [790]

220. **Bookmark: #fenwick-betrays-leader**

In 2007, Fenwick & West LLP began legal representation to Facebook in both corporate securities and patent law. Fenwick did not seek a waiver of conflicts pursuant to the Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 1.9 (Duties to Former Clients: "a) A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter represent another person in the same or a substantially related matter in which that person's interests are materially adverse to the interests of the former client unless the former client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing.") [307]
C.I.A. formed DROPBOX & admits that its "data exfiltration" is illegal

In 2007-2008, the C.I.A. internally published Triton 1.3 User Guide (undated), "an automated implant for Mac OS X."

More telling, the guide makes reference to "DROPBOX" used for "Exfiltration" data from the target computer.

TECHOPEDIA says "Data exfiltration is the unauthorized copying, transfer or retrieval of data from a computer or server. Data exfiltration is a malicious activity performed through various different techniques, typically by cybercriminals over the Internet or other network. Data exfiltration is also known as data extrusion, data exportation or data theft."[632]

DROPBOX, the cloud storage vendor, was started in 2007-2008, just at the time that Triton v1.3 was being released by the rogue C.I.A. DROPBOX is funded by Deep State globalists Sequoia Capital, Blackrock, JPMorgan Investment, Accel Partners, Goldman Sachs, Greylock, Matt R. Cohler (Instagram, Facebook, Gmail, Larry H. Summers, Mark E. Zuckerberg, Sheryl K. Sandberg) . . .

Deep State DROPBOX Funders

James W. Breyer  Jamie Dimon  Lloyd Blankfein  Matthew R. Cohler  Larry H. Summers  Mark E. Zuckerberg  Sheryl K. Sandberg
C.I.A. ADMISSION OF CRIMINALITY ("Exfiltration" = data theft)

TECHOPEDIA: "Data exfiltration is the unauthorized copying, transfer or retrieval of data from a computer or server. Data exfiltration is a malicious activity performed through various different techniques, typically by cybercriminals over the Internet or other networks.

Data exfiltration is also known as data extrusion, data exportation or data theft.

SECRET//NOFORN

- Check URLs (-c): A list of HTTP URLs that will be used to verify Internet connectivity before communication with an LP is attempted. A random URL is selected from this list during each beacon. It must return HTTP/200 in order for a beacon to occur.
- Exfiltration Window (-e): The combined total number of bytes to upload for watchpaths, dropbox and bigfile tasks.

SECRET//NOFORN

# BIGFILE: chunk/download the specified file, respecting exfil window
bigfile:/some/file/to/chunk.dat

# DROPBOX: chunk/download and remove files from this folder, respecting exfil window
dropbox:/some/remote/path


https://wikileaks.org/vault7/darkmatter/document/Triton_v1.3_DOC/Triton_v1.3_DOC.pdf

222. On Jan. 03, 2007, Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by General Electric (GE) in Boca Raton, Florida, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook advertiser.[317]

GE pay to play

William J. Clinton

Hillary R. Clinton

223. On Jan. 11, 2007, Boston Scientific disclosed its involvement in Eclipse, but did not disclose conflicts of interest or breach of its trade secrets agreement with Leader Technologies and Chandler.[088]

Lynn Mattice, Boston Scientific
On Feb. 10, 2007, Barack Obama relied on Leader's invention; announced his candidacy for President on Facebook.[089]

On Feb. 12, 2007, Eclipse released Version 3.2.2.[090]

Priming the Globalist Pump

On Feb. 12, 2007, Bill Clinton's friend and $152 million donor to the Clinton Foundation, Frank Giustra, sold UrAsia to Uranium One, Ian Telfer, CEO, for $3.1 billion creating a 700% return on his two-year old UrAsia holding. A year later, Uranium One's stock was in free fall and its chief executive, Moukhtar Dzhakishev, was arrested on charges of illegally selling the country’s uranium deposits to foreign companies, including Giustra's UrAsia. Later, Russia took over Uranium One with Hillary Clinton's at least tacit approval without disclosing the many donation by Uranium One stakeholders to The Clinton Foundation. See Jun. 29, 2010 for a table of these donations.[328] [329]
227. On Mar. 01, 2007, Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by Goldman Sachs in Miami, Florida, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to The Clinton Foundation. Former Goldman Sachs CEO, Jon Corzine, has donated up to $250,000 to the Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]

228. On Mar. 07, 2007, Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by AutoDesk in Las Vegas, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation. AutoDesk has donated up to $500,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]

229. On Mar. 08, 2007, Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by Goldman Sachs in Phoenix, Arizona, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to The Clinton Foundation. Former Goldman Sachs CEO, Jon Corzine, has donated up to $250,000 to the Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]

230. On Mar. 28, 2007, Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by McKinsey & Co. in Orlando, Florida, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation, former employer of Sheryl K, Sandberg, Google and Facebook executive. McKinsey has donated up to $250,000 to The Clinton Foundation. A former McKinsey managing director and Harvard Law graduate, Peter Binas, who is now at The Schooner Foundation, has donated up to $100,000 to the Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]
231. On Mar. 29, 2007, Bill Clinton was paid a $100,000 speaking fee by Cisco in Kiawah Island, South Carolina, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook supplier. Cisco has donated up to $1,000,000 to The Clinton Foundation. [320] [317]

232. On May 03, 2007, Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by Citigroup in New York, subsequently a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Citi Foundation and Citigroup have donated up to $5.25 million to The Clinton Foundation. [320] [317] Larry Summers was paid $99,000 in speaking fees by Citigroup in 2008. Summers Fee Table. [319]


Executive Order No. 12958 was modified by Barack Obama in Executive Order No. 13526, 3(b)(9) (Classified National Security Information),[288] making declassification dependent on foreign treaties like the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).

OPSEC manages Department of Defense data encryption standards. Chandler had already cashed in on this action in CRYPTO.com and Eurotech Ltd. and its progeny. See Feb. 15, Mar. 01, Aug. 07, Dec. 30, 2001; See also Aug. 05, Dec. 09, 2002; Jun. 29, 2004; Mar. 08, Aug. 08, 2008, May 21, 2014.

235. Between Sep. 17-27, 2007, Chandler lectured on IPR (Intellectual Property Rights) in St. Petersburg and Yekaterinburg, Russia. Topics included "Problems of managing intellectual property created within the framework of governmental contracts,"Experience of managing intellectual property created at the expense of the federal budget of the US" and "History of intellectual property protection and the distinctions between patent and copyright protection in the USA." We believe it is highly likely that Chandler met with encryption engineers, Yuri Milner, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Mail.ru and Digital Sky Technologies (DST), the primary funders of Facebook's pre-IPO stock value pump and dump scheme starting on May 26, 2009.[287]

236. On Sep. 21, 2007, Eclipse released 3.3.1.[092]

237. On Oct. 10, 2007, Stratfor, a CIA front posing as an independent news analysis organization headquartered in Austin, Texas, compiled a mailing list of organizations targeted to receive regular "free" communications. (Beware Greeks bearing gifts.) This email was released by WikiLeaks on Feb. 27, 2012 as a part of over five million documents leaked from Stratfor. This list of over 100,000 information subscriptions, 36,000 unique persons, and over 344 people upon which Stratfor's chief operating officer, Darryl O'Connor, placed special emphasis. The following summarize the number of unique friends listed in these organizations: Media (34), University of Texas (34), IBM (32), Microsoft (26), Harvard (23), Morgan Stanley (23), Georgetown (16), Dept. of Justice (16), UBS (16), Citigroup (14), George Washington University (14), Yale (13), JPMorgan Chase (12), Ohio State University (12), Duke (10), Stanford (10), Bank of America (9), Wells Fargo (9) and Barclays (3).[215]
238. Bookmark: #breyer-thiel-stratfor-cia-nsa

On Oct. 21, 2007, Wal-mart selected SAP AG as its enterprise resource planning software vendor. Wal-mart was both a Stratfor-CIA client and Eclipse member, thus tying SAP AG to lawless C.I.A. operations in the United States. James W. Breyer, Chairman of Facebook, was a Wal-Mart director. Breyer's fellow Facebook director, Peter Thiel who invested the first publicly-known $500,000 in Facebook in the summer of 2004, also supplies In-Q-Tel, aka NSA, with special spy snooping software that enables the agency to access anyone's computer or mobile phone without their knowledge.[220]

On Nov. 27, 2007, the William J. Clinton Foundation registered in Delhi, India Reg. No. 170799 with four directors, including Deepak Verma. Verma was/is a busy Clintonian. He has served and/or servers in the following executive capacities for the Clintons:[476]

1. Clinton Health Access Initiative, Pres. / COO
2. Clinton HIV/AIDS Initiative, CEO
3. Clinton Climate Initiative, Senior Advisor

Verma is associated with the dozens of energy sector companies. His directorships parallels the distribution of hundreds of billions of dollars in the Obama energy "stimulus." In some companies Verma was only a director for a month to eighteen months, rarely longer—long enough to cash the Obama energy stimulus siphoned from one of the recipients? Verma exited 20 directorships in energy companies all on Dec. 07, 2011

Concurrently with Verma’s 35 energy shell holdings, Mitt Romney listed another energy stimulus beneficiary, AGUA CALIENTE, as a lesor of his land in Nevada. On Aug. 05, 2011, Agua Caliente was acquired by NRG Energy from First Solar where Goldman Sachs had a 5.9% holding. In Aug. 2011, Aqua Caliente received a $967 million Obama energy stimulus.[366] [364]

It would appear that the CEO of the William J. Clinton Foundation in India, Deepak Verma, had prescient knowledge of a coming energy stimulus windfall that he would manage for the Clintons—on the other side of the planet in India, far from the reach of U.S. regulators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Likely Non-operating Shell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Magadh Biofuels Plantations</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Feb 05, 2009 to Dec 07, 2011</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sunform Energy</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>since Dec. 09, 2013</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Brightspark Energy</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>since Jan. 20, 2014</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Talettutayi Solar Projects</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>since Nov. 23, 2015</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sunborne Energy Gujarat Solar Thermal</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Apr 12, 2010 to May 25 2010</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On Nov. 30, 2007, Bill Clinton was paid a $175,000 speaking fee by Merrill Lynch (Bank of America) in New York, subsequently a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation. Twelve months later, Bank of America received $46.8 billion in TARP bailout funds, managed by Larry Summers. Bank of America is a Facebook underwriter. Merrill Lynch has donated up to $250,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320][317]
Starting in early 2008, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley executives Verdi Israeliian, John Lindfors and Alexander Tamas joined Russian Yuri Milner, DST, Digital Sky Systems to establish offices in London and Moscow—starting well before the late 2008 Summers-managed American bank "bailout."[323] This activity telegraphs Goldman Sachs' foreknowledge of a coming windfall from tens of billions of American taxpayer dollars in what appears to have been a contrived banking "crisis" designed to feed billions of dollars into Deep State coffers. Some of these funds were sent to London and Moscow, then routed through Dubai banks and used to purchase Facebook pre-IPO "dark pools" stock sold by JPMorgan, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley.[322]

On Jan. 9–1 1, 2008, Larry Summers was paid $180,000 for three days of speaking fees by Skagen Funds (Scandinavia) with offices in Iceland where, according to the narrative, the 2008 bank mortgage defaults began. Iceland has 323,000 people—the size of South Aurora, Colorado, ranked the 72nd largest city in the U.S. The notion that South Aurora's bank defaults could cause a global banking meltdown is laughable. Summers Fee Table.[319]
244. **On Feb. 02, 2008**, Fred Burton, Vice President of Intelligence, Stratfor, consulted with Paul Genzburg, chief of security for George Soros, to recruit a former British SAS agent for a Soros operation in Kenya. WikiLeaks ID 5045040. Shows the intimate links among Stratfor, C.I.A. (In-Q-Tel) and Soros.[217]

245. **On Feb. 11, 2008**, Larry Summers was paid $87,500 in speaking fees by JPMorgan Chase & Co. Nine months later, Summers gave $27.3 billion to JPMorgan in the TARP bank bailout. JPMorgan is a Facebook underwriter. Summers Fee Table. [319]

246. **On Feb. 14, 2008**, Larry Summers was paid $25,000 in speaking fees by Price Waterhouse, who paid Bill Clinton $400,000 in speaking fees in 2012.

247. **On Feb. 21, 2008**, Eclipse released Version 3.3.2.[093]

248. **On Mar. 03, 2008**, Larry Summers was paid $45,000 in speaking fees by Citigroup. Eight months later, Summers gave $46 billion to Citigroup in the TARP bank bailout. Citigroup's unregulated profligacy began in 1999 with its Traveler's insurance merger after Summers used his influence to repeal the Glass-Steagall Act. Citigroup is a Facebook underwriter. Citi Foundation has donated up to $5.25 million to The Clinton Foundation.[320] Citigroup has paid Bill Clinton $700,000 in speaking fees. Summers Fee Table.[319]

On Mar. 14, 2008, Sheryl K. Sandberg resigned Google and was appointed Facebook chief operating officer.

Sheryl K. Sandberg  
James W. Breyer  
Mark E. Zuckerberg  
Larry H. Summers
On Mar. 31, 2008, Wikileaked Stratfor (CIA) documents reveal a Who's Who of the American military-industrial complex were targeted for "consulting" and "information" services. Stratfor salespeople Jay Joe de Feo and Ronnie Oldham reported the following prospects, many of whom became Stratfor-CIA clients: [219]

Avon,
Caterpillar,
Cedar Hill Capital (former Goldman Sachs),
Chevron,
Coca Cola,
ConocoPhillips,
Dell,
Dow Chemical,
Dow Corning,
Emerson Electric,
Intel,
Interest & Currency Consultants,
ITT Aerospace and Communications,
Kelly Services,
Kimberly-Clark,
Knights of Columbus,
Marsh Risk,
Northrop Grumman,
Perot Systems,
Schneider Electric,
Society of the Plastics Industry,
SUEZ Energy,
Texas Department of Public Safety,
Vinyl Institute,
W.R. Grace,
Wal-Mart,
Washington Group,
Watermark,
Wexford Capital (former Goldman Sachs), and
Ziff Brothers.
252. On Apr. 16, 2008, Larry Summers was paid $135,000 in speaking fees by Goldman Sachs. Seven months later, Summers gave $13 billion to Goldman Sachs in the TARP bank bailout. Goldman has paid Bill Clinton $1 million in speaking fees. Goldman Sachs is a Facebook underwriter. Former Goldman Sachs CEO, Jon Corzine, has donated up to $250,000 to the Clinton Foundation.[320] Summers Fee Table.[319]

253. On Apr. 17, 2008, Larry Summers was paid $67,500 in speaking fees by Lehman Brothers (purchased by Barclays). Barclays paid Bill Clinton $325,000 in speaking fees. Barclays is a Facebook underwriter. Summers Fee Table. [319]

254. On Apr. 18, 2008, Larry Summers was paid $45,000 in speaking fees by State Street Corporation. Seven months later, Summers gave $3 billion to State Street in the TARP bank bailout. State Street Corp is a Facebook underwriter. Summers Fee Table.[319]

255. On May 07, 2008, Larry Summers was paid $67,500 in speaking fees by American Express. Facebook's Form S-1 registration statement emphasized American Express' significant advertising commitment to Facebook between 2008 and 2012. American Express received $3.4 billion in TARP bailout funds managed by Summers, just a few months later. Summers Fee Table.[319]
11/6/2017

People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

256. Bookmark: #justin-cooper-sets-up-clinton-server

On or about Jun. 01, 2008, Bill Clinton ordered former aide Justin G. Cooper to install an Apple OS X email server in the basement of his home in Chappaqua, New York. Cooper hired Apple to install the server. Initially the server hosted the domains presidentclinton.com and wjoffice.com. After Hillary Clinton was sworn in as U.S. Secretary of State a new domain clintonemail.com was hosted on this server with an initial email address of hdr22@clintonemail.com. Later Hillary also used these email address: hrc17@clintonemail.com, hro17@clintonemail.cm.


258. On Jun. 18, 2008, Larry Summers was paid $87,500 in speaking fees by Goldman Sachs. Five months later, Summers gave $13 billion to Goldman Sachs in the TARP bank bailout. Goldman Sachs is a Facebook underwriter. Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to The Clinton Foundation. Former Goldman Sachs CEO, Jon Corzine, has donated up to $250,000 to the Clinton Foundation.

259. On Jun. 20, 2008, the Clinton Foundation compiled a list of recipients of $543 million for an epic 1,146 projects. The recipients reads like a Who's Who of future Obama Administration insiders, like Debbie Wasserman Schultz and Patrick F. Kennedy, among hundreds. The evident purpose of these fundings was to buy the coming vote on the bank bailout in Nov. 2008.

260. On Jul. 30, 2008, Larry Summers was paid $87,500 in speaking fees by Lehman Brothers (purchased by Barclays). Barclays has paid Bill Clinton $325,000 in speaking fees. Barclays is a Facebook underwriter.
261. Bookmark: #david-kirkpatrick-the-facebook-effect

On Aug. 01, 2008, FORTUNE senior editor, David Kirkpatrick, resigned to write The Facebook Effect and became one of Facebook’s mainstream media shills who has been quoted numerous times by Facebook lawyers as a fact source.[096]

262. Bookmark: #white-oak-group

On Aug. 08, 2008, Chandler > CRYPTO > Markland > Technest/AccelPath > EOIR Technologies, Inc. sold to The White Oak Group, Inc. homeland security contractor. Chandler sought no Leader conflict of interest waiver.[097]

263. Bookmark: #slaughter-disaggregation

On Sep. 02, 2008, Harvard lawyer Anne-Marie Slaughter republished "A New World Order" (Princeton University Press, 2004) advocating new "public-private partnerships" where "harnessing private incentives to public goals" and the state is "disaggregated" (engaged in a plethora of unregulated international "networks" and "soft power"). She was Hillary Clinton's Director of Policy Planning at the U.S. State Department between Jan. 2009 and Feb. 2011. Is Slaughter's new world order the rationale for Barack Obama's promise to "fundamentally transform America?"[285]


On Sep. 09, 2008, Eclipse boasted 191 members, including Facebook underwriter JPMorgan Chase.[098]
265. **On Sep. 11, 2008**, Eclipse released Version 3.4.1.[099]

Directors on Sep. 17, 2008. Click here for image of page 2.


Graphics: IBM Eclipse Foundation.

266. **On Oct. 02, 2008**, Larry Summers was paid $112,500 in speaking fees by State Street Corporation. One month later, Summers gave $3 billion to State Street in the TARP bank bailout. State Street Corp is a Facebook underwriter. Summers Fee Table.[319]


268. **On Oct. 14, 2008**, Fenwick & West LLP applied for a Facebook 12(g) exemption from the 500-shareholder 12(g) restriction for private companies. Fenwick is Leader Technologies' former legal counsel and did not seek a written conflicts of interest waiver before representing Facebook. This is an evident violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 1.9 (Duties to Former Clients: "a) A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter shall not ther eafter represent another person in the same or a substantially r elated matter in which that person's interests are materially adverse to the interests of the former client unless the former client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing.").[100]
On Oct. 15, 2008, SEC chief counsel, Thomas J. Kim (a former attorney for Latham & Watkins LLP; James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP’s attorney at the NVCA), granted an unprecedented exemption, which opened the door to tens of billions of dollars in sales of Facebook private stock by Goldman Sachs in "dark pools," ostensibly decried by the incoming Obama nominee, Mary L. Schapiro, in numerous speeches[101] and even her Senate confirmation hearing. However, Schapiro held over 50 such dark pool investments herself—more than any other key Obama cabinet appointee.[102] Fenwick did not seek a conflicts waiver from Leader.

On Oct. 19, 2008, Larry Summers was paid $135,000 in speaking fees by McKinsey & Co. McKinsey has paid Bill Clinton $150,000 in speaking fees. Summers' serial employee and Facebook chief operating officer, Sheryl K. Sandberg, was employed by McKinsey after leaving Summers' employ at the Treasury Department. McKinsey has donated up to $250,000 to The Clinton Foundation. A former McKinsey managing director and Harvard Law graduate, Peter Binas, who is now at The Schooner Foundation, has donated up to $100,000 to the Clinton Foundation.[320] Summers Fee Table.[319]
On Oct. 28, 2008, the TARP Bank "bailout" taxpayer funded give away amounts were announced. Many if not most of the members of Congress who approved this financing held substantial investments in companies underwritten by these banks, if not these banks themselves. Members of the judiciary changed their ethics rules without public hearing on Mar. 14, 2001 that allowed a "safe harbor" concept (not even an opinion, policy or advisory, just a concept that has been universally adopted without legal challenge) where they could hold stock through mutual funds without disclosure in corporations who were litigants in their courts. Members of the Deep State shadow government bureaucracy adopted the "safe harbor" concept.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bank:</th>
<th>TARP Funds Received:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JP Morgan Chase</td>
<td>$25 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells Fargo</td>
<td>$25 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citigroup</td>
<td>$25 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of America</td>
<td>$15 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldman Sachs</td>
<td>$10 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Stanley</td>
<td>$10 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrill Lynch</td>
<td>$10 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of New York (BNY)</td>
<td>$3 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Street</td>
<td>$2 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$110 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
272. On Oct. 30, 2008, Harvard Law School lawyer and community organizer, candidate, Barack H. Obama, first uttered the phrase "we are five days away from fundamentally transforming the United States of America." Earlier, on May 14, 2008, fellow Harvard Law School lawyer, Michelle Obama, parroted Slaughter's New World Order propaganda: "We are going to have to change our conversation; we’re going to have to change our traditions, our history; we’re going to have to move into a different place as a nation." [286]

273. Bookmark: #rove-threats

On Nov. 3, 2008, Republican tech "guru" Michael Connell, technology consultant to Karl Rove, the Bush family and John McCain gave a devastatingly revealing deposition about his knowledge of alleged 2004 Presidential election voting fraud in a racketeering lawsuit brought against Republican political consultant Karl Rove in King Lincoln Bronzeville Neighborhood Assn., et al., vs. Ohio Secretary of State, et al., 06-cv-745-ALM (S.D. OH 2006)(Filed: 07/15/11). The lawsuit alleged that a "Man-in-the-Middle" scheme was used to shift votes from John Kerry to George W. Bush on election night via Rove's SMARTech website in Chattanooga, TN.[418] [419] [420]

Direct Threats on Michael Connell's Life

Prior to his deposition, a tipster warned that "Connell is in danger." The tipster first said that Rove wanted Connell to "take the fall" regarding election rigging and that if Connell did not, he would cause Connell's wife (his business partner) to be subject to criminal accusations. Closer to the deposition, the tipster warned that Rove had upped the anti to a direct threat on Connell's life if he did not protect Rove and his vote-rigging network. The tipster was Jeff Aberbeck, CEO of SMARTech, Chattanooga, TN, the Republican Party go-to website hosting site that Connell had supported for years.[422]

On Dec. 19, 2008, six weeks later (see below), Connell, an experienced pilot, was killed in a plane crash on approach two miles from his local Akron-Canton Airport. The Piper Saratoga wreckage was cleared from the crash site at an abandoned house two miles from the airport the same night, in addition to numerous other suspicious circumstances.
274. **On Nov. 4, 2008**, Barack H. Obama elected 44th President of the United States.

275. **(Summers-managed) T.A.R.P. U.S. Taxpayer-Funded Bailout Beneficiaries**

On Nov. 4, 2008, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, State Street Corp, Citigroup, American Express and JPMorgan given approx. $105.7 billion in TARP "bailout" funds by their crony, Larry Summers, director of the National Economic Council where Marne L. Levine (Deutch) became his chief of staff.

These financial institutions paid off Summers and the Clintons, so they played, while their rivals like Bear Sterns, AIG, Lehman Brothers and Merrill Lynch disappeared.
276. **C.I.A. Apple Mac Exploitation**


SeaPea hijacks Apple Macintosh computers undetectably, below the operating system, so that it continues to operate even when the infected target computer is rebooted.

SeaPea even includes a stealth feature that deletes itself if it is "unable to hide" its files, directors, connections and running programs.[630]

277. **On Nov. 10, 2008**, Lawrence Summers was appointed director of the National Economic Council, and thus, overseer of the bank bailout by Barack Obama. The fox was assigned to guard the hen house. Immediately, many tens of billions of dollars in bailout funds began flowing through Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley. Substantial amounts were sent overseas to unknown recipients, much of it likely via JPMorgan, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley European operatives working with Barclays, Credit Suisse and Deutsche Bank. Senator Chuck Grassley learned a year later that at least $6 billion went overseas to undisclosed locations.

278. **On Nov. 12, 2008**, Larry Summers was paid $45,000 in speaking fees by Merrill Lynch (purchased by Bank of America). One month later, Summers gave $46.8 billion to Bank of America in the TARP bank bailout. Bank of America is a Facebook underwriter. Merrill Lynch has donated up to $250,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320] Summers Fee Table.[319]
279. On Nov. 15, 2008, Bill Clinton received a $450,000 speaking fee (his largest ever) from AWD Holding AG, Düsseldorf, Germany.[231] AWD is a personal financial planner with no operation in the United States. The Clinton's have been paid $104.9 million in speaking fees since Bill left office in 2001 according to Bill and Hillary's financial disclosures. [230] [317]

280. Bookmark: #leader-v-facebook

Leader sued Facebook for patent infringement of U.S. Patent No. 7,139,761, McKibben et al, Dynamic Association of Electronically Stored Information with Iterative Workflow Changes—The patent for social networking

282. **C.I.A. iPhone Exploitation**


This program "Grants full remove command and control" ... "The tool operates in the background providing upload, download and execution capability ... will wait for user activity before beaconing. When user activity is detected, NS will attempt to beacon to a preconfigured LP [Listening Post—remote C.I.A. command and control point] to retrieve tasking, execute the instructions, and reply with the response in one session."[631]

Features:

- Retrieves files from iPhone including Address Book, SMS, Call Logs (when available), etc.
- Sends files and binaries [another programmer name for files] to the iPhone such as future tools
- Executes arbitrary commands on the iPhone
- Grants full remote command and control
- Masquerades as standard HTTP protocol for communications
- Uses XXTEA block encryption to provide secure communications
- Provides self-upgrade capability

283. Bookmark: #donald-k-stern-cooley-obama-judicial-advisor

On Dec. 05, 2008, Donald K. Stern, partner at Cooley Godward LLP, was appointed to the Obama justice transition team. He eventually recommended the appointment of Leonard P. Stark to Leader v. Facebook despite his conflict of interest in working for the law firm representing Facebook—Cooley Godward LLP.[104]
On Dec. 12, 2008, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC, also called the FISA Court) granted almost dictatorial powers to the U.S. Attorney General to spy on Americans, signed by Judge Reggie B. Walton, a James P. Chandler, Eric H. Holder, Jr., David J. Kappos (IBM) colleague.[191] This opinion was declared unconstitutional by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals on May 07, 2015. However, it gave Eric Holder the excuse he used to steal the privacy of American citizens during most of the Obama Administration nonetheless.[192]

On Dec. 19, 2008, at about 17:53 EST a Piper PA32R 31-10 N9299N "impacted terrain" and burst into flames during a nighttime instrument landing in clear weather. The pilot, Michael Connell, was killed. Six weeks earlier, on Nov. 03, 2008, Connell had given devastatingly revealing deposition about his knowledge of alleged 2004 Presidential election voting fraud in a racketeering lawsuit brought against Republican political consultant Karl Rove in King Lincoln Bronzeville Neighborhood Assn., et al., vs. Ohio Secretary of State, et al., 06-cv-745-ALM (S.D. OH 2006)(Filed: 07/15/11). The lawsuit alleged that a "man-in-the-middle" scheme was used to shift votes from John Kerry to George W. Bush on election night via Rove’s SmarTech website in Chattanooga, TN.[418] [419] [420]

Full NTSB Narrative.[421]
11/6/2017 People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

286. Bookmark: #hillary-ethics-statement

On Jan. 05, 2009, Hillary Clinton presented an Ethics Statement to the U.S. Senate promising not to involve The Clinton Foundation, The Clinton Global Initiative or The William J. Clinton Foundation in any way in the business of the U.S. State Department.[477]

I currently hold and will continue to hold my position with The Clinton Family Foundation, which maintains all of its assets in cash. If confirmed as Secretary of State, I will not participate personally and substantially in any particular matter that has a direct and predictable effect upon this foundation, unless I first obtain a written waiver or qualify for a regulatory exemption.

My husband founded The William J. Clinton Foundation. Although neither my husband nor I has any financial interest in or fiduciary role with The William J. Clinton Foundation (or The Clinton Global Initiative), my husband has been active with this not-for-profit organization since its inception. For the duration of my appointment as Secretary if I am confirmed, I will not participate personally and substantially in any particular matter involving specific parties in which The William J. Clinton Foundation (or The Clinton Global Initiative) is a party or represents a party, unless I am first authorized to participate, pursuant to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.502(d).

Fig. 27a–Hillary's Ethics Statement (Lies) on Jan. 05, 2009 to U.S. Senate (the American People). Click here for Hillary Clinton's Ethics Statement.

287. Bookmark: #hillary-registers-personal-email-domain

On Jan. 13, 2009, Hillary Clinton registered clintonemail.com domain. [227] Justin G. Cooper was the registered point of contact with Network Solutions. This domain was pointed to the Apple OS X email server that Cooper had set up in the Clinton's home basement in Chappaqua, New York on or about Jun. 01, 2008. At about this same time, Cooper contacted Bryan Pagliano to upgrade the private email server because the current server was " antiquated and users were experiencing problems with e-mail deliver on their BlackBerry devices."[489]

Hillary Clinton registered www.clintonemail.com domain; serial Bill Clinton aide Justin G. Cooper is or has been associated with President Bill Clinton, Clinton Foundation, Clinton Global Initiative, Clinton Family Foundation, Teneo Holdings, Decision Sciences Corporation and American University - Dubai.[492]
288. **C.I.A. 9/11 whistleblower Susan Lindauer Patriot Act case DROPPED**

On Jan. 15, 2009, C.I.A. 9/11 whistleblower Susan Lindauer had her Patriot Act charges suddenly dropped after she was held without a trial or even a hearing since Mar. 11, 2004. Clearly, her silence about the 9/11 Inside Job was the goal of the prosecution. See [Susan Lindauer Apr. 15, 2001 9/11 Warning](http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html).

George W. Bush
President of 9/11

Richard B. Cheney, Vice President of 9/11

Michael B. Mukasey, Persecutor of C.I.A. whistleblower Susan Lindauer; Bush Attorney General


James P. Chandler, III

Barack H. Obama

Michelle L. R. Obama

290. **On Jan. 21, 2009** , Barack H. Obama took office as President; pledged unprecedented transparency.

Barack H. Obama

291. **On Jan. 21, 2009** , Hillary Clinton, Chandler's client, confirmed by the Senate as Secretary of State.

Hillary R. Clinton
On Jan. 21, 2009, Larry Summers appointed Marne L. Levine (aka "Marnie") to be his chief of staff at the National Economic Council (NEC) and Special Advisor to the President on Public Policy.[303]
Hillary Clinton's version of the 18.5 sec gap in the Nixon Tapes that brought down his presidency?

Jan. 21, 2009 to Mar. 18, 2009, during the formative days of the organization of the State Department (and coordination of secret communications systems with fellow globalists at The Clinton Foundation, The IBM Eclipse Foundation, James P. Chandler, III, the NSA and George Soros), Hillary Clinton and her Williams & Connolly LLP attorneys failed to provide any emails from this period when the conspiracy to evade national secrets laws via private servers in her Chappaqua, NY residence basement was being investigated by the FBI.[489]

"There were no e-mails provided by Williams & Connolly to State or the FBI dated from January 21, 2009 to March 18, 2009 . . ."


However, Hillary testified to the House Oversight Committee that she did not begin using her private email server until Mar. 18, 2009. This Mar. 18, 2009 date was evidently selected as an excuse for withholding damaging emails before that. Any reasonable person can see that after being so eager to get her private email system set up prior to her appointment as Secretary of State on Jan. 21, 2009, it is not plausible that she would then wait until Mar. 18, 2009 to start using it—four days before she signed her Nondisclosure Agreement. She will argue that she was not yet obligated to use State Dept. systems yet. While that might satisfy unscrupulous attorneys looking to use their insider knowledge to sneak things by an unsuspecting public, it does not satisfy American citizens who trusted her with the moral spirit of these regulations and practices as well as their letter.
294. Bookmark: #hillary-nda

On Jan. 22, 2009, Hillary Clinton signed a "Sensitive Compartmented Information Nondisclosure Agreement" (NDA) promising to be legally bound to uphold the public trust before being granted access to the nation's most sensitive secrets contained within "Special Access Programs." [408]

Hillary's NDA contains a long and specious Section 13 that makes "controlling" her husband Bill Clinton's Executive Order 12958 (Jan. 01, 1995). The author of this executive order was most likely James P. Chandler, III who was in the throes of authoring and lobbying Congress to pass the Economic Espionage Act and Federal Trade Secrets Act, that was subsequently enacted on Oct. 11, 1996, along with the False Statements Accountability Act that made lying to Congress and the courts legal. [409]

295. Bookmark: #slaughter

On Jan. 23, 2009, Hillary Clinton appointed Anne-Marie Slaughter as Director of Policy Planning for the Obama administration. Slaughter is a devotee of George Soros' New World Order and related to Soros by marriage. [300]

296. On Feb. 11, 2009, Eclipse released Version 3.4.2. [105]

297. On Feb. 12, 2009, Clinton Foundation prepared master spreadsheet tracking donations from Wall Street Banks to Foundation insiders, comparing these donations to T.A.R.P. fundings the insiders approved for the banks in late 2008. Among the hundreds of recipients from the political world was Rep. Barney Frank.

298. On Feb. 20, 2009, Leader filed for discovery of Zuckerberg’s Harvard information (Note: This information was never provided; eventually Facebook claimed it was lost; then it was found magically two days after the Federal Circuit denied Leader’s appeal).
299. **On Mar. 18, 2009**, according to her House testimony, Hillary Clinton began using a private server for government purposes.[265]

300. **Bookmark: #ross**

   **On Mar. 21, 2009**, Hillary Clinton promoted her use of Facebook as a diplomacy tool, thus clearly prejudicing Leader Technologies' patent infringement claims against Facebook in Leader v. Facebook, which was only four-months into the proceedings. State Department email (using Hillary's personal server email account hdr22@clintonmail.com: "They can keep up virtually with her [Hillary Clinton's] every move through Facebook, Twitter, Flickr and You Tube . . . the department's Facebook friends have increased by 2 1/2 time." Two weeks later, Hillary appointed Alec Ross, an Obama campaign operative.[309]


302. **In Apr. 2009**, someone leaked the unmasked name of Congresswoman Jane Harmon to the press. According to news reports, the Bush administration NSA incidently recorded and saved Harmon’s phone conversations with pro-Israel lobbyists who were under investigation for espionage. The story was first broken by Congressional Quarterly’s Jeff Stein.[799]

303. **Bookmark: #alec-ross**

   **On Apr. 06, 2009**, 37-year old Alec Ross, former Obama campaign tech policy adviser, joined newly-appointed Secretary of State, Hillary R. Clinton, as senior adviser on innovation. According to The Washington Post, "Alec Ross arrives today at the State Department armed with a new set of diplomatic tools including Facebook, text messaging and YouTube . . . Ross has no formal training in technology."[308]
304. Bookmark: #marne-levine-deutch-aol

On Apr. 06, 2009, AOL (Stephen M. Case, CEO) received a $42 million investment from fellow Eclipse members Goldman Sachs, Citibank and Morgan Stanley. In 2007, AOL had received $50 million from Citigroup, Morgan and Deutsche Bank. The investments were used to build a PayPal-like MasterCard. Marne L. Levine became AOL's Director of Product Management in 2006. [303]

305. Bookmark: #island-forum-2009

On Apr. 6-8, 2009, The Highlands Group president Richard P. O'Neill, convener of The Highlands Forum and The Highlands Group oversaw the two-day "Island Forum 2009." The Forum was opened by Singapore Minister for Defence, RADMN(NS) Teo Chee Hean and others. The theme was "Complex Networks, Risk and Resilience." The Forum was attended by [undisclosed number of] "delegates" from India, the United Kingdom and the United States. Delegates included Debora Plunkett (NSA), Padmanabhan Anandan (Microsoft) and Philip J. Venables (Goldman Sachs).[811]

306. Bookmark: #obama-foia-censorship-order

On Apr. 15, 2009, White House sent three paragraph memo to agencies ordering all FOIA requests and Congressional inquiries and subpoenas to first come to White House counsel for review.[207]
307. **On Apr. 17, 2009**, Clinton
Foundation creator, Douglas J. Band, is included in secret Hillary Clinton communications using Hillary's private email server first used on Mar. 18, 2009. Secret business between The Clinton Foundation and the U.S. State Department is being coordinated. However, the contents of the stonewalled emails are largely marked with a "B6" exemption and blanked out. B6 is for healthcare and personnel records. It is not a general purpose "personal" exemption as used to hide the Band communications.[463][464]

308. **Bookmark: #milner-dst-invested-200-million-in-facebook**

**On May 26, 2009**, Russian Yuri Milner invested $200 million in Facebook, leaving everyone in the U.S. to wonder where he came from (Clue: He was a protégé of Lawrence H. Summers and colleague of Sheryl K. Sandberg when they both worked for Summers at the World Bank in 1992).[106]
On Jun. 03, 2009, Facebook began cooperation with the National Security Agency ("NSA") to spy on American users of Facebook, as revealed by whistleblower Edward Snowden.[187]

310. On Jun. 11, 2009, Eclipse released Version 3.5.[107]
On Jun. 16, 2009, Russian state-owned nuclear agency ROSATOM bought 17% stake in Uranium One. Hillary Clinton as Secretary of State was required to approve this transaction as a member of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States. One-fifth of United States electrical power is generated by nuclear plants that require uranium. She did not oppose the transaction, although neither did she disclose her many conflicts of interest in having received over $145 million in donations to the Clinton Foundation by various Uranium One stakeholders ($152 million when one accounts for close Giustra collaborators). She also did not disclose Bill Clinton's role and interests in the precursor UrAsia–Uranium One transactions in which his friend and Clinton Foundation donor, Frank Giustra, was a key beneficiary. Both the Clintons and Giustra claim the events were not connected.[328] [329]

On Jun. 16, 2009, Hillary Clinton solicited funds from Microsoft and GE, two Eclipse Foundation members, for State Department projects using her personal email account HDR22@clintonemail.com. GE was already a Bill Clinton client, and Microsoft became one subsequently. Microsoft has donated up to $500,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320] [234]

On Jun. 18, 2009, Barack Obama nominated David J. Kappos, IBM chief inside intellectual property counsel, to be director of the U.S. Patent Office. Kappos and Chandler are the bookends of patent troll-ism at IBM. They invented it to monetize IBM "junk patents."[256]
On Jul. 09, 2009, Sidney Blumenthal, unofficial advisor to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, drafted her inaugural speech to the Council on Foreign Relations in which she endorsed Facebook (while the Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case was in progress; thus prejudicing the proceedings). Hillary said:[257]

"We must harness the power of new technologies and new means of connecting and communicating. Twitter and Facebook will become as much a part of the diplomatic lexicon as cables and demarches [political step or initiative]"
On Jul. 31, 2009, newly-appointed U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton issued a 60-page SECRET, NOFORN directive for data collection worldwide. The last section contained requests for detailed information clearly designed to carry forward her Facebook and Twitter "eDiplomacy" strategy articulated on Jul. 09, 2009 by her secret adviser, Sidney Blumenthal. This activity illustrates a pattern of racketeering among Clinton, Blumenthal, the U.S. State Department, Twitter and Facebook.

Included in Hillary's priorities was a request for "Information on hacking." This information could be used to protect Facebook and CEO Mark Zuckerberg, who famously describes himself as a hacker. In fact, his address is "1 Hacker Way." This information only further prejudiced Leader Technologies' claims of patent infringement against Facebook. A reasonable person can readily see Clinton's pattern of corrupt conduct as a public official. She is sworn to impartiality, yet evidently favored Facebook—even though the Leader v. Facebook case imperiled Facebook's claims of ownership.[339]
Lawfare

On Aug. 01, 2009, Dr. Christi Scott Bartman, Program Director Public Administration and Public Policy, American Public University, wrote her dissertation on LAWFARE. She said this asymmetric warfare is being employed with predictability by "other states and [globalist] international bodies such as the UN." Globalist belligerent George Soros has aligned his Open Society Foundations with the UN.

BARTMAN: "The Soviet Union and the Russian Federation practiced manipulation or exploitation of the international legal system to supplement military and political objectives, or lawfare, via the definition of aggression and aggressive war, from 1933 through 1999. Though also practiced by others, the Soviet Union and the Russian Federation stand out through their use of lawfare earlier and with a greater degree of consistent strategic implementation. They continued to operate on a dual front, both legally in international bodies and through international treaties, and illegally or quasi-legally, through manipulation or exploitation of the system to supplement their military agenda. The consistent definition for aggression and aggressive war lent a degree of predictability to future actions of other states and international bodies such as the UN. The Soviet Union and Russian Federation used the structure they were instrumental in setting up consistently to serve their political and military purposes." [674]

317. On Aug. 3, 2009, Fenwick & West LLP disclosed Leader’s patent as social networking prior art in U.S. Pat. No. 7,756,945, Marc Andreessen et al. (forced by the patent examiner).[108] A year earlier, Andreessen had become a Facebook director on Jul. 1, 2008. However, Fenwick has failed to disclose Leader as prior art in hundreds of Facebook patent filings subsequently. Such nondisclosure is called "nequitable conduct" and is the patent word for fraud.
On Aug. 7, 2009, David J. Kappos, IBM chief intellectual property counsel, was appointed as director of the U.S. Patent Office by Obama in a recess appointment that riled the opposition. Neither Kappos nor Chandler nor Fenwick disclosed their conflicts or sought conflicts waivers from Leader.

Kappos dumped all of his IBM stock and placed most of his financial chips on The Vanguard Group (a big winner in the Facebook initial public offering in 2012).[258]
319. Bookmark: #hillary-nsa-private-server-outreach

On Aug. 16, 2009, NSA director James L. Jones reached out to Hillary Clinton on her personal email server. Jones was implementing the most massive and illegal bulk surveillance of Americans by the NSA in the history of the United States. This NSA communication with Secretary of State Clinton is an obvious breach of security.[275]

![Email communication between Hillary Clinton and James L. Jones](image)

On Aug. 16, 2016 NSA Director James L. Jones reached out to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton about a "rather urgent" matter on her personal email server. The communications involved not only Secretary Clinton, but also her two assistants Huma Abedin and Cheryl D. Mills.

320. On Sep. 04, 2009, the Clinton Global Initiative, Inc. registered as a non-profit corporation File No. 800162948 in Arkansas disclosing William J. Clinton Foundation as an officer.[473]
Clinton Global Initiative Gala

"Shove it, America." Harvard Law Obama and Yale Law Clintons say about conflict of interest laws.

On Sep. 22, 2009, the Clinton Global Initiative ("CGI"), later renamed The Clinton Foundation sponsored, a globalist "feeding frenzy" conference in New York featuring Bill & Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama, among others, including the organizations and people listed below.[465] [466] [467]

Fig. 27c—Bill Clinton, Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton hosted and spoke at the Sep. 22, 2009 conference of the Clinton Global Initiative in New York. The larcenous trio has promoted a revolving door among the State Department, White House, The Clinton Foundation and its donors. As lawyers who know better, they very evidently set out to destroy the ethics of avoiding even the appearance of conflicts. Their clear message is "Shove it, America." After America's new President and his Secretary of State erased the firewall between public and private relationships, it appears their corporate donors began eight years of rapacious theft and profit making. Click for evidence of the depths of this ethical depravity in a CGI 2009 project summary (pgs. 25-87). (Note the defaced quality of this scan). Photos: Getty Images.

Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) Stakeholders:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accel Partners LLP (master globalist coordinator)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanopoulos, George</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James W. Breyer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheryl K. Sandberg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry H. Summers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Theil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Andreessen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erskine Bowles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldman Sachs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Blankfein</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPMorgan Chase &amp; Co.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Dimon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marne L. Levine Deutch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Podesta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas J. Band</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Swartz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ping Li</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuri Milner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 322. Bookmark: #zuckerberg-stonewalling

During the Leader v. Facebook pre-trial Discovery process, Facebook was asked to provide technical, financial and marketing information from Facebook’s formative days at Harvard in 2003-2004 forward, including that information from previous litigation (notably Cross Atlantic and ConnectU).[109] However, despite four motions to compel, Facebook denied access to all of this information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barclays</td>
<td>Diamond, Jr., Robert E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>Sawyer, Diane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for American Progress</td>
<td>Podesta, John</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joule Unlimited</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rusnano (Putin)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco</td>
<td>Chambers, James T.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric</td>
<td>Imment, Jeffrey</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldman Sachs</td>
<td>Blankfein, Lloyd C.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPMorgan Chase &amp; Co.</td>
<td>Dimon, Jamie</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Equity Partners</td>
<td>Wright, Bob</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico Telephone</td>
<td>Slim, Carlos</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>Mundie, Craig</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Alliance for Climate Protection</td>
<td>Gore, Al</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIAA-CREF</td>
<td>Ferguson, Roger</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wal-Mart</td>
<td>Duke, Mike</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White House</td>
<td>Jarrett, Valerie</td>
<td>Contractor</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White House, National Economic Council</td>
<td>Summers, Larry</td>
<td>Contractor</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>Zoielick, Robert B.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Obstruction of Justice in Leader v. Facebook

Hillary Clinton & U.S. State Department paid $120,000 to Facebook to supply "template for winning elections"—a.k.a. illegal election rigging by U.S. government officials

On Sep. 26, 2009, Hillary Clinton and the State Department signed a $120,000 Contract No. SAQMMA09M1870 with Facebook to provide "Facebook pages to build an international community to discuss relevant issues of the day." The Facebook contact was Dmitry Shevelenko whose LinkedIn profile states that between Feb. 2009 and Aug. 2010 he was a Facebook Relationship Manager.

More specifically:[389] Interfering in U.S. elections is a criminal violation of the Hatch Act 5 CFR 733.106(d).[392]

Shevelenko on Hillary's contract: "Established a template for winning elections using advanced Facebook marketing."

Dmitry Shevelenko LinkedIn Profile:

"Politics and November 2010:
Developed Facebook's political advertising go-to-market strategy for the November 2010 elections. Worked with [U.S. government] agencies and campaigns and help them use Facebook Ads & Pages to drive awareness, persuasion, fundraising, and votes. Established a template for winning elections using advanced Facebook marketing."[391]
324. Bookmark: #niac-continued

On Sep. 29, 2009, Barack Obama issued Executive Order 13511 titled "Continuance of Certain Federal Advisory Committees," including the National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC) previously authorized by Executive Order 13231.[342]

325. On Sep. 29, 2009, the Clinton Health Access Initiative, Inc. registered as non-profit corporation File No. 800164348 in Arkansas disclosing Bill and Chelsea Clinton as directors.[474]
Obstruction of Justice in Leader v. Facebook

On Oct. 16, 2009, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton promoted Facebook via a video appearance by the U.S. State Department-funded Alliance of Youth Movements Summit in Mexico City, Mexico while discovery disputes over Facebook’s stonewalling discovery of Mark Zuckerberg 2003-2004 Harvard files and emails broil in Leader v. Facebook. Interference in judicial proceedings by federal officials and agencies is a violation of 18 U.S. Code 1505 that gave Leader Technologies the right to an impartial tribunal free of government tampering with potential witnesses.[428]

Click image to view U.S. State Department YouTube video. If it disappears, as this sort of damning evidence has a habit of doing in Leader v. Facebook, here is the raw MP4 video file for download. The Facebook promotion is at 37 secs. into the video.

327. On Oct. 22, 2009, Leader’s attorney Philip A. Rovner stated about the Discovery stonewalling: "with Facebook’s admission that it has never looked for responsive emails for production, it is increasingly apparent that Facebook has not sufficiently searched for responsive information at this stage of the case . . . Facebook is attempting to do an end-around to avoid its discovery obligations."[110]
328. Bookmark: #stark-discovery-dispute

In Oct. 23, 2009, the following day during a Discovery hearing, Magistrate Judge Leonard P. Stark’s stated: "I am inclined to the view that prior deposition testimony related to what materials were relied on in the development of the Facebook website sounds to me like it may very well prove to be relevant and the production of it could also streamline and thereby make more efficient the deposition process in this case."[111]

329. Bookmark: #facebook-counsel-switcheroo

On Oct. 27, 2009, four days after Magistrate Stark’s stated inclination to order Facebook to provide the Facebook website development production, Facebook’s legal team changed law firms from White & Case LLP to Cooley Godward LLP (Heidi Keefe).[112] Neither Cooley nor Stark disclosed their evident conflict with Cooley’s justice adviser Stern.

330. On Nov. 13, 2009, Facebook filed for Leader’s patent to be reexamined by the Patent Office.

331. On Nov. 16, 2009, Bill Clinton was paid a $150,000 speaking fee by KPMG, New York, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook auditor.[317]

332. On Dec. 17, 2009, The Obama administration prosecuted FBI contractor Shamai Leibowitz for leaking documents to the media in April 2009. Leibowitz says he leaked because he felt FBI practices were “an abuse of power and a violation of the law” which he reported to his superiors at the FBI “who did nothing about them.” (According to the ACLU: “Amazingly, the sentencing judge said, ‘I don’t know what was divulged other than some documents, and how it compromised things, I have no idea.’”)[799]
333. **On Dec. 21, 2009**, Hillary Clinton's staff circulated a 12-page draft of her upcoming "Internet Freedom" speech in which she promoted Facebook as an "eDiplomacy" tool. The drafters included Derek H. Chollet. Chollet likely helped implement The Clinton Foundation / Soros Open Society Foundations management of the State Department agenda. Chollet is a former adjunct professor at George Washington University (where James P. Chandler is emeritus professor intellectual property). He was on Obama's transition team and worked for Hillary from as principal deputy director of policy planning (2009-2011). Chollet became Obama's senior director on the national Security Council.

Other drafters were Cheryl D. Mills, Nora F. Toiv, Jacob J. Sullivan, Alec J. Ross, Anne-Marie Slaughter, Philip J. Crowley, Tomicah S. Tillemann and Lissa Muscatine. [468] [235]

334. **On Dec. 21, 2009**, two months later, in Leader’s fourth motion to compel Facebook to provide the discovery information first requested on Feb. 20, 2009[113]—ten months earlier—Rovner said Facebook’s new excuse was that it would be an "enormous and undue burden" to "provide the historical changes to the Facebook Website [a change log used in any normal development effort involving multiple programmers]."[114]

335. **On Dec. 29, 2009**, Hillary Clinton used her personal email account, hrod17@clintonemail.com, to exchange drafts of a speech on "Internet Freedom." The draft of Clinton's speech was redacted by the State Department as classified.[235]


**On Dec. 29, 2009**, Hillary Clinton used her personal email account, hrod17@clintonemail.com, and identified numerous members of the Eclipse Foundation, namely Cisco, Yahoo, Symantec, eBay, MicroTech, Microsoft, Apple, Twitter, Square (Larry Summers & Marc Andreessen, Facebook directors and advisors), Google, Mobile Accord, Howcast, MexTel (Carlos Slim, see Stratfor leaks), NYU, TechPresident and Harvard, as her guests for a tech dinner. The draft of Clinton's speech was redacted by the State Department as classified.[236]
On Dec. 31, 2009, Barack Obama issued Executive Order 13526, Classified National Security Information. Sec. 4.3(b)(6) established an inner circle of six agency heads who report to the President on all security classifications. This effectively created a secret White House Intelligence Agency with near dictatorial powers. This order was drafted by Professor James P. Chandler, former Harvard professor, advisor to Obama, Clinton, Holder, Kappos . . . and Leader Technologies, Inc., from whom he confiscated their social networking invention and fed it to this secret intelligence network via IBM and The Eclipse Foundation which was formed on Nov. 29, 2001. The agencies in the secret White House Intelligence Agency reporting solely to the President are:

1. Secretary of State 
2. Secretary of Defense 
3. Secretary of Energy 
4. Secretary of Homeland Security 
5. Attorney General 
6. Director of National Intelligence (C.I.A.)

338. In 2010, the IRS secretly began “targeting” conservative groups seeking nonprofit tax-exempt status, by singling out ones that have “Tea Party” or “Patriot” in their names.

Army intelligence analyst Bradley Manning began illegally leaking classified information to WikiLeaks revealing, among other matters, that the U.S. is extensively spying on the United Nations.


Obama administration pursued espionage charges against NSA whistleblower Thomas Drake. (According to the ACLU: spy charges were later dropped and Drake pled guilty to a misdemeanor. The judge called the government’s conduct in the case “unconscionable.”)[799]
339. **On Jan. 05, 2010**, Bill Clinton was paid a $175,000 speaking fee by CareerBuilder.com, Schaumburg, Illinois, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]

340. **On Feb. 11, 2010**, Eclipse released Version 3.5.2.[115]
Hillary's "Internet Freedom" speech signaling George Soros / Facebook domination of State Department agenda

On Jan. 21, 2010, Hillary Clinton delivered her "Internet Freedom" speech in which she promotes social networking numerous times (an obvious reference to Facebook, without naming Facebook due to the pending Leader v. Facebook patent infringement lawsuit), social networking (Facebook by inference), Google and George Soros Open Society Foundations grantees and funders including, Global Network Initiatives, Microsoft, Freedom House, The Aspen Institute. [469] [235] [471]

Sheryl K. Sandberg, Facebook COO, admits in an email to Hillary and aide Cheryl D. Mills participating in the drafting of Hillary's Internet Freedom speech. This email was stonewalled by the State Department until corruption watchdog Judicial Watch pressed Judge Sullivan to order the release, which he did. [413]

Such naked promotion of social networking cast a pall over the Leader v. Facebook trial. It sent an unmistakable message to U.S. agencies, attorneys who wanted Obama appointments to judgeships (like Leader v. Facebook magistrate Leonard P. Stark), and the courts not to touch Hillary's Internet darlings like Facebook—tampering with witnesses on steroids.

Interference in judicial proceedings by federal officials and agencies is a violation of 18 U.S. Code 1505 that gave Leader Technologies the right to an impartial tribunal free of government tampering with potential witnesses. [428]
342. **On Mar . 09, 2010**, Judge Joseph J. Farnan issued his Markman Order eviscerating Facebook’s inequitable conduct claim (that Leader had no innovation).[116]

343. **On Mar . 16, 2010**, Bill Clinton was paid a $175,000 speaking fee by Verisign, Washington, D.C., a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and client to Fenwick & West LLP and James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP, Facebook's second largest shareholder.[317]

344. **On Mar ch 17, 2010**, Barack Obama nominated Leonard P. Stark to the Delaware District Court bench where the Leader v. Facebook case was proceeding. Chandler evidently recommended Stark. Vice President Joe Biden sponsored Stark who proceeded to pave the way for State Department (Hillary Clinton) and Patent Office (David J. Kappos) use of Facebook.[255]

345. **On Apr . 01, 2010**, David J. Kappos, Director, U.S. Patent Office, launched a Facebook page without disclosing a conflict of interest with Leader whose Facebook-inspired reexam was occurring at his Patent Office—a prima facie conflict.[117]
Thereafter, Leader principals were informed that Facebook continued to give lip service to Discovery cooperation while continuing to obfuscate. Leader was subsequently informed that Facebook denied that they had access to or possession of any of Mark Zuckerberg’s and Facebook’s computer hard drives, emails and other electronic media from Facebook’s formative days in 2003-2004 (“Zuckerberg Information”).

Leader principals were informed that Facebook claimed that earlier versions of their computer source code did not exist prior to 2009 when Leader’s expert witness, Dr. Giovanni Vigna, University of California, Santa Barbara, forensically examined Facebook’s computer source code. This explanation did not ring true since computer programming source code is the life-blood of any credible software development effort, and is backed up routinely between versions (often called “builds”) to avoid loss of valuable work. This practice is especially important when many programmers must work together to write, debug and test each build of a program before releasing it for use. Facebook claimed illogically that they had kept no build backups for the first five years of their existence.

On May 25, 2010, Bill Clinton was paid a $175,000 speaking fee by Vista, Chicago, Illinois, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]

On May 26, 2010, Bill Clinton was paid a $175,000 speaking fee by Visa, Washington, D.C., a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook supplier.[317]

On May 28, 2010, The government secretly applied for a warrant to obtain Google email information of Fox News reporter James Rosen in a leak investigation, without telling Rosen.[799]
On Jun. 04, 2010, in Mark Zuckerberg's deposition, Leader principals were informed that Zuckerberg was instructed by Facebook attorney Heidi L. Keefe, Cooley Godward LLP, not to answer any questions about his admitted hacking activities while at Harvard in 2003-2004:

BY MR. ANDRE [Leader counsel]:

"Q. I’ll ask the question again. Mr. Zuckerberg, did you hack into the Harvard servers to get the photographs of the students to use in Facemash?

MS. KEEFE [Facebook counsel]: Same objection and this time I instruct you not to answer

BY MR. ANDRE:

Q. Are you taking your counsel’s advice?

BY MR. ZUCKERBERG:

A. Yes."[118]

Leader principals were informed that the denial of access to the historical Facebook information, and Zuckerberg’s refusal to answer any questions about his Harvard hacking activities precluded Leader from obtaining any facts from Facebook about its 2003-2004 formative period, other than what was publicly available. Leader was thus forced to go to trial without these facts which were important to Leader’s willfulness claim, and which may have generated new claims based on the truths uncovered.

On Jun. 15, 2010, David J. Kappos, U.S. Patent Office Director, spoke at Peking University School of Transnational Law as guest of Hillary Clinton and the U.S. Department of State. Source: Judicial Watch FOIA releases of Hillary Clinton's private email server.[245]
Three weeks before Leader v. Facebook trial start, Obama preceded his unconfirmed nominee, Leonard P. Stark, to become trial judge in this case

On Jun. 24, 2010, freshly nominated Magistrate Judge Leonard P. Stark appointed to replace Leader v. Facebook trial Judge Joseph J. Farnan. This move contradicted Farnan's prior statements of interest in presiding at the trial. Stark immediately allowed Facebook to add a new on-sale bar claim and blocked Leader from conducting additional discovery on the new claim. Stark's ruling blocked Leader from deposing James P. Chandler, a material witness as well as a subject matter expert. Such conduct is a evident abuse of discretion and violation of Leader's due process right to prepare defenses on the new claim.

On Jun. 24, 2010, Marne L. Levine (a.k.a. "Marnie") left the White House as Special Assistant to the President for Economic Policy, and previously as Chief of Staff to Larry Summers, Director of the National Economics Council, to become Facebook's Vice President of Global Public Policy.[303]
On Jun. 27, 2010, John T. Chambers, CEO, Cisco, an IBM Eclipse Foundation member, committed $1 billion in Russia to "drive entrepreneurship and sustainable innovation." The funds came with a five-phase collaborative plan, which will see Cisco support the Skolkovo Innovation Center Project, establish a second global headquarters for Cisco's Emerging Technologies Group in Skolkovo and foster development and innovation in technology. Skolkovo was a key element in Hillary Clinton's pay-to-play Russian Reset. Google and Intel also jumped on board. Cisco, Google and Intel are all Clinton Foundation donor along with several dozen other companies involved in Skolkovo. [430] [431]
On Jun. 29, 2010, Bill Clinton was paid $500,000 for a speech by Renaissance Capital, a Moscow, Russia investment bank with ties to the Kremlin. Renaissance assigned a "buy" rating to Uranium One stock this same month in which the Russian state-owned nuclear agency, ROSATOM, sought controlling state in Frank Giustra’s company.

In 2005, Bill Clinton had used his influence for his friend, Frank Giustra (and likely for Goldman Sachs), to purchase valuable mining rights in Kazakhstan for Giustra's fledgling company, UrAsia Energy Ltd. Within two years, UrAsia was purchased by Uranium One that quickly ran into cash trouble and was sold to Russia, prompting the arrest of Kazatomprom's (the Kazakh seller) chief executive, Moukhtar Dzhakishev. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton did not oppose the Russian stake in Uranium One on or about Jun. 29, 2010, and she did not disclose her and Bill's substantial conflicts of interest surrounding the Uranium One deal. Numerous stakeholders in Uranium One had made contributions to various Clinton Foundations, as shown in the table below.[329]
## UrAsia & Uranium One stakeholder donors to The Clinton Foundation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title / Role</th>
<th>Clinton donation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frank Giustra</td>
<td>UrAsia founder; sold to Uranium One</td>
<td>$152 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Telfer</td>
<td>Uranium One chairman</td>
<td>$2.35 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Reynolds</td>
<td>UrAsia-Uranium One deal adviser</td>
<td>up to $5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Holmes</td>
<td>Uranium One investor, CEO, U.S. Global Investors, Inc.</td>
<td>up to $500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil Woodyer</td>
<td>Uranium One adviser</td>
<td>Sup to $100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMP Securities, Ltd.</td>
<td>Uranium One banker, raised $267 million for the deal</td>
<td>donating profits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 357. On Jun. 30, 2010

Bill Clinton was paid a $100,000 speaking fee by DocuSign, San Francisco, California a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]

### 358. On Jul. 8, 2010

(11 days before the Leader v. Facebook trial), Barack Obama appointed Theodore B. Olson, Gibson Dunn LLP, as well as 10 other attorneys with close Facebook ties to be a member of the Council of the Administrative Conference of the United States. Thomas G. Hungar, Olson's law partner and fellow protégé of Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr.[156] became Facebook's appeals attorney in Leader v. Facebook on May 18, 2011.[354]
359. **On Jul. 14, 2010**, Bill Clinton was paid a $175,000 speaking fee by Microsoft, Washington, D.C., a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation, Facebook supplier and large Facebook shareholder. Microsoft has donated up to $500,000 and Bill and Melinda Gates, Microsoft's founder, up to $25,000,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320][317]

360. **On Jul. 18, 2010**, Leader opposed Facebook’s introduction of substantial new on-sale bar evidence on the eve of trial—despite the legal requirement in 35 U.S.C. § 282 for Facebook to notify Leader in writing at least 30 days before trial of "the name and address of any person . . . as having previously used or offered for sale the invention of the patent in suit." Judge Stark allowed the new evidence and denied Leader the opportunity to depose the witnesses, or to have technical experts evaluate the evidence.[175]

361. Bookmark: #leader-v-facebook-trial

   **On July 19, 2010**, the Leader v. Facebook patent infringement trial began.

362. Bookmark: #leader-v-facebook-split-verdict

   **Leader v. Facebook trial split verdict**

   **On Jul. 28, 2010**, the Leader v. Facebook jury returned in a split verdict.[119] Leader proved that Facebook infringes Leader’s patent on 11 of 11 claims and that there was no prior art. Facebook prevailed on an "on-sale bar" claim—a claim not asserted until Jun. 24, 2010, three weeks before trial, and not proven according to the well-settled Pfaff and Group One evidence tests.[120]
363. On Aug. 03, 2010, Thomas G. Hungar, Gibson Dunn LLP, represented the Federal Circuit judges and the Federal Circuit Bar Association ("FCBA") in a conflicts of interest case involving Chief Judge Randall R. Rader. Subsequently, the Leader v. Facebook panel of judges, as members of the FCBA, was silent about their prior reliance on Hungar’s legal counsel.

364. Bookmark: #stark-obama-quidproquo


365. Bookmark: #clinton-foundation-statedpt-muslim-outreach

U.S. State Dept. collaboration with CGI (Clinton Global Initiative) re. "outreach to the Muslim World"

On Aug. 19, 2010, Hillary Clinton, Jake Sullivan, Huma Abedin, Cheryl D. Mills and Anne-Marie Slaughter email reviewing the Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) "outreach to the Muslim World" with Partners For a New Beginning (PNB) that includes members of the IBM Eclipse Foundation: Intel, Cisco, The Case Foundation, Exxon and Morgan Stanley.[429]

366. On Aug. 25, 2010, Leader asked the court to set aside the on-sale bar verdict for lack of evidence and failure to apply the well-settled Pfaff and Group One legal tests. [122]

368. **On Sep. 15, 2010**, Bill Clinton was paid a $175,000 speaking fee by Deloitte & Touche, Las Vegas, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]

369. **On Sep. 16, 2010**, Russian Yuri Milner changed the name DST to Mail.ru; Milner was by then Facebook’s largest outside investor.
Obama-State Dept.- Clinton Foundation Revolving Door

On Sep. 16, 2010, Christina Sass,[499] Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) program director, sent a 62-page CGI leadership email and briefing to two U.S. State Department ambassadors. The primary recipient was Melanne S. Verveer,[498] Hillary Clinton's first-ever Ambassador-at-large for Global Women's Issues. Verveer's husband, Philip L. Verveer,[497] U.S. State Department Ambassador of Telecommunications also received the email.

Also copied on the email were Rachel B. Vogelstein,[500] Dept. of State director of global women's issues, and Giulia Marchiori,[501] CGI government relationships director.

The documents reveal a revolving door relationship among Barack Obama, the State Department, Bill & Hillary Clinton and The Clinton Foundation, also called the Clinton Global Initiative (CGI). In fact, it appears that CGI was running State Department policy. It reveals over 600 companies, organizations, and individuals supporting The Clinton Foundation with tens of billions of dollars in projects, mostly outside the United States. They include numerous Clinton Foundation and Hillary campaign donors, including Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan, Barclays Bank, Citigroup, World Bank, Accel Partners (In-Q-Tel – C.I.A., Facebook), Microsoft, Cisco, IBM, John Podesta, Carlos Slim (part owner of The New York Times), Frank Giustra, Uranium One and Qualcomm, among many.[467]
Fig. 27e–Philip L. Verveer. Traitor to American national interests. Architect of Net Neutrality and the divestiture of ICANN management of global domain naming to an international crowd of dictators, strongmen, corrupt multi-national corporations. Failed to disclose his close collaboration with the Clinton Foundation and their donors including Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan, Barclays, Citibank, World Bank, Accel Partners (In-Q-Tel – C.I.A., Facebook), Microsoft, Cisco, IBM, John Podesta, Carlos Slim, Frank Giustra and Qualcomm.

On Oct. 01, 2016, Philip L. Verveer, Obama chief legal advisor for the hand off of the management of ICANN management (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) of Internet domains to globalist forces. However, the Clinton Foundation donors listed above were primary beneficiaries of the ICANN hand off. Therefore, Barack Obama and Verveer were duty-bound to recuse themselves from these decisions. Failure to recuse was illegal. Both men signed ethics statements promising to "avoid even the appearance of impropriety."[496]
People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

John O. Brennan, C.I.A. Director
Shea B. Morenz, CEO, Stratfor, C.I.A. Director

progress on their common agenda—the IBM et al "The Internet of Things" takeover of global digital infrastructure, which the FCC changes to Internet regulation helped facilitate.

Photo: IBM.

Fig. 27g—On Feb. 17, 2011, Barack Obama (U.S. President), Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook CEO), Steve Jobs (Apple CEO, replaced by Timothy D. Cook, former IBM), Steve Westly (Westly Group Partner), John Doerr (Kleiner Perkins Partner), Ann Doerr (John Doerr Spouse), Eric Schmidt (Google CEO), Art Levinson (Genentech Chairman), John Chambers (Cisco CEO), Larry Ellison (Oracle CEO), Reed Hastings (Netflix CEO), John Hennessy (Stanford Univ. President), Carol Bartz (Yahoo CEO) and Dick Costolo (Twitter CEO).

Photo: Financetwitter.com.


“The Wonder Boys” reportedly refers to the National Security Agency (NSA). Brennan later becomes President Obama’s CIA Director.[799]
Hillary Clinton & U.S. State Department paid $265,000 to Facebook to supply "template for winning elections"—a.k.a. illegal election rigging by U.S. government officials

On Sep. 30, 2010, Hillary Clinton and the State Department signed a $265,000 Contract No. SAQMMA09M1870 with Facebook to provide "Facebook pages to build an international community to discuss relevant issues of the day." The Facebook contact was Dmitry Shevelenko whose LinkedIn profile states that between Feb. 2009 and Aug. 2010 he was a Facebook Relationship Manager. More specifically:[390]

Dmitry Shevelenko LinkedIn Profile:
"Politics and November 2010:
Developed Facebook's political advertising go-to-market strategy for the November 2010 elections. Worked with [U.S. government] agencies and campaigns and help them use Facebook Ads & Pages to drive awareness, persuasion, fundraising, and votes. Established a template for winning elections using advanced Facebook marketing."[391]

A previous contract under the same contract number for $120,000 was awarded a year earlier on Sep. 26, 2009.
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**Fig. 28**—Evidence of collusion among Hillary Clinton, State Department, Facebook and Dmitry Shevelenko. Two State Department contracts with Facebook in 2009-2010 have just emerged in the latest trove of Hillary Clinton emails. The first $120,000 contract on Sep. 26, 2009[389] was for State Department "communications services." According to GSA records, the next three contracts paid $250,000 for "Peace Corp advertising services." Then, a $265,000 contract on Sep. 30, 2010[390] was issued for more State Department "communications services." Dmitry Shevelenko's LinkedIn Profile[391] reveals his true agenda for these contracts: November 2010 election manipulation, which is a violation of the Hatch Act 5 CFR 733.106(d). As of May 04, 2016, most of the State Department contracts with Facebook have been removed from the GSA Federal Procurement database, having been available just a week earlier. AFI researchers had captured the now missing contract numbers and basic information.[393]

---

373. Bookmark: #social-network-movie
On Oct. 01, 2010, The Social Networkmovie false narrative about Mark Zuckerberg Facebook's origins at Harvard was released.[264]

374. On Oct. 12, 2010, Bill Clinton was paid a $175,000 speaking fee by McAfee, Las Vegas, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]

---

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
375. On Nov. 05, 2010, Milner/DST/Mail.ru former Goldman Sachs executive Alexander Tamas, moved to Dubai to run Milner’s banking and operations.

376. On Nov. 11, 2010, Bill Clinton was paid a $325,000 speaking fee by Barclays Capital, Singapore, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation. Barclays is Governor Jeb Bush’s former employer.[317]
Obstruction of Justice in Leader v. Facebook: NSA, Facebook, FBI, CES, FAA and the FISA Court collude during the lawsuit

c.a. Nov. 15, 2010, the NSA was proved by whistleblower Edward Snowden to be in collusion with the Deep State along with the FBI, FISA, and FAA. This cooperation with government agencies was obstruction of justice in Leader v. Facebook litigation that was pending on appeal.[317]

Glenn Greenwald. (May 14, 2014). Snowden NSA archive Documents from No Place to Hide, PDF page 81. Glenn Greenwald / MacMillian. (Glenn Greenwald, p. 160: Edward Snowden proof that NSA was colluding with Facebook, FISA Court, FAA, CES and FBI).
Raytheon "Riot" software illegally data mines Facebook, Google, Twitter for Deep State

On Nov. 16, 2010, Raytheon published a video demonstration of "Riot" (Rapid Information Overlay Technology) for data mining multiple social networks like Facebook, Twitter and Google simultaneously. Source: The Guardian (UK).[782]

379. On Nov. 19, 2010, Vanguard CFO Anne Rockhold, director of the National Venture Capital Association, joined James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP, Facebook’s largest shareholder and Wal-Mart director, as chief financial officer. The Wal-Mart Foundation has donated up to $5 million to The Clinton Foundation.[320] [124]

381. **On Dec. 08, 2010**, Bill Clinton was paid a $250,000 speaking fee by Salesforce.com, San Francisco, California, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]

382. **In 2011**, Fox News reporter Mike Levine was subpoenaed by the Department of Justice regarding a story he reported about a federal grand jury’s indictments of terrorism suspects. The subpoena was later dropped.[799]

383. **On Jan. 05, 2011**, George Soros openly discussed his yearning for "A New World Order" in The Financial Times video interview.[294]
On Jan. 29, 2011, Clinton Foundation loyalist and recipient financings and slush funds from the foundation, Rep. Barney Frank, met with George Soros at the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland. [444] [510] [511] [512]

In early Feb. 201, after receiving an anonymous tip, CBS News investigative correspondent Sharyl Attkisson began researching the Department of Justice “gunwalking” operation nicknamed “Fast and Furious” that secretly let thousands of weapons be trafficked to Mexican drug cartels. One of the “walked” guns had been used by illegal aliens who murdered U.S. Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry in December 2010. [799]

On Feb. 10, 2011, Eclipse released Version 3.6.2.[125]
On Feb. 16, 2011, Hillary Clinton delivered her second "Internet Freedom" speech. According to Sheryl K. Sandberg's Feb. 16, 2011 email to Cheryl D. Mills and Hillary (stonewalled by the State Department in Judicial Watch v. State FOIA and only eventually released by court order).[413]

Sandberg: "Facebook [is] are grateful for the opportunity to offer our ideas and suggestions as Alec Ross and other were field testing elements of the framework—only the most recent example of the effective and productive collaboration we find in working with your senior colleagues. We look forward to continuing to work together and supporting the Secretary in this important work. On behalf of Mark Zuckerberg and myself, please give her our warmest congratulations."

The "field testing elements" Sandberg mentions is undoubtedly the Sep. 30, 2010 contract (and numerous subsequent contracts) Hillary Clinton and the U.S. State Department entered into for Facebook to build a "template for winning elections" directed by Facebook employee Dmitry Shevelenko in clear prohibition of a federal agency from interfering in U.S. elections. See Sep. 30, 2010 entry.[390] not to mention the obstruction of justice by the State Department in Leader v. Facebook since these Facebook employees are all potential witnesses in the case.

Hillary Clinton appointed former Obama political advisor Alec Ross as Director of Innovation on Apr. 06, 2009. According to Sandberg, Facebook assisted Ross in preparing the Internet Freedom speech and "field testing" the election rigging software that Facebook was preparing for the State Department. See Apr. 06, 2009 entry.

Sandberg also made reference to a sycophantic CNN Money puff piece about her.[416] Tellingly, she disclosed a cozy relationship with CNN in her statement about the article that "we allowed" with regard to the article's content.

Sandberg invited Secretary Clinton to a "completely off-the-record" dinner series "I run in my home" named "Women of Silicon Valley." However, she noted the one exception to the confidentiality of this dinner was the CNN puffery article that clearly reinforces hers and Hillary's mutual feminist agenda. Also notable is the CNN URL Sandberg gave to Clinton. That was a link to a private version of the
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Also featured in the CNN puffery article is Theresia Gouw Ranzetta, a longtime employee of Accel Partners LLP, the largest venture capital holder of Facebook. Facebook's largest outside shareholder is Accel Partners' managing director James W. Breyer. Gouw is the leader Accel manager in numerous Accel Partners limited partnerships that hold Facebook stock.

Tellingly, in the CNN puffery, Sandberg sang the praises of her mentor, former serial employer and Harvard professor, Lawrence "Larry" H. Summers—the evident godfather of this entire NSA Deep Spy State cartel.

Note in the CNN puffery that Gina Bianchini, CEO of Ning, is highlighted. Bianchini's partners is Facebook director Marc Andreessen, thus completing this loop of criminal insiders, all feeding each other's criminality—easily the largest financial crime in the history of the world.

Also highlighted is Google Asian and Latin American representative, Sukhinder Singh Cassidy. Google's central role in the NSA Cartel and theft of Leader Technologies' social networking invention via the IBM Eclipse Foundation is
now legend.

CNN puffery gives the illusion of female diversity in Silicon Valley; Sandberg, Bianchini, Cassidy and Ranzetta play along like good little (valley) girls.

Note that the CNN puffery gives the illusion of female diversity in Silicon Valley, when in fact, these women are mere props for the male-dominated NSA Deep State social media spy state corruption. Like the illusion of diversity of choice in social media options, the Deep State also portrays the politically-correct illusion of gender diversity.
Barack Obama's Silicon Valley Pay-to-Play New World Order Dinner

On Feb. 17, 2011, Barack Obama organized a private dinner in Silicon Valley for the following members of White House Pay-to-Play companies (UPI photo below).

- Barack H. Obama, President
- M. Zuckerberg, Facebook
- Larry J. Ellison, Oracle
- Steve Jobs, Apple (deceased)
- John Hennessy, Stanford
- Wilmont Reed Hastings, Netflix
- John Chambers, Cisco
- Timothy D. Cook, Apple, IBM
- Art D. Levinson, Genentech
- John Doerr, Kleiner Perkins
- Eric Schmidt, Google
- Carol A. Bartz, Yahoo
On Feb. 17, 2011, Barack Obama met with 13 members of the IBM Eclipse Foundation NSA Deep Spy State cartel in Silicon Valley: Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook CEO), Steve Jobs (Apple CEO), Steve Westly (Westly Group Partner), John Doerr (Kleiner Perkins Partner), Ann Doerr (John Doerr Spouse), Eric Schmidt (Google CEO), Art Levinson (Genentech Chairman), John Chambers (Cisco CEO), Larry Ellison (Oracle CEO), Reed Hastings (Netflix CEO), John Hennessy (Stanford Univ. President), Carol Bartz (Yahoo CEO) and Dick Costolo (Twitter CEO).

Cisco has paid Bill & Hillary Clinton $975,000 in speaking fees. Cisco has also donated up to $5 million to The Clinton Foundation.

Oracle has paid Bill Clinton $506,500 in speaking fees.

Robert McNamee (Facebook, Silver Lake Partners, Dell, EMC, T. Rowe Price) has donated up to $250,000 to The Clinton Foundation.

On Feb. 22, 2011, CBS’ anchor reporter Sharyl Attkisson broke news about “Fast and Furious” on The CBS Evening News. After the story aired, the government issues an internal memo that sought to “push positive stories” to contradict the news.

“Given the negative coverage by CBS Evening News last week . . . ATF needs to proactively push positive stories this week, in an effort to preempt some negative reporting, or at minimum, lessen the coverage of such stories in the news cycle by replacing them with good stories about ATF.”

392. **On Mar. 14, 2011**, Stark affirmed that Facebook was infringing Leader’s patent on 11 of 11 claims, but then refused to set aside the unfounded on-sale bar verdict. In fact, he made nonsensical use of a late nineteenth century criminal decision as his sole support for not overturning the unsupported on-sale bar ruling. That case had never been use in a civil patent case in the history of the United States. [Sounds like Loretta Lynch and James B. Comey's decision not to prosecute Hillary Clinton based on in that case hesitancy to use an old law as the basis for their decision surprising everyone.] This is more evidence that the same group of attorneys are sitting in the NSA Deep State background directing traffic.[126]

393. **On Mar. 30, 2011**, Russian Yuri Milner, DST/Digital Sky, Facebook’s largest outside investor overpaid $100 million for a Silicon Valley mansion worth $50 million.[127] Milner and Sheryl K. Sandberg are protégés of former Harvard president, Larry Summers, when he was chief economist at the World Bank. Summers, with assistance of Sandberg and Milner proposed a disastrous Russian voucher system that pundits credit with spawning the current Russian oligarch system. Milner’s investor, Alisher Usmanov, is now "the richest man in Russia," and has remarkably avoided all of Obama’s sanctions.[128]

394. **On Apr. 06, 2011**, Glenn Beck and Fox News announced that Beck will leave Fox over controversies surrounding Beck’s exposés of Deep State financier George Soros. Soros profited substantially from the Facebook public offering in 2012. He has also profited from preferential regulatory treatment by Barack Obama's Deep State cronies at the Securities & Exchange Commission and the Departments of Commerce, State, Education, Health & Human Services and Energy, to name a few. Beck's departure from Fox cleared the deck to appoint Deep State kingpin, James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP, Facebook's 2nd largest shareholder as a Fox director. Breyer was also a Wal-Mart director. The Wal-Mart Foundation and Walton Family have donated up to $10 million to The Clinton Foundation.[320] [297] See also Sep. 02, 2011 below.

On Apr. 15, 2011, T. Rowe Price paid to play $200 million in Facebook pre-IPO private "dark pools" shares.[129]

In May 2011, White House recruited democratic operative Eric Schultz to spin on Fast and Furious and to counter the House Oversight Committee’s investigative work on the case. (Schultz previously served as intern to Sen. Charles Schumer and Hillary Clinton.) [799]

In Spring 2011, Obama intel officials captured and recorded incidental private communications between Congressman Dennis Kucinich, a Democrat, and a Libyan official. The recordings are later leaked to the press.[799]

On May 18, 2011, Thomas G. Hungar, Gibson Dunn LLP, made an entry of appearance in the Leader v. Facebook appeal at the Federal Circuit. [130]
Merck Pharma hid vaccine kill switches extracted from monkeys since the 1950s

On Apr. 18, 2011, missing footage of an interview with vaccine pioneer Dr. Maurice Hillemann surfaced. Hillemann discloses that in 1953 Merck Pharmaceuticals produced polio vaccine that contained the cancer causing virus SV-40. The weaponized virus was tested on one million Russians and one million Americans after which the vaccine caused cancer tumors. This deadly "kill virus" or "kill switch" side effect was suppressed in the announcements of a 100% cure rate for the polio virus. Dr. Jonas Salk was heralded a hero of the polio cure, yet no one raised the issue of its deadly cancer side effects caused by SV-40 and other embedded viruses along for the ride.

Video dialogue keywords (laughter is in the original recording): ebola, marburg virus, 1967, litton bionetics, monkey supplier, biological weapons, cia, central intelligence agency, bionetics research laboratories, 1969, military, white house, dr. maurice hillemann, merck pharmaceutical, vaccine division, origin of aids, bargain basement technology of the twentieth century, mumps, rubella, measles, dr. edward shorter, sv-40, sv-40 in polio vaccine, west africa (monkeys), african green, importing aids virus, university of pittsburgh virus research laboratory, sister kinney foundation, dr. jonas e salk, dr. albert sabin, polio vaccine pioneer, kill virus vaccine, vaculating viruses, bernice eddy, sarah stewart, pandemic cancer foreshadowing, russian field trials, millions of russians and americans, cancer viruses inside polio vaccine, detection of non-detectable viruses, the health century, 40 different viruses in vaccines, yellow fever vaccine has leukemia virus, long term cancer effects, nih, national institute of health, russian tumors, university of toronto, exaggeration, 1954, george w merck.

402. On Jun. 01, 2011, Fidelity (Robert Ketterson) invested $74 million in pre-IPO Facebook "dark pools" shares.[131]


404. On Jun. 14, 2011, Joe Lockhart, former White House Press Secretary for Bill Clinton hired by Facebook as VP of communications.[246]

405. On Jun. 28, 2011, Obama U.S. Attorney for Arizona Dennis Burke secretly leaks sensitive government information to Fox News, allegedly to retaliate against ATF whistleblower John Dodson in the Fast and Furious case. (Burke is former chief of staff to former Arizona Governor Janet Napolitano.)[799]
On Jun. 29, 2011, Larry Summers joined Andreessen Horowitz right before Facebook paid $1 billion for Andreessen’s client, Instagram. As a result, Summers played on both sides of the deal by simultaneously advising his protégés at Facebook, Sheryl K. Sandberg, chief operating officer, and Marc Andreessen, Facebook director, as well as Andreessen who was invested in Instagram. Such conduct is a material breach of the Business Judgment Rule.[133]

In Aug. 2011, U.S. Attorney Burke resigned while under investigation for the improper leak of sensitive information about Dodson. The Inspector General later confirmed the leak and Burke apologized.[799]

In Sep. 2011, White House operative Schultz invited CBS journalist Sharyl Attkisson and several other national journalists to off the record backgrounder about Fast and Furious documents subpoenaed by Congress. Later, on the phone, Shultz screamed and cussed at Attkisson as she asked questions raised by the Fast and Furious documents.[799]

On Sep. 01, 2011, U.S. Department of State published document storage resource named "American Corners – Quick Info for Partners" that announces Facebook Groups and americanspaces@yahoo.com—insecure sites and email.[247]

11/6/2017
People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

410. Bookmark: #breyer-appointed-fox-director
On Sep. 02, 2011, James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP, Facebook’s 2nd largest shareholder, announced as new director candidate for Fox Corp. This followed Glenn Beck's departure for his George Soros exposés, and the likely pressure Soros put on Fox advertisers to drop Beck sponsorships. Soros and Breyer are deeply associated in the activities of the Deep State and the theft of Leader Technologies' invention.[298]

411. On Sep. 09, 2011, Eclipse released Version 3.7.1.[134]


413. On Oct. 4, 2011, in an internal email, Attorney General Eric Holder’s top press aide Tracy Schmaler emailed White House operative Schultz calling CBS reporter Sharyl Attkisson “out of control.” Schultz replied, “Her piece was really bad for the AG.”[799]

414. On Oct. 25, 2011, Hillary Clinton received research information on her private email server from aide Jake Sullivan on Provigil, a drug treatment for Parkinson's Disease.[481]

415. On Nov. 10, 2011, Fox News host, Glenn Beck, began exposing hedge fund billionaire George Soros' efforts to establish a self-proclaimed "new world order."[296]

416. In Nov. 2011, CIA Director Gen. David Petraeus, who’s married, allegedly began an affair with his biographer, Paula Broadwell. (The FBI would later say it “stumbled” upon evidence of the affair incidentally during an unspecified, much broader investigation.)[799]
On Nov. 03, 2011, The Eclipse Foundation, IBM and Eurotech provided MQTT messaging technology to Facebook. [135] Quite evident from this timeline is that Facebook stonewalled discovery because they did not want Leader to see The Eclipse Foundation code—which had its origins in Leader’s source code and invention shuffled to Eclipse by James P. Chandler.

On Nov. 18, 2011, President Obama appointed Evan J. Wallach to the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals. Senator Harry Reid sponsored Wallach, who served as his chief counsel (1986-1987). Wallach was assigned to the Leader v. Facebook panel with no prior experience in patent law.

On Nov. 30, 2011, Stratfor-CIA’s annual financial spy report to the board of directors identified 12 of 16 consulting clients who were known IBM Eclipse Foundation members (Cedar Hill Capital [Goldman Sachs], Dell, Deloitte, Emerson, Pritzker, VCU (Virginia Commonwealth Univ.) Qatar, Wal-Mart, Ziff Brothers [Soros’ chief security officer, Paul Genzberg’s next client], Coca Cola, Hunt Oil, Intel, Northrop-Grumman (TASC), Chevron LATAM, NEW-UNIDENTIFIED, INTL-NOV, INTL-OSCAR). Penny Pritzker was appointed Secretary of Commerce by President Obama on Jun. 26, 2013.[218]

In Dec. 2011, amid much criticism, Justice Department finally, officially retracted the false letter it had submitted to Congress in February. The letter had stated that the Fast and Furious allegations of gunwalking were untrue.[799]

Slaughter presented nothing novel. Adolf Hitler, long before Anne-Marie Slaughter, successfully harnessed Germany’s private companies (e.g., Krupp, Ford, IBM, Volkswagen, Bayer, General Electric, Siemens, General Motors, Mercedes Benz, BMW) to his public goals.

So why did Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton employ Slaughter? Useful tool? [276]

On Jan. 27, 2012, Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by White & Case LLP, Washington, D.C., a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook counsel in Leader v. Facebook.[317]

On Feb. 01, 2012, Facebook filed a Form S-1 Registration announcing its intention to issue shares to the public. Fenwick & West LLP was Facebook’s lead securities counsel. Fenwick did not seek a waiver of conflicts of interest from Leader.[136]
424. **On Feb. 08, 2012**, Eclipse released Version 3.7.2. [137]

425. **On Feb. 12, 2012**, Sheryl K. Sandberg, Facebook chief operating officer, exchanged a sycophantic email message with Hillary Clinton and Huma Abedin about:[412]

   a. Joe Lockhart's employment as press secretary at Facebook (see Jun. 14, 2011) along with Rahm Emmanuel's former staffer, Sarah Feinberg;

   b. A Clinton Elle magazine interview with Rachel Combe flattering Sandberg;

   c. the "ambition gap" wherein the two women decrying un ambitious women ("hold themselves back and feel less confident than they should");

   d. Facebook's S-1 filing on Feb. 01, 2012;

   e. Sandberg getting to know Chelsea Clinton; and

   f. Hillary's invitation to Sandberg for dinner (which Sandberg described as the highlight of her week--more important than Facebook S-1 filing (registration with the SEC to take sell Facebook's stock to the public).

426. **On Feb. 13, 2012**, at approximately 10:30pm, remote intruders secretly downloaded new spy software proprietary to a federal agency onto CBS reporter Sharyl Attkisson’s work computer. (The software was secretly attached to a legitimate Hotmail email and downloaded in the background after a pop-up ad appeared).[799]

427. **On Feb. 18, 2012**, Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by KPMG, New York, an auditor of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]

428. **On Feb. 21, 2012**, Bill Clinton was paid a $175,000 speaking fee by UBS, Miami, Florida, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter.[317]
430. **On Mar. 09, 2012**, Todd Y. Park was appointed U.S. chief technology officer by Obama; no disclosure of conflicts of interest or reliance on Leader’s social networking invention for HealthCare.gov.[327]

One of Park's companies, Castlight Health, actually did a $2 billion public offering (Feb. 4, 2014) while Park worked at the Obama White House.[332] Castlight's underwriters were Facebook's underwriters, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley. [324] Park’s company when he came to the Obama White House was Athenahealth. He claimed that he had sold his stock, but many Obama cronies run the company, making Park's claim of impartiality dubious. Athenahealth is a big beneficiary of Obamacare, for which Park was the architect.[330][331]

Park also failed to disclose substantial Chinese involvement in Obamacare via underwriters and stakeholders in Baidu ADR. Baidu revealed a web of interconnections among Park's companies, Athenahealth and Castlight Health, with Obamacare adviser Robert Kocher MD (Obamacare architect and director at Athenahealth and Castlight), Baidu underwriters T. Rowe Price and Baillie Gifford / Vanguard (major Facebook investors), Ann H. Lamont (Oak Investments, Meritech, major Facebook investor) and Baidu's first Mark Zuckerberg-like CEO, Robin Y. Li.[331]
On Mar. 22, 2012, IBM sold 750 "junk" patents to Facebook.[139]

IBM holds over 67,000 patents, the most in the world. Pundits know well that IBM does not sell their valuable patents. IBM creates and holds good patents. However, in the late 1990's, David J. Kappos and James P. Chandler began a "patent trolling" program to attack the industry with IBM patents of little or no value. The objective was to use IBM market power to cajole license settlements from smaller companies who did not want the expense of fighting IBM. The patents sold to Facebook are of little or no other value than for industry harassment purposes by Facebook's rapacious gaggle of lawyers, including Chandler Law Firm Chartered, Fenwick & West, Cooley Godward, Gibson Dunn, Latham Watkins, Weil Gotshal, Perkins Coie, Orrick Herrington, Skadden Arps, Blank Rome, White & Case and Mayer Brown. Indeed, IBM, Kappos and Chandler are the original "patent trolls."

IBM, Kappos and Chandler were evidently gifting 750 IBM junk patents to their Eclipse offspring, Facebook, so they too could enjoy the benefits of harassing other technology companies going forward. These companies use their market power and public relations firms to flip the patent troll story into disinformation against real inventors. They accuse real inventors of being the trolls who sue the big company for quick money.

On Mar. 23, 2012, Hillary Clinton had two unpublished meetings at the State Department with George Soros, Sidney Blumenthal and Sean Wilentz. The official State Department public schedule either never logged these meetings or censored the record. According to Hillary's private email, Cheryl D. Mills and Jake Sullivan attended. Four days later, Clinton met with Facebook chief operating officer, Sheryl K. Sandberg. Three weeks later, on Apr. 17, 2012, Obama's Patent Officer director, David J. Kappos, ordered an unprecedented third re-examination of Leader Technologies' social networking patent. Six weeks later, on May 8, 2012, the Federal Circuit protected Facebook in Leader's appeal. Eight weeks later, on May 18, 2012, Facebook went public. Eight weeks and three days later, Facebook insiders cashed in $13.26 billion in stock. Certainly an uncanny sequence of events among such busy people.[311]
Fig. 32—Hillary Clinton's private email revealed these two previously unpublished meetings on Mar. 23, 2012. This new information emerged from a Judicial Watch FOIA inquiry, Case No. F-2014-20439, Doc. No. 89736, that had been stonewalled for two years by the State Department, but finally released in January 2016. Click the image to see the censored State Department website followed by the just disclosed Clinton private email.

433. Bookmark: #hillary-sandberg

On Mar. 27, 2012, Hillary Clinton organized a private dinner meeting at i-Ricchi Restaurant in Washington, D.C. with Facebook chief operating officer, Sheryl K. Sandberg, and vice president of global public policy, Marne L. Levine (aka "Marnie"). Cheryl D. Mills also attended.[304] [749]

434. In Apr -May 2012, the Department of Justice (DOJ) and FBI publicly announced vast expansion of cyber related efforts to address alleged “national security-related cyber issues.” In violation of longstanding practice, DOJ secretly and without notice seized personal and phone records of journalists from Associated Press from this two-month period in a leak investigation. [799]
On Apr. 17, 2012, Patent Office Director David J. Kappos ordered an unprecedented third reexamination of Leader’s patent to the Patent Trial and Appeals Board (“PTAB”), even after Facebook had failed on the same arguments four times previously.

Kappos assigned a former IBM and Microsoft employee, Stephen C. Siu, as chief judge and staffed this PTAB kangaroo court with IBM, Xerox and Microsoft cronies—who had collectively issued over 169 patents to those companies. One of the staff attorneys, William J. Stoffel, even lists Facebook interests as conflicts (IBM, Fidelity, Vanguard). Fidelity and Vanguard were two of the largest pre-IPO mutual fund investors in the Facebook. Kappos himself owned up to $1.1 million in Vanguard shares.[140] Not a single Patent Office official involved with the 3rd re-exam disclosed their myriad of Leader and Facebook conflicts.[141] Predictably, on Oct. 17, 2012, this PTAB kangaroo court invalidated the entire patent, mysteriously reversing ten years of opinion to the contrary, and now affirming Microsoft and Xerox prior art, even though a jury had decided otherwise.[142]

On Apr. 17, 2012, Bill Clinton was paid a $175,000 speaking fee by UBS, Chicago, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter.[317]

On Apr. 24, 2012, Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by Fiserv, Las Vegas, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and supplier to major supplier of services to bank clients of the Deep State.[317]
438. **On Apr. 25, 2012**, Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by Price Waterhouse, Boston, MA, an auditor of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]

439. **Bookmark: #federal-circuit**

---

**On May 8, 2012**, the Federal Circuit panel, comprised of Judges Alan D. Lourie, Kimberly A. Moore and Evan J. Wallach, with Jan Horbaly, Clerk, issued an opinion affirming Judge Leonard P. Stark’s lower court.[143] All the judges and the Clerk were silent about their substantial Facebook financial and relationship conflicts of interest and prior relationships with Leader Technologies' former patent counsel, James P. Chandler. Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly failed to docket numerous Amicus Curiae (Friend of the Court) motions by inventor Lakshmi Arunachalam, Ph.D. (Menlo Park, CA) in this case. Dr. Arunachalam was Director of Network Architecture for Sun Microsystems.[007] [008]

440. **On May 11, 2012**, Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by Price Waterhouse, Ponte Vedra, Florida, an auditor of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]
On May 18, 2012, ten days later, Facebook went public with Fenwick & West LLP as counsel ("Fenwick"), and co-underwritten by JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Wells Fargo, Citigroup, Barclays, Deutsche Bank, and UBS, Bank of America/Merrill Lynch, RBC and Allen & Co. [144] Facebook insiders cash out on Day 3.[145]

Fenwick did not seek a waiver of conflicts with Leader Technologies, their former client, pursuant to the Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 1.9 (Duties to Former Clients): "a) A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter represent another person in the same or a substantially related matter in which that person's interests are materially adverse to the interests of the former client unless the former client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing"). See also Timeline, 2007.[307]

Facebook Pay-to-Play Underwriters:
People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

UBS pay to play
Bank of America pay to play
Barclays pay to play
Allen & Co. pay to play
RBC pay to play

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
On May 22, 2012, Facebook insiders cashed out $13.26 billion of their stock on Day 3 of the initial public offering. This level of insider stock sale so early in an initial public offering is unprecedented.

The insiders included James W. Breyer (Facebook chairman), Ping Li and James Swartz (Accel Partners LLP), Yuri Milner (DST, Mail.ru, Digital Sky Technologies, and third largest shareholder), Mark Zuckerberg, Goldman Sachs, Peter A. Thiel, Meritech Management and Microsoft.

Fig. 33: On May 22, 2012, Facebook insiders including James W. Breyer, Accel Partners, Peter A. Thiel, Mark Zuckerberg, Yuri Milner, Goldman Sachs, Microsoft and Meritech Mgmt. cashed in $13.26 billion on Day 3 of the IPO that prompted an epic rant by CNBC's Jim Cramer against Peter A. Thiel. Data: MS Money.

Russian Yuri Milner was a $3.79 billion winner. Milner has been a disciple of Larry Summers since his college days at the World Bank. Milner authored an essay proposing a voucher system favored by Summers to privatize the Russian economy. This reckless proposal was forced upon Russia and gave rise to the mob rule today known as Russian oligarchs. Larry Summers very evidently took advantage of an "insane and unnecessary haste" to destabilize the Russian economy, line his pockets, and pump the pre-IPO Facebook valuation to $100 billion..

Ann H. Lamont, Meritech Management, who netted a paltry $263 million, is married to failed Senate candidate, Edward M. Lamont, grandson of J.P. Morgan. The Lamont financial portfolio reads like a Who's Who of the Facebook IPO. Fidelity, JP Morgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, T. Rowe Price, Microsoft, IBM, even Boston Scientific. They had up to $71 million invested in 81 Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan mutual funds alone.
Most of these shareholders were also clients of Facebook securities law firm, Fenwick & West LLP. [136] This insider trading ignored the normal "lock-up" period that restricts such insider trading. This egregious conduct sparked an epic rant by CNBC's Jim Cramer about Peter A. Thiel netting $633 million, who said on air: "There isn't anything about Facebook is done in the right fashion . . . where are the brokers coming out and saying this isn't right?" Cramer was later muzzled by the network.[314] See this Cramer YouTube rant below.

 Bookmark: #Fig-31a

Inside Traders ($13.25 billion @ $37.58) on Day 3 of the Facebook initial public offering (no customary insider lock-up period)

Jim Cramer's epic rant against Peter Thiel, Facebook & the FB IPO [314]

https://youtu.be/tGmPwzRrSlQ | Raw *mp4 video file

James W. Breyer, Accel Partners, Facebook
Ping Li, Accel Partners LLP
James Swartz, Accel Partners LLP
Mark E. Zuckerberg, Facebook
Gordon K. Davidson, Fenwick & West LLP, Facebook

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
Fig. 34—On May 22, 2012, Day 3 of the Facebook initial public offering, these Deep State insiders fleeced $13.25 billion from the public market by dumping shares. Much of this money went to China to finance James W. Breyer’s WininChina offshore company exposed by HSBC whistleblower, Hervé Falciani on Feb. 08, 2015.[087]

On Jun. 05, 2012, Leader Technologies was awarded U.S. Pat. No. 8,195,714, Context Instantiated Application Protocol (the patent on "apps," mobile and desktop).[283]


On Jun. 08, 2012, Eclipsed released Version 3.8.[146]
"Microsoft, the CIA and NSA Collude to Take Over the Internet" —Security Week

On Jun. 20, 2012, Security Week computer security analyst Jesus Oquendo published an article titled "Microsoft, the CIA and NSA Collude to Take Over the Internet" in Infosec Island (Security Week) where he has concluded:

"So many people are blurring the lines with technology and politics it is scary."

"... big brother seemed to have their hands in the cookie jar."

He had determined from his professional insight that:

"They [CIA, NSA and Microsoft] created a completely separate operating system somewhere in the Beltway. Microsoft decided to give the agencies the specific code to make the rogue changes." [651]


449. Bookmark: #katherine-losse

On Jun. 27, 2012, Katherine Losse, Mark Zuckerberg's former speech writer, discloses Facebook "dark profiles" created for non-subscribers to Facebook—without their knowledge or approval.[204]


451. In July 2012, the Department of Justice designated U.S. Attorneys’ offices to act as “force multipliers” in further stepped-up cyber efforts in the name of national security. Intruders remotely “refresh” ongoing surveillance of Sharyl Attkisson’s CBS News Toshiba laptop.[799]

452. In Summer 2012, the FBI incidentally stumbled across emails revealing CIA Director Petraeus’ affair with his biographer Broadwell. FBI Director Robert Mueller was notified of the affair on a date the government will not disclose. The FBI later said it interviewed Petraeus and Broadwell, and concluded national security hasn’t been breached. The FBI kept all of this information secret. In late summer, on a date the government would not reveal, the FBI notified Attorney General Holder of the Petraeus affair.[799]
453. Bookmark: #mckibben-foxbusiness-interview

On Jul. 16, 2012, the Federal Circuit denied Leader’s request for an en banc rehearing. The judges remained silent about their financial and relationship conflicts.[147]

Leader's CEO, Michael McKibben, learned about this ruling the same day, while conducting a live FoxBusiness interview with Shibani Joshi, even before Leader's attorneys had received notice of the ruling.[295] Joshi refused to reveal her source at the Federal Circuit, although it is believed to be the Clerk of Court, Jan Horbaly, who resigned soon after. This is yet more evidence of the judicial/media corruption.

https://youtu.be/xQFIBBIO0As | Raw * mp4 video file

454. On Jul. 16, 2012, the Federal Circuit Bar Association entered Leader v. Facebook via Edward R. Reines, Weil Gotshal LLP. The judges again failed to disclose their conflicts of interest, especially Judges Kimberly A. Moore and Randall R. Rader. On May 23, 2014, Reines and Rader were caught colluding. This collusion triggered Rader to resign as chief judge and leave the bench.[148]

The hard drives had been in the possession of Gibson Dunn LLP (Thomas G. Hungar, Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr.’s protégé) during the entire Leader v. Facebook proceeding. Leader first read the depositions of Facebook expert witnesses Michael F. McGowan and Bryan J. Rose, examiners for, LLC, conducted by Dean Boland.

The Stroz Friedberg testimony examined 28 Facebook/Zuckerberg computer hard drives and Harvard emails "[i]n around Sep. of 2010."

According to this sworn Facebook expert testimony, the 28 hard drives were being stored at the offices of Mark Zuckerberg’s personal attorney, McManis Faulkner LLP, and the examination was under the direction of Gibson Dunn LLP attorneys, particularly Mr. Matthew Benjamin.[149]

After reading the Friedberg testimony, Rovner’s suspicions were proven correct—that Facebook stonewalled during Discovery in order to hide the existence of the Zuckerberg Information.

Leader realized that the 2003-2004 Zuckerberg Information to which Facebook had previously denied Leader access during Discovery had been under the control and supervision of Facebook’s attorney, Gibson Dunn LLP, during the entire pendency of the Leader v. Facebook case.

Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson Dunn LLP was the appeals attorney for Facebook in Leader v. Facebook,[150] yet he was silent about the existence of the 28 Facebook/Zuckerberg computer hard drives and Harvard emails.

Leader has been systematically denied the opportunity to do a one-to-one comparison of Leader’s source code, business, technical and prior litigation information with the Zuckerberg...
Information, despite the Federal Circuit being compelled by motion to act to preserve the hard drives and reveal the conflicts of interest of the judges.

456. Bookmark: #benghazi-attack

On Sep. 11, 2012, Islamic extremists launched the terrorist attacks on U.S. compounds in Benghazi, Libya, killing Ambassador Chris Stevens and three other Americans. For two weeks Obama SPOX blamed it on a YouTube video and said it was not a terrorist attack. They repeated this lie to the slain employees' families at Andrews Air Force Base when their bodies were returned to the United States, including Patricia Smith, mother of slain officer Sean Smith.

Hillary has since changed her story about the Patricia Smith exchange. Smith openly and has repeatedly called Clinton "a liar." Hillary Clinton's emails, pried out of the State Department in FOIA requests by Judicial Watch, prove that on the night of the attack, Hillary told Chelsea Clinton that it was a terrorist attack.

Still unpublished stand down orders to rescue these men during the firefight were issued either by Barack Obama or Hillary Clinton, according to military officials who were equipped and ready to respond with overwhelming force. The State Department and Hillary Clinton have stonewalled these disclosures.[265]

Some Obama officials became frustrated with CIA Director Petraeus and his post-Benghazi attack behavior, as he opposed efforts to edit out mentions of terrorism from the public Benghazi talking points. Petraeus deputy Mike Morell was given authority over the edits, and aligned with Hillary Clinton’s State Department against Petraeus’s desires.[799]

NEVER FORGET : May their memories be eternal.

458. In Oct. 2012, CBS began airing Sharyl Attkisson’s Benghazi stories which relied on whistleblowers and numerous government-linked confidential sources. These sources reported that the Executive Branch was clamping down on leaks to reporters re: Benghazi.

DOJ continued its stepped-up National Security Division cyber efforts, holding specialized training at DOJ headquarters for the National Security Cyber Specialists (NSCS) network and the Criminal Division’s Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section (CCIPS).

President Obama issued top secret presidential directive on Oct. 16 ordering intelligence officials to draw up a list of overseas targets for cyberattacks. According to The Guardian, the directive also “contemplates the possible use of cyber actions inside the US.”

As CIA Director Petraeus’s interagency relationships became increasingly strained over his stance on Benghazi, unnamed FBI agents reached out to Republicans in Congress to tell about Petraeus’s affair. They eventually landed at the office of Republican majority leader Eric Cantor. With the presidential elections about a week away, Cantor stayed mum on the Petraeus rumors and instead contacted the FBI about them.[799]

The FBI interviews Petraeus and Broadwell a second time.

459. On Oct. 05, 2012, Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by Vanguard Group, Washington, D.C., an IBM Eclipse Foundation and top ten mutual fund investor in Facebook. Vanguard’s former CFO, Anne Rockhold, is a former director of the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) and is currently employed by James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP, Facebook’s second largest shareholder.[317]

460. On Oct. 10, 2012, Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by Deutsche Bank in Scottsdale, Arizona, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Deutsche Bank has donated up to $200,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]
461. **On Oct. 11, 2012**, Hillary Clinton convened Accountability Review Board (ARB) to investigate State Dept. actions surrounding Benghazi. After the ARB and Congress call for Benghazi-related documents, top Clinton aides Cheryl D. Mills and Jake Sullivan are allegedly present at a document sorting session in the basement of the State Dept., according to Deputy Assistant Secretary Raymond Maxwell, who later told me he **witnessed the operation**. No law enforcement body contacted or interviewed Maxwell. [265]

462. **On Oct. 16, 2012**, Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by Vanguard Group, Washington, D.C., an IBM Eclipse Foundation and top ten mutual fund investor in Facebook. Vanguard's former CFO, Anne Rockhold, is a former director of the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) and is currently employed by James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP, Facebook's second largest shareholder. [317]

463. **On Oct. 17, 2012**, Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by JPMorgan Chase & Co., New York, an IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. [317]

464. **Bookmark: #kappos-fiat-patent-court**

**On Oct. 17, 2012**, the PTAB (IBM) kangaroo court, led by chief judge Stephen C. Siu, an IBM/Microsoft crony, reversed itself and invalidated Leader’s entire patent in secret. [152] They did a 180 degree about face on arguments that Facebook had lost four times previously.
465. **On Oct. 18, 2012**, Bill Clinton was paid a $175,000 speaking fee by UBS, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, an IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter.[317]

466. **On Oct. 23, 2007**, Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by Goldman Sachs in Newport Beach, California, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to The Clinton Foundation. Former Goldman Sachs CEO, Jon Corzine, has donated up to $250,000 to the Clinton Foundation.[320][317]


468. **On Oct. 25, 2012**, Bill Clinton was paid a $206,500 speaking fee by Oracle in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook supplier.[317]

On Nov. 2, 2012, the FBI questioned President Obama’s vice chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff James Cartwright in a leak investigation regarding material in a book written by a New York Times reporter. Cartwright denied being the source (but later admitted he was, and was convicted in the case).[799]

On Nov. 6, 2012, President Obama defeated Mitt Romney in Campaign 2012. CIA Director Petraeus was scheduled to testify to Congress next week about the Benghazi attacks. Officials claimed this day is the first time Director of National Intelligence Clapper was notified about the Petraeus affair by an unspecified official at the Justice Department. Clapper called Petraeus and urged him to resign.[799]

On Nov. 07, 2012, Judicial Watch filed Freedom of Information (FOI) Act request with State Dept. for Benghazi-related emails and other information.[265]

On Nov. 13, 2012, the FBI initiated a body of cyber security case investigations that would later relate to CBS' Sharyl Attkisson’s computer intrusions.[799]

On Nov. 7-9, 2012, Attorney General Holder hosted a national training conference at DOJ headquarters for the expanded efforts of DOJ’s National Security Cyber Specialists (NSCS). The Obama administration said somebody unspecified notified someone at the White House about the Petraeus affair on Nov. 7. The President was reportedly looped in for the first time on Nov. 8 and accepted Petraeus’ resignation on Nov. 9. Petraeus’ planned appearance before Congress to testify on Benghazi was canceled.[799]
475. **On Nov. 13, 2012**, Bill Clinton was paid a $200,000 speaking fee by Bank of America in Palm Beach, Florida, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Merrill Lynch (acquired by Bank of America) has donated up to $250,000 to The Clinton Foundation. Bank of America Foundation has donated up to $1 million to The Clinton Foundation.[320][317]

476. **On Nov. 16, 2012**, Leader petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court to overturn the Federal Circuit.[153] Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr. did not disclose his conflicts of interest from his substantial Facebook interests or his prior relationship to Facebook's attorney, Thomas G. Hungar, Gibson Dunn LLP.

477. **On Nov. 26, 2012**, David J. Kappos, Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office, announced his intention to leave the agency effective the end of January 2013. Just three weeks earlier, on Oct. 17, 2012, an unprecedented kangaroo court convened in secret and invalidated Leader Technologies' patent for its invention of social networking, despite the fact that Leader had prevailed on identical arguments on four previous occasions, twice in federal court and twice in previous Facebook-inspired reexaminations. See #kappos-fiat-patent-court above.

478. **On Dec. 12, 2012**, Bill Clinton was paid a $300,000 speaking fee by Dell, Austin, Texas, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook supplier.[317]

479. **In Dec. 2012**, two intelligence-connected sources separately suggested to CBS' Sharyl Attkisson that she was likely under government surveillance due to her reporting. One source told her the government had pushed the envelope like never before and that the public would be shocked to "learn the extent that the government is conducting surveillance of private citizens." As Attkisson arranged a forensic exam of her computer, evidence later showed the intruders then attempted to cover their tracks and to erase evidence of their intrusion. However, the erasures left additional forensic evidence.[799]
480. On Dec. 14, 2012, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the Connecticut Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection was conducting long-planned disaster response exercises under the project name 'FEMA L-366, Planning for the Needs of Children in Disasters' at a site just 18 miles away from the Sandy Hook Elementary School.[806]

481. On Dec. 26, 2012, U.S. State Department published Facebook Part 1: Getting Started with Facebook – A field guide for missions, posts and IRCs. This document was disclosed as a part of a FOIA disclosure in Judicial Watch v. U.S. Department of State.[248]

482. On Dec. 27, 2012, Sens. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) and Mark Udall (D-Colo.), who had classified knowledge as members of the Senate Intelligence Committee, publicly warned of the “back-door search loophole” or searches of incidental collection of innocent Americans.

“As it was written, there is nothing to prohibit the intelligence community from searching through a pile of communications, which may have been incidentally or accidentally been collected without a warrant, to deliberately search for the phone calls or e-mails of specific Americans.” —Sen. Mark Udall, D-Colorado

Bookmark: #2013
483. **In 2013**, Obama administration brought court martial against Army intelligence analyst Bradley Manning, who had changed his name to Chelsea, for a 2010 leak of classified information to WikiLeaks that revealed American military and diplomatic activities across the world. Manning was sentenced to 35 years in prison, the longest punishment ever given in a U.S. leak case. Oddly, Manning was then pardoned by the very same President Obama on Jan. 19, 2017 who had incarcerated him/her.[799]

484. **In Jan. 2013**, two forensics examinations confirmed unauthorized remote intrusions and monitoring of CBS's reporter Sharyl Attkisson’s work and personal computers. The information was not publicly reported at this time.[799]

485. Bookmark: #leader-cert-denied

**On Jan. 07, 2013**, the U.S. Supreme Court "denied cert." to Leader Technologies, meaning they declined to considered Leader's petition. Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr.[010] failed to disclose his financial conflict of interest (substantial Facebook interests) as well as his close relationship to Facebook's attorney, Thomas G. Hungar, Gibson Dunn LLP.[153]

486. **On Jan. 09, 2013**, Bill Clinton was paid a $450,000 speaking fee by Samsung, Las Vegas, Nevada, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]

487. **On Jan. 23, 2013**, Hillary Clinton testified to Senate Foreign Relations Committee and House Foreign Affairs Committee where she uttered her infamous "What difference, at this point, does it make?" about finding out the truth surrounding the murder of four of her State Department employees in Benghazi, Libya and who fabricated the Internet video story.[265]

488. **On January 23, 2013**, the Obama administration prosecuted C.I.A. whistleblower John Kiriakou for leaks to a reporter as he blew the whistle on the C.I.A.’s secret torture program. He was the first C.I.A. officer convicted of providing classified information to a reporter.[799]
489. **C.I.A. DARPA Mind Control Program for Social Media to manipulate political "narratives"**

On Jan. 29, 2013, an anonymous whistleblower revealed a secret C.I.A. DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) mind control program conducted by The Center for Strategic Communications based at the University of Arizona. The head of the project, Steve Corman, has worked extensively in the area of strategic communication as it applies to terrorism and "extremism"—or what could be called that targeted Christianity and Islam. The secret government program sought to induce and "the war of ideas." The project was intended to disrupt religious "narratives" with desired propaganda and literally change people's minds.

This project entered its implementation Phase III in the run up to the 2016 Presidential election. The Arizona State University project leaders are experts in social media and received $6.1 million to develop actionable strategies to disrupt "master narratives" (like one's Christian and Islamic beliefs) in the name of controlling extremism. The program focused on finding trigger words and phrases that provoked desired emotional responses by using words in lieu of magnetic resonance pulses to the brain—irrespective of the truth or proper context of the information (aka "virtue signalling").

For example, "Crusades" emotionally triggers some Moslems, as does "Jihad" with some Christians. Whistleblower Reveals Military Mind Control Project BAA 12-03 ASU 12040772 at Major University [Arizona State University]. Secret DARPA Mind Control Project Revealed. Bibliotecapleyades.net.[790] [795]


491. **On Feb. 01, 2013** , Hillary Clinton resigned the U.S. State Department.[265]

492. **On Feb. 01, 2013** , David J. Kappos, stepped down as director of the Patent Office. Just three months earlier, on Oct. 17, 2012, Kappos' unprecedented kangaroo court convened in secret and invalidated Leader Technologies' patent for its invention of social networking, despite the fact that Leader had prevailed on identical arguments on four previous occasions, twice in federal court and twice in previous Facebook-inspired reexaminations. See #kappos-fiatt-patent-court above.

494. **On Feb. 25, 2013**, Judicial Watch filed two lawsuits against the State Department for failing to lawfully respond to FOIA requests.[265]
NSA Clapper's Big Lie

On Mar. 12, 2013, NSA Director James R. Clapper lied to Senator Ron Wyden (D-Ore) and Congress:

Sen. Wyden: "Does the NSA collect any type of data at all on millions, or hundreds of millions, of Americans?"


Sen. Wyden asked, "It does not?"

Still rubbing his head, Clapper hedged, knowing the NSA was engaged in high crimes and he was covering it up: "Not wittingly. There are cases where they could inadvertently, perhaps, collect, but not wittingly."

On Jun. 06, 2013, nine weeks later, NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden revealed that the NSA is involved in a massive bulk data collection program on all American citizens called PRISM. [525] [526] [527]

https://youtu.be/v3d-re0dtKA | Raw * mp4 video file
496. **On Mar. 22, 2013**, "Guccifer" hacked Hillary Clinton's emails via aide's account showing that Clinton had received confidential information from a public account.[265]

497. **On May 01, 2013**, Marne L. Levine (Deutch) appointed director of Ghegg, an online education company financed by Deep State member Kleiner Perkins.[303]
On Apr. 07, 2013, The Clinton Foundation was renamed The Bill, Hillary & Chelsea Clinton Foundation.[479] The foundation has and/or continues to operate under at least 30 "Fictitious Names" (Arkansas Secretary of State), including the names listed below.

The originating foundation was formed on Oct. 23, 1997 as the William J. Clinton Foundation.

Note: Most news biographies state that Bill Clinton formed his foundation after he left the presidency in 2001. However, the Arkansas Secretary of State public records cited here show the news reports to be uniformly in error. [478]

1. Acceso Fund LLC (Colombia),
2. Bill, Hillary & Chelsea Clinton Foundation,
3. Ciudad Verde Amarilo Frailejon III,
4. Clinton Climate Initiative,
5. Clinton Foundation,
6. Clinton Foundation HIV/AIDS Initiative,
7. Clinton Foundation Hong Kong,
8. Clinton Foundation Insamlingstiftelse (Sweden),
9. Clinton Giustra Enterprise Partnership,
10. Clinton Giustra Sustainable Growth Initiative,
11. Clinton Global Initiative,
12. Clinton Global Initiative - Asia,
13. Clinton Global Initiative University,
14. Clinton Health Access Initiative,
15. Clinton Health Matters Initiative,
16. Clinton Hunter Development Initiative,
17. Clinton Institute,
18. Clinton Small Business Initiative,
19. Forty Two, No Ceilings: The Full Participation Project,
20. The Clinton Foundation,
21. The Clinton Initiative,
22. The Clinton Museum Store,
23. The William J. Clinton Foundation,
24. The William J. Clinton Presidential Center,
25. Too Small To Fail,
26. West Wing,
27. William J. Clinton Foundation,
28. William J. Clinton Foundation (India),
29. William J. Clinton Fndn (Kenya) Char Trust, and
30. William J. Clinton Foundation UK.

Williams & Connolly LLP was paid $88,200 in legal fees in 1998. Scandalously, the firm also represented the State Department in stonewalling discovery requests for Hillary Clinton emails related to The Clinton Foundation. See Aug. 23, 2015.
499. On Apr. 12, 2013, the government Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Agency (FISA) court secretly approved the latest FBI request to continue obtaining daily telephone records of millions of U.S. Verizon customers. The judge ordered Verizon to turn over the information to the National Security Agency (NSA). This directly contradicted Clapper’s March 12 testimony to Congress. [799]

500. On May 10, 2013, after longstanding denials, the IRS admitted to and apologized for targeting Republican Tea Party groups for mischief, which included discussing developing pretenses for prosecution, leading up to the 2012 election. [799]

501. On May 13, 2013, the Associated Press (AP) publicly announced that it had learned of the Justice Department’s secret subpoena of phone records for 20 AP reporters, in a leak investigation. Attorney General Holder personally approved the subpoenas, which were issued to Verizon rather than AP. AP called it a “massive and unprecedented intrusion” into news-gathering operations. [799]

502. On May 17, 2013, Fox News learned that the Justice Department secretly labeled reporter James Rosen a possible “criminal co-conspirator” and “flight-risk” in obtaining warrants to monitor Rosen’s State Department movements, phone records and emails in a leak investigation starting in 2011. [799]
503. **In Jun. 2013**, the FBI secretly opened a case on CBS' reporter Sharyl Attkisson's computer intrusions under the auspices of a national security issue. The FBI contacted CBS without Attkisson's knowledge, but failed to contact or interview Attkisson. (The FBI later withheld Attkisson’s FBI file in its entirety without explanation, and other documents, despite multiple Freedom of Information Act requests.) News of the FBI case involving Attkisson’s computer intrusions are circulated internally to the Justice Department’s national cyber security group, and grouped with a set of cases opened in November 2012.[799]

504. **On Jun. 05, 2013**, Eclipse released Version 4.3.[155]
On Jun. 06, 2013, NSA Whistleblower, Edward Snowden, revealed that most large online data services providers participate in an NSA program to sweep up all user data into NSA computers for "Big Data" analysis and data mining. The companies revealed are Microsoft (9/11/07), Yahoo (3/12/08), Google (1/14/09), Facebook (6/3/09), Paltalk (12/7/09), YouTube (9/24/10), Skype (2/6/11), AOL (3/31/11), Apple (added Oct, 2012—one year after Steve Jobs died, replaced by former IBMer Timothy D. Cooke[187] AT&T also participated.[252] [782]

Inescapable Conclusion: Most, if not all, of the social networking functions of large online providers were created by the U.S. Government via IBM-NSA-Eclipse Foundation to spy on both children and adults. In return for information on citizens, the government allowed commercial exploitation of the citizens and their personal data by these companies.

Source: NSA Whistleblower Edward Snowden, Jun. 6, 2013 (Thank you)

Bookmark: #nsa-strategic-partnerships


http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html 275/514

The FISA Court is a "kangaroo court" for the Deep State—they never said 'no' in 2012

Of these 1,789 applications, one was withdrawn by the Government. The FISC did not deny any applications in whole or in part.

Glenn Greenwald. (May 14, 2014). Snowden NSA archive Documents from No Place to Hide, PDF page 42. Glenn Greenwald / MacMillan. (Glenn Greenwald, p. 129: "Of these 1,789 [FISA Court] applications, one was withdrawn by the Government. The FISC did not deny any applications in whole or in part.")

Entire U.S. Government Colluded
People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet


Bookmark: #deep-state-goal-writ-large

Deep State using illegal NSA surveillance for "shaping the world writ large"

11/6/2017 People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

Interest, and Ego together, and now you're talking about shaping the world write large. What country doesn't want to make the world a better place... for itself.

Deep State colluders admit racketeering: "a lot of money being made by U.S. entities"

Glenn Greenwald. (May 14, 2014). Snowden NSA archive Documents from No Place to Hide, PDF page 96. Glenn Greenwald / MacMillan. (Glenn Greenwald, p. 167b: NSA admission: "Let's be blunt—the Western World (especially the US) gained influence and made a lot of money via the drafting of earlier standards. The US was the major player in shaping today's Internet. This resulted in pervasive exportation of American culture as well as technology. It also resulted in a lot of money being made by US entities.

Fig. 36— On Jun. 06, 2013, thanks to NSA Whistleblower Edward Snowden, we learned that all the large online "social" hardware, software and telecommunications providers were creations and certainly tools of their U.S. government spy state cronies. This strategy was hatched during the Clinton administration by his spy master advisor, Harvard law professor James P. Chandler, later Leader Technologies' patent attorney. AT&T played too.

Graphic: Edward Snowden/Guardian.
Fig. 37—On Feb. 17, 2011, President Obama toasted their deception of the American public and the world with 13 members of the IBM Eclipse Foundation NSA Deep Spy State cartel in Silicon Valley. Conspirators pictured are President (Barack Obama), Facebook CEO (Mark E. Zuckerberg), Apple CEO (Steve Jobs, replaced by former IBMer Timothy D. Cook), Westly Group Partner (Steve Westly), Kleiner Perkins Partner (John Doerr), Ann Doerr, Google CEO (Eric Schmidt), Genentech Chairman (Art Levinson), Cisco CEO (John Chambers), Oracle CEO (Larry Ellison), Netflix CEO (Reed Hastings), Stanford University President (John Hennessy), Yahoo CEO (Carol Bartz) and Twitter CEO (Dick Costolo).[259]

Photo: UPI.

Bookmark: #Fig-38

Participants in Barack Obama's Feb. 17, 2011 Deep Spy State cartel dinner in Silicon Valley (See also Obama's CEO Cyber Council meeting at the White House with Valerie Jarrett on Mar. 02, 2015, below.)

**Fig. 38**—On Feb. 17, 2011, Barack Obama hosted a private dinner for key hardware and software suppliers to the IBM Eclipse NSA Deep Spy State cartel.[087]

**506.** On Jun. 6, 2013, at a hearing, Sen. Mark Kirk, R-Illinois, asked Attorney General Eric Holder if the NSA spies on members of Congress. Holder answered that the NSA had no “intent” to spy on Congress, but that the issue is better addressed in private.[799]

**507.** On Jun. 11, 2013, Thomas G. Hungar, Gibson Dunn LLP, disclosed his close professional relationship to Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr. Neither man revealed this conflict of interest due to their prior relationship.[156]
On Jun. 16, 2013, NSA whistleblowers Thomas Drake, William Binney and J. Kirk Wiebe stepped forward to support NSA leaker Edward Snowden. The trio said the NSA "collects huge swaths of communications data from U.S. citizens." They had spent decades in the top ranks of the agency, designing and managing the very data-collection systems they say have been turned against Americans.

When they became convinced that fundamental constitutional rights were being violated, they complained first to their superiors, then to federal investigators, congressional oversight committees and, finally, to the news media.

They said they could not get anyone in Congress, courts, Department of Justice or inspector general's office to pay any attention. They called the misconduct "systemic," "Leviathan surveillance," "criminal," "broad waste" and "abuse." They called Congressional oversight "a joke," "rubber stamp" and a "myth." They said the secret FISA judges have no way to assess the veracity of a surveillance request, so they approve virtually everything. They say Congress has been "misled" and "bamboozled."[407]

On Jul. 02, 2013, Director of National Intelligence Clapper apologized to Congress for his false testimony in March regarding widespread collection of data on Americans.
510. **On Aug. 06, 2013**, armed Coast Guard agents under the Department of Homeland Security raided the home of reporter Audrey Hudson at 4:30am with a search warrant for her husband’s firearms. As they searched the house, they read Hudson her Miranda rights and confiscated documents that contained “confidential notes, draft articles, and other newsgathering materials” belonging to Hudson including the identities of whistleblowers at the Department of Homeland Security. (Hudson sued and later received a settlement from the government.)[799]


> “Attkisson’s computer was accessed by an unauthorized, external, unknown party on multiple occasions late in 2012…This party also used sophisticated methods to remove all possible indications of unauthorized activity, and alter system times to cause further confusion.”—CBS News

512. **Bookmark: #paul-kagame-elite-strongman**

**On Sep. 04, 2013**, Rwandan strongman and C.I.A. agent Paul Kagame was called "The Global Elite's Favorite Strongman" by The New York Times. Kagame protects the global technocracy's desire to reduce world population, and protect the mining of rare earth minerals used in the manufacturing of computers, mobile phones, chips, surveillance and aerospace of rare earth minerals (gold, diamonds, coltan, niobium, cobalt and copper) found in abundance in Central Africa. NSA insiders say the protection of this mineral mining is the real reason behind the tragic pretext "Rwandan Genocide" in which over one million Rwandans lost their lives.[665]
513. In Sep. 04, 2013, James B. Comey was appointed FBI Director by Barack Obama. He replaced his long-time mentor Robert S. Mueller.

Counting his clerk job during University of Chicago Law School in 1982, Comey has held 15 jobs before becoming FBI director. He changed jobs every two years. Most employers would consider such job hopping a sign of instability, but in government legal circles, that makes you qualified to be FBI director. It appears that he was being groomed. See Bibliography below for a complete timeline of Comey's jobs.

James B. Comey’s five most recent jobs were:

### James B. Comey, five most recent positions Source: Senate Confirmation Hearing, Sep. 15, 2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>IBM Eclipse Foundation</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec 2003 to Aug. 2005</td>
<td>U.S. Justice Department</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Member/Beneficiary</td>
<td>Deputy Attorney General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 2005 to Sep. 2010</td>
<td>Lockheed Martin</td>
<td>Defense</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td>General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 2010 to Jan. 2013</td>
<td>Bridgewater Associates</td>
<td>Hedge Fund</td>
<td>Client Members</td>
<td>General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 2013 to Sep. 2013</td>
<td>HSBC</td>
<td>London-based Bank</td>
<td>Client Members</td>
<td>General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 2013 to current</td>
<td>U.S. Justice Department</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Member/Beneficiary</td>
<td>FBI Director</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE: James B. Comey's four most recent employers of 15 jobs since 1982. Source: Library of Congress.

These disclosures prove that Comey is a card-carrying member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and the NSA spy state machine.

New investigations into the financial holdings of Robert S. Mueller and James B. Comey reveal astounding conflicts of interest. These relationships would have stopped any mere mortal from being offered the top law enforcement job.[801] [802]

514. On Sep. 11, 2013, Eclipse released Version 4.3.1.[157]
515. **On Sep. 19, 2013**, the Obama Justice Department charged FBI agent and contractor Donald Sachtleben with leaking to an AP reporter details of disrupted terrorist bomb plot. He was sentenced to 43 months in prison.[799]

516. **Oct. 01, 2013**, Obama Administration royally botched ObamaCare HHS rollout managed by Todd Y. Park, CEO of athenahealth and Castlight Health. Citizens exposed to unprecedented breaches of healthcare privacy laws and safeguards.[158][331]

Bookmark: #2014

### 2014

517. **On Jan. 05, 2014**, Hillary Clinton was paid a $225,500 speaking fee by General Electric (GE) in Boca Raton, Florida, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and large Facebook advertiser.[317]

518. **On Jan. 23, 2014**, Sen. Bernie Sanders asked the NSA if it spies on members of Congress. The NSA did not provide a direct answer and states that Congress is afforded “the same privacy protections as all U.S. persons.”[799]
Castlight Health Initial Public Offering—a Pay-to-Play Feeding Frenzy

On Feb. 4, 2014, Castlight Health, Inc. went public while Castlight's founder, Todd Y. Park was Obama's White House chief technology officer. Castlight is a supplier to Obamacare and

Healthcare.gov, major infringers of Leader Technologies' social networking invention. Obamacare vendors are being given backdoor access to private IRS data, because Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr. declared Obamacare a tax.

Remarkably, the cast of actors in this Castlight Health S-1 Registration offering reads like a Who's Who of Leader Technologies infringers and fraudsters: Fenwick & West LLP (Gordon K. Davidson, Leader Technologies' former counsel), Fidelity
Investments, Oak Investments (Ann H. Lamont), Robert Kocher MD (Obama's former Obamacare adviser), Cooley Godward LLP (Facebook's Leader v. Facebook trial attorney), T. Rowe Price ($100 million in Series D and Facebook underwriters including Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and Allen & Co.[324][331]

520. **On Feb. 06, 2014**, Hillary Clinton was paid a $225,500 speaking fee by Salesforce.com in Las Vegas, Nevada, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]


522. **On Feb. 21, 2014**, Friends of Leader Technologies sent a Request for Congressional Intervention to Congress to restore Leader’s patent property rights under the Takings Clause of the U.S. Constitution.[159]
"The Deep State is hiding in plain sight... groupthink drives the Deep State."

On Feb. 21, 2014, Bill Moyers interviewed Mike Lofgren, a former GOP congressional staff member with the powerful House and Senate Budget Committees. Lofgren joined Moyers to talk about what he calls the Deep State, a hybrid of corporate America and the national security state, which is “out of control” and “unconstrained.” In it, Lofgren says, elected and unelected figures collude to protect and serve powerful vested interests. “It is … the red thread that runs through the history of the last three decades. It is how we had deregulation, financialization of the economy, the Wall Street bust, the erosion or our civil liberties and perpetual war,” Lofgren said.


Lofgren says the Deep State’s heart lies in Washington, DC, but its tentacles reach out to Wall Street, which Lofgren describes as “the ultimate backstop to the whole operation,” Silicon Valley and over 400,000 contractors, private citizens who have top-secret security clearances. Like any other bureaucracy, it’s groupthink that drives the Deep State.[794]

In Mar. 2014, Congress accused the C.I.A. of improperly accessing Senate Intelligence committee computers. C.I.A. Director Brennan denied it. Director of National Intelligence Clapper banned intelligence community officials from unauthorized contact with reporters.[799]
525. On Mar. 03, 2014, Bill Clinton was paid a $225,000 speaking fee by Microsoft, Las Vegas, NV, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation, Facebook supplier and large Facebook shareholder. [317]

526. On Mar. 06, 2014, Bill Clinton was paid a $500,000 speaking fee by Bank of America in London, England, UK, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. [317]

527. On Mar. 18, 2014, Hillary Clinton was paid a $225,000 speaking fee by Xerox in New York, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation. Several Xerox patents figured prominently in the Leader v. Facebook trial. Facebook lost all its arguments on these patents four times. Then, on Oct. 17, 2012, the patent examiner completely reversed her previous opinions en masse without any new evidence following former IBM chief counsel and Patent Office director, David J. Kappos', order to reexamine Leader's patent despite four previous examinations in which Leader had prevailed on all claims. [317]

529. On May 05, 2014, Bill Clinton was paid a $225,000 speaking fee by Experian in Dallas, Texas, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.[317]

530. On May 8, 2014, House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, formally announced formation of House Benghazi Committee.[265]

531. On May 12, 2014, a Google search study by psychologist Robert Epstein, former editor-in-chief at Psychology Today, confirmed that manipulation of search engine results could sway election results among undecided voters by an average of 12.5% to favored candidates.[369]

532. On May 19, 2014, Bill Clinton was paid a $225,000 speaking fee by UBS in Washington, D.C., a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter.[317]

533. Bookmark: #white-oak-group-revenue

As of May 21, 2014, CRYPTO/Chandler > Markland > Technest/AccelPath > EOIR > The White Oak Group, Inc. had acquired $1,067,019,298 in federal contracts in defense and homeland security. Chandler sought no Leader conflicts waiver. The corporate shell game to conceal The White Oak Group’s Chandler origins was Herculean. [160]

535. **On Apr. 2, 2014**, former State Department contractor Stephen Jin-Woo Kim was sentenced to prison for disclosing classified information to Fox News reporter James Rosen.[799]


537. **On Jun. 10, 2014**, Bill Clinton was paid a $250,000 speaking fee by Castlight Health, New York, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation. Castlight Health was founded by Todd Y. Park, Obama's HHS chief technology officer, then White House chief technology. Park is the primary architect of the botched Obamacare website. None of Park's conflicts of interest regarding Castlight Health or his other company, athenahealth, were ever disclosed to the public. Numerous requests to review Park's financial disclosures have been stonewalled. [317] [331]


Judicial Watch filed a FOIA request with the State Department seeking Benghazi information and Hillary Clinton's notes.[265]

539. **On Jul. 31, 2014**, C.I.A. Inspector General revealed that five C.I.A. officials improperly accessed Senate Intelligence Committee computers and searched certain staff emails. The findings contradicted denials made in March by C.I.A. director Brennan. Brennan apologized to Senate staff.[799]
540. **Aug. 27, 2014**, Bill Clinton was paid a $270,000 speaking fee by Deutsche Bank, Boston, Massachusetts, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Deutsche Bank has donated up to $200,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320][317]


On **Aug. 28, 2014**, Hillary Clinton was paid a $325,500 speaking fee by Las Vegas, Nevada, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Cisco has donated up to $1,000,000 to The Clinton Foundation.[320][317]

542. **On Sep. 4, 2014**, Judicial Watch sued the State Department for failure to respond to a June 13, 2014 FOIA request seeking Benghazi records and Hillary Clinton notes. [265]

543. **On Sep. 17, 2014**, House Benghazi Committee held its first public hearing. Topic: implementation of ARB recommendations.[265]

544. **On Sep. 25, 2014**, Eclipse released Version 4.4.5.[164]

545. **In Oct. 2014**, the government paid a settlement to reporter Audrey Hudson after the 2013 Coast Guard raid of her home during which her work notes were improperly seized.[799]
On Oct. 02, 2014, James Bamford, NSA whistleblower, author of three books on the NSA, investigative producer ABC News and a visiting professor at the University of California, Berkeley wrote in The Intercept that the NSA is "Wrongdoing Masquerading as Patriotism."[518]
549. **Oct. 14, 2014**, Bill Clinton was paid a $225,000 speaking fee by Deutsche Bank, Boston, Massachusetts, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter. Deutsche Bank has donated up to $200,000 to The Clinton Foundation. [320] [317]

550. **Oct. 14, 2014**, Hillary Clinton was paid a $335,000 speaking fee by Qualcomm, San Diego, California, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook supplier. On Oct. 10, 2015, Barack Obama made a private trip to meet with Qualcomm for several days before Dell and EMC announce their merger. [317]

551. **On Oct. 14, 2014**, Hillary Clinton was paid a $275,500 speaking fee by Salesforce.com in San Francisco, California, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation. [317]

552. **Oct. 23, 2014**, Bill Clinton was paid a $250,000 speaking fee by SAP, New York, a founding member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation. [317]

553. **Nov. 20, 2014**, Bill Clinton was paid a $335,000 speaking fee by AT&T, Tucson, Arizona, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and secret collaborator with the NSA in illegal bulk data collection, according to NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden. [317]

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
554. **In Dec. 2014**, Attorney General Holder sought to subpoena a 60 Minutes producer in connection with a terrorism trial, but pulled back the request after public criticism.[799]

555. **On Dec. 10, 2014**, Hillary Clinton privately turned over copies of 30,490 "work-related" emails to the State Department totaling 55,000 printed pages. No date has been provided as to when she deleted her "private" emails, but it is presumed to be around this time frame.[265]

556. **From 2001 up until (2009-2010)**

Leader v. Facebook trial preparation, Leader’s source code, in whole or in part, has only ever been in the custody of four outside entities:

1. Professor James P. Chandler, III, The Chandler Law Firm Chartered, Leader’s intellectual property counsel;[166]
2. Fenwick & West LLP, Leader’s business and intellectual property counsel teamed with Professor Chandler;[167]
3. the U.S. Patent Office,[169] and
4. the U.S. Copyright Office.[168]

557. It is notoriously known in Washington, D.C. that James P. Chandler, III was an outside intellectual property adviser to IBM, NSA, Justice Department, Congress and The White House, among others.[170]

558. Following significant effort by Facebook to gain access to Leader’s source code from 2003-2004—the same time period denied Leader—the district court allowed Facebook access. However, Leader was informed that its source code was examined only by Facebook attorneys, and never by a Facebook technical expert.[171]
2015


560. **On Feb. 08, 2015**, The International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) exposed secret documents revealing $100 billion in secret bank dealings involving 200 nations.[172]

Numerous prosecutions or settlements with individuals on this list for tax evasion and "a spectrum of illegal behavior" have already occurred.

The HSBC list includes current and former politicians, corporate executives, law firms, financiers, actors, rock stars, sports figures, royalty and old wealth families.[173]

The IDIJ "Swiss Leaks" database obtained from HSBC whistleblower Hervé Falciani, a former IT specialist for HSBC Private Bank (Suisse), reveals a dramatic number of likely tax evaders associated with Facebook, including:[174]

Facebook Underwriters:

1. JPMorgan Chase & Co.
2. Morgan Stanley
3. Goldman Sachs
4. UBS
5. Credit Suisse
6. Bank of America/Merrill Lynch
7. RBC (Royal Bank of Canada)
8. Citigroup
9. Barclays
10. Deutsche Bank
11. Fidelity

Facebook Attorneys:

12. White & Case LLP
13. Orrick Herrington LLP
14. Perkins Coie LLP

Facebook Principals

561. **On Feb. 13, 2015**, Obama signed Executive Order 13691, Promoting Private Sector Cybersecurity Information Sharing. This order gave authority for Obama's government agencies to enter long term contracts with Silicon Valley cronies of the White House-run spy-state apparatus set up after Executive Order 13526, Dec. 29, 2009. This order, drafted by Professor James P. Chandler, is replete with contradiction and ambiguity. It contains reference to 128 nest orders and 22 nested directives. See an overview of these nestings in Fig. 40 below.[229]


563. **Feb. 19, 2015**, Bill Clinton was paid a $225,000 speaking fee by UBS, Nashville, Tennessee, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook underwriter.[317]


565. **In late Feb. 2015**, in discussions, the State Department informed the House Benghazi Committee that Hillary Clinton did not have a government email address, and that it had never had possession of her emails until her attorney first turned them over—in paper form—to the State Department in Dec. 2014.[265]
People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

On Mar. 02, 2015, the Pay to Play White House:

- IBM pay to play
- Dell pay to play
- EMC pay to play
- Xerox pay to play
- Qualcomm pay to play
- Micron Tech pay to play
On Mar. 02, 2015, a week later, in a little reported meeting, President Obama and his senior adviser, Valerie Jarrett, met at the White House with his so-called "Technology CEO Council" comprised of executives from Xerox (Ursula M. Burns), Dell (Michael S. Dell), Micron Technology (Dermot Mark Durcan), Qualcomm (Steven M. Mollenkopf), IBM (Virginia M. Rometty) and EMC (Joseph M. Tucci). In other words, the chief technology thieves among The Eclipse Foundation and its new Siamese twin, the AllSeen Alliance.

Ostensibly, this group discussed Obama’s priorities for immigration, cyber security and free trade. However, as now expected from this President, the actual agenda likely revolved around the overarching agenda of the Facebook Deep State cartel—The Eclipse Foundation and their need to accelerate implementation of "The Internet of Things" before Obama leaves office.

Notably, on Dec. 10, 2013, The Linux Foundation established a mirror image of The Eclipse Foundation called the "AllSeen Alliance." AllSeen is comprised of most of the same members as Eclipse with an uncannily similar mission. As is now a common pattern among Obama and Facebook Cartel collaborators, this is another shell game to fool the great unwashed American who, they believe, is "too stupid" to understand these executive deceptions.

Roger McNamee (Facebook, Silver Lake Partners, Dell, EMC, T. Rowe Price) has donated up to $250,000 to The Clinton Foundation. IBM has paid Bill Clinton $200,000 in speaking fees. Xerox has paid Hillary Clinton $225,000 in speaking fees. [320] [317]
Participants in Barack Obama's Mar. 02, 2015 Deep Spy State cartel meeting at the White House (See also Obama's dinner in Silicon Valley with other members of his Deep Spy State cartel on Feb. 17, 2011, above.)

Dermot Mark Durcan, Micron Technology
Michael S Dell, Dell, Inc (EMC)
Ursula M Burns, Xerox

Barack H Obama, President
Valerie J B Jarrett, White House
Joseph M Tucci, EMC (Dell)
Steven M Mollenkopf, Qualcomm
Virginia M Rometty, IBM

John Chambers
Cisco CEO
Art Levinson
Genentech Chairman
Eric Schmidt
Google CEO

Reed Hastings
Netfix CEO
Larry Ellison
Oracle CEO

John Hennessy
President, Stanford University
Carol Bartz
Yahoo CEO

John Doerr
Partner, Kleiner Perkins
Steve jobs
Apple CEO

Dick Costolo
Twitter CEO
Mark Zuckerberg
Facebook CEO

Steve Westly
Partner, Westly Group
Ann Doerr
Spouse of John Doerr

Fig. 40—On Mar. 02, 2015, Barack Obama convened a meeting of key hardware and software suppliers to the IBM Eclipse NSA Deep State Spy cartel. On Oct. 12, 2015, two of the participants, Dell and EMC, announced a $67 billion merger, two days after Barack Obama paid a private visit to a third participant, Qualcomm, on Oct. 10, 2015.[087]

568. On Mar. 02, 2015, The New York Times reported Hillary Clinton may have violated federal regulations by using personal email account "hdr22@clintonemail.com" for public business as secretary of state. [265]

569. On Mar. 04, 2015, Associated Press reported that Hillary Clinton’s personal email address traces to private email server at her Chappaqua, New York home registered under pseudonym. House Benghazi Committee privately issues two subpoena: one for emails from Clinton’s personal account, the other for documents it requested in Nov. 2014 (but did not receive) relating to 10 senior State Dept. officials. Hillary Clinton does not disclose the subpoena but tweets, "I want the public to see my email. I asked State to release them. They said they will review them for release as soon as possible."[265]

570. On Mar. 10, 2015, Hillary Clinton answered questions about her email practices for the first time. She told reporters:

   It was more convenient to use the private server.

   "I wanted to use just one device for both personal and work emails instead of two."

   Last year, she deleted nearly 31,000+ emails that were "private."

   She will not turn over her personal email server.

   She "fully complied" with the law.

   She has turned over to the State Dept. 55,000 pages of work-related emails.

   There were 62,320 emails in her account: 30,490 were public business; 31,830 were private.[265]

571. Mar. 11, 2015, Hillary Clinton was paid a $315,000 speaking fee by eBay, San Jose, California, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and Facebook cloud storage collaborator. Former eBay president, Jeff Skoll, has donated up to $100,000 to the Clinton Foundation.[320] [317]
On Mar. 10, 2015, whistleblowers revealed proof of collusion among Professor James P. Chandler, Fenwick & West LLP, IBM, Facebook and The Eclipse Foundation with the NSA and C.I.A. in the misappropriation of Leader’s social networking invention. Further proof of this collusion is evident in the investors in Cloudera, Inc.—"the open source software that powers the data processing engines of the world’s largest and most popular web sites . . . Founded by leading experts on big data from Facebook, Google, Oracle and Yahoo."[185]

"Big Data" Cloudera’s investors include:[186]

a. Accel Partners LLP ("James W. Breyer")—Facebook’s largest shareholder,

b. In-Q-Tel—the Central Intelligence Agency’s ("C.I.A.") venture capital arm, c. Meritech Capital Partners ("Meritech")—one of Facebook’s larger shareholders,

d. Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers (John Doerr, Theodore "Ted" E. Schlein)—Fenwick & West LLP client; James W. Breyer collaborator at the National Venture
capital association ("nvca"); including in-q-tel, fidelity (robert c. ketterson), vanguard group and kleiner perkins.

573. bookmark: #preetinder-bharara-paul-ceglia

on mar. 19, 2015, "friends of paul ceglia" issued a press release condemning the abuse of ceglia's civil rights by u.s. attorney preetinder "preet" bharara, attorney general eric h. holder, jr. and facebook's lawyers, gibson dunn llp and orrick herrington llp, especially the "punk with a pen," orin s. synder, gibson dunn's hired liar in all things zuckerberg. [281]

574. in spring 2015, the obama administration finished secretive negotiations of an iran nuclear deal that will return billions of dollars in frozen funds to the world’s largest state sponsor of terrorism in return for assurances from that country. it was later reported that obama intel officials were incidentally capturing communications of u.s. members of congress and organizations in the u.s. while secretly recording israeli prime minister benjamin netanyahu’s discussions about the iran deal, which he opposed.

as of now, the new york times reported “since 2009, six current or former government employees and two government contractors have been indicted or prosecuted under the espionage act for leaking information to the public. there were only three such prosecutions under all previous u.s. presidents combined since 1917.”[799]

575. on apr. 12, 2015, hillary clinton announced her candidacy for president.[265]

576. on apr. 16, 2015, bill clinton was paid a $300,000 speaking fee by oracle in rancho mirage, california, a member of the ibm eclipse foundation and facebook supplier.[317]
577. **In May 2015**, former C.I.A. employee Jeffrey Alexander Sterling was convicted on espionage charges for leaks to New York Times reporter James Risen. He was sentenced to 3 1/2 years in prison. [799]

578. **On May 5-6, 2015**, Judicial Watch filed seven new FOIA lawsuits related to Clinton's use of private email server; seeking emails of her top aide Huma Abedin and records about Benghazi and The Clinton Foundation.[265]

579. **On May 17, 2015**, the 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals ruled as unconstitutional the FISC (FISA Court) secret authorization giving Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr. almost dictatorial powers to spy on Americans.[191] [192]

580. **On Jun. 25, 2015**, Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr. wrote the majority opinion in King et al. v. Burwell, Secretary of Health and Human Services, et al. Case No. 14-114 (US Supreme Court 2014) yet failed to disqualify himself due to his substantial holdings in Obamacare vendors. These vendors and the funds holding those stocks parallel Justice Roberts' Facebook interests that he failed to disclose in Leader v. Facebook.[213] State Department provided House Benghazi Committee with some subpoenaed Benghazi-related emails that Hillary Clinton had not turned over previously.[265]
581. **On Jul. 02, 2015**

London currency trader, Tom Hays, fingered Facebook underwriters, UBS and Citigroup, in what Britain's Serious Fraud Office (SFO) alleges were 2008 schemes where Hayes was driven by greed when he set up a network of brokers and traders that spanned some of the world's most powerful financial institutions (including other Facebook underwriters including JPMorgan, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Credit Suisse, Wells Fargo, Deutsche Bank and Barclays). All the banks mentioned in this paragraph were Facebook underwriters in the 2012 IPO. At least Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley received over $30 billion in 2008 U.S. taxpayer "bailout" funds overseen by former Treasury Secretary and Harvard president Lawrence "Larry" Summers, who was appointed by President Obama on Nov. 23, 2008 as the fox guarding the hen house.[214]

582. **On Jul. 15, 2015**

newly-discovered WikiLeaks Stratfor confirm Chandler notes that the NSA/C.I.A. formed The Eclipse Foundation with IBM and law professor James P. Chandler and Fenwick & West LLP to spy on Americans. Chandler and Fenwick were Leader Technologies, Inc. lawyers hired to protect Leader's inventions, not steal them![216]

583. **On Jul. 17, 2015**

Americans for Innovation cited former President Dwight D. Eisenhower's warning against the rise of unchecked power from the military-industrial complex re. the "Disastrous Rise of a Lawless C.I.A. [225]

584. **On Jul, 23, 2015**

The New York Times reported that two Inspectors General have asked the Department of Justice to investigate whether Hillary Clinton mishandled sensitive government information. [265]

585. **On Jul., 28, 2015**

Hillary Clinton revised her statement regarding classified email to say she is confident she never sent or received emails that were classified at the time.[265]

586. **On Jul. 28, 2015**

Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter admits that the U.S. is now an "oligarchy with unlimited political bribery." [221]

587. **On Jul. 30, 2015**

Washington, D.C. described as an "inferno of corruption." [222]
On Jul. 30, 2015, Judge Richard Leon exploded on the State Department's director of FOIA requests, John F. Hackett, for foot dragging on FOIA requests for Hillary Clinton's emails, as well as those of her top aides Huma Abedin, Jake Sullivan and Cheryl D. Mills.[279]

On Jul. 31, 2015, The federal judge in a Judicial Watch FOIA suit, Emmet Sullivan, ordered State Dept. to request that Hillary Clinton and top aides Cheryl D. Mills and Human Abedin confirm, under penalty of perjury, that they have produced all government records in their possession, return any other government records immediately, and describe their use of Hillary Clinton’s email server to conduct government business.[265]

On Aug. 03, 2015, Americans for Innovation asked "Will Republicans debate the real core of Washington, D.C. corruption -- The C.I.A. Facebook spy state?[223]

On Aug. 03, 2015, former UBS and Citigroup trader, Tom Hayes, was sentenced to 14 years in London, England for conspiring to manipulate global Libor benchmark interest rate. Other banks were implicated, including Barclays, RBS and Deutsche Bank—all Facebook underwriters. Hayes testified that the practice was "widespread" and "blatant" in the industry.[226]

On Aug. 05, 2015, computer experts revealed that standard computers, printers and mobile devices can send data via sound waves, bypassing networks and security. This capability shows the result of Eurotech SpA's "The Internet of Things" secret embedded systems strategy supported by IBM, Microsoft, Cisco, Intel and Wind River. [224]

On Aug. 06, 2015, Cheryl D. Mills’ attorney told Judicial Watch it has instructed Mills to "delete any and all electronic copies [of potential federal records] in her possession" after her anticipated production of records on Aug. 10. Judicial Watch filed an emergency request to block the destruction.[265]
594. **On Aug. 08, 2015**, Roger J. Stone, Donald J. Trump's first 2016 Presidential campaign manager, left the campaign and was paid his last consulting check in August.[800]

595. **On Aug. 12, 2015**, a secret Obama White House intelligence operation incorporating Wall Street and Silicon Valley cronies discovered buried in a Executive Order No. 12958, Apr. 17, 1995 and its progeny right up to the latest Obama executive orders. This order involves Professor James P. Chandler, Bill and Hillary Clinton. Chandler was appointed to the National Infrastructure Assurance Council on Jan. 18, 2001, just two days before Clinton left office.[232]

596. **On Aug. 12, 2015**, Hillary & Bill Clinton release their 2014 financial disclosure, which combined with previous disclosures since 2001, revealed that they have been paid $117.2 million in total speaking since between 2001-2015, including $15.48 million in IBM Eclipse Foundation Deep State members.[317]
597. On Aug. 15, 2015, The New York Times revealed that more revelations from NSA Whistleblower, Edward Snowden, show that "AT&T Helped U.S. spy on Internet on a Vast Scale."[252] Hillary Clinton, in a campaign appearance at the Iowa State Fair, revised her statement about classified email a second time, stating that she never sent or received any that were "marked" classified.[265]

598. On Aug. 19, 2015, Hillary Clinton’s personal lawyer told a Senate committee that all data, including emails, were erased from her server prior to it being turned over to the FBI. Clinton told reporters the investigation surrounding her server "has nothing to do with me." She contradicts the Inspector General by reiterating that she never sent or received classified material.[265]

599. On Aug. 20, 2015, researchers discover that Barack Obama's Executive Order 13526, Sec. 4.3(b)(6) established a secret spy agency run out of the White House and overseen by Professor James P. Chandler, III, Leader Technologies' former patent attorney.[228]

600. Bookmark: #duval-stonewaller

On Aug. 23, 2015, researchers discover that Catherine S. Duval, Williams & Connolly LLP, oversaw IRS email production and now oversees State Department Benghazi/Hillary Clinton email production stonewalling. Williams & Connolly LLP (senior partner Paul Mogan) prosecuted the first case, United States v. James Hsu, 155 F.3d 189 (1998), under the Economic Espionage Act of 1996, authored and overseen by Professor James P. Chandler, Leader Technologies' former patent counsel; IBM chief outside counsel.[237] [238] [239] [240] [241]

601. On Aug. 24, 2015, the left-leaning CREDO political action group called for President Obama to "come clean" on AT&T's voluntary cooperation with the illegal NSA bulk data collection of American metadata from phone and Internet communications.[252][242]
602. **On Oct. 10, 2015**, President Obama made a mysterious four-day trip for private meetings with Qualcomm in San Diego. This trip was unreported by the mainstream media. Qualcomm is one of six (IBM, Xerox, Dell, Micron Technology, Qualcomm and EMC) IBM-Eclipse Foundation companies (thieves of Leader Technologies' social networking invention) that met with Barack Obama and Valerie Jarrett at the White House on Mar. 2, 2015. See Fig. 8 above.[253]

603. **On Oct. 12, 2015**, Dell announced a $67 billion buyout of EMC, the cloud computing storage company. Dell and EMC met with Barack Obama and Valerie Jarrett at the White House on Mar. 3, 2015 along with other IBM-Eclipse Foundation members Xerox, Micron Technology, IBM and Qualcomm.[254]
604. **On Oct. 19, 2015**, Paul D. Ceglia's attorney, Paul Argentieri, filed a defamation lawsuit against Mark Elliot Zuckerberg and Facebook in California Superior Court. [262]

605. **On Nov. 05, 2015**, Paul D. Ceglia filed a Petition for Writ of Certiorari at the U.S. Supreme Court against Mark Elliot Zuckerberg and Facebook.[261]

606. Bookmark: #preetinder-bharara-jpmorgan

**On Nov. 11, 2015**, U.S. Attorney Preetinder "Preet" Bharara, filed cyberfraud charges against three Israelis alleged to have stolen over 83 million JPMorgan customer records since 2007 (the year Microsoft started feeding customer data to the NSA). Bharara is likely to have fabricated these charges as a false narrative to hide the Deep State Spy Cartel's collusion with JPMorgan and Fidelity (named in the indictment) in the development of offshore "dark profiles" on JPMorgan customers.[260]

607. Bookmark: #DRBG-encryption-backdoor

**On Nov. 16, 2015**, encryption engineers discovered to be betraying American privacy by secretly collaborating with the NSA and the public-private Deep State Spy cartel. This collaboration is confirmed by the government registration requirement of the Dual_EC_DRBG algorithm (NSA backdoor) in all software and hardware exported (essentially everything).[316]

608. **On Nov. 20, 2015**, The New York Times reported that the NSA lied that it "ended" the email metadata program in 2001, citing "other authorities" that could be used to continue the program, which the agency has done.[280] [356]
609. **On Nov. 30, 2015**, State Department released 8,000 more Clinton emails (from her personal server); some of the emails received "classified" markings.[265]

610. **Bookmark: #cisa**

**In Dec. 2015**, The Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act (CISA) passed. It required private Internet companies to “transmit cyber-threat indicators” to the Department of Homeland Security and granted the companies immunity from prosecution for sharing customers’ personal data in those cases. The Wall Street Journal reported that the Obama administration incidentally collected private communications by members of Congress while it spied on Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu.[799]

“The NSA sweeping up “private conversations with U.S. lawmakers and American-Jewish groups . . . raised fears [of]—an ‘Oh-s— moment,’ one senior U.S. official said—that the executive branch would be accused of spying on Congress.” –Wall Street Journal , December 29, 2015

611. **Bookmark: #zuckerberg-fraud warning**

**On Dec. 01, 2015**, the larcenous couple, Mark & Priscilla Chan Zuckerberg, announced plans to give away his $45 billion Facebook stock to charity over his lifetime.[267]

612. **On Dec. 02, 2015**, Americans for Innovation issued a **PUBLIC NOTICE** that any charity or person taking a Zuckerberg donation or investment is participating in a fraudulent conveyance (theft of Leader Technologies' social networking invention) that the law says they'll have to pay back, along and be liable for a laundry list of crime shown below.[266]
613. On Dec. 07, 2015, Michael T. McKibben, Founder and Chairman, Leader Technologies, Inc., filed FOIA request for U.S. State Department FOIA director John Hackett, to disqualify himself for his conflicts of interest in McKibben FOIA request for information about the State Department's use of USgovernment@fb.com during the Leader v. Facebook trial.[277]

18 U.S.C. § 2 Aiding and Abetting an Offense Makes You a Principal Offender
18 U.S.C. § 1341 Frauds and Swindles
18 U.S.C. § 2314 The National Stolen Property Act
18 U.S.C. § 2315 Sale or receipt of stolen goods, moneys
18 U.S.C. § 2319 Criminal infringement of a copyright
18 U.S.C. § 2320 Trafficking in counterfeit goods or services
18 U.S.C. § 2323 Forfeiture, destruction and restitution
18 U.S.C. § 2326 Enhanced penalties
18 U.S.C. § 2327 Mandatory restitution

Bookmark: #2016

2016

614. In 2016, it is not yet known publicly, but CNN later reported that the Obama Justice Department wiretapped Trump campaign manager Paul Manafort before the 2016 election over Russia ties, closed the investigation, then began surveillance anew sometime in the fall and continued it through the early part of 2017.[799]
615. **On Jan. 01, 2016**, financial disclosures of presidential candidates (present and former) and majority leaders in Congress obtained:

   a. George W. Bush[370]
   b. Mitt Romney[364]
   c. Rafael E. ("Ted") Cruz[371]
   d. Bernard Sanders[372]
   e. Marco A. Rubio[373]
   f. John R. Kasich[374]
   g. Donald J. Trump[375]
   h. Hillary R. Clinton[232]
   i. Mitch A. McConnell (Top 20 Donors)[376]
   j. John A. Boehner (Top 20 Donors)[377]

616. **On Jan. 09, 2016**, Bernie Sanders, Democratic presidential candidate, assailed rival Hillary Clinton for taking large speaking fees from the financial industry while she pretends to care for the middle class. Her public disclosures show that she received $2.935 million from her last 12 events. She received the following: Ameriprise $225,000, Apollo Management Holdings $225,000, Bank of America $225,000, Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce $150,000, Deutsche Bank $485,000, Fidelity Investments $225,000, Golden Tree Asset Management $275,000, Goldman Sachs $675,000, Morgan Stanley $225,000 and UBS $225,000. Six of the ten were major underwriters and investors in the Facebook initial public offering on May 18, 2012. [310]
On Jan. 09, 2016, Juniper Networks, one of the most prominent corporate security systems in the world, announced it will remove the Dual_EC_DBRG encryption algorithm that intentionally weakens the security of their products and very likely enables a backdoor by the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA). [336] Juniper senior vice president and CIO, Bob Worrall, made the dubious claim that Juniper was previously unaware of this vulnerability. But in fact, Juniper has registered its use of the Dual_EC_DBRG algorithm 11 times starting Oct. 05, 2012. See "NSA helped British spies find security holes in Juniper firewalls." [338]

Juniper lists Palo Alto Networks as a competitor. However, one of Palo Alto's key investors is Greylock Partners started by Reid Hoffman (LinkedIn CEO, Facebook director, Accel Partners, James W. Breyer collaborator). This connects Hoffman to Greylock to Accel to Vectra, and therefore to Juniper. This makes Juniper an ally with Palo Alto, not a competitor. These Juniper representations to the investing public are lies.

The recent exposure of Juniper's misconduct only further reinforces the central role they play in moving forward the NSA spy state agenda.[334] [335] [337]

618. Bookmark: #cisco-chambers-special-access-to-hillary

On Jan. 14, 2016, more Hillary Clinton emails reviewed by the Washington Examiner show pay-to-play access by The Clinton Foundation donors for U.S. State Department favors. Five of the nine reviewed are members of the IBM Eclipse Foundation: Cisco, GE, Morgan Stanley, Boeing and George Soros. Cisco has donated up to $1,000,000 to The Clinton Foundation. George Soros has donated up to $6 million. [320] [312]
619. On Jan. 14, 2016, Goldman Sachs agreed with federal prosecutors to pay up to $6 billion to settle faulty mortgage claims from the 2008 financial crisis. The New York Times reported "Goldman is trying to enter 2016 with a clean slate and put much of its outstanding regulatory issues behind it."

The Times quoted Lloyd Blankfein, CEO of Goldman Sachs as saying, "We are pleased to have reached an agreement in principle to resolve these matters."

Not a single Goldman Sachs executive has been fired or prosecuted; they have received bonuses instead. $6 billion is chump change for Goldman Sachs. Goldman alone received over $13 billion in U.S. taxpayer "bailout" funds. JPMorgan (Jamie Dimon) received $25 billion. However, HSBC whistleblower Hervé Falciani revealed that at least some of these funds were shuffled offshore to money launderers where they were leveraged (e.g., $1 becomes $10 to loan) and came back to the U.S. to prop up client stocks, like Facebook.[201]

Clearly, Goldman and CEO Lloyd Blankfein are central actors in this global public corruption.[318]

1993-2016, Pay to Play Global Organizers — Bill and Hillary Clinton have received $1 million in speaking fees from Goldman Sachs alone.[232] Within a day of Bill Clinton meeting with Kazakhstan's strongman president, Nursultan A. Nazarbayev, on Sep. 03, 2005, Clinton convinced Mazarbayev to give coveted uranium mining rights to Clinton friend, Canadian Frank Giustra. Giustra was a uranium mining novice. Giustra then donated $152 million to the Clinton Foundation over the following months.[328] [329]

1993-2016, U.S. Patent Office Toy Box Director

Intellectual Property law professor James P. Chandler, III looms large over the seminal events in this timeline. He advised then President Clinton on national security and patent law between 1993 and 2001. In the process, he advised the NSA, C.I.A., IBM, Microsoft, Xerox and the technology world on encryption. After learning about Leader Technologies' social networking invention, he agreed to become their patent counsel in 2000, then he illegally shuffled Leader's ground breaking invention to IBM's Eclipse Foundation consortium who planned to exploit perhaps the most important invention since Thomas A. Edison's light bulb. He advised the Justice Department, FISA Court, Federal Circuit Court of Appeals. He advised the Patent Office. He was close to Eric H. Holder, Jr. and David J. Kappos, then got Barack Obama to put his friends in key positions to control the U.S. Patent Office's treasure trove of patent applications from which to steal the best ideas for this pay-to-play agenda. He was close to Fenwick & West LLP who he urged Leader Technologies to engaged as co-counsel. Fenwick is now Facebook's lead securities and patent attorney. The pattern of corruption is quite evident in hindsight.

As described in this timeline, Larry Summers has appeared with Goldman Sachs in tow at every point of inflection in this timeline.
Was the 2008 banking crisis orchestrated or accidental?

Lawrence ("Larry") H. Summers appears to have been greasing the skids for the Deep State in his own pay-to-play scheme. He took in over $2 million in "speaking fees" from financial institutions in 2008 alone—before the so-called 2008 bank crash. The table below tells a different story. Summers appears to have fabricated the entire crisis. The chart even shows the connection to Iceland, where the crash allegedly started. The timeline tells us that for public figures like Summers and the Clintons, they had determined that they could charge exorbitant speaking fees as a pay-to-play system of cronyism. Such a pattern of corruption is racketeering and punishable under both civil and criminal RICO laws.


1993-2001, U.S. Treasury Department — Protected by Bill & Hillary, Summers was instrumental in deregulating the banks by repealing Glass-Steagall Act. This removal of historic protections has fueled the corruption shown in this timeline. Summers' Harvard students, Sheryl K. Sandberg and Marnie L. Levine (Deutch), were at his side during all his time at Treasury. Remarkably, Sandberg now runs Facebook, and Levine runs Instagram.

2001-2006, Harvard University— While Summers was president of Harvard, he oversaw the creation of the Facebook story for Harvard alum, James W. Breyer, and his PayPal Mafia, who had just sold PayPal to eBay and were trolling for "the next big idea." Mark Zuckerberg agreed to play along in the theft of Leader Technologies' social networking invention. These collaborators teamed up with Harvard Law professor James P. Chandler to use this new communications platform for both commercial and intelligence purposes. Each would feed the other. The spy state agenda was born.

2008-2010, National Economic Council— Summers was appointed by Barack Obama to oversee the 2008 bank bailout. Levine became Summers' chief of staff. Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and JPMorgan alone received over $38 billion in taxpayer funds. The facts show that in Summers' appointment by Obama, the fox was assigned to guard the hen house.

2013—not, Federal Reserve— Summers was iced out by his fellow economists from becoming chairman of the Federal Reserve. Over three hundred economists signed a petition against Summers running the Fed. This
was poetic justice for Summers' reckless "globalbaloney" foisted on the Russian economy over the objections of most of his colleagues.

Summers' early 1990's Russian voucher debacle looms large over his secret tinkering now; even after his colleagues rejected his proposed Fed leadership in 2008, Banker Buds— Summers' 2008 financial disclosure may have inadvertently proved that the 2008 bank "bailout" was contrived to feed cash to the Deep State's public-private New World Order agenda. In reviewing Summers' herculean 2008 speaking schedule, hindsight shows that Summers was probably worried about failing again with the U.S. economy the way he did in Russia. What other explanation makes sense for this break-neck speaking schedule to the financial sector?

Summers was clearly a man on a mission, but what mission? Public corruption is illegal. On the heals of this break-neck schedule and the conflicts of interest it created, Barack Obama nevertheless flipped Summers the keys to the National Economic Council.

Separation of powers is undermined by collusion among Harvard alumni

1. JPMorgan (Jamie Dimon) and Goldman Sachs (Lloyd Blankfein) do their banking.

2. Professor James P. Chandler crafts judicial decisions to support the agenda.

3. James W. Breyer and Gilman Louie (CIA) arrange financing and recruiting for the agenda.

4. Eric H. Holder, Jr. and Loretta E. Lynch at Justice ignore laws unsupportive to the agenda.

5. Penny S. Pritzker at Commerce enforces only regulations that support the agenda.


7. Thomas J. Kim at the SEC bends securities laws to the will of the agenda.

8. John G. Roberts Jr. defined Obamacare as a tax to empower the agenda.

Can this pattern of public corruption be any more evident?

Bookmark: #summers-2008-fees

Speaking Fees & Foundations
(The Clinton Foundation, DoD Highlands Forum, The Eclipse Foundation, National...
Infrastructure Advisory Council) are the "pay to play" schemes for the political ringleaders

Larry Summers' 2008 Financial Sector Speaking Fees

Is this a man working to prevent similar economic chaos to that which he created in the former Soviet Union with his reckless privatization voucher scheme?

Facebook underwriters / large advertisers in red.

: Lawrence ("Larry") H. Summers 2008 OGE Financial Disclosure[319]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2008</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Fee</th>
<th>Bailout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan.</td>
<td>9 Skagen Funds (Scandinavia fund manager, including Iceland, where the so called financial crisis is supposed to have begun - Was the &quot;crisis&quot; planned over these three days?)</td>
<td>$ 60,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 Skagen Funds (Scandinavia, London)</td>
<td>60,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11 Skagen Funds (Scandinavia, London)</td>
<td>59,400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb.</td>
<td>11 JPMorgan Chase</td>
<td>87,500</td>
<td>$ 27.3 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 Price Waterhouse</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 Tax Council Policy Institute</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar.</td>
<td>3 Citigroup</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>$ 46 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28 Pension Real Estate Association</td>
<td>67,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr.</td>
<td>3 Asociacio de Bancos de Mexico (Mexico)</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 Goldman Sachs</td>
<td>135,000</td>
<td>$ 13 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17 Lehman Brothers (Barclays) (London)</td>
<td>67,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18 State Street Corporation</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>$ 3 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May.</td>
<td>7 American Express</td>
<td>67,500</td>
<td>$ 3.4 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 TA Associates</td>
<td>67,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28 Hudson Institute</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 Citigroup</td>
<td>54,000</td>
<td>$ 46 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun.</td>
<td>13 Investec Bank (London)</td>
<td>157,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18 Goldman Sachs</td>
<td>87,500</td>
<td>$ 13 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul.</td>
<td>30 Lehman Brothers (Barclays) (London)</td>
<td>87,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep.</td>
<td>9 Price Waterhouse</td>
<td>67,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21 Tata Consultancy Services (India)</td>
<td>67,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct.</td>
<td>02 State Street Corporation</td>
<td>112,500</td>
<td>$ 3 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07 American Chamber of Commerce in (Argentina)</td>
<td>135,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19 McKinsey and Co</td>
<td>135,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24 IESE Business School (Spain)</td>
<td>112,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28 Securities Industry &amp; Financial Markets Assoc.</td>
<td>33,750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov.</td>
<td>10 Summers appointed to oversee the bank bailout</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 Merrill Lynch (Bank of America)</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>$ 46.8 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undated</td>
<td>Institute for International Economics</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>$ 2,052,750</td>
<td>$ 131 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On Feb. 09, 2016, Barack Obama issued an Executive Order titled Commission on Enhancing National Cybersecurity (CENC). This authority extends the previous NIAC orders and reinforces the "public-private" collusion among the Executive Branch with cronies in Wall Street and Silicon Valley. Remarkably, Obama actually called out IBM's "The Internet of Things" market initiative for special protection. The Internet of Things is essentially another name for Leader Technologies' invention of social networking. Such partiality is a violation of the Standard of Ethics for Employees of the Executive Branch, among others.[343]

Fig. 44—Barack Obama Executive Order, Feb. 09, 2016, Commission on Enhancing National Cybersecurity (CENC). Obama identifies IBM "The Internet of Things" market initiative and is attempting to codify its stability and adaptability. Obama fails to disclose that IBM's claim to the enabling social networking technologies is fraudulent, having been stolen from Columbus, Ohio innovator Leader Technologies, Inc.

An IBM ringer in the NIAC, and now the CENC, is Thomas E. Noonan. Among his four simultaneous company names was (IBM) Internet Security Systems. Noonan was first appointed to the NIAC in 2002 and continues a member. Noonan's resumes have obscured his career association
with IBM and the secret IBM crony capitalism "public-private" spy agenda.[344]
621. **On Feb. 22, 2016**, C.I.A. whistleblower Jeffrey Sterling, who is currently serving jail time for leaking documents to The New York Times, accused the federal government of setting a double standard by refusing to aggressively prosecute Hillary Clinton for abusing classified information on her personal emails server.[346]

622. **On Feb. 23, 2016**, U.S. District Judge Emmet G. Sullivan ruled that State Department officials and top aides to Hillary Clinton (Huma Abedin, Cheryl D. Mills, Jake Sullivan, Anne-Marie Slaughter (A New World Order)) should be questioned under oath about whether they intentionally thwarted federal open records laws by using or allowing the use of a private email server throughout Clinton’s tenure as secretary of state from 2009 to 2013.[345]

623. **On Feb. 25, 2016**, a Facebook/IBM Health Hazard warning began circulating in the Internet. It warns users that Facebook and IBM are using the social networking invention of Leader Technologies illegally.

---

**Important Public Health Warning**

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING ABOUT FACEBOOK (AND IBM): Ingredients Are Stolen Property Whose Consumption Is Immoral, Violates The Rights Of Others, And May Subject You To Civil And Criminal Charges For Use Of A Fraudulent Conveyance.

---

* (IBM)
On Feb. 25, 2016, Barack Obama announced plans to expand warrant-less data sharing between the NSA and American law enforcement under "new" authorities instead of the illegal FISA Court advisories allowing warrant-less NSA surveillance of American citizens under the Patriot Act.[362] [280] [356]

Fig. 47--On Feb. 25, Barack Obama met with his National Security Council to devise a way to feed NSA data on Americans to law enforcement. Since this meeting comes on the heals of his Feb. 09, 2016 Executive Order designed to protect his public-private cronies offering "the cloud" and IBM's "The Internet of Things" from prosecution for their illegal acts.[343] This National Security Agency meeting is evidently the next nail in America's privacy coffin before Obama leaves The White House.

(Note: On Mar. 02, 2016, Google (aka Alphabet) CEO, Eric Schmidt, a member of the IBM Eclipse Foundation and NIAC, was appointed to chair a Pentagon Defense Innovation Advisory Board.[360] This board will advise the Pentagon on the "cloud." This board is very evidently another infiltration of our nation's digital infrastructure by crony capitalists.)

The "cloud" is a fiction. It is nothing more than other people's computers, not yours.

Pictured L/R: Gen. Joseph Dunford, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; Ashton Carter, Sec. of Defense; John Kerry, Sec. of State; Barack Obama, President; Susan Rice, Nat. Sec. Adviser; Loretta Lynch, Attorney General.
Whistleblower: Facebook lies about 28 Zuckerberg Harvard computer drives and emails proved

On Feb. 28, 2016, Gibson Dunn LLP whistleblower (Facebook's attorney in Leader v. Facebook) leaked conclusive evidence that Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook and their other attorney, Heidi L. Keefe, Cooley Godward LLP, lied before the Leader v. Facebook trial, thus committing perjury. They testified that they lost all of Mark Zuckerberg’s 2003-2004 Harvard emails and computer files. However, Facebook’s experts Michael F. McGowan and Bryan J. Rose, Stroz Friedberg (paid by Facebook and directed by Gibson Dunn LLP) testified on Jul. 18-19, 2012 that 28 Zuckerberg hard drives and Harvard emails had been in the custody of Facebook’s attorneys, Gibson Dunn LLP and McManus Faulkner LLP, during the entire Leader v. Facebook trial. The leaked spreadsheet shows seven pages of emails (292 to be exact) between Zuckerberg and Paul Ceglia from Zuckerberg’s Harvard email account that were in Gibson Dunn LLP’s possession during the entire case. Such conduct is highly illegal obstruction of justice.[357] [358]

On Feb. 29, 2016, Hillary R. Clinton’s former aide, Cheryl D. Mills, was discovered to have maintained her top secret clearance after she left the State Department. Such a clearance could be used as a private (illegal) channel to continue feeding Hillary and Bill Clinton illegally acquired NSA intelligence on political competitors of their New World Order agenda articulated in Anne-Marie Slaughter’s book A New World Order. Slaughter was Hillary’s senior political adviser as Secretary of State.[361]
627. On Mar. 02, 2016, the Pentagon appointed Eric Schmidt, CEO, Google and Alphabet, to chair a Defense Innovation Advisory Board "meant to provide advice to the Department of Defense from a Silicon Valley point of view... the board would advise it [the Pentagon] on such Google topics as rapid prototyping, iterative product development, business analytics, mobile apps and the cloud." These topics are all well-covered by existing contracts. Therefore, this position clearly has a hidden agenda. The "cloud" is a fiction. It is nothing more than other people's computers, so this appointment is evidently designed to place Obama's crony capitalists inside the Pentagon.[360]
628. On Mar. 03, 2016, Bryan Pagliano, the information technology engineer who set up Hillary Clinton private email server used by Hillary and her staff (Cheryl D. Mills, Huma Abedin, Jake Sullivan), was given immunity in exchange for his testimony. On Sep. 11, 2015, Pagliano had pled the Fifth Amendment (privilege against self-incrimination) before Congress about his involvement in Hillary's highly illegal private email system.[359] [361]

Fig. 48—Hillary Clinton's private IT guy, Bryan Pagliano, began promoting IBM Eclipse's The Internet of Things immediately upon leaving Hillary's employment at the State Department. He went to work for Gartner Group promoting The Internet of Things to state government chief information officers. The pattern of corruption within the Obama Administration has taken on epic proportions.

After Pagliano worked for Hillary at the State Department, he went Gartner Group logo to work for the Gartner Group in Government Industries Research. Pagliano clearly had the inside scoop on IBM Eclipse's "The Internet of Things" agenda (promoted by Obama in his Feb. 09, 2016 executive order) because he presented "The Internet of Things: Smart Government with Speed' to the 2014 NASCIO Annual Conference (National Association of State Chief Information Officers).[363]
On Mar. 04, 2016, former presidential candidate Mitt Romney called current presidential candidate, Donald Trump, "a phony and a fraud." This conduct seemed amiss given the fact that Romney courted Trump's support and campaign donations in the 2012. Investigations into Romney's finances revealed his close association with the IBM Eclipse Facebook NSA Cartel exposed in this timeline. For example, Romney holds up to $45.1 million in Goldman Sachs investments alone.
[364] Romney also concealed that he is a beneficiary of $967 million in Obama energy stimulus via a First Solar, Inc. company and its spin-off subsidiary, Agua Caliente LLC. [366] Romney had pretended to be against Obama's energy "boondoggle" during the 2012 campaign.

Financial Disclosures: Donald J. Trump | Hillary R. Clinton | The Clinton Foundation | Clinton Speaking Fees | Ted Cruz | Bernie Sanders | Marco A. Rubio | John R. Kasich | H. Mitt Romney | George W. Bush

Campaign Contributions:
H. Mitt Romney | Hillary R. Clinton | Mitch A. McConnell | John A Boehner

On Mar. 07, 2016, a secretive meeting of Deep State collaborators calling themselves the American Enterprise Institute met on a remote Georgia resort island to plot how to stop Donald Trump from becoming President. This secret confab included numerous scoundrels identified in this timeline, including numerous Facebook stakeholders like Larry Page (Google), Sean Parker (Facebook) and Tim Cook (Apple). Over 54 private jets descended on the tiny island as these crony capitalists evidently plot the takeover of the world's digital infrastructure.[365]
On Mar. 10, 2016, The New York Times published an analysis of invitees to recent Obama State Dinners that identified a dominance of people associated with the digital takeover Deep State exposed in this timeline.[367][368]
On Mar. 16, 2016, President Obama nominated DC Circuit Court judge Merrick B. Garland to replace Justice Antonin Scalia on the U.S. Supreme Court. Investigation into Garland's background uncovered 12 attorneys who wrote letters of recommendation to the U.S. Senate and subsequently became prime movers in the U.S. spy state created from Executive Orders and outside the oversight of Congress.[355]

Meet the 12 Lawyers Who Betrayed America's Privacy & Lined Their Pockets

Merrick B Garland, DC Circuit Court (1995-)[378]
Robert S Mueller, Asst Attorney General; FBI Director (2001-2013)[381]
Joe D Whitley, Assoc Attorney General; General Counsel, U S Dept of Homeland Security[385]
Jay B Stephens, Asst Attorney General; General Counsel, Raytheon[405]
Robert S Bennett Bill Clinton's counsel in Monica Lewinsky scandal[383]
Dan K Webb, NIAC spy counsel to Cisco, Verizon, Microsoft, Pfizer[382]
Barack H Obama
Evan J Wallach, General Counsel, Sen Harry Reid; Federal Circuit judge[387]
Eric H Holder, Jr ; Assoc Attorney General; Attorney General[388]
James P Chandler, IBM outside counsel; NIAC adviser; Leader Technologies counsel; spy state consigliere[021]
Donald B Ayers, Supreme Court lawyer[386]
George J Terwilliger, III, Asst Attorney General; COO, Justice Dept [384]

On Mar. 19, 2016, date reported that John Podesta email was hacked.[800]
634. On Mar. 28, 2016, Paul Manafort hired by the Trump 2016 campaign.[800]
On Apr. 09, 2016, the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) released the complete Panama Papers database. Among the participants in these dubious offshore activities was DST USA II Limited, a key investor in Facebook, controlled by Russian oligarchs Alisher Usmanov and Yuri Milner. Usmanov and Milner invested several billion dollars in Facebook pre-IPO insider stock, brokered by Goldman Sachs. These investments pumped Facebook's valuation to $100 billion. These men then dumped their stock along with Goldman Sachs and others on Day 3 of the initial public offering.

The Panama Papers also revealed that the same Isle of Man intermediary representing DST also represents Urasia, the company that Bill Clinton helped obtain uranium mining rights in Kazakhstan in 2005. The owner of that company, Frank Giustra, then arranged for a total of $152 million to be donated to The Clinton Foundation.[402]
Fig. 49—Hillary R. & William J. Clinton. According to the just-released Panama Papers database, Hillary Clinton's State Department contracts with Facebook starting in 2009 tie her to a "weasely" world (term just coined by The Center for Public Integrity to replace the undeserved "elite" word often used for this crowd of thieves) of offshore shell companies that are secretly moving many hundreds of billions of dollars of dubious funds around the world. Worse for Hillary is the fact that these revelations prove that she conspired with foreign governments and the private sector to defraud the American people.

Graphics: PolitiFact.

Fig. 50—Facebook disclosed only a few of Usmanov's many Facebook interests. On May 26, 2009, just months after Obama and Hillary took office, DST's Yuri Milner appeared out of thin air in Palo Alto, CA. Milner invested $200 million in Facebook. Tellingly, Milner did not demand a seat on the board of directors or oversight of his investment. Hindsight shows that Milner, Usmanov and DST (aka Digital Sky Technologies) were tapped by Milner's 20-year mentor, Lawrence Summers, to pump Facebook's pre-IPO stock value, then dump the stock right after the IPO. Goldman Sachs underwrote all this illicit conduct.

[403] Pundits like CNBC's Jim Cramer were openly appalled at the insider conduct, but were quickly muzzled by CNBC owners who were all in on this weasely enrichment game with Hillary and Bill. Click here for versions of this graphic: JPG | PDF.

Relationship Map Source. The Panama Papers, ICIJ.org.
On Apr. 22, 2016, The Intercept revealed that "Google representatives attended White House meetings more than once a week, on average, from the beginning of Obama’s presidency through October 2015. Nearly 250 people have shuttled from government service to Google employment or vice versa over the course of his administration."[404]

Fig. 51—Google was an early creation of The IBM Eclipse Foundation. Google went public on Aug. 18, 2004. IBM sold its famed PC Group to Lenovo (China) a three months later on Dec. 8, 2004, the same day The Eclipse Foundation claimed in internal documents they were "unable to locate" the original source of their source code (Leader Technologies, Columbus, Ohio), even though Leader’s patent attorney, James P. Chandler, III was also IBM’s chief outside counsel. For those who may not know (most of us), "Android" or the Android OS operating system for many mobile devices is merely IBM Eclipse by another name. Eclipse is the progenitor of Google Android.

Graphic: The Intercept.

In Summer 2016, the FBI reportedly obtained a secret FISA court order to monitor communications of Trump adviser Carter Page, convincing a judge there was probable cause to believe Page is acting as a Russian agent. Surveillance of Page theoretically allowed government officials to “incidentally” collect communications of Trump associates (or Trump himself) if they communicated with Page.[799]
638. **On May 22, 2016**, NSA whistleblower John Crane spoke publicly for the first time about being persecuted for just doing his job to protect NSA whistleblowers at the Department of Defense, and not being "a good team player." The illegal conduct uncovered by Crane fits hand-in-glove with the revelations of this timeline.[406]

![NSA Whistleblower John Crane](Photo: Der Spiegel)

Fig. 52—NSA Whistleblower John Crane discovered profound mistreatment of NSA whistleblowers when he was hired at the Department of Defense to run the whistleblower program. But, when he brought the abuses to his superiors, he was told to be "a good team player" and remain silent. Being the grandson of a man who stood up to Adolf Hitler in the infamous Beer Hall Putsch (Nov. 8, 1923), he continued to speak up, within channels, and came to be arrested at gunpoint by the FBI and persecuted by the very whistleblower system he had been hired to support. Crane's findings point to the same timeframe of government misconduct exposed by this timeline, especially the timing of the theft of Leader Technologies' social networking invention.

639. **On Jun. 7, 2016**, Candidate Trump announced that in the following week he would make a major speech about all things that have taken place with the Clintons. [800]

![Hillary R. Clinton and William J. Clinton](Hillary R. Clinton, William J. Clinton)


641. **On Jun. 12, 2016**, Jullian Assange announced that WikiLeaks has obtained Clinton email.[800]
On Jun. 12, 2016, election corruption watchdog attorneys Cliff Arnebeck and Bob Fitrakis announced plans to file an election racketeering lawsuit after finding strong evidence of electronic vote rigging in the Democratic National Committee's counting of votes in the Bernie Sanders and Hillary Clinton battle. They found evidence in about eleven states where votes appear to have shifted from Bernie Sanders to Hillary Clinton. The chances of this kind of shift happening are considered to be statistically impossible. Computer security expert Stephen Spoonmore, who worked with Arnebeck on exposing GOP election fraud in Ohio (2004) noted that when exit poll data varies more than 2% from the electronic vote totals, the electronic vote totals are questionable. 2% is also the US government threshold for election fraud.[410]


On Jun. 15, 2016, Guccifer 2.0 took credit for the DNC hack—The Smoking Gun.[800]
On Jun. 25, 2016, Americans for Innovation exposed Hillary Clinton's false flag espionage tactics against Presumptive Republican Presidential Candidate Donald Trump regarding her accusations of Trump's racial profiling vis à vis the immigration debate. Hillary's exploitation of the bulk data collected immorally by the NSA and the IBM Eclipse Foundation Deep State massively profiles all citizens for political manipulation and population control. There is no reason to believe that if Hillary Clinton were elected President that this profiling would continue while she continues to plant false flags to blame her opponents for her sins, thus avoiding detection.[411]

On Jun. 27, 2016, first hacked DNC emails are leaked through @DCLeaks on Twitter.[800]
On Jun. 29, 2016, Patrick F. Kennedy gave a deposition testimony in Judicial Watch, Inc. v. U.S. Department of State, Case No. 13-cv-1263-EGS. He said repeatedly that Hillary Clinton's use of a private email server "did not strike any bells in my mind" as being improper. He claims he never recalled looking at either the "To" or "From" line and noticing that Hillary's emails were coming from a private server address "HRC@clintonemail.com" and not a "state.gov" address.

Kennedy's Shame: "Golly shucks, I just never noticed Secretary Clinton's emails came from a private HDR22@clintonemail.com server. What is a fella supposed to do? Follow the rules? I am only a career bureaucrat and Under Secretary of State. Gee willakers. (Lying and cheating is the 'new normal.' Didn't you get that memo?)"

Kennedy evidently lied to protect himself, the Clintons and the Clintons' collusion with the NSA and secret White House spy agency, Kennedy's former employer.

In Jul. 2016, Donald Trump won the Republican nomination for president. According to later news reports, after Trump’s nomination, internal White House logs show Obama National Security Adviser Susan Rice began to show increased interest in National Security Agency (NSA) intelligence material that included “unmasked” Americans’ identities.
649. **In Summer 2016**, the FBI reportedly obtained a secret FISA court order to monitor communications of Trump adviser Carter Page, convincing a judge there was probable cause to believe Page is acting as a Russian agent. Surveillance of Page theoretically allowed government officials to “incidentally” collect communications of Trump associates (or Trump himself) if they communicate with Page.[799]

650. **Bookmark: #comey-lynch-clinton-conflicts**

On Jul. 05, 2016, Americans for Innovation published proof of FBI Director James B. Comey's substantial conflicts of interest in decisions regarding whether or not to indict Hillary Clinton for her illegal use of private email servers while Secretary of State. Among his conflicts is his former directorship in the London bank and proven money launderer, HSBC. HSBC and its clients contribute heavily to The Clinton Foundation. Attorney General Loretta Lynch put Comey in charge of the decision despite these conflicts, and without full stepping aside in the wake of her secret meeting with Bill Clinton on the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport tarmac a few days earlier on Jun. 30, 2016. Bill Clinton had appointed Lynch as a U.S. Attorney in the Eastern District of New York in 1999, thus making this meeting highly unethical since there was an active FBI investigation in process.[426]

651. **Bookmark: #hillary-valley-girls**

On Jul. 15, 2016, new previously stonewalled emails from Hillary Clinton's private email server were released by the State Department under court order to in the Judicial Watch v. U.S. State Department FOIA battle. Those emails include a Feb. 16, 2011 set of emails give detailed insight into the massive collusion among Hillary Clinton, the State Department, the Obama Administration, Wall Street and Silicon Valley. Sandberg invited Hillary to attend a private dinner in her home titled "the Women of Silicon Valley." See Fig. 58. [425]

652. **On Jul. 18, 2016**, Dinesh D'Souza's movie Hillary's America—The Secret History of the Democratic Party was released.[427]

653. **On Jul. 22, 2016**, Americans for Innovation published an analysis of how electronic voting fraud has been used in past election, notably the 2004 Ohio presidential election between George W. Bush and John Kerry. The article discussed how fraud techniques like "vote shifting" inside voting machines and using "Man in the Middle" interception of data destined for state vote tabulators. See Fig. 57. [424]

655. Bookmark: #clinton-cash-movie

   On Jul. 24, 2016, the 1 hr. 5 min. documentary film Clinton Cash - Everything is for Sale was released. Clinton Cash investigates how Bill and Hillary Clinton went from being "dead broke" after leaving the White House to amassing a net worth of over $150 million, with over $2 billion in donations to their foundation. This wealth was accumulated during Mrs. Clinton’s tenure as US Secretary of State through lucrative speaking fees and contracts paid for by foreign companies and Clinton Foundation donors.[423]

   This documentary can be viewed in full length by clicking the image below:
On Jul. 24, 2016, previously stonewalled emails were released to Citizens United in a court-ordered FOIA disclosure. Researchers also dug up copies of Arkansas Secretary of State corporation registrations for the Clinton Foundation and its 30 aliases. Among the emails was proof that the same Williams & Connolly LLP law firm that set up Clinton Foundation in 1997 also represents both Hillary Clinton, the State Department and IRS in the Clinton and Obama Benghazi, private server, IRS and conservative targeting scandals.[483]

Williams & Connolly LLP is also tied to the secret White House spy agency formed in 1995 by Bill Clinton’s Executive Order 12958. This order was likely drafted by Clinton legal confidante James P. Chandler—who also advised the FBI, NSA and Judiciary. This secret agency grew legs under George W. Bush and has been running under Barack Obama using warrantless wiretaps on anyone on the planet to gather dirt for blackmail and coercion, we believe. This explains how Bill Clinton's speaking fees could be so consistently extravagant. We believe that these globalists need Hillary Clinton's election to perfect their globalist takeover, which is not yet complete.
This means that Williams & Connolly LLP had a client relationship with the Clintons and The Clinton Foundation (including its 30 aliases) from 1997 while Bill Clinton was President and Hillary was First Lady.

Such representation violates propriety and common sense, not to mention multiple Rules of Professional Conduct like Rule 1.9 – Duties to Former Clients, including (b) (1):

"[A lawyer shall not . . . represent a person] whose interests are materially adverse to that person."

By representing the State Department in the Hillary Clinton private email scandal, Williams & Connolly has broken one of the most basic tenants of the public trust—avoid even the appearance of impropriety.

As further evidence of Williams & Connolly LLP’s duplicity in all things Clinton, they were James P. Chandler, III’s choice under Bill Clinton for the first prosecution of the Economic Espionage Act (EEA) in US v. Hsu (1998).

Many roads in the Clinton Foundation corruption story are suddenly terminating at Williams & Connolly’s front door.

657. On Aug. 05, 2016, Roger Stone wrote in Breitbart that the Clinton campaign was scapegoating the Russians to hide the fact it was hacked by an individual—Guccifer 2.0. (Stone said he had no reason to believe that Guccifer is in any way connected to Russian interests. Guccifer is an anonymous Twitter handle.)[800]
On Aug. 05, 2016, decorated ex C.I.A. Agent Kevin Shiff spoke about the criminality rife within the C.I.A. and American intelligence.

"But the higher I got up in the Agency [C.I.A.], the more I began to see illegal, unconstitutional, sometimes criminal activity that the Agency, and some other sectors of the shadow government, I call it were doing things that were illegal and unconstitutional." Tr. 3: 5-9.

"When the US government violates the Constitution, they are committing multiple felonies based on the foundation of our government. Tr. 3:17-19.

"We have a government that is functioning outside the Constitution . . . I call it the shadow government." Tr. 5:25-26.

"There is a massive, mammoth complex secret mechanism in the US government. It's called the intelligence community. It is so powerful that not even the Congress or the Senate can control it. Matter of fact, it controls them. It does whatever it wants." Tr. 10:18-23.

C.I.A. Whistleblower Kevin Shiff on C.I.A. tyranny and intimidation to maintain secrets of illegal conduct

https://youtu.be/cRoNMDGTBVk | Raw *.mp4 video file. | FULL TRANSCRIPT

On Aug. 08, 2016, Roger Stone said during a speech that he communicated with Julian Assange of WikiLeaks. Later, he clarified that he had received information from a mutual acquaintance. Stone speculated that Assange documents may be related to the Clinton Foundation, which proved not to be the case.
660. On Aug. 14, 2016 to Sep. 09, 2016, Roger Stone and Guccifer exchanged Twitter messages when Stone reached out to lend support for Guccifer because he/she had been kicked off of Twitter. The exchange was innocuous. Stone did not bite on the data offered.[800]

661. Bookmarks: #aug-16-2016-cisco-admits-nsa-collusion-for-decades #chambers-cisco-admits-nsa-backdoors

On Aug. 16, 2016, Cisco Systems admitted that the WikiLeaks had revealed that the NSA/C.I.A. has had a backdoor into its switches for over a decade.[646]

662. On Aug. 21, 2016, Roger Stone tweeted that it would soon be John Podesta's time in the barrel. The context is that Paul Manafort was just pushed out of the Trump campaign for ties to Russia/Ukraine. Stone was intimately familiar with Podesta's work in Russia and Ukraine (through the Panama Papers) and was suggesting that if Manafort was going to be pressed on these relationships, so too should Podesta.[800]

AFI. (Jan. 29, 2016). Clinton 2005 uranium junket netted $152 million for the Clinton Foundation and $3.1 billion for donor. Americans For Innovation.[803]
On Sep. 14, 2016, Michael T. McKibben, the real inventor of social networking, endorsed Donald Trump for President.[482]

Michael T. McKibben, Founder & Chairman, Leader Technologies, Inc.:

"Donald Trump is a problem solver. Hillary Clinton lacks a moral compass."

In Fall 2016, Trump opponents “shop” to reporters a political opposition research “dossier” alleging Trump is guilty of various inappropriate acts regarding Russia. The information is unverified (and some of it is false) and the press doesn’t publish it, but a copy is provided to the FBI.[799]
On Sep. 26, 2016, the FBI Director James B. Comey released Part 3 of their Hillary Clinton Interview notes. The heavily-redacted disclosure claimed private "B6" and "B7C" exemptions to a central figure in Hillary Clinton's private email server scandal we'll call "Mystery Man."[494]

The B6 exemption is reserved for personnel and healthcare records. B7C is reserved for unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. It is inconceivable that the person handling Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's emails can be protected under B6 or B7C. These reasons for obscuring Mystery Man's identity appear to be fraudulent on the part of the Justice Department headed by Attorney General Loretta E. Lynch.

In addition, Mystery Man, under the direction Hillary's errand girl Monica R. Hanley, transferred Hillary's 2009-2012 email stored on an Apple MacBook to the newer email server being setup for her by Bryan Pagliano because she did not want to lose it. The FBI says that Mystery Man used a "dummy" Gmail account to move the 2009-2012 emails from the MacBook to the second Pagliano system managed for the Clintons by Platte River Networks in Colorado. Such a transfer breached the security and confidentiality of the transaction because Gmail/Google retains a perpetual, worldwide, irrevocable license to all content uploaded to Google. [489] [490] [491]

Most Gmail users are unaware that they license all their rights to emails and documents to Google. Google can then use, sell or publish the content the moment they "Agree" to the 1,500+ page (incl. links) user license agreement. The section titled "Your Content in our Services" is very clear:

"When you upload, submit, store, send or receive content . . . you give Google . . . worldwide license to use, host, store, reproduce, modify, create derivative works, communicate, publish, publicly perform, publicly display and distribute such content . . . The license continues even if you stop using our Service."
666. **On Sep. 26, 2016**, it was not publicly known at the time, but the government made a proposal to the secretive Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) court to allow the National Counter Terrorism Center to access “unmasked” intel on Americans acquired by the FBI and NSA. (The Court later approved as “appropriate”).[799]

667. **On Sep. 29, 2016**, Judicial Watch convened a panel of experts who blistered the FBI, Justice Dept., State Dept., White House, Congress for permanently damaging public trust in the administration of justice in the government corruption surrounding the Hillary Clinton email server scandal.[509]

---

**Fig. 52a**—Tom Fitton, Peter Schweizer; Joe diGenova, Chris Farrell. (Sep. 29, 2016). Panel: Clinton Scandal Update – Emails and the Clinton Foundation. Judicial Watch. [https://youtu.be/KsgapaYCs40](https://youtu.be/KsgapaYCs40) | Raw mp4 video (751 MB).
On Oct. 01, 2016, President Barack Obama promoted and allowed the management of ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) to be transferred offshore. This recklessness exposes all American and global Internet users to unconstitutional First Amendment censorship by unscrupulous globalist forces.

Stephen D. Crocker, chair of ICANN, participated in the Carnegie Endowment-sponsored Cryptography Conference on Jun. 07, 1993 where the plan for warrantless wiretapping of American citizens by the NSA was organized by Bill Clinton with his consiglieri James P. Chandler, III and Chief of Staff John D. Podesta.

Obama's chief legal advisor on this fraud is Philip L. Verveer, U.S. State Department Ambassador of Telecommunications, then chief counsel at the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).[497]

A Sep. 17, 2010 document that proves this ICANN fraud emerged in a Citizens United FOIA request Doc. No. C05982380. Under court order, the State Department handed over to Citizen's United a long stonewalled email exchange between Clinton loyalists at the State Department, including two Ambassadors, and the Clinton Foundation.[467]

One of the obscured recipients, Philip L. Verveer, has just colluded with President Obama to give up America's control of Internet domain management (ICANN). The problem is that Verveer has undisclosed (and therefore fraudulent) ties to the Clinton Foundation beneficiaries of this decision—including Goldman Sachs and Citigroup.
WARNING: Following OBama's ICANN betrayal, Chinese-style net censorship is next unless this decision is unwound. Will free people or immoral oligarchs define its future?

The Citizens United documents reveal a revolving door relationship among Barack Obama, the State Department, Bill & Hillary Clinton and The Clinton Foundation, also called the Clinton Global Initiative (CGI). In fact, it appears that CGI was running State Department policy. It reveals over 600 companies organizations, and individuals supporting The Clinton Foundation with tens of billions of dollars in projects, mostly outside the United States. They include numerous Clinton Foundation and Hillary campaign donors, including Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan, Barclays Bank, Citigroup, World Bank, Accel Partners (In-Q-Tel – C.I.A., Facebook), Microsoft, Cisco, IBM, John Podesta, Carlos Slim (part owner of The New York Times), Frank Giustra, Uranium One and Qualcomm, among many.

AMERICA'S DIGITAL BENEDICT ARNOLD

U.S. Ambassador Philip L. Verveer
- State Department Ambassador for Telecommunications (2009-2013)
- Spouse of State Department Ambassador for Global Women's Issues Melanie S. Verveer
- Architect of Net Neutrality & ICANN give away
- Clinton Foundation / Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) / Globalist collaborator

Photo: ITU
Fig. 52a–Philip L. Verveer. Traitor to American national interests. Architect of Net Neutrality and the divestiture of ICANN management of global domain naming to an international crowd of dictators, strongmen, corrupt multi-national corporations. Failed to disclose his close collaboration with the Clinton Foundation and their donors including Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan, Barclays, Citibank, World Bank, Accel Partners (In-Q-Tel – C.I.A., Facebook), Microsoft, Cisco, IBM, John Podesta, Carlos Slim, Frank Giustra and Qualcomm.

Photo: ITU.

The Clinton Foundation donors listed above were primary beneficiaries of the ICANN hand off. Therefore, Barack Obama and Verveer were duty-bound to recuse themselves from these decisions. Failure to recuse was illegal. Both men signed ethics statements promising to "avoid even the appearance of impropriety."[496]

Fig. 52b—On Mar. 02, 2015, President Obama and senior adviser, Valerie Jarrett, met with chief beneficiaries of the stolen Eclipse Foundation code: IBM, Xerox, Dell, Micron Technology, Qualcomm and EMC. Given the timing of this meeting—a week after the radical "Net Neutrality" changes to Internet regulation by the FCC—the real agenda of this group was most likely to discuss progress on their common agenda—the IBM et al "The Internet of Things" takeover of global digital infrastructure, which the FCC changes to Internet regulation helped facilitate.

Photo: IBM.
Fig. 52c—On Feb. 17, 2011, Barack Obama (U.S. President), Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook CEO), Steve Jobs (Apple CEO, replaced by former IBMer Timothy D. Cook), Steve Westly (Westly Group Partner), John Doerr (Kleiner Perkins Partner), Ann Doerr (John Doerr Spouse), Eric Schmidt (Google CEO), Art Levinson (Genentech Chairman), John Chambers (Cisco CEO), Larry Ellison (Oracle CEO), Reed Hastings (Netflix CEO), John Hennessy (Stanford Univ. President), Carol Bartz (Yahoo CEO) and Dick Costolo (Twitter CEO).

Photo: FinanceTwitter.com.
669. Bribed Globalists aligned with The Clinton Foundation / George Soros

On Oct. 03, 2016, Guccifer 2.0 leaked Clinton Foundation / Democratic National Committee (DNC) documents exposing massive pay-to-play that began occurring more than six months before the Nov. 2008 bank "bailout." Among the documents was a Jun. 20, 2008 spreadsheet titled "CJS Appropriations" (Commerce, Justice, Science). Among the globalist operatives evidently being driven by globalist hedge fund abuser George Soros, various Clinton-Obama loyalists were exposed, including Patrick F. Kennedy, John Lewis, Rahm Emmanuel, Debbie Wasserman Schultz, Anthony Weiner (Huma Abedin) and Nancy Pelosi.[459] [511] [512]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>Project Details</th>
<th>Appropriations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Lewis</td>
<td>CPS Law Enforcement Technology</td>
<td>$105,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Wasserman Schultz</td>
<td>DOE-Office of Science, Foreign Affairs</td>
<td>$1,050,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick F. Kennedy</td>
<td>DOE-Office of Science, Facilities</td>
<td>$1,050,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Pelosi</td>
<td>DOE-Office of Science, Research and Facilities</td>
<td>$1,050,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahm Emmanuel</td>
<td>DOE-Office of Science, Operations and Facilities</td>
<td>$1,050,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony D. Weiner (Huma Abedin)</td>
<td>DOE-Office of Science, Operations and Facilities</td>
<td>$1,050,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barney Frank</td>
<td>DOE-Office of Science, Operations and Facilities</td>
<td>$1,050,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Fig. 52d—Clinton Foundation corruption. $543 million Clinton Foundation Pay-to-Play Appropriations among 1,146 projects, Samples, Jun. 20, 2008: John Lewis, Debbie Wasserman Schultz, Patrick F. Kennedy, Nancy Pelosi, Rahm Emmanuel, Anthony D. Weiner (Huma Abedin). Source: Guccifer 2.0, Oct. 04, 2016.

670. **On Oct. 07, 2016**, former vice chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff James Cartwright pled guilty in a leak investigation to lying to the FBI about his discussions with reporters regarding Iran’s nuclear program.[799]

671. **On Oct. 07, 2016**, WikiLeaks released its first set of well-curated Podesta emails.[800]

AFL. (Jan. 29, 2016). Clinton 2005 uranium junket netted $152 million for the Clinton Foundation and $3.1 billion for donor. Americans For Innovation.[803]
On Oct. 14, 2016, Sean Hannity presented the best case to date for the criminal prosecution of the Clintons and Obamas.

https://youtu.be/opBIFGCSuqw | Raw *.mp4 video file

On Oct. 26, 2016, at closed-door hearing before the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, the Obama administration disclosed that it had been violating surveillance safeguards, according to Circa. It disclosed that more than 5 percent of its searches of the NSA’s database violated safeguards promised in 2011.
On Oct. 27, 2016, Judge Andrew Napolitano asked the obvious question on everyone's mind: What happened to the FBI? The judge's conclusion:

"The FBI has been corrupted by Obama and his team."

See also evidence of John Podesta's pedophilia spy ring used to compromise politicians, bureaucrats and the mainstream media.

https://youtu.be/EFJMcBNBA | Raw *.mp4 video file
Cheryl Mills (Apr. 15, 2014): "The Eric Schmidt Project"

Nov. 01, 2016 — New evidence proves that President Barack Obama hastily created the U.S. Digital Service on Aug. 20, 2014, in just seven (7) weeks as cover for what Hillary Clinton's chief of staff Cheryl D. Mills called "The Eric Schmidt Project" to support Hillary Clinton for President 2016.[577]

Figure: Barack Obama is using taxpayer funds to rig the 2016 election. In Oct. 2014 he sent his White House chief technology officer Todd Y. Park to Silicon Valley to help with Hillary’s campaign and to implement her Facebook election rigging software. Simultaneously, Obama hired Google engineer Mikey Dickerson at the White House and in just seven weeks created the U.S. Digital Service. Together, Park and Dickerson routed all election data through the White House, so that Obama could control the entire nation’s election . . . at least the parts that his operatives Bob Creamer, Robby Mook, John Podesta and Terry McAuliffe had not already rigged. See proofs below.

On Mar. 19, 2014, the GSA formed "18F" with a mission to simplify the government's digital services. 18F was staffed with Presidential Innovation Fellows. According to Google internal documents,[579] 18F has "informal ties to USDS" (U.S. Digital Service, see below). 18F targeted various federal agencies, most notably the Federal Election Commission (FEC) .[576]
FEC documents confirm that the effort was to move all FEC data processing to the cloud and thus under the control of the IBM Eclipse Foundation established by IBM's chief inside counsel David J. Kappos. Kappos was appointed Patent Office director by Barack Obama in 2009. Kappos was a chief advisor to IBM's chief outside counsel James P. Chandler. Chandler was also counsel to the real inventor of social networking, Columbus innovator Leader Technologies from whom Eclipse stole the technology being implemented by 18F, USDS and Google.

On Apr. 15, 2014, Eric Schmidt, CEO of Google, proposed "Notes for a Democratic Campaign" which the evidence shows the Barack Obama and the White House took control of and funded the leadership of this technical initiative via two former Obamacare techies Todd Y. Park, then WH Chief Technology Officer, and Mike Dickerson, Google engineer and soon to be named Administrator for the U.S. Digital Service.[577]

On Aug. 20, 2014, Obama appointed Google engineer Mikey Dickerson to lead a newly created U.S. Digital Service, first named "the Eric Schmidt Project" (see Apr. 15, 2014). Google's internal documents boast[579] "Current and former Googlers have also disproportionately staffed the new office[s]" for both the U.S. Digital Service and 18F.[578]
Below Right: Mikey Dickerson, first day as the Administrator for the newly-created U.S. Digital Service.

See more on this timeline of Google/C.I.A. infiltration and dominance inside the White House and government.[543] AFI. (Nov. 01, 2016). Red Alert: Obama is rigging the election. Americans for Innovation.
676. On about Nov. 01, 2016, Barack Obama circulated an internal martial law plan which he was going to blame on alleged Russian interference in the 2016 election. However, the actual interference was occurring from the White House via the U.S. Digital Service which was funded with $1.5 billion from Eric Schmidt, Google, Alphabet. See previous timeline entry.[775]

Google/Alphabet/Schmidt = C.I.A.
George Soros bribes & controls media globally. He is the progenitor of the "fake news" attack on true news that exposes him.

On Dec. 05, 2016, Malaysia Today published an expose of the Soros Media Empire that has so viciously exploited Malaysia's currency, the Malaysian Ringgit (MYR). It described how Soros manipulates media stories with disinformation that fabricates irrational investor panic in any currency market he wishes to hedge. This research helps confirm that Soros' minions are behind the current "fake news" attacks on conservative media outlets like Drudge Report, InfoWars, Before It's News, Stone Cold Truth, PrisonPlanet, The Real Alex Jones, Paul Joseph Watson, Steve Pieczenik, WorldNet Daily, The Free Thought Project, Breitbart, ZeroHedge and others who are exposing his agenda. Moral: Soros is not an investing genius, he is an evil manipulator on a global scale."[533]"
The true sources of FAKE NEWS
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http://www.fcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
678. On Nov. 08, 2016, Donald J. Trump was elected President.
On Dec. 10, 2016, Alex Jones broke down the total absurdity of the king and queen of fake news, Brian Williams and Hillary Clinton, declaring an all out attack on what they deem to be fake news. Despite Williams losing his job with NBC’s Nightly News last year for spreading fake news and Clinton being caught lying about an attack on a Bosnia trip, not to mention voting for a war that killed thousands that was based on fake news, they continue to push forward in their attempt to shut down the alternative press that is rapidly growing and pushing out the faltering mainstream media. As the EU demands social media sites censor fake news and Reddit, Facebook and other sites begin blocking Infowars and other alternative media it is now alarmingly evident that there is truly a war on for our minds.

https://youtu.be/HyP7yTMx5t0 | Raw *mp4 video file
Between Nov. 2016 & Jan. 2017, News reports claimed Rice’s interest in the NSA materials accelerates after President Trump’s election through his January inauguration. Surveillance reportedly included Trump transition figures and/or foreign officials discussing a Trump administration.

FBI secretly monitored and recorded communications between Russian ambassador, Sergey Kislyak and Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, who later became President Trump’s national security adviser.

After Trump’s election, Obama officials took steps to ensure certain intelligence gathered regarding Trump associates was “spread across the government.” One Obama official would later say it was because they were afraid once Trump officials “found out how we knew what we knew,” the intelligence would be destroyed. However, Obama critics later theorized Obama officials were working to mount opposition to Trump’s presidency.[799]
681. **On Jan. 06, 2017**, new AFI research shows how the C.I.A. / NSA turned against American privacy rights. It revealed why reorganization of the C.I.A is a liberty imperative. The swamp of corruption in Washington, D.C. must be drained in order to save the American Republic.[544] [545]

682. **On January 10, 2017**, the media reported on the leaked anti-Trump “dossier” compiled by a political opposition research group containing unverified and at least partly untrue allegations of misconduct involving Trump and Russia.[799]

683. **On Jan. 12, 2017**, the Obama administration finalized new rules allowing the National Security Agency (NSA) to spread certain intelligence to 16 other U.S. intel agencies without the normal privacy protections. President Obama commuted all but the last four months of Manning’s sentence for leaking intelligence information to WikiLeaks.[799]
Women's March on Washington organized by rogue elements of the C.I.A.? Admitted C.I.A. Agent Feminist Gloria Steinem was a speaker.

On Jan. 17, 2017, the government and quasi-government / secretly nationalized ("public-private") organizations that likely comprise the rogue, unelected, unaccountable C.I.A. shadow government "Deep State" were identified. The C.I.A. has been deceiving the American public for many decades.

For example, the C.I.A. formed and perpetuated the fraudulent American "feminist" movement starting in the late 1950's through their agents including Gloria Steinem, NOW (National Organization for Women), Ms. Magazine and the Independent Research Service (1959-ca.1968), as now revealed in video taped testimony from Gloria Steinem released by the JFK Assassination Archives where she was deposed about her role in the Independent Research Service, a C.I.A. front.

https://youtu.be/pm-PFawZ0Ms | Raw *mp4 video file

These Steinem revelations beg the question about what role the C.I.A. Deep State played in the sometimes violent and certainly abusive "Women's March on Washington" (the C.I.A agent and feminist fraudster Gloria Steinem was a speaker; she claimed to speak for "We the People" and a "deep democracy"—a phrase certainly full of hidden meaning given her long association with the C.I.A Deep State shadow government) the day following the inauguration of Donald J. Trump. Given Mr. Trump's skepticism about the role of the U.S. intelligence services in supporting Hillary Clinton's candidacy and the George Soros globalist agenda, the skepticism appears justified.

When will these unelected C.I.A. operatives stop meddling in the affairs of the
American Republic? We the People have had our fill of these powermongers whose only real work is treachery disguised as "national security." Enough.

C.I.A. Deep State Shadow Government

Mutual fund stock tips, bribery, coercion, offshore accounts, money laundering ... as needed

Notice that neither Congress nor the Judiciary are involved as institutions, but members of both branches were and are involved in the shadow government.

[575]

---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | Anandan, P. (Microsoft) | Adams, Bruce | Baylis, Jack | Gilman, Louie | Blankfein, Lloud; Goldman Sachs
2 | Bookstaber, Rick (U.S. SEC) | Augustine, Norman R. | Bronczek, David J. | Breyer, James W.; Accel Partners LLP | Breyer, James W.; Accel Partners LLP
4 | Brown, John Seely (Xerox) | Barksdale, James L. | Chandler, III, James P. | Schlein, Theodore E.; Kleiner Perkins | Davidson, Gordon K.; Fewick & West LLP
5 | Coleman, Bill (BEA, Cassett) | Barrs, Peter J. | Clinton, Bill | Gallanter, Joanna Rees | Dimon, Jamie; JPMorgan Chase
6 | Derrick, K. Scott (GAO) | Bowsher, Steve | Edmonds, Albert J. | Waite, Chad | Kappos, David J.; IBM, Patent Office
7 | Friel, Brian (GOVEXEC.com) | Breyer, James W. | Gallegos, Gilbert G. | Cronin, Michael F. | Milner, Yuri; Mail.ru, VKontakte
8 | Gopalakrishnan, S. (Infosys) | Brown, John Seely | Grain, David J. | Barrs, Peter J. | Sandberg, Sheryl K.; Google, Facebook, Summers
10 | Hean, Teo Chee | Cox, Howard; Greylock | Heasley, Philip G. | Harris, Jeffrey | Summers, Larry; Clinton, Obama
11 | Jacobson, Don (13L) | Cronin, Michael F. | Holder, Eric H. | Klopp, Mark V. |
12 | Joy, Bill (Sun Microsystems) | Crow, Michael M. | Kappos, David J. | Accel-KKR |
13 | Lockhart, Clare | Darby, Chris | Kelly, Raymond | Access |
People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Company/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O'Neill, Richard P.</td>
<td>Friedman, Stephen W. Knauss, Donald R.</td>
<td>AccuRev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozzie, Ray</td>
<td>Gallanter, Joana Rees Lau, Constance H.</td>
<td>ACM Queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plunkett, Debora A. (NSA, NSC, Johns Hopkins Univ., Univ. of Maryland, JC Penney, Towson University)</td>
<td>Gleichauf, Bob McDonald, Joan M.</td>
<td>Actuate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasulo, James (Disney)</td>
<td>Harris, Jeffrey Murren, James J.</td>
<td>AdaCore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronfeldt, David (RAND Corp)</td>
<td>Jones, Anita Noonan, Thomas E.; IBM</td>
<td>Addison-Wesley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smalley, Richard</td>
<td>Kaminski, Paul G. Parker, Keith T.</td>
<td>Adobe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan, Tony</td>
<td>Kim, Jeong Peters, Gregory</td>
<td>Agitar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venables, Phil (Goldman Sachs CIO)</td>
<td>Klopp, Mark V. Podesta, John D.</td>
<td>Aldon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Linton (DoD Deputy CIO)</td>
<td>Krongrad, A.B. 'Buzzy' Reid, James A.</td>
<td>ALGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wladawsky-Berger, Irving (IBM)</td>
<td>Louie, Gilman Rohde, Bruce</td>
<td>AlphaBlox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooley, Kitty</td>
<td>Mandl, Alex J. Scott, Beverly A.</td>
<td>AMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1L3</td>
<td>McMahon, John N. Wallace, Michael J.</td>
<td>ANCIT Consulting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annenberg Center for Public Policy</td>
<td>Misick, Judith A. 'Jami' Wells, Greg</td>
<td>Anyware Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspen Institute</td>
<td>Mullen, Mike</td>
<td>AOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEA</td>
<td>O'Toole, Tara</td>
<td>Aptana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.I.A.</td>
<td>Paté-Cornell, M. Elisabeth</td>
<td>ARM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassatt</td>
<td>Perry, William R.</td>
<td>AvantSoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA)</td>
<td>Porter, Lisa</td>
<td>Band Xi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dellitte &amp; Touche</td>
<td>Poulos, Lisabeth</td>
<td>BBN Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disney</td>
<td>Radoshevich, Will Schlein, Ted, Kleiner Perkins</td>
<td>BEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldman Sachs</td>
<td>Schmidt, Eric</td>
<td>Blackberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Accounting Office (GAO)</td>
<td>Shea, Teresa</td>
<td>Blackdock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOVEXEC.com</td>
<td>Strottman, Matthew</td>
<td>Borland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard Business School</td>
<td>Tenet, George J.</td>
<td>BrassRing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard Law School</td>
<td>Vickers, Mike</td>
<td>Brocade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>Waite, Chad</td>
<td>Brox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial College</td>
<td></td>
<td>BusinessObjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td>BZ Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Assurance</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cape Clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infosys</td>
<td></td>
<td>Carleton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC Penney</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chempolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cenit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKinsey &amp; Co</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cloudsmith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td></td>
<td>CMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Defense University</td>
<td></td>
<td>CollabNet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Company or Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>National Security Agency (NSA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>National Security Council (NSC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Procter &amp; Gamble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>RAND Corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Rice University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Sante Fe Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>SAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Singapore Ministry of Defence (MINDEF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Sun Microsystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Towson University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>U.S. Office of Secretary of Defense (sponsor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>U.S. Securities &amp; Exchange Commission (SEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Univ. of Southern California (USC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Univ. of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Univ. or Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Wired Magazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>World Economic Forum (DAVOS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Xerox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Fujitsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Generalitat Valenciana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Gentleware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Genuitec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Gerhardt Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Google</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Groove Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Hewlett-Packard (HP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Hitachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>IBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>IBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>IDG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Ilog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Ingres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Innoopract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Innovations Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Inpriva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Instantiations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Institute for Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Intalio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Intel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Intervoice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>IONA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>iWay Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Jiva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>Perforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>Polarion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>Progress Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>ProSyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>Protocode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>QNX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>RCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>RealNetworks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>Red Hat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>Redmond Media Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>Remain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>Replay Solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>RTC Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>Salesforce.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>SAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>SAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>Savista</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>Serena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Siemens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>SIGS Datacom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>Skyway Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>SlickEdit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Software &amp; Support Vertrag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>Sony Ericsson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>SpikeSource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>SpringSource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>Sybase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>Symbian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>Teamprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>TEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>Telegic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>Tensilica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>Texas Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>Thales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>TIBCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>TimeSys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>TNI-Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>Toshiba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>TRC Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>Trolltech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>Tsinghua University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>Vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>VirtualLogix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>Virtutech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>VirtualLogix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>W Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>Wal-Mart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>Warburg Pincus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>Weblite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>Weston Presidio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel's Trustees & Officers (Agents) (2017)

Table: Key members of the Deep State shadow government, all rogue C.I.A. agents.

Bookmark: #cia-in-q-tel-2017

Howard E. Cox
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel, Greylock

James L. Barksdale
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel, Netscape

Michael M. Crow
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel, ASU

Bruce Adams
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel

Bob Gleichauf
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel

Christopher Darby
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel, Intel

Peter J. Barris
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel, NEA (New Enterprise Associates), Vonage

Steve Bowsher
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel, Interwest

Gillman Louie

Tara O'Toole

A.B. "Buzz" Kremer

Adele Jones, In-Q-Tel
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Mike Mullen
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel, Joint Chiefs

Judith A. 'Jami' Miscik
C.I.A. Dep. Dir., Lehman Brothers, Morgan Stanley

Lizabeth Poulos, In-Q-Tel
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel

Lisa Porter
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel, MIT, NASA

M. Elisabeth Paté-Cornell
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel, Stanford

Matthew Strottman
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel

Teresa Shea
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel

Theodore E. Schlein
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel, Kleiner Perkins

Will Radosevich
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel, Mobile
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel's Founding "T rustees" (Agents) (Sep. 29, 1999)
C.I.A. N.I.A.C. 's Founding Members (Agents) (Jul. 14, 1999)
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James J. Murren  
C.I.A. NIAC, MGM Resorts

Joan M. McDonald  
C.I.A. NIAC, JMM Strategic

Donald R. Knauss  
C.I.A. NIAC, Clorox, Minute Maid, Coca-Cola, Pepsi-Cola, Kellogg, URS

Raymond W. Kelly  
C.I.A. NIAC, Albuquerque, NM Police Chief

James A. Reid  
C.I.A. NIAC, CBRE

Gregory Peters  
C.I.A. NIAC, NDN, CBS, ABC, ESPN, Bloomberg, Comcast, Cox, Boston Globe, etc.

Keith T. Parker  
C.I.A. NIAC, MARTA (Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority)

Thomas E. Noonan  
C.I.A. NIAC, IBM, Cisco, JouleX

Michael J. Wallace  
C.I.A. NIAC, ComEd, Constellation Energy, NEI, DHS

Beverly A. Scott  
C.I.A. NIAC, MARTA (Metropolitan Atlanta Regional Transport)

Constance H. Lau  
C.I.A. NIAC, Hawaiian Electric Industries, American Savings

Bruce C. Rohde  
C.I.A. NIAC, ConAgra, H&R Block, STRATCOM

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
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http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html

C.I.A.'s IBM Eclipse Foundation Members (Agents) (Nov. 29, 2001)

Bookmark: #cia-ibm-eclipse-foundation-2001

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
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Andreessen, Obama, Clinton, D.E.Shaw

The Members of Eclipse

- 191 members as of September 9, 2008
  - 23 Strategic Members
- 917 committers, representing 50+ organizations

Strategic Members

March 17, 2008. © The Eclipse Foundation

Louie Gilman
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel

James W. Breyer
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel NVCA, Accel, Facebook, IDG-Accel (China)

Robert C. Ketterson
C.I.A. NVCA, Fidelity Ventures

Theodore E. Schlein
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel NVCA, Kleiner Perkins

Joanna Rees Gallanter
C.I.A. NVCA, Venture Strategy Partners (VSP)

Chad Waite
C.I.A. NVCA, OVP Venture Partners

Michael F. Cronin
C.I.A. NVCA, Weston Presidio

Peter J. Barris
C.I.A. In-Q-Tel NVCA, NEA (New Enterprise Associates), Vonage

Anne Rockhold
C.I.A. NVCA, Accel

Jeffrey Harris
C.I.A. NVCA, Warburg

Mark V. Klopp
C.I.A. NVCA, Eastman
685. Bookmark: #awan-brothers

On Feb. 2, 2017, the news reported that five information technology (IT) computer professionals employed by Democrats in the House of Representatives were under criminal investigation for allegedly “accessing House IT systems without lawmakers’ knowledge.” The suspects included three brothers identified as Abid, Imran and Jamal Awan “who managed office information technology for members of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and other lawmakers.” The brothers were said to have been employed by three Democrats on the Intelligence Committee and “five members of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs which deal with with many of the nation’s most sensitive issues and documents, including those related to the war on terrorism.”[799]

686. On Feb. 09, 2017, news of the FBI recordings of Lt. Gen. Flynn speaking with Russia’s ambassador was leaked to the press. The New York Times and The Washington Post reported that Flynn was captured on wiretaps discussing current U.S. sanctions, despite Flynn’s earlier denials. The Washington Post also reported the FBI reviewed Flynn’s calls with Russian ambassador and “found nothing illicit.”[799]

687. On Feb. 13, 2017, Trump National Security Adviser Flynn resigned, acknowledging he had misled Vice President Pence about his Russia conversations. [799]
Clinton, Bush, Obama Executive Orders & Presidential Directives that have created the current globalist rogue C.I.A. technocracy that stole & exploited Leader Technologies' social networking invention

On Feb. 17, 2017, the 23 executive orders and Presidential directives that have created the authority for the White House to set up and run a private intelligence agency reporting only to the President was compiled and published.[265]

George H. W. Bush:

"A New World Order"
[616]

See also Jan. 16, 1991 timeline entry.

Law professor James P. Chandler drafted much, if not all, of these executive orders and presidential directives through all four Administrations (1989-2017)—he authored the Economic Espionage Act of 1996, among others; Chandler also became Leader Technologies' traitorous patent attorney (2000). He consulted to the Patent Office that developed new procedures to enable globalist infringers to steal promising patent applications in the name of "patent reexamination." Obama's Patent Office, director David J. Kappos (2009-2013) was a Chandler advisor and intellectual property counsel to IBM, the chief supplier of technology to the Deep State shadow government, to whom Chandler shuffled Leader Technologies' social networking invention to enable the Deep State spy networks.

EXECUTIVE ORDERS & PRESIDENTIAL DIRECTIVES THAT CONSOLIDATED DEEP STATE SHADOW GOVERNMENT INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS INTO THE OVAL OFFICE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Executive Order</th>
<th>Branch</th>
<th>AFI</th>
<th>Decision Maker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12866 September 30, 1993</td>
<td>REGULATORY PLANNING AND REVIEW</td>
<td>Executive [582]</td>
<td>President Sec. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12958 April 17, 1995</td>
<td>Classified National Security Information</td>
<td>Executive [583]</td>
<td>President Control of ALL data; ALL data under</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12968</td>
<td>August 2, 1995</td>
<td>Access to Classified Information</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13130</td>
<td>July 14, 1999</td>
<td>National Infrastructure Assurance Council</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13228</td>
<td>October 8, 2001</td>
<td>Establishing the Office of Homeland Security and the Homeland Security Council</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13231</td>
<td>October 18, 2001</td>
<td>Critical Infrastructure Protection in the Information Age</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPD-1</td>
<td>October 29, 2001</td>
<td>Organization and Operation of the Homeland Security Council</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13286</td>
<td>February 28, 2003</td>
<td>Amendment of Executive Orders, and Other Actions, in Connection With the Transfer of Certain Functions to the Secretary of Homeland Security</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13292</td>
<td>March 28, 2003</td>
<td>Further Amendment to Executive Order 12958, as Amended, Classified National Security</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPD-7</td>
<td>December 17, 2003</td>
<td>Critical Infrastructure Identification, Prioritization, and Protection</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13355</td>
<td>October 27, 2004</td>
<td>Strengthened Management of the Intelligence Community</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13381</td>
<td>June 27, 2005</td>
<td>Strengthening Processes Relating to Determining Eligibility for Access to Classified National Security Information</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13385</td>
<td>September 29, 2005</td>
<td>Continuance of 13231</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPD-23</td>
<td>January 8, 2008</td>
<td>Cybersecurity Policy (via EPIC)</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13526</td>
<td>December 29, 2009</td>
<td>Classified National Security Information</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13549</td>
<td>August 23, 2010</td>
<td>Classified National Security Information Program for State, Local, Tribal, and Private Sector Entities</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13610</td>
<td>May 10, 2012</td>
<td>Identifying and Reducing Regulatory Burdens</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13636</td>
<td>February 19, 2013</td>
<td>Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13702</td>
<td>July 29, 2015</td>
<td>Creating a National Strategic Computing Initiative</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13704</td>
<td>August 17, 2015</td>
<td>Presidential Innovation Fellows Program</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13718</td>
<td>February 9, 2016</td>
<td>Commission on Enhancing National Cybersecurity</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13719</td>
<td>February 9, 2016</td>
<td>Establishment of the Federal Privacy Council</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13731</td>
<td>June 24, 2016</td>
<td>Global Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRESIDENT TRUMP: MSM "is the opposition party in many ways"

On Jan. 27, 2017, President Donald J. Trump called the mainstream media (MSM) "the opposition party." In an exclusive interview with David Brody of the Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN), President Trump said:

PRESIDENT TRUMP: "I think the media is the opposition party in many ways," the president said on "The Brody File," a program on CBN. "I'm not talking about everybody, but a big portion of the media, the dishonesty, total deceit, and deception. It makes them certainly partially the opposition party, absolutely."[736]
On Feb. 11, 2017, New York Post investigator Paul Sperry uncovered Barack Obama's plan to set up a seditious shadow government near the White House to harass and undermine the Trump White House using 30,000 OFA soldiers (Obama for America, Organizing for Action).[605]

Rogue C.I.A. Deep State Shadow Government Is Glued Together By ***PEDOPHILIA***

On Feb. 21, 2017, the rogue C.I.A. Deep State shadow government was identified by Americans for Innovation and many others as being glued together by pedophilia. Lord have mercy.[612]

This conclusion is confirmed by FBI superstar Ted L. Gunderson, FBI Special Agent In Charge (ret.). See Ted's speech on May 12, 2005 timeline entry confirming rampant child sex trafficking that he says FBI REFUSES TO INVESTIGATE.

The Massacre of the Holy Innocents icon
"The Holy Innocents bore witness to you not by speaking but by dying."
How Palantir Technologies' Peter Thiel, Alexander Karp, Gilman Louie (C.I.A. In-Q-Tel), James W. Breyer (Facebook, National Venture Capital Association) helped the NSA spy on the whole world

On Feb. 22, 2017, The Intercept, founded by Glenn Greenwald—The Guardian investigator who broke Edward Snowden's story—just published a major investigative article on how Peter Thiel and Alexander Karp, two of the founders of Palantir Technologies, helped the NSA spy on the whole world. The leading investor in Palantir was the C.I.A.'s In-Q-Tel venture capital firm that illegally invests in private companies as a public institution. In-Q-Tel's CEO was Gilman Louie, a director of the National Venture Capital Association (NCVA) when Facebook's James W. Breyer was Chairman, along with Kleiner Perkins LLP's partner Theodore Schlein.

693. In Mar. 2017, the House Intelligence Committee requested a list of unmasking requests made during a certain time period by Obama officials. The intelligence committee did not provide the information, prompting a June 1 subpoena.

694. Bookmark: #sessions-wire-tapped

On Mar. 01, 2017, The Washington Post learned and reported that Trump Attorney General Jeff Sessions had met with the Russian ambassador twice in the recent past. Sessions had told Congress he didn’t communicate with the Russians during the campaign. (The Russian ambassador had sought out and met with numerous high-ranking Democrat and Republican officials.)

695. Bookmark: #doj-conversion

Obama/Holder/Lynch violations of The Hatch Act prohibiting use of public funds for partisan politics uncovered

On Mar. 01, 2017, former president Barack Obama and the Eric Holder / Loretta Lynch Department of Justice admitted that they converted billions of dollars in settlement funds from 2008 bank bailout settlements with JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, Bank of America, Deutsche Bank, Barclays, and UBS to fund radical leftist political organizations like Black Lives Matter, La Raza and the National Urban League.[620]

696. On Mar. 02, 2017, in an interview on MSNBC, Obama Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Evelyn Farkas said that once President Trump was elected, she urged her former colleagues to “get as much information as you can, get as much intelligence as you can [about Trump and his associates] before President Obama leaves the administration” and get it to “people on Capitol Hill.”

Trump Attorney General Jeff Sessions recused himself from any Trump campaign-related investigations after backtracking on earlier statements that he had not met with Russian officials prior to the election.[799]

697. Bookmark: #trump-wiretap-tweet

On March 4, 2017, President Trump tweeted: “Is it legal for a sitting President to be ‘wire tapping’ a race for president prior to an election? Turned down by court earlier. A NEW LOW!” and “How low has President Obama gone to tapp my phones during the very sacred election process. This is Nixon/Watergate. Bad (or sick) guy!”
Vault 7: The Protection of Evidence on the United States of America (the Deep State shadow government is collapsing under the weight of its own corruption)

Mar. 07, 2017, WikiLeaks released a C.I.A. data dump titled "Vault 7 Part 1 'Year Zero': Inside the CIA's global hacking force." John Bound, investigative reporter for Infowars, provides a precient overview of the WikiLeaks release. Then, Alex Jones interviewed Dr. Steve Pieczenik on the insider story of Vault 7 within the patriot intelligence community's war with the Deep State shadow government. [623] [626]
On Mar. 07, 2017, globalist eugenicist Bill Gates is surprised by a question about his and his wife Melinda's Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation advocacy of global eugenics programs for forced mass inoculations that contain "kill switches" like SW-40. Eugenics is a "set of beliefs and practices that aims at improving the genetic quality of the human population." These principles were implemented by Margaret Sanger in the creation of Planned Parenthood in 1916, and by Adolf Hitler in his Final Solution plan to annihilate Jews, gypsies, homosexuals, Poles and Slavs, among others, in order to purify the Aryan blood lines that they considered to be superior and preferred. Remarkably, the Klu Klux Klan (KKK) promoted Sangers' Democratic "urban plantation" agenda as a method for culling what were seen to be inferior African-American genetic pools in the growing inner cities, as well as poor rural white populations in Appalachia, among others.[625] See also Apr. 11, 2011.

People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet

700. **Mar. 09, 2017**, WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange held a press conference to explain the bombshell release of Vault 7 exposing the Central Intelligence Agency's (C.I.A.) secret, illegal "parallel NSA" global digital spying operation that taps into phones, computers, TV and any Internet-connected device at will, without a warrant. This release further validates the findings and conclusions in this Americans for Innovation timeline.[621]


701. **On Mar. 10, 2017**, Former Congressman Dennis Kucinich, a Democrat, stepped forward to support Trump’s wiretapping claim, revealed that the Obama administration recorded his (Kucinich’s) communications with a Libyan official in Spring 2011.[799]
Honolulu, Hawaii federal judge Derrick K. Watson blocked President Trump's second executive order temporarily banning visas from six high risk terrorist countries Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen. Given the highly political nature of Watson's decision, and the well known disagreement between Barack Obama and Donald Trump on this topic, the Code of Conduct for U.S. Judges required that Watson recuse himself "to avoid even the appearance of impropriety." Watson was a Harvard Law classmate of Barack Obama. Remarkably, just two days earlier, Obama had made an unaccompanied trip from Washington, D.C. to Honolulu. Obama was seen dining at the Noi Thai restaurant "likely within 5 minutes of the judge's house at one point on the drive over" to the restaurant. How convenient.

703. Bookmark: #cia-created-fake-news

The C.I.A. originated & funded (evil) "fake news" on a global rogue scale

**On Mar. 17, 2017**, Joel Witney’s new book, "Finks: How the C.I.A. Tricked the World’s Best Writers," explores how the CIA influenced acclaimed writers and publications during the Cold War to produce subtly anti-communist material. During the interview, Robert Scheer, Robert Scheer Intelligence, and Whitney discuss these manipulations and how the CIA controlled major news agencies and respected literary publications (such as the Paris Review). Their talk comes at a particularly tense time in American politics, as accusations of "fake news" and "Russian propaganda" fly from both sides of the aisle. But the history detailed in Whitney’s book presents a valuable lesson for writers hoping to avoid similar manipulations today. Scheer opens the discussion with the question: "Were they really tricked?" "It could have been 'paid,' it could have been 'subsidized,' it could have been 'used,' it could have been 'collaborated with,'" Whitney responds. "So yeah, it might have been any other verb there besides 'tricked.'"[628]

Given this history of fake news, the current attempt by the Deep State shadow government to silence the criticisms from the alternative media by labeling them fake news is truly evil. The Book of Romans, Chapter 1: 18, 25:

"For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men who suppress the truth in unrighteousness. . . For they exchanged the truth of God for a lie, and worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever. Amen."
The NSA/C.I.A. (US), GCHQ (Britain), FRE (Sweden) do each other's rogue dirty work largely outside of government oversight

On Mar. 18, 2017, the documents leaked by Edward Snowden and retrieved from Glenn Greenwald prove that Sweden's security services and intelligence gathering are largely run by the NSA (US) and GCHQ (Britain). Therefore, any of these agencies can secretly do the work asked of them by another in order to give the official who asked for the information complete anonymity and deniability.[629]

On Mar. 20, 2017, at a hearing, lead House Intelligence Committee Democrat Adam B. Schiff placed Trump adviser Carter Page at the center of a theoretical alleged collusion with Russia. (It was not yet publicly known that the FBI has been surveilling Page.) Some critics saw Schiff's storyline as an attempt to establish public justification for the Obama administration intel community’s controversial surveillance of the Trump adviser during the 2016 political campaign. [799]
On Mar. 21, 2017, Cisco Systems admitted a "critical bug" revealed by WikiLeaks Vault 7 allows the C.I.A. to secretly control 318 Cisco Switch Models. Also said that no fix was available. This admission neuters all claims to Internet security in the entire Internet. It opens corporate directors up to massive risk liabilities due to the vulnerabilities of their corporate digital assets.[645] [646]

To make matters worse, Cisco's official response is to pretend that the "bug" was unknown to them, despite their registering encryption backdoors into all their products with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) DRBG Validation List.[647]

Cisco chairman John T. Chambers is a members of the Deep State shadow government run by a rogue C.I.A. as exemplified by his membership and deep involvement with the IBM Eclipse Foundation, the National Infrastructure Assurance / Advisory Council (NIAC) and The Clinton Foundation.

On Mar. 22, 2017, Chairman of the House Intelligence Committee Devin Nunes publicly announced that he had reviewed evidence of U.S. citizens associated with Trump being “incidentally” surveilled by Obama intelligence officials, and that the names and information of the Trump associates were illegally leaked and/or used, mostly in November, December and January. Nunes attended a meeting at the White House to discuss. He was criticized for viewing the evidence and speaking of it publicly.[799]

In an interview on PBS, former Obama National Security Adviser Rice says “I know nothing about this . . . I really don’t know to what Chairman Nunes was referring.”

On Mar. 24, 2017, the political firm that compiled the Trump “dossier” that was leaked to the press, Fusion GPS, then refused to answer questions or document requests from Sen. Charles Grassley.[799]
709. **Mar. 28, 2017** , Peter Schweizer, author of Clinton Cash, and president of the Government Accountability Institute, explains John Podesta's connections and partnerships with the Russian Government while he was an advisor to both Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama in 2011. This timeline shows that these Russian contacts reach back into 1992-1993 with the involvement of Larry H. Summers, Sheryl K. Sandberg, Yuri Milner and Alisher Usmanov.[638]


710. **On Mar. 31, 2017** , Democrat Adam B. Schiff was invited to the White House to review the intel material Republican Nunes saw earlier. [799]

711. **On Apr. 03, 2017** , multiple news reports state that prior to the election, Susan E. Rice had requested and reviewed “unmasked” intelligence on Trump associates whose information was “incidentally” collected by intelligence agencies.[799]
712. **On Apr. 04, 2017**, in an interview on MSNBC, Susan E. Rice seemed to reverse herself (having earlier said she knew “nothing” about unmasking of surveilled Trump associates) and admitted having asked for names of U.S. citizens previously masked in intelligence reports. Rice said her motivations were not political or to spy. When asked if she leaked names of U.S. citizens,

Rice replied, “I leaked nothing to nobody.”

713. **On Apr. 06, 2017**, House Intelligence Committee Chairman Nunes recused himself from the Russia part of his committee’s investigation.

714. **On Apr. 08, 2017**, investigative journalist Paul Joseph Watson prepared a summary of proofs that a massive global pedophile network is being covered up. Ted L. Gunderson, FBI Special Agent In Charge (ret) says "a rogue outfit . . . military criminal enterprise inside the US government" actually organizes these networks in order to compromised powerful politicians and businessmen into supporting the globalist Deep State shadow government agenda.[648]

715. **On Apr. 11, 2017**, someone leaked to The Washington Post, and the Post reported, that the FBI secretly obtained a FISA court order last summer to monitor Trump campaign associate Carter Page. Trump critics said the existence of the order proves there was possible criminal activity by Trump associates. However, Trump supporters say the leak was an attempt to frame damming revelations as they are coming to light: that the Obama administration was, indeed, surveilling the political campaign of at least one opponent. Therefore, Trump's much maligned tweet on Mar. 04, 2017 was proved to be true.[799]

Thompson, protégé of James P. Chandler, was identified by newly-appointed Secretary of State Hillary Clinton in 2009 as one of her globalist technology insiders. Hillary's emails proved that George Soros and his Open Society Foundations had effectively taken over the U.S. State Department.[236]

717. **On Apr. 14, 2017 (Good Friday, Great and Holy Friday)**, Infowars reporter Millie Weaver conducted an in-depth investigation of the Internet black market known as the "dark net" or "deep web". With the aid of an anonymous source who has used their expertise in computer technology to assist the FBI in investigations regarding the sexual exploitation of children, Weaver exposes where and how pedophiles, traffickers and travel clubs use the Internet as a marketplace to indulge in nightmarish perversions. Lord have mercy.[653]

May the Lord have mercy on and save these defenseless children. May the Lord strengthen and guide our patriots who are bringing these criminals to justice. Shame on the rogue C.I.A. Deep State shadow government for this depravity.

ASSANGE: The lying C.I.A. should not be the agency assigned to protect America's First Amendment rights to free speech and freedom of the press, or even to comment on the subject for that matter.

On Apr. 14, 2017, WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, issued a strongly worded press release redressing new C.I.A. Director Mike Pompeo for his ignorant comments about WikiLeaks and First Amendment rights to free speech and freedom of the press. [654]
Steele: Today, "NSA is surveilling and C.I.A. is blackmailing politicians . . . this is not legitimate intelligence . . . the U.S. intelligence community is a fraud."

On Apr. 17, 2017, veteran C.I.A. executive agent, Robert David Steele, says the rogue C.I.A. is now a "dangerous fraud" where the NSA spies on and the C.I.A. blackmails U.S. and overseas politicians.

Robert David Steele served the C.I.A. with distinction in the Clandestine Service (1979-1988) while a U.S. Marine Infantry Intelligence Adjutant (1976-1996). His exemplary productivity led to appointment as #2 civilian responsible for establishing US Marine Intelligence.[671]

Robert David Steele TRANSCRIPT (starts at 3m23s below)

"The fact is, the U.S. intelligence community is a fraud. And now it's a dangerous fraud, because since 9/11 the NSA has basically been surveilling, spying on all U.S. politicians, and the C.I.A. has been blackmailing U.S. politicians, including Senator John McCain and Senator Lindsey Graham.

And, the same is true overseas. The American intelligence money has corrupted other intelligence services, certainly including the Australian intelligence service, as well as the United Kingdom.

And, we now know that, and I've written eight books on this point, we now know that the craft of intelligence is a very righteous, decent craft. It's about decision support. It's about knowing what the question is, knowing who knows, collection management, processing the information from many sources, properly visualizing it, and then presenting it to a decision maker on a single index card with three colors: red, yellow and green. OK, so the craft of intelligence is very, very important.

The intelligence community [today] does not do intelligence. It does spies and secrecy that promote war and waste and bribery. It does not do decision support."
On Apr. 28, 2017, the NSA announced it “will no longer collect certain internet communications that merely mention a foreign intelligence target.” This after it secretly disclosed mass violations to the FISA court last October. The NSA also began deleting prior collected data. It says it’s doing this to avoid further violations.

On May 02, 2017, Obama’s former National Security Adviser Susan B. Rice declined Republican Congressional request to testify at a hearing about the unmasking and surveillance.[799]
722. **On May 03, 2017**, Members of Senate Intelligence Committee went to C.I.A. headquarters to get briefed on Russia-Trump connections. The following day, CNN asked Senate Intelligence Committee member Dianne Feinstein if there is evidence of “collusion between Trump associates and Russia during the campaign.” “Not at this time,” replies Feinstein.[799]

723. **On May 4, 2017**, it was revealed that in the election year of 2016, the Obama administration vastly expanded its searches of NSA database for Americans and the content of their emails and phone calls: From 9,500 searches involving 198 Americans in 2013 to 30,355 searches of 5,288 Americans in 2016.[799]

724. **On May 5, 2017**, Senator and former Presidential candidate Rand Paul (R-KY) formally asked the White House and intelligence community whether he was surveilled under the Obama administration.

725. **On May 14, 2017**, Former Director of National Intelligence James R. Clapper and ex-Deputy Attorney General Sally C. Yates, Obama administration officials, admitted to reviewing “classified documents in which Mr. Trump, his associates or members of Congress had been unmasked.” They wouldn't provide further details in public.[799]
On May 16, 2017, Ohio attorney Kenneth R. Donchatz, Attorney Reg. No. 0062221, was suspended indefinitely from the practice of law by the Ohio Supreme Court. Donchatz had been Leader Technologies' attorney since 2005. After years of poorly defending Leader and stringing out a series of meritless cases to drain Leader's resources, Donchatz eventually turned on Leader and sued their officers for puffed up billings.

Simultaneously, he sued his law partners to seize control of the Leader billing claim. In the process of mediation in the case, Donchatz lied to the court multiple times. Years later, the Cleveland Bar Association filed a disciplinary complaint against Donchatz for cheating multiple clients, including Leader. Notably, Donchatz was formerly an investigator for the Disciplinary Counsel who "characterizes himself as an expert in ethics' and has used the moniker 'the ethics monster'" according to the Ohio Supreme Court.

The Ohio Disciplinary Council ruled against Donchatz and suspended him for two years. Donchatz appealed to the Ohio Supreme Court. In his hearing (video below), Donchatz lied again. The justices clearly believed that Donchatz is a predator and suspended him indefinitely.

At one point during the Leader representation, Donchatz disclosed that he was invited to summer vacation in the Hamptons at Jim Swartz's estate. Swartz is a partner of Accel Partners LLP, one of Facebook's largest shareholders. Evidently, Donchatz was recruited to harass and try to destroy Leader Technologies from the inside with endless legal machinations.[750]

Facebook/Accel Partners' attorney insider at Leader Technologies (a self described "ethics monster") is suspended indefinitely from the practice of law by the Ohio Supreme Court for serial misconduct.
727. **On May 17, 2017**, former FBI Director Robert S. Mueller was appointed by Rod J. Rosenstein, Assistant Attorney General, as special counsel to oversee the investigation into alleged Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. elections. **Neither Mueller nor Rosenstein disclosed their long personal relationship creating a conflict of interest.** Rosenstein did not disclose his decades old conflict of interest concerning his wife, Lisa H. Barsoomian, who was mentored by Mueller and his replacement James B. Comey. **Barsoomian actually represented Bill Clinton** in Hamburg v. Clinton, 98-cv-01459-TPJ (DC District Court) and its appeal Hamburg, Al v. Clinton, William J., Case No. 99-5053 (DC Circuit Court). These conflicts of interest are egregious and taint the entire special counsel proceeding. **Mueller, Comey, Barsoomian and Rosenstein were all Washington, D.C. U.S. Attorneys during 9/11** and very evidently played a role in the planning and cover-up of C.I.A. involvement in 9/11. [735]
728. **On May 31, 2017**, document is disclosed to Justice Department in a lawsuit claiming the NSA engaged in “blanket surveillance” of the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City, Utah (Mitt Romney President & CEO), collecting and storing “virtually all electronic communications going into or out of the Salt Lake City area, including the contents of emails and text messages” to “experiment with and fine tune a new scale of mass surveillance.” Former C.I.A. and NSA director Michael Hayden has denied such a program existed.[799]

729. **On Jun. 01, 2017**, House Intelligence Committee issued 7 subpoenas including for information related to unmaskings requested by ex-Obama officials national security adviser Susan Rice, former CIA Director John O. Brennan and former U.S. ambassador to the U.N. Samantha Power. Chairman Devin Nunes said the intelligence community has been stonewalling the committee’s March request for a list of all the unmaskings that occurred during a certain time period.[799]
On Jun. 01, 2017, President Donald J. Trump formally withdrew the United States from the Paris Climate Treaty that Barack Obama had committed to without Congressional approval.

The reaction from trendies is frantic. However, recently, a NOAA whistleblower claimed that there was a "thumb on the scale pusing for, and often insisting on, decisions that maximize and minimize documentation."[743]

Whistleblower DCLeaks leaked an Aug. 10, 2009 internal George Soros Open Society Foundations document written by Nancy Youman, a journalist, his director of the Open Society Initiative on Climate Change, describing how 'global warming' and 'climate change' were CREATED by George Soros, her boss, in 2007:

"Since George Soros became interested in global warming a few years ago, we have gotten up to speed on the issue and what is required to meet the climate challenge, learned about other funders' efforts, and intervened here and there. OSI has made or is in the process of making a couple of substantial investments in key climate initiatives: a) George Soros pledged $10,000,000/year for three years, beginning in 2008, to the Alliance for Climate Protection, founded by Al Gore"[745]

President Trump stopped a massive drain of cash from the United States in "carbon credits" designed to empower the global elite and place an energy tax on the global population.[740]
On Jun 01, 2017, the globalist Bilderberg group met in Chantilly, Virginia to plot their course for the establishment of an unelected, corporate run "One World Government."[747]

The following Bilderberg 2017 participants were beneficiaries in the May 18, 2012 Facebook initial public offering:

1. Alex Karp (NSA, Palantir)
2. Allianz
3. Alphabet, Google (Eric Schmidt)
4. AT&T
5. Brookings Institution
6. Carlyle Group
7. Carnegie Endowment
8. CIA
9. Clarion Capital
10. DEA
11. Deutsche Bank
12. Eric Schmidt (Google, Alphabet)
13. Facebook
14. Financial Times
15. Gibson Dunn LLP
16. Goldman Sachs
17. Google, Alphabet (Eric Schmidt)
18. Greylock Partners
19. Harvard University (Summers)
20. IMF
21. John O. Brennan (CIA)
22. KKR
23. Lawrence "Larry" H. Summers
24. Lazard Freres
25. LinkedIn
26. National Economic Council
27. Netherlands Bank
28. NSA
29. Palantir Technologies (NSA, CIA, DEA)
30. PayPal (Hoffman, Thiel)
31. Peter Thiel (Facebook, Clarion Capital, PayPal, Palantir Technologies)
32. RBC
33. Reid Hoffman (Facebook, LinkedIn, Greylock, PayPal)
34. Sampo Group
35. Stanford University
36. Summers, Lawrence "Larry" H.
37. The Economist
38. TIAA-CREF
39. Wall Street Journal
40. Wellesley
On Jun. 08, 2017, recently fired FBI Director James B. Comey testified before the Senate Intelligence Committee about his relationship to Donald Trump and alleged Russian hacking of the 2016 U.S. Election. Shockingly, Comey admitted under oath that he made notes of a dinner he had with President Trump on his personal computer, then leaked those notes to The New York Times via his personal attorney and Columbia Law professor Daniel C. Richman. This action likely violates multiple laws on classified information and national security.[748]

On Jun. 19, 2017, President Donald J. Trump hosted an "American Technology Roundtable." The attendees from commerce and academia included almost exclusively members of the rogue C.I.A. Deep State shadow government technology providers exposed in this timeline.[753]


https://youtu.be/v6kB7gO0Ejk | Raw *.mp4 video file | Full VIDEO TRANSCRIPT
Evident Mueller Deep State hit job on Donald Trump

On Jul. 03, 2017, Russia probe special counsel Robert S. Mueller, adding to his own conflicts of interest, appointed DOJ assistant U.S. Attorney Andrew D. Goldstein to the probe. In 2009, Goldstein represented JPMorgan Chase and is therefore heavily conflicted in this matter. JPMorgan had just received $25 billion in TARP bailout funds, then in 2013 paid a $13 billion penalty for selling fraudulent mortgages that prompted the bailout. In 2010, Goldstein went to work for U.S. Attorney Preetinder Bharara in the Southern District of New York. Neither Bharara nor Goldstein prosecuted even one of the big bank recipients of the 2008 bailout managed by Clinton/Obama crony Larry H. Summers. Facebook chief operating officer Sheryl K. Sandberg was chief of staff for Summers at the Clinton Treasury Department and a known Hillary Clinton supporter. Therefore, Goldstein's many close associations among JPMorgan, Facebook, Summers, the Clintons, Facebook, the DNC and Obama present substantial conflicts of interest dictating his recusal from this matter. JPMorgan was a substantial support of Bill & Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama and the Democratic National Committee. His bias against President Donald Trump is substantially evident. [758] [759] [760] [761] [762] [763] [764]
Leader/McKibben served Miller Act Notice on the White House for the theft of their social networking inventions by rogue Deep State intelligence operatives

On Aug. 03, 2017, Michael T. McKibben and Leader Technologies, Inc. filed a Miller Act Notice that was served on President Donald J. Trump at the White House. They claim the outright theft of their social networking inventions beginning in Feb. 2002 when they first met patent attorney James P. Chandler, III, who failed to disclose that he was an agent of the Deep State shadow government run by President Bill Clinton. The Miller Act Notice says the damages are valued at least $40 billion for historical damages, which they say is not actually close to the real number, and $184 billion per year in ongoing annual license fees. It appears that these amounts will be paid by the surety bond holders who supply the federal government's intelligence apparatus, companies like IBM, Microsoft, Xerox, etc. This puts the payout in the coming years at well over one trillion dollars. The claim is after taxes, which means the government may generate $20 billion or more per year in taxes from this claim as the bond holders pay out.

Inventor Michael McKibben included a short video explaining the circumstances which are covered in this blog. He explains how Leader Technologies discovered that their patent attorney, James P. Chandler, stole their social networking invention and fed it to IBM and the Deep State rogue shadow government. He also describes his former work in the former Soviet Union where he observed the death of the globalist assault on Christianity in Russia, which is now being repeated in America.

https://youtu.be/dqdo2WuhPX0 | Raw *.mp4 video file | VIDEO TRANSCRIPT
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736. On Aug. 24, 2017, new research proves that Leader Technologies’ former patent counsel James P. Chandler, III, stole Leader's social networking invention and gave it to his other client, IBM, to use as a global mind control system. IBM has been engaged in mind control ever since they started supplying computers to the Nazi Party in German in 1933.

The Bluebird Report to Congress (1999) revealed that:

“Between 1945 and 1955, 765 scientists, engineers, and technicians were brought to the United States under Overcast, Paperclip, and similar programs. It has been estimated that at least half, and perhaps as many as 80 percent, of the imported specialists were former Nazi Party members.”[781]

At the end of WWII, the newly-formed C.I.A. co-opted some 1,600 Nazi scientists, brought them to the U.S. and allowed them to continue their research. Some of them had worked on a Soviet mass mind control technique called AGITPROP (Agitation Propaganda).[785]

AGITPROP stages events with messages reinforced by media, news, films, literature, plays, pamphlets and other art forms to demonize opponents and condition the general population for an eventual crackdown on those opponents.

JAMES P. CHANDLER, III.
Secret spymaster to Bill Clinton, George Bush and Barack Obama as well as Robert Mueller, Rod Rosenstein, Andrew McCabe, James Comey, Eric Holder, David Kappos, Larry Summers, Hillary Clinton and John Podesta; author of the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 and the Federal Trade Secrets Act; founder of the National Infrastructure Assurance/Advisory Council (NIAC); founder of the IBM Eclipse Foundation; chief outside intellectual property counsel to IBM; patent attorney and director to Leader Technologies.

The CIA started in 1947 and exploited these scientists under various mind control programs including CHATTER, PAPERCLIP, OVERCASE, BLUEBIRD, ARTICHOKE, MKULTRA, MNNAOMI, MKDELTA, MKOFTEN MKCHICKWIT, MKSEARCH and Operation Midnight Climax (yes, even targeting San Francisco
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brothels!).[784]

IBM German sales poster c.a., 1934 promoting government mass surveillance. Translation: "See Everything with Hollerith Punch Cards," Address: German Hollerith Machinery Company MBH, Berlin-Lichterfelde, Germany."
Forme C.I.A. officer Kevin Shipp believes Social-Civl r evolution needed to restore the Constitution destroyed by the shadow government and Deep State

On Aug. 25, 2017, C.I.A. Whistleblower Kevin Shipp risked his life to reveal the organizational structure of the American Shadow Government and its Deep State financiers. Shipp calls for a social-civil revolution to restore the U.S. Constitution that has been hijacked by the Deep State and which wholly controls the Shadow Government (bribed and blackmailed Congress, Judiciary and unelected Bureaucracy).

https://youtu.be/XHbrOg092GA | Raw *.mp4 video file

Kevin Shipp: Shadow Government

Unconstitutional American Shadow Government. C.I.A. Whistleblower Kevin Shipp has taken great risks to reveal the structure of the illegal “shadow government” that operates outside the U.S. Constitution. See VIDEO above. Click here for a PDF of this slide.

Kevin Shipp: Deep State
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Deep State funds and profits from the Shadow Government. C.I.A. Whistleblower Kevin Shipp has taken great risks to reveal the structure of the Deep State.” See VIDEO above. Click here for a PDF of this slide.

738. How the CIA made Google

On Aug. 23, 2017, crowd-funded independent investigator Nafeez Ahmed published "How the CIA made Google – Inside the secret network behind mass surveillance, endless war, and Skynet—". Richard P. O'Neill, the sycophantic founder of "The Highland Forum" and later "The Highland Group" (see Feb. 1995 timeline) is identified as a key organizer of secret back channel collusion between rogue officers at the Pentagon and private industry.[807]

739. Why Google made the NSA

On Aug. 29, 2017, crowd-funded independent investigator Nafeez Ahmed published "Why Google made the NSA – Inside the secret network behind mass surveillance, endless war, and Skynet—". Richard P. O'Neill, the sycophantic founder of "The Highland Forum" and later "The Highland Group" (see Feb. 1995 timeline) is identified as a key organizer of secret back channel collusion between rogue officers at the Pentagon and private industry.[808]
On Sep. 07, 2017. Author Edwin Black joined Alex Jones and Mike Cernovich live via Skype to address the reason behind keeping IBM afloat as a major company despite their clearly treasonous acts of aiding the Nazi enemy. Black: "Thomas Watson was a convicted extortionist . . . I don't understand why there is still an IBM."[790] [797]

https://vimeo.com/232999832 | Raw *.mp4 video file

FIG–IBM FIRST CENTRALIZED DATA ON CITIZENS FOR NAZI, GERMANY STARTING IN 1933. Today, IBM and the C.I.A. have continued that goal with different packaging, calling it IBM "The Internet of Things." The illegal mass surveillance of Americans has been bad at stopping terrorists, but it has been good at collecting all information about a person (work history, bank accounts, education, political beliefs, spirituality, opinions, relationships, health history, etc.)—the real goal of the program—to develop a highly accurate mathematical profile. Author Edwin Black shows how this is exactly what IBM achieved for Adolf Hitler that made his "Final Solution" against the Jews so effective. The Nazis had embraced the teaching of American eugenicist Margaret Sanger (Planned Parenthood) in their beliefs about race and genetic superiority. Those same goals have been repackaged with cute emojis to lull citizens to sleep while their civil liberties are destroyed . . . in the name of safety and counter-terrorism.

Video: Infowars.
741. On Sep. 13, 2017, under questioning from Congress, former Obama adviser Susan E. Rice reportedly admitted having requested to see the protected identities of Trump transition officials who were “incidentally” captured by government surveillance. (For their privacy protection, identities of U.S. citizens captured during surveillance of foreign targets are supposed to be protected or “masked” from other government officials. Applications by federal officials to “unmask” the names or see the identities are supposed to be rare and carefully considered. [799]
On Sep. 18, 2017, CNN reported that the Obama Justice Department wiretapped Trump campaign manager Paul Manafort before the 2016 election over Russia ties, closed the investigation, then began surveillance anew sometime in the fall and continued it through the early part of 2017.[799]
PRISON PLANET: U.S. Military's Weaponization of Social Media Has Already Imprisoned You and Thrown Away The Key

On Oct. 16, 2017, American Intelligence Media (AIM) laid out the takedown of the American Republic, titled LOCK DOWN ON PRISON PLANET ALMOST COMPLETE, HOW THE U.S. MILITARY’S CONTROL OF SOCIAL MEDIA HAS ALREADY IMPRISONED YOU AND THROWN AWAY THE KEY. AIM revealed the twisted rationale for the theft and weaponization of Leader Technologies' social networking invention. AIM alerted readers to the grave dangers of the weaponization of the internet and social media. A new technological revolution is taking place that will affect all of us. They make it sound so cool and fun – the Internet of Things—but it is nothing more than a self-imposed prison that will eventually control you 24/7 once you connect into the network. Leader Technologies' patent attorney James P. Chandler, III and IBM chief intellectual property counsel David J. Kappos (later appointed Patent Office Director by Obama) are ring leaders in this theft. [812] [813]
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http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
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https://youtu.be/4Oex3cri34E | Raw *.mp4 video file | Related article
The Paradise Papers

On Nov. 05, 2017, The Paradise Papers revealed that Facebook's $200 million pre-IPO financing from Russian oligarch Yuri Milner and his company DST USA II, was controlled by Kanton Services. Kanton Services was financed with a $920 million loan from Gazprom Investholding which is subsidized and controlled by the Russian state (Vladimir Putin). Tellingly, Milner and DST were permitted to cash out their $3.79 billion in private Facebook stock on Day 3 of the Facebook IPO along with other key insiders including Mark Zuckerberg, James W. Breyer, Accel Partners, Peter Thiel, Goldman Sachs and Microsoft.

Yuri Milner is a Larry H. Summers acolyte from the early 1990's.

See timeline for the Milner/DST $200 million Facebook investment on May 26, 2009, now revealed to have been received from the Kremlin.

See also timeline for May 22, 2012: Facebook insiders, including Yuri Milner and DST, cash out more than $13.26 billion of their insider stock on Day 3 of the Facebook initial public offering, prompting an epic rant against Peter Thiel by Jim Cramer.
The following 1947-2017 timeline represents the evidence listed above.

**Yr. 1947**

*Jan 18* Under the provisions of the National Security Act of 1947 (61 Stat. 495), approved July 26, 1947, effective on September 18, 1947, the National Security Council (NSC) and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) were created.

**Yr. 1952**

*Oct 24* President Truman issued a memorandum on communications intelligence (COMINT) that authorized the creation of the National Security Agency (NSA).

**Yr. 1987**

*Aug 3* Senator Daniel K. Inouye (HI) chaired the Senate Select Committee on Secret Military Assistance and revealed: "There exists a shadowy Government with its own Air Force, its own Navy, its own fundraising mechanism, and the ability to pursue its own ideas of the national interest, free from all checks and balances, and free from the law itself."

**Yr. 1990**

*Jan* Harvard economics professor, Lawrence "Larry" Summers tutored his student Sheryl K. Sandberg while brainstorming a new world order with fellow Harvard Law School professor James P. Chandler, III

*Major General James E. Freeze (US Army ret.)* presented "The Freeze Report" to Congress that described the poor state of security at the US Department of Energy.

*Russian Yuri Milner became Wharton Business School student (1990-1992)*

**Yr. 1991**

*Sheryl Sandberg published Harvard senior thesis promoting bogus domestic violence statistics; Larry Summers advised her*

*Larry Summers became chief economist for the World Bank*

*Sheryl K. Sandburg became research assistant to Larry Summers at the World Bank*

*Larry Summers advised the collapsing Soviet economy to issue privatization vouchers under a theory fellow economist called "Big Bangery" and "globalbaloney;" created the current corrupt oligarchs since only mobsters had access to Western currency to buy the vouchers*

*Aug 10* Dan Casolaro, journalist investigating Bill & Hillary Clinton re. ADFA and Mena, AK drug smuggling and money laundering, allegedly committed suicide

**Yr. 1992**

*Jul 30* Victor Raiser & son, chair of Clinton Presidential Finance Committee, died in a plane crash

*Aug 21* Ruby Ridge standoff and sniper attack

*Sep 17* George Soros caused a collapse of the UK Pound and made $1.4 billion overnight

*Nov 3* Bill Clinton elected 42nd President

**Yr. 1993**

*Yuri Milner wrote Voucher Investment Funds paper for the World Bank advocating a Russian voucher privatization program for Larry Summers*

*Bill Clinton inaugurated 42nd President*

**Yr. 1994**

*Yuri Milner returned to Russia to work with oligarch Mikhail Khodorkovsky at Bank Menatep*

*Bank Menatep was caught diverting $4.8 billion in MF funds and laundering $10 billion in Russian mob funds (1999)*

**Yr. 1995**

*Bill Clinton promoted Larry Summers to US Deputy Secretary of he Treasury under Robert Rubin.*

*Feb 1995* (maybe in 1994) The Highlands Forum "Elitist Pentagon Shadow Government" hosted by...
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Bill Clinton appointed Larry Summers US Undersecretary for International Affairs of the US Treasury Dept.

Jan 20
Larry Summers hired Marne L. Levine to various Treasury Department positions (1993-2001)

Jan 25
Bill Clinton appointed Hillary to chair Task Force on National Healthcare Reform

Feb 26
World Trade Center bombing

Feb 28
C. LeBlue, T. McKeaham, R. Williams and S. Willis, Clintons bodyguards killed by gunfire at Waco, Texas raid of David Koresh

May 19
W. Barkley, B. Hassey, S. Reynolds and T. Sabel, Clinton bodyguards killed in helicopter crash

May 19
John A. Wilson, Washington, D.C. councilman died preparing to expose the Clintons

Jun 07
GROUND ZERO: Third Cryptography Conference - the beginning of illegal NSA warrantless surveillance and betrayal of America via ICANN handover to UN on Oct. 01, 2016

Jun 22
Phil Wilcher, Wash., D.C. attorney investigating the Clintons' drug smuggling and money laundering in Mena, AK allegedly committed suicide

Jul 20
Vincent Foster, Jr., Deputy White House counsel and Clinton childhood friend, allegedly committed suicide

Aug 15
Jon Walker, Sr. RTC specialist inves igating Whitewater, allegedly committed suicide

Sep 10
S. Heard, S. Dickson, Clinton heal hcare advisers, died in a plane crash

Sep 26
Luther 'Jerry' Parks, Clintons' chief of security at campaign headquarters, was murdered

Nov 30
Ed Willey, Clintons' manager of Clinton Pres. campaign finance committee, allegedly committed suicide

Larry Nichols, former Clinton political fixer, produced an expose on the Clinton's $100 million per month cocaine smuggling and money laundering out of Mena, AK call The Clinton Chronicles (1994)

Mar 01
Herschel Friday, member of Clinton Pres. campaign finance committee, died in a plane crash

Mar 03
Ronald Rogers killed en route to interview for The Clinton Chronicles expose documentary produced by Larry Nichols, Clinton's former political fixer

Mar 03
Conspiracy of Silence documentary on Washington D.C. pedophilia pulled from Discovery Channel after pressure from Congressmen

May 11
Kathy Ferguson, former wife of Clinton bodyguard Danny Ferguson, allegedly committed suicide

Jun 12
Bill Shelton, Arkansas State Police officer, fiance of Kathy Ferguson, former wife of Clinton bodyguard Danny Ferguson, allegedly committed suicide

Jul 28
Calvin Walraven, police informant in Jocelyn Elders' cocaine distribution trial, allegedly committed suicide

Apr 17
Bill Clinton signed Executive Order No. 12958, Classified National Security Information, which Barack Obama made subservient to foreign treaties (like the Trans-Pacific Partnership, TPP) in Executive Order No. 13526 on Dec. 29, 2009

Apr 19
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in OK City, OK bombed

Apr 19
Alan G. Whicher, Clinton chief of security and former bodyguard, was killed in the OK City bombing

May 08
Bill Clinton appointed John M. Deutch as C.I.A. Director

Aug 14
Bill Clinton appointed Evan J. Wallach to the U.S. Court of International Trade; Wallach was former chief counsel to Sen. Harry Reid (1986-1987)

Richard P. O'Neill held its first private gathering sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OUSD) and co-chaired by the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (PDASD(C3I)) and the DARPA Director of Net Assessment. The meeting is said to have helped plant the idea of ‘network-centric warfare’ in the minds of the nation's top military. The private, off the grid gathering, likely violated The Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA)

Yuri Milner and Bank Menatep busy diverting $4.6 billion MF funds and laundering $10 billion in Russian mob funds

More: Freeze/Chandler colleagues join Eurotech, incl.

http://www.fbcov3rup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
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Congress enacted The False Statements Accountability Act of 1996 (FSSA); Subsection (b) sanctioned lying to Congress, courts and administrative proceedings

Affirmed in multiple 9th Circuit rulings, e.g., “Congress . . . chose to exempt from criminal liability certain kinds of lies to the federal government” US v. McNeil; See also US v. Horvath

Oct 11 Congress enacted The Economic Espionage Act of 1996 (EEA) authored by James P. Chandler, legal adviser to Bill Clinton

James D. Watkins, retired Secretary of the Navy, and Don V. Hahnfeldt, retired nuclear submarine commander

Stated mission was tech transfer from the former USSR

Mar 05 Bill Clinton and George Soros started the Kosovo War, triggered by a hoax "Račak massacre,” began the establishment of a Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) jihadi Islamist foothold in Europe


Oct 27 The William J. Clinton Foundation incorporated in Arkansas by Williams & Connolly LLP

Dec 20 George Soros admitted in a CBS 60 Minutes interview to helping Nazis confiscate Jewish property as a 14-year old named György Schwartz

1999

Bill Clinton appointed Larry Summers as US Secretary of the Treasury

Larry Summers appointed Sheryl K. Sandberg as US Secretary of the Treasury Chief of Staff (1999-2001)

Yuri Milner founded NetBridge/Mail.ru

Jul 14 Bill Clinton issued Executive Order 13130 titled National Infrastructure Assurance Council (NIAC) likely drafted by James P. Chandler

Nov 12 Larry Summers pushed repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act (Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act) that separated bank and securities firms; e.g., Citibank became Citigroup

Timeline Top

Yr. 2000 2001 2002

Mo.

Leader discovered the “secret sauce” for large scale Internet collaboration and sought experienced legal counsel

Jan

Yuri Milner founded NetBridge and Mail.ru in Moscow Russia; Mail.ru helped Accel Partners' pump and dump scheme in Facebook stock (starting in May 26, 2009), pushing Facebook's pre-IPO valuation in 2012 to $100 billion

Jan 18 Bill Clinton appointed James P. Chandler to National Infrastructure Assurance Council (NIAC)

Jan 19 Bill Clinton pardoned former C.I.A. Director John M. Deutch for mishandling classified documents on home computer

Jan 20 Bill Clinton pardoned hiding-in-exile Marc Rich for commodities fraud; Rich's wife Denise donated $450,000 to The Clinton Library Foundation

Feb

Feb 05 Bill Clinton paid $125,000 for speech to Morgan Stanley in New York, NY, Eclipse members, Facebook underwriter

Feb 15 Chandler filed CRYPTO.COM trademark in Class 38

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
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FBI opens Public Corruption investigation of Bill Clinton, Clinton Foundation re. improperly handled pardon of fugitive Marc Rich involving Eric H. Holder, future Obama Attorney General

Feb 19 Bill Clinton paid $125,000 for speech to Oracle in Redwood City, CA, Eclipse member

Feb 19 Bill Clinton paid $125,000 for speech to Credit Suisse in New York, NY, Eclipse member and Facebook underwriter

Aug 29 Bill Clinton paid $125,000 for speech to Credit Suisse in New York, NY, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter

Mar 01 Chandler filed LEADER trademarks in Class 38; no conflicts disclosure

Mar 14 Judicial Conference made sweeping changes to judicial financial ethics policies on mutual funds to allow judges and employees to conceal holdings behind a so-called "safe harbor concept." Federal Circuit executive, Jan Horbaly, participated

Leader's Michael McKibben and patent attorney James P. Chandler discussed with Battelle Memorial Institute McKibben's "Harvard University Initiative" that intended to invite IBM to participate

Mar 28 Chandler sponsored a trade secrets conference advised by then Assistant Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr. and then IBM chief intellectual property counsel, David J. Kappos, appointed Patent Office director in 2009

Apr James P. Chandler, Chandler Law, engaged as Leader legal counsel

May May 06 Chandler appointed as Leader director

Jun Chandler participated in pivotal Leader product design meeting in Columbus, Ohio

Jun 15 Former C.I.A. Asset Susan Lindauer warned about the planned 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center; reporting was well-known in intelligence but covered up by the White House

Jun 18 Chandler participated with Leader in Wright-Patterson Air Force Base discussions re. use of Leader's inventions

Jun 05 Chandler delivered Leader CRADA with LLNL (signed by Jeffrey Wadsworth), He included Fenwick & West LLP and Gen. James Freeze (NSA). Chandler takes custody of Leader source code

Jun 05 LLNL CRADA signed in March, but not delivered to Leader until LLC to C conversion completed with Fenwick counsel; no conflict disclosures; Chandler eager about crypto rights acquired in this agreement

Jul 01 Lawrence "Larry" Summers appointed Harvard president

Jul 01 Lawrence Summers appointed Marne L. Levine as his chief of staff as Harvard president

Jul 05 Jeffrey Wadsworth left LLNL where he had signed the Smart Camera research agreement with Leader and joined Battelle Institute where Leader had earlier presented their

Aug 07: Chandler joined Eurotech, Ltd. / CRYPTO.COM board; no Leader conflict waiver sought.

Aug 09: Chandler recommended LLNL Smart Camera research project to Leader.

Aug 29: THE GREATEST LARCENY IN HISTORY: Eclipse released Version 2.0.1 that included Leader Technologies' social networking invention; IBM illegally claimed a copyright over Leader's innovations.

Aug 25: LLNL validated Leader invention and allowed DoD encryption/crypto (the crypto was highly touted by Chandler).

Aug 09: Chandler sent $30K demand; threatened to stop legal representation; Freudian name dropped IBM, Xerox, Hoffman La Roche, Fenwick & West as accomplishments (all IBM / Eclipse Founders).

Aug 29: Bill Clinton paid $125,000 for speech to PeopleSoft in New Orleans, LA, Eclipse member.

Aug 30: WHISTLEBLOWER: Chandler met with Montgomery County, Maryland officers to partner on projects, including Patent Office, IBM; encouraged the County to partner with IBM and referred to incorporating [Eclipse Foundation] members.

Sep 05: Hewlett-Packard (HP) joined IBM's The Eclipse Foundation.

Sep 06: Chandler met secretly with Montgomery County re. his Patent Office, IBM, Eclipse "coup".

Sep 12: The Highlands Group sponsored "The Inaugural Island Forum" in Singapore themed "Transformation - Experiences in the Military and Industry; 35 participants came from France, Germany, Israel, Singapore, Sweden, UK and US.

Sep 18: Gen. Freeze (former NSA) resigned as Leader's first director in faked rage.

Sep 20: Chandler facilitated mee ing with Lynn Matliss, Boston Scientific; no conflicts disclosure.

Oct 25: Leader filed DARPA homeland security Command and Control proposal at Chandler's recommendation.

Oct 21: Mitch Kappor (IBM) started "Project Chandler" and the Open Source Applications Foundation (OSAF) as an evident ruse and conduit to shuffle Leader's invention to IBM.

Nov 07: Eclipse released version 1.0.


Nov 26: Eurotech / Chandler filed homeland security CRADA with Air Force; no conflicts waiver sought.

Dec 27: Chandler facilitated nondisclosure confidentiality agreement between Leader and LLNL / U.S. Dept. of Energy.

Dec 14: Bill Clinton paid $75.00 for BBC speech in London; BBC is Eclipse member.

Dec 04: Eclipse stated version 2.0 *based primarily on the contributions of a single [unnamed] company . . . using
Dec 18  Leader filed BAA Command & Control DARPA proposal with Etelix; Chandler did not ask Leader Technologies for a conflict of interest waiver regarding Eurotech and its progeny homeland security and technology companies; Eurotech > CRYPTO.com > Markland > Technest > EOIR > White Oak

Dec 30  Eurotech (Chandler/CRYPTO) entered a $1 million contract with Etelix (USA), a Venezuelan Internet and telecom firm

Dec 09 Eurotech merged CRYPTO (James P. Chandler) with Markland Technologies

Dec 09 Hewlett-Packard (HP) and Microsoft announced alliance to exploit Leader Technologies’ XML innovations stolen by Chandler and IBM Eclipse (See Aug 29, 2002);

Microsoft and Bill Gates have donated up to $25.5 million to Clinton Foundation; paid Bill Clinton $400 in speaking fees

HP donated $500,000 to Clinton Foundation

Chandler filed Leader provisional patents; disclosed no conflicts with Eclipse / IBM / Fenwick disclosed; failed to include Leader’s source code in provisional despite having custody of the code since Jun. 06, 2002

Timeline Top

Yr. 2003  2004  2005

Mo. Chandler prepared Leader patent applications during this year

Jan 30  Chandler resigned as Leader director; continued to "advise"

Jan  Zuckerberg claims he developed Facebook in "one to two weeks" during this month

Jan 07  Leader supported Terrorex '04 homeland security simulation

Jan 16-17  The Highlands Group organized the "Island Forum 2004" in Singapore themed "Information in Conflict" involving 40 'delegates' from Australia, India, Israel, Singapore, Sweden, UK and US

Feb 28  George W. Bush issued Executive Order 13286 in a massive consolidation of spy state power into private NIAC hands; likely drafted by James P. Chandler

Feb 02  First EclipseCON began; released Version 3.0

Feb 04  Facebook launched

Mar 18  Xerox contributed AspectJ code to The IBM Eclipse Foundation;

CIA 9/11 whistleblower Susan Lindauer incarcerated without trial at Carswell Air Force Base under The Patriot Act; more attempts to drug her for mental dilusions

Mar 01  Reid Hoffman (former PayPal, later LinkedIn), James W. Breyer, Ping Li, Jim Swartz, Accel Partners LLP, Matthew R. Cohler and Peter A. Thiel coached Zuckerberg and gave him spending money (collectively the "PayPal Mafia")

Mar 02  Accel Partners, James W. Breyer, formed IDG Technology Venture Investment III, L.P. that formed WinInChina, Inc. on Dec. 12, 2006

Mar 03  Eclipse named board: IBM, Intel, SAP AG, HP, Ericsson, QNX, MontaVista, Serena and University of Washington (Microsoft surrogate)

Mar 31  NSA published SIAToday for first time promoting "The Analyst Cockpit" as a "single webpage* for all internal communications-- sounded eerily similar to Leader Technologies Leader2Leader social
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Mar 12
Bill Clinton paid $250,000 for Citigroup speech in Paris, France;
Citigroup is Eclipse member and Facebook underwriter; Citigroup has donated up to $5.25 million to Clinton Foundation;
Larry Summers paid $99,000 for Citigroup speeches in 2008

Mar 24
Clintons incorporated Clinton Foundation HIV/AIDS Initiative, Inc in Arkansas

Apr
Apr 01
Google launched Gmail overseen by Sheryl K. Sandberg

Apr 12
Anne-Marie Slaughter published A New World Order promoting "disaggregation" of state power into networks of agencies, judges, politicians and corporations

May
May 13
James W. Breyer appointed chairman of National Venture Capital Association (NVCA); former PayPal investor, Accel Partners LLP, Harvard alum, 2nd largest Facebook investor
Other NVCA directors were Robert Ketterson (Fidelity), Gilman Louie (In-Q-Tel - C.I.A.), Ted Schlein, (Kleiner Perkins)

May 27
JPMorgan gave $10 billion line of credit to IBM; Goldman Sachs arranged debt financing for Lenovo, Beijing, China

Jun
Jun 01
Between Oct. 23, 2003 and Jun. 2004, Larry Summers’s The Harvard Crimson had mentioned Zuckerberg and Facebook 51 times, more than any other subject or world leader
Leader Technologies patent app and claims published by U.S. Patent Office for first time

Jun 22
Marne L. Levine married Philip J. Deutch, son of disgraced former C.I.A. Director John M. Deutch

Jun 01
Yuri Milner, 1992 World Bank protégé of Harvard’s Larry Summers, and colleague of Sheryl K. Sandberg,
Milner started DST (Digital Sky Technologies) funded by Russian oligarch Alisher Usmanov

Jun 29
Bill Clinton paid $250,000 for Goldman Sachs speech in Paris, France,
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Markland (CRYPTO.com) acquired E-OIR Technologies

France;

Goldman received $13 billion in the TARP bank bailout overseen by Larry Summers;

Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to Clinton Foundation;

former Goldman CEO Jon Corzine donated up to $250,000 to Clinton Foundation;

Goldman has paid Bill and Hillary Clinton $1.15 million for speeches;

Larry Summers was paid $222,500 for Goldman Sachs speeches in 2008;

Goldman Sachs is Eclipse member and Facebook underwriter

Jun 13 Bill Clinton paid $250,00 for Goldman Sachs speech in Greensboro, GA, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter;

Larry Summers was paid $222,500 for Goldman Sachs speeches in 2008;

Goldman has donated up to $350,000 to Clinton Foundation

Jun 27 Eclipse released Version 3.1

Jul 13 Barack Obama intro at Democratic National Convention

Aug 01 Peter A. Thiel (former PayPal) invested $500,000 in Facebook

Aug 18 Google went public underwritten by JPMorgan, Goldman Sachs

Aug 31 IBM made embedded systems project proposal at Eclipse with Motorola and Nokia (Microsoft surrogate)

Aug 30 Leader started providing the primary life-saving and disaster recovery communications for the State of Louisiana Hurricanes Katrina and Rita response

Sep 05 Louisiana Governor Blanco acknowledged Leader Technologies' vital assistance in Hurricane Katrina life savings and disaster recovery after local, state and federal communica ions systems failed; Leader used its social networking inventions

Sep 06 Bill Clinton met with Kazakhstan president Nazarbayev about uranium mining contracts for friend Frank Giustra

Sep 07 Kazakhstan gave Frank Giustra's company UrAsia Energy Ltd. lucrative mining rights; shocking the industry given Giustra's inexperience

Sep 29 Eclipse released Version 3.1.1

Sep 29 Eurotech, SpA (Italy) directed implementation of IBM, Microsoft, Cisco, Wind River and Intel's embedded systems for "The Internet of Things" (IoT) global agenda (outside reach of US law); Fenwick and Chandler did not seek conflicts waivers from Leader Technologies

Oct 21 Eclipse announced EclipseCON-2004 plan

Oct 27 Tsinghua University, Beijing, China joined Eclipse

Oct 25 Wiki creator, Ward Cunningham, joined The Eclipse Foundation
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The Harvard Crimson describes 19-year old sophomore Zuckerberg as "Not-so-arificial Intelligence"

Leader debugged keystone social networking code

Zuckerberg hacked Harvard dorms ("Let he hacking begin")

Nov

Barack Obama elected 44th President of the United States

Dec

The Harvard Crimson article "College Inches Toward a Facebook," already fourth article that mentioned Zuckerberg/Facebook in six weeks

Dec 03

Bill Clinton paid $125,000 for Goldman Sachs speech in New York, NY, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter,

Goldman received $13 billion in the TARP bank bailout overseen by Larry Summers;

Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to Clinton Foundation;

former Goldman CEO Jon Corzine donated up to $250,000 to Clinton Foundation;

Goldman has paid Bill and Hillary Clinton $1.15 million for speeches;

Larry Summers was paid $222,500 for Goldman Sachs speeches in 2008,

Goldman Sachs is Eclipse member and Facebook underwriter

Dec 08

Eclipse "unable to locate" the original contributor; declared they must "re-implement" their (Leader) platform source code

Dec 08

IBM sold PC Group to Chinese (Lenovo); Mark Loughridge, CFO, sold deal to concerned shareholders; failed to disclose a plethora of material facts exposed in this timeline

Timeline Top

Yr. 2006 2007 2008

Mo.

Jan 18 Eclipse released Version 3.1.2

Jan 11 Boston Scientific announced involvement with Eclipse; no disclosure of conflicts with Leader or Chandler

Feb 10 Barack Obama announced

Feb 02 Stratfor intelligence VP, Fred Burton, assists George Soros’
candidacy for President on Facebook—Leader’s invention

Feb 11
Larry Summers paid $87,500 by JPMorgan for speech;
In Nov., JPMorgan received $27.3 billion in TARP bailout funds managed by Summers

Feb 14
Larry Summers paid $25,000 by Price Waterhouse for speech;
Price Waterhouse paid Bill Clinton $400,000 for speeches in 2012

Feb 21
Eclipse released Version 3.2

Mar 01
Bill Clinton paid $150,000 by Goldman Sachs for speech in Miami, FL;
Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to Clinton Foundation;
former Goldman CEO Jon Corzine donated up to $250,000 to Clinton Foundation;
Goldman has paid Bill and Hillary Clinton $1.15 million for speeches;
Larry Summers was paid $222,500 for Goldman Sachs speeches in 2008,
Goldman Sachs is Eclipse member and Facebook underwriter

Mar 07
Bill Clinton paid $150,000 by AutoDesk for speech in Las Vegas, NV, Eclipse member;
AutoDesk has donated up to $500,000 in Clinton Foundation

Mar 08
Bill Clinton paid $150,000 by Goldman Sachs for speech in Phoenix, AZ,
Goldman received $13 billion in the TARP bank bailout overseen by Larry Summers;
Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to Clinton Foundation;
former Goldman CEO Jon Corzine donated up to $250,000 to Clinton Foundation;
Goldman has paid Bill and Hillary Clinton $1.15 million for speeches;
Larry Summers was paid $222,500 for Goldman Sachs speeches in 2008,
Goldman Sachs is Eclipse member and Facebook underwriter

Mar 14
Sheryl K. Sandberg left Google, appointed chief operating officer of Facebook

Mar 31
Stratfor sales pipeline Wikileaked reveals a Who’s Who target list of the American military-industrial complex, many of whom are already IBM Eclipse Foundation members
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Bill Clinton paid $100,000 by to Cisco for speech in Kiawah Island, SC, Eclipse member, Facebook supplier;
Cisco has donated up to $1 million to Clinton Foundation

Mar 29

Apr 30
Bill Clinton paid $200,000 by IBM for speech IBM in Paradise Island, Bahamas, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter

Apr 16
Larry Summers paid $135,000 by Goldman Sachs for speech Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter,
In Nov., Goldman Sachs received $13 billion in the TARP bank bailout overseen by Larry Summers;
Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to Clinton Foundation;
former Goldman CEO Jon Corzine donated up to $250,000 to Clinton Foundation;
Goldman has paid Bill and Hillary Clinton $1.15 million for speeches;
Larry Summers was paid $222,500 for Goldman Sachs speeches in 2008,
Goldman Sachs is Eclipse member and Facebook underwriter

Apr 17
Larry Summers paid $67,500 by Lehman Brothers (Barclays) for speech;
Barclays has paid Bill Clinton $325,000 in speaking fees;
Facebook underwriter

Apr 18
Larry Summers was paid $45,000 by State Street Corp for speech;
In Nov., State Street received $3 billion in TARP bailout funds managed by Summers

May 2-4
The Highlands Group organized the “Island Forum 2006” involving 15 delegates from Australia, France, India, UK and US; included Kris Gopalakrishnan (Infosys), Ray Ozzie (Microsoft) and James Raulo (Disney)

May 18
Bill Clinton paid $150,000 for speech to Cisco, Monterey, CA, Eclipse member, Facebook supplier; Cisco donated up to $1 million to Clinton Foundation

May 03
Bill Clinton paid $250,000 for speech to Citigroup, New York, NY, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter; Cit has donated up to $5.25 million to the Clinton Foundation; Larry Summers was paid $99,000 in speaking fees by Cit in 2008

May 07
Larry Summers was paid $67,500 in speaking fees by American Express (AMEX);
In Nov., AMEX received $ in TARP bailout funds managed by Summers;
AMEX figured prominently in Facebook’s S-1 Registration sales pitch to prospective IPO investors

Jun 15
Bill Clinton paid $200,000 for speech to GE, New York, NY, Eclipse member

Jun 29
Eclipse released Version 3.2

Jun 25
Eclipse released Version 3.3

Jun 01
Jus in G. Cooper set up an Apple OSX private email server in Bill & Hillary's basement at their Chappaqua, NY residence

Jun 17
Eclipse released Version 3.4

Jun 18
Larry Summers paid $87,500 by Goldman Sachs for speech,
In November, Goldman received $13 billion in TARP bailout funds managed by Summers;
Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to Clinton Foundation;
former Goldman CEO Jon Corzine donated up to $250,000...
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Jul

Jul 30 EMC woos Eclipse developers with $100,000 cash prizes

Jul 30 Larry Summers paid $87,500 i by Barclays (Lehman Brothers) for speech;
Bill Clinton has been paid $325,000 by Barclays for speeches; Facebook underwriter

Aug

Aug 17 Bill Clinton paid $150,000 by Cisco for speech in Las Vegas, NV, Eclipse member, Facebook supplier;
Cisco has donated up to $1 million to Clinton Foundation

Aug 01 David Kirkpatrick left FORTUNE to write The Facebook Effect

Aug 08 EOIR Technologies (CRYPTO/Chandler) sold to The White Oak Group; Chandler sought no conflicts waiver with Leader Technologies

Sep

Sep 06 HP "pretext" spying on board of directors revealed

Sep 08 Judge Michael B. Mukasey (SDNY) hearing to drug C.I.A. 9/11 whistleblower Susan Lindauer while incarcerated without trial at Carswell AFB

Sep 09 Frank Giustra hosted lavish Bill Clinton birthday party in Toronto raising $21 million for Clinton Foundation

Sep 10 HP "pretext" spying on board of directors revealed

Sep 13 Bill Clinton paid $150,000 by to Citigroup for speech in New York, NY, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter;
Citigroup has donated up to $5.25 million to the Clinton Foundation;
Larry Summers paid $99,000 by Citigroup for speeches in 2008

Sep 21 Eclipse released Version 3.3.1

Sep 22 Anne-Marie Slaughter republished A New World Order advocating "harnessing private incentives to public goals," essentially a new form of Fascist state economy

Sep 29 Eclipse released Version 3.2.1

Oct

Oct 02 Larry Summers paid $112,500 by State Street Corporation; State Corporation for speech;
In Nov. State Street received $3 billion in TARP bailout funds managed by Summers

Oct 10 Stratfor, a CIA front posing as an independent third party analyst, circulated its choice "friends" list that includes bankers, academicians and tech companies cooperating with IBM, Chandler and The Eclipse Foundation. (Source: WikiLeaks)

Oct 14 Fenwick applied for Facebook SEC exemption from 500-shareholder rule; failed to seek conflicts waiver from Leader Technologies

Oct 21 Wal-Mart selected SAP AG as ERP vendor, thus tying SAP to Wal-Mart and the CIA; both Wal-mart and SAP were Eclipse members already

Oct 23 Eclipse released Version 3.3.1.1

Oct 15 SEC’s chief counsel Thomas J. Kim granted Facebook exemption; opened "pump and dump" scheme; Kim failed to disclose his prior employment at Latham & Watkins LLP; Breyer’s counsel at the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA)
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[Date: 11/6/2017]

Larry Summers paid $135,000 by McKinsey & Co. for speech
McKinsey is Facebook's Sheryl K. Sandberg former employer;
Bill Clinton paid $150,000 by McKinsey for speech;
McKinsey donated up to $250,000 to Clinton Foundation;
former McKenzie managing director, Peter Binas, donated up to $100,000 to the Clinton Foundation

Barack H. Obama first uttered the phrase “fundamentally transforming the United States of America” and Michelle L. R. Obama parroted Slaughter about “change our traditions, our history . . . move to a different place as a nation”

Barack H. Obama elected 44th U.S. President

American taxpayer TARP bailout funds ($ billions) given to:
- Goldman Sachs—$13b
- Morgan Stanley—$13b
- JPMorgan—$25.2b
- Citigroup—$45b
- Bank of America—$46.8b
- Wells Fargo—$25.2b
- State Street Corp—$3b
- AMEX—$3.4b
- BlackRock—$1.5b

Goldman Sachs—$13b
Morgan Stanley—$13b
JPMorgan—$25.2b
Citigroup—$45b
Bank of America—$46.8b
Wells Fargo—$25.2b
State Street Corp—$3b
AMEX—$3.4b
BlackRock—$1.5b

Fan Chandler hosted Chinese delegation from Sichuan Province at his new NiPli House

Bill Clinton paid $150,000 by Citigroup for speech in New York, NY, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter;
In Nov. 2008, Citigroup received $45 billion in TARP bank bailout funds managed by Larry Summers;
Citigroup has donated up to $5.25 million to the Clinton Foundation;
Larry Summers was paid $99,000 by Citigroup for speeches in 2008

Leader awarded U.S. Pat. No. 7,139,761 for social networking

Michael B. Mukasey, former SDNY judge over C.I.A. whistleblower Susan Lindauer appointed Attorney General by George Bush

Bill Clinton paid $175,000 by Merrill Lynch for speech in New York, NY, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter (now Bank of America);
Merrill's parent Bank of America received $46.8 billion in TARP bailout;
Merrill donated up to $250,000 to Clinton Foundation

Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter;
In Nov. 2008, Citigroup received $45 billion in TARP bank bailout funds managed by Larry Summers;
Citigroup has donated up to $5.25 million to the Clinton Foundation;
Larry Summers was paid $99,000 by Citigroup for speeches in 2008

Leader Technologies sued Facebook for patent willful patent infringement, damages and injunction

Eric H. Holder, Jr. nominated as U.S. Attorney General; Hillary R. Clinton nominated as Secretary of State; both cronies of James P. Chandler

Donald K. Stern, Cooley Godward LLP (Facebook's attorney in Leader v. Facebook), appointed to Obama justice transition team to advise on judge appointments

Donald K. Stern, Cooley Godward LLP (Facebook's attorney in Leader v. Facebook), appointed to Obama justice transition team to advise on judge appointments

FISA Court secret opinion gave incoming Attorney General, Eric H. Holder, Jr., almost dictatorial powers to spy on Americans without a warrant (declared unconstitutional on May 7, 2015)

Dec
Dec 01
- Eric H. Holder, Jr. nominated as U.S. Attorney General; Hillary R. Clinton nominated as Secretary of State; both cronies of James P. Chandler

Dec 05
- Donald K. Stern, Cooley Godward LLP (Facebook’s attorney in Leader v. Facebook), appointed to Obama justice transition team to advise on judge appointments

Dec 12
- FISA Court secret opinion gave incoming Attorney General, Eric H. Holder, Jr., almost dictatorial powers to spy on Americans without a warrant (declared unconstitutional on May 7, 2015)

Nov
Nov 09
- Michael B. Mukasey, former SDNY judge over C.I.A. whistleblower Susan Lindauer appointed Attorney General by George Bush

Nov 10
- Michael B. Mukasey, former SDNY judge over C.I.A. whistleblower Susan Lindauer appointed Attorney General by George Bush

Nov 13
- Chandler hosted Chinese delegation from Sichuan Province at his new NiPli House

Nov 15
- Bill Clinton paid $150,000 by Citigroup for speech in New York, NY, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter;
In Nov. 2008, Citigroup received $45 billion in TARP bank bailout funds managed by Larry Summers;
Citigroup has donated up to $5.25 million to the Clinton Foundation;
Larry Summers was paid $99,000 by Citigroup for speeches in 2008

Nov 30
- Bill Clinton paid $175,000 by Merrill Lynch for speech in New York, NY, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter (now Bank of America);
Merrill's parent Bank of America received $46.8 billion in TARP bailout;
Merrill donated up to $250,000 to Clinton Foundation

Nov 09
- Michael B. Mukasey, former SDNY judge over C.I.A. whistleblower Susan Lindauer appointed Attorney General by George Bush

Nov 04
- American taxpayer TARP bailout funds ($ billions) given to:
- Goldman Sachs—$13b
- Morgan Stanley—$13b
- JPMorgan—$25.2b
- Citigroup—$45b
- Bank of America—$46.8b
- Wells Fargo—$25.2b
- State Street Corp—$3b
- AMEX—$3.4b
- BlackRock—$1.5b

Dec 12
- Accel Partners, James W. Breyer, Facebook Chairman, incorporated WininChina, Inc. via IDG Technology Venture Investment III, L.P.
- WininChina LLP exposed by HSBC whistleblower Hervé Falciani as an offshore money laundering vehicle in 2015

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
**Timeline Top**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan 13</td>
<td>Hillary Clinton registered <a href="http://www.clintonemail.com">www.clintonemail.com</a> domain; serial Bill Clinton aide Justin G. Cooper was the registered contact; Cooper is or has been associated with President Bill Clinton, Clinton Foundation, Clinton Global Initiative, Clinton Family Foundation, Teneo Holdings, Decision Sciences Corporation, American University - Dubai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 15</td>
<td>Government DROPPED prosecution of C.I.A. whistleblower Susan Lindauer after over two years of imprisonment without a hearing under the Patriot Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 21</td>
<td>Barack Obama takes office as President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 21</td>
<td>Hillary Clinton confirmed as Secretary of State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 21</td>
<td>Marne L. Levine appointed chief of staff to Larry Summers at the National Economic Council (bank bailout)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 23</td>
<td>Hillary Clinton appointed Anne-Marie Slaughter, author of A New World Order as chief policy adviser to her and Obama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11</td>
<td>Eclipse released Version 3.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 20</td>
<td>Leader filed for discovery of Zuckerberg's Harvard informa ion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11</td>
<td>Eclipse released Version 3.5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 17</td>
<td>Barack Obama hosted dinner in Silicon Valley including six of the same companies hosted by Hillary Clinton on Dec. 29, 2009 who are feeding user data to the NSA (Snowden disclosures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 22</td>
<td>CBS' Sharyl Attkisson broke 'Fast and Furious' on CBS Evening News; government responded with false spin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2009**

- Verdi Israelian left Morgan Stanley in Moscow to join Yuri Milner (DST) in London

**2010**

- IRS started targeting conservative groups by singling out 'Tea Party' and 'patriot' names. Bradley Manning leaked classified info to WikiLeaks showing massive illegal surveillance activity. Eric Holder renews James Rosen journalist subpoena. Obama pursued charges against NSA whistleblower Thomas Drake

**2011**

- Fix News reporter Mike Levine subpoenaed by DOJ on terrorism story; later dropped

---

**More Events**

- Bill Clinton paid $175,000 by CareerBuilder.com for speech in Schaumburg, Illinois, Eclipse member
- CBS News journalist Sharyl Attkisson began researching DOJ ‘gunwalking’ opera ion nicknamed ‘Fast and Furious’ that secretly let weapons to be sent to Mexican drug cartels
- CBS' Sharyl Attkisson broke 'Fast and Furious' on CBS Evening News; government responded with false spin

---

[http://www.fcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html](http://www.fcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html)
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Mar 21
- Hillary Clinton promoted her use of Facebook as a diplomacy tool

Mar 27
- Eric H. Holder, Jr. began as U.S. Attorney General

Jun
- Facebook began feeding user data to the NSA (Source: NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden)

Jun 11
- Eclipse released Version 3.5

Jun 16
- Hillary Clinton solicited funds from Microsoft and GE for State Department business from her personal email account HDR22@clintonemail.com

Mar 16
- Bill Clinton paid $175,000 by Visa for speech in Chicago, IL, Eclipse member

Mar 17
- Obama nominated Leonard P. Stark to the Delaware District Court bench where Leader v. Facebook was proceeding; VP Joe Biden was Stark's sponsor

Apr 06
- Leak disclosed NSA unmasked Rep. Jane Harmon conversations with pro-Israeli lobbyist

Apr 06
- AOL and Steve Case received $2 million investment from Goldman Sachs, Citibank and Morgan Stanley to build a PayPal-like MasterCard; Marne L. Levine worked at AOL as Director of Product Management on this project

Apr 06
- Alec Ross hired by Hillary Clinton as a Senior Adviser on Innovation despite no formal training in technology

Apr 06
- The Highlands Group organized the "Island Forum 2009" themed "Complex Networks, Risk and Resilience" including Debora Plunkett (NSA) and Philip J. Venables (Goldman Sachs)

Apr 15
- White House sent three paragraph memo to agencies ordering all FOIA requests and Congressional inquiries and subpoenas to first come to White House counsel for review

Apr 17
- Douglas J. Band, creator of the Clinton Global Initiative and Clinton counselor, began email exchanges with Hillary Clinton on her private email server

May 25
- Bill Clinton paid $175,000 by Visa for speech in Chicago, IL, Eclipse member

May 26
- Bill Clinton paid $175,000 by Visa for speech in Washington, D.C., Eclipse member

May 28
- Government filed secret warrant for Gmail of reporter James Rosen

Jun 03
- John Lindfors left Goldman Sachs to join Yuri Milner (DST) in London

Jun 14
- Joe Lockhart, former Clinton White House press secretary, hire by Facebook as VP of communications

Jun 24
- Marne L. Levine (Deutch) left her job at the White House working

May 14
- Judge Stark affirmed the unfounded Leader v. Facebook on-sale bar verdict

Mar 30
- Yuri Milner, DST/Digital Sky, purchased $100m for Silicon Valley mansion worth $50m

Apr 01
- Patent Office Director Kappos started Facebook page; no conflicts disclosed

Apr 01
- Patent Office / Kappos spoke at Peking University on patent protection and the rule of law

Apr 06
- Glenn Beck departed Fox News over his exposés on Deep State financier George Soros; cleared the deck at Fox to appoint Deep State kingpin James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP, Facebook's 2nd largest shareholder

Apr 15
- T. Rowe Price invested $200m in Facebook private stock

Apr 185
- Suppressed video proof of C.I.A. Merck Pharmaceuticals vaccine "kills switch viruses" (e.g., SW-40) and release of AIDS virus re-emerges

Spring 2011
- Obama records Rep. Dennis Kucinich conversion ion with Libyan official and leaks to press

Jun 02
- Mitt Romney said he'll challenge Barack Obama in 2012

Jun 03
- John Lindfors left Goldman Sachs to join Yuri Milner (DST) in London

Jun 14
- Joe Lockhart, former Clinton White House press secretary, hire by Facebook as VP of communications

Jun 26
- Fidelity invested $74 million in Facebook private stock

May
- White House recruited Eric Schultz to spin nega ive Fast and Furious media coverage

May 18
- Thomas G. Hungar/Gibson Dunn LLP enter Leader v. Facebook; continue to conceal Zuckerberg computers

May 04
- Leader appealed to the Federal Circuit Court in Washington, D.C. (the patent appeals court)
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Jun 18  Obama nominated David J. Kappos, IBM chief inside counsel, to direct U.S. Patent Office; Kappos mentored by James P. Chandler

Jun 29  Bill Clinton paid $500,000 by Renaissance Capital (Moscow) for speech in Moscow, Russia with ties to the Kremlin and promoting Russian purchase of Uranium One hat required Hillary Clinton’s approval; Hillary did not opposed nor did she disclose her $145 million in dona ions to Clinton Foundation from Uranium One stakeholders

Jul 09  Sidney Blumenthal, unofficial Hillary Clinton political advisor, drafted her inaugural address to the Council on Foreign Relations endorsing Facebook, thus prejudicing Leader Technologies in Leader v. Facebook

Jul 14  Bill Clinton paid $175,000 by Microsoft for speech in Washington, D.C.; Microsoft and Bill Gates have donated up to $25.5 million to the Clinton Founda ion; Microsoft is Eclipse member and large Facebook stockholder

Aug 03  Fenwick disclosed Leader as prior art in Facebook director Marc Andreessen “social”

Aug 07  David J. Kappos (IBMer) (rare) recess appointment as Patent Office director by Obama

Aug 03  Thomas G. Hungar, Gibson Dunn LLP represents Federal Circuit judge interests in conflicts matter

Aug 10  Leonard P. Stark is confirmed as a U.S. judge for the District of Delaware just two weeks after the Leader v. Facebook trial ended

Aug 25  Leader asked court to set aside on-sale bar verdict for lack of evidence; failure to apply Pfaff precedent

Sep 09  Eclipse released Version 3.6.1

Sep 15  Bill Clinton paid $175,000 by Deloitte & Touche for speech in Las Vegas, NV, Eclipse member

Sep 16  Russian Yuri Milner changed DST name to “Mail.ru,” Milner now Facebook's largest outside investor; pumped Facebook's valuation

Sep 22  Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) hosts NY conference featuring Barack Obama & Hillary Clinton attended by numerous Facebook investors and IBM Eclipse Foundation members; Facebook's largest investor, Accel Partners LLP slipped into break out sessions

Sep 29  Barack Obama issued Executive Order 13511 titled “Continuance of Certain Federal Advisory Committees,” including the National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC) previously authorized by Executive Order 13231

Sep 02  James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP, nominated to the Fox Corp board of directors

Sep 09  Eclipse released Version 3.7.1

Sep 04  Clintons incorporate Clinton Global Initiative Inc. in Arkansas

Sep 07  Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) hosts NY conference featuring Barack Obama & Hillary Clinton attended by numerous Facebook investors and IBM Eclipse Foundation members; Facebook's largest investor, Accel Partners LLP slipped into break out sessions

Sep 09  Eclipse released Version 3.6.1

Sep 15  Bill Clinton paid $175,000 by Deloitte & Touche for speech in Las Vegas, NV, Eclipse member

Sep 16  Russian Yuri Milner changed DST name to “Mail.ru,” Milner now Facebook's largest outside investor; pumped Facebook's valuation

Sep 17  Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) program director Christina Sass gave a 62-page CGI leadership document to State Department executives; State Dept. FOIA release hid Obama ICANN-give up (revealing door Telecom Ambassador Philip L. Vereer, despite benefiting CGI donors including Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan, Barclays Bank, Citigroup, World Bank, Accel Partners (In-Q-Tel – C.I.A., Facebook), Microsoft, Cisco, IBM, John Podesta, Carlos Slim (part owner of The New York Times), Frank Giustra, Uranium One and Qualcomm, among many

Sep 28  Dennis Burke leaked sensitive ATF info against whistleblower John Dodson to Fox News

Sep 29  U.S. State Department published Facebook Field Guide Part 4: Metrics, Analytics and Resources (revealed by Hillary Clinton emails)

Aug 03  U.S. Attorney Burke resigned over improper leak about whistleblower Dodson and Fast and Furious

Aug 16  NSA director James L. Jones reached out to Hillary Clinton on her private email server breaching security protocol in likely support of neo-Fascist “public-private partnerships”

Sep 01  State Dept. published American Corners document repository that announced Facebook Groups and Yahoo Mail—both insecure

Sep 02  White House opera ive Eric Schultz hosted CBS’ Sharyl Attkisson for off-the-record backgrounder, then screamed and cussed about Fast and Furious questions
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Facebook stonewalled discovery of Zuckerberg Harvard informa ion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Stark threatened discovery order; gave Facebook more time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Facebook changed law firms from White &amp; Case LLP to Cooley Godward LLP (same attorneys)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Obama instructed NSA to conduct surveillance on journalists who write negative material about him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>CBS’ Sharyl Attkisson uncovered info that contradicted Eric Holder denials; Obama and Holder revise policy to permit NSA 'backdoor searches' and 'incidental collection'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>Eric Holder’s DOJ staff called CBS’ Sharyl Attkisson 'out of control' and response said 'Her piece was really bad for the AG'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Facebook filed for Leader patent re-exam request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Bill Clinton paid $150,00 by KPMG for speech in New York, NY, Eclipse member and member auditor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>Former Goldman Sachs’ Alexander Tamas moves to Dubai to manage funds for Yuri Milner, Facebook’s largest Russian investor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Bill Clinton paid $325,000 by Barclays Capital for speech in Singapore, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Vanguard CFO Anne Rockhold, NVCA director, joined Accel Partners LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>FBI prosecuted Shamai Leibowitz for leak to media about FBI abuse of power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Leader filed 4th motion to compel Facebook discovery; Facebook complains of &quot;undue burden&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Hillary Clinton produced a &quot;Technology Connections dinner&quot; guest list including seven companies already feeding user data to the NSA illegally (Snowden disclosures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>Leader patent affirmed by Patent Office examiner Deandra Hughes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>Bill Clinton paid $250,00 by Salesforce.com for speech in San Francisco, CA, Eclipse member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Leader filed 4th motion to compel Facebook discovery; Facebook complains of &quot;undue burden&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>DOJ retracts false denial of Fast and Furious gunwalking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Timeline Top

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Obama court martialed Bradley Manning for 2010 WikiLeaks of classified information revealing illegal military and diplomatic activities; Manning sentenced to 35 yrs. in prison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Clinton Health Access Initiative Inc. in Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Clintons incorporate Clinton Health Access Initiative Inc. in Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 07</td>
<td>Two forensic exams confirm unauthorized remote intrusions to CBS' Sharyl Attkisson's work and home computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 08</td>
<td>U.S. Supreme Court denied Leader petition; Chief Justice John Roberts failed to disclose his conflicts of interest with Facebook and Gibson Dunn LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 09</td>
<td>Bill Clinton paid $450,000 by Samsung for speech in Las Vegas, NV, Eclipse member, Facebook supplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 23</td>
<td>Hillary Clinton testified before Senate and House and uttered infamous &quot;What difference, at this point, does it make?&quot; re. the deaths of four Americans at Benghazi Consulate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 31</td>
<td>Eclipse released Version 3.8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 01</td>
<td>Facebook filed S-1 Registration to go public with Fenwick &amp; West LLP as legal counsel; no Leader conflicts waiver sought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 08</td>
<td>Eclipse released Version 3.7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 12</td>
<td>Hillary invited Sheryl K. Sandberg to dinner; Sandberg discusses Facebook S-1 offering, unmotivated women, Joe Lockhart, Elle magazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 13</td>
<td>Remote intruders installed spy software on CBS' Sharyl Attkisson's computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 18</td>
<td>Bill Clinton paid $200,000 by KPMG for speech in New York, NY, Eclipse member and member auditor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 21</td>
<td>Bill Clinton paid $175,000 by UBS for speech in Miami, FL, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 05</td>
<td>Federal Circuit oral arguments; judge panel was Lourie, Moore, Wallach; no conflicts with Facebook and Facebook's counsel Gibson Dunn LLP disclosed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 09</td>
<td>Todd Y. Park appointed U.S. CTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 22</td>
<td>&quot;Guccifer&quot; hacked Hillary Clinton's personal server documents and proves it contains confidential State Department documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 23</td>
<td>Hillary Clinton had two unpublished meetings with George Soros and Sidney Blumenthal; these meetings are not disclosed on the State Department website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 27</td>
<td>Hillary Clinton organized private dinner with Facebook's Sheryl K. Sandberg and Marne L. Levine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 05</td>
<td>Hillary Clinton paid $225,500 by General Electric (GE) for speech in Boca Raton, FL, Eclipse member, Facebook advertiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 23</td>
<td>Sen. Bernie Sanders asked NSA if they spy on Congress; NSA wafted with legal-speak, thus essentially answering 'yes'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 01</td>
<td>Hillary Clinton resigned as U.S. Secretary of State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 12</td>
<td>Merrick B. Garland named chief judge of the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 25</td>
<td>Judicial Watch filed two FOIA lawsuits against State Department re. Benghazi document stonewalling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 21</td>
<td>Request for Congressional Intervention under the Takings Clause delivered to Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 03</td>
<td>Bill Clinton paid $225,000 by Microsoft for speech in Las Vegas, NV; Microsoft and Bill Gates have donated up to $25.5 million to the Clinton Foundation; Microsoft is Eclipse member and large Facebook stockholder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 06</td>
<td>Bill Clinton paid $500,000 by Bank of America for speech in London, England, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 18</td>
<td>Hillary Clinton paid $225,000 by Xerox for speech in New York, NY, Eclipse member, loser in...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Apr 11/6/2017

Apr 17

DOJ, FBI announce vast surveillance expansion, including warrantless seizure of Associated Press journalist phone and personal records

Apr 17

Kappos (IBMer) ordered Leader patent into unprecedented 3rd re-exam using IBM crony judges and staff, no conflicts disclosed; assigned Judge Stephen C. Siu, formerly employed by IBM and Microsoft

Apr 17

Bill Clinton paid $175,000 by UBS for speech in Chicago, IL, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter

Apr 24

Bill Clinton paid $200,000 by Fiserv for speech in Las Vegas, NV, Eclipse member and Deep State supplier

Apr 25

Bill Clinton paid $200,000 for Price Waterhouse for speech in Boston, MA, Eclipse member and auditor

May

May 08

Federal Circuit ruled for Facebook and against Leader Technologies' social networking patent based on false new evidence; no conflicts of interest among the judges was disclosed despite a compel mo ion; judges held substantial Facebook interests and relationships with Facebook attorneys

May 11

Bill Clinton paid $200,000 for Price Waterhouse speech in Ponte Vedra, FL, Eclipse member and auditor

May 18

Facebook public offering (IPO) began; insiders cash out on Day 3

May 22

Facebook insiders sold over $13 billion shares on Day 3 of he IPO:
J. Breyer/Accel - $6.51b
Y. Milner - $3.75b
M. Zuckerberg - $1.13b
Goldman Sachs - $914m
P. Thiel - $633m
Meritech - $263m
Microsoft - $246m

Jun

Jun 05

Leader Technologies awarded patent on apps (mobile and desktop), U.S. Pat. No. 8,195,714, Context Instantiated Application Protocol

Jun 08

Eclipse released Version 3.8

Jun 26

U.S. State Department published Facebook Part 2: Creating and Customizing Your Page field guide for missions, posts and IRCs

Apr

Apr 02

State Dept contractor Stephen Jin-Woo Kim sentenced for leaking to Fox News reporter James Rosen

Apr

Secret memo later exposed by NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden shows he US is collecting information 'directly from the servers of Microsoft, Yahoo, Google, Facebook, Paltalk, AOL, Skype, YouTube, Apple, AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile and many others

Apr 12

FISA Court secretly approved FBI request to obtain millions of Verizon phone records from citizens to be given to the NSA, in direct contradiction to NSA Clapper Mar. 12 Congress testimony

May

May 01

Marne L. Levine (Deutch) appointed director of Ghegg, online education financed by Deep State member Kleiner Perkins

May 10

After longstanding denails, IRS admits to and apologizes for targeting Republican Tea Party groups

May 13

DOJ Eric Holder personally approved 'massive and unprecedented intrusion' of phone records for 20 Associated Press reporters

May 17

Fox News learned the DOJ labeled reporter James Rosen a 'criminal co-conspirator' and 'flight risk' to obtain warrant for Rosen phone records and emails while allegedly inv eseting leaks

Jun

Jun 05

Rep. Trey Gowdy, R-S.C., named chairman of House Benghazi Select Committee

Jun 06

Eclipse released Version 4.4

Jun 10

Bill Clinton paid $225,000 by Experian for speech in Dallas, TX, Eclipse member

Jun 13

Rader resigned the bench over intimately tied to Obama chief of homeland security; Federal Circuit re. conflicts with Edward Reines; no Leader v. Facebook conflicts disclosed

Jun 19

Bill Clinton paid $225,000 by UBS for speech in Washington, D.C., Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter

Jun 21

Chandler > CRYPTO > Markland > Technest > EOIR > The White Oak Group, Inc. had acquired $1,067,019,296 in federal contracts in defense and homeland security; Chandler sought no Leader conflicts waiver

Jun 23

Randall Rader stepped down as chief judge of the Federal Circuit re. conflicts with Edward Reines; no Leader v. Facebook conflicts disclosed

Jun 26

U.S. State Department published Facebook Part 2: Creating and Customizing Your Page field guide for missions, posts and IRCs

Jun 30

NSA Whistleblower Edward Snowden exposed massive NSA (illegal) wiretapping of American citizens; proves most telecommunications and Internet providers are paricipating, including AT&T, Verizon, Sprint, Microsoft, Yahoo, Google, Facebook, Paltalk, YouTube, Skype, AOL, Apple

Jun 06

Eclipse released Version 4.4

Jun 10

Bill Clinton paid $225,000 for speech to Castlight Health in New York, NY, Eclipse member, intimately tied to Obama chief technology officer, Todd Y. Park

Jun 13

Rader resigned the bench over Reines / Weil Gotshal LLP conflicts; Federal Circuit failed to disclose this conflict in Leader v. Facebook

Jun 13

Judicial Watch filed FOIA for Hillary Clinton's Benghazi notes
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U.S. State Department published Facebook Part 4: Metrics, Analytics and Resources field guide for missions, posts and IRCs

“Dark Profiles” revealed by Zuckerberg’s former speech writer, Katherine Losse, in new book, The Boy Kings, initiated for non-subscribers without their knowledge

Congress held Attorney General Eric Holder in contempt of Congress for refusing Fast and Furious subpoenas

CIA Director David Petraeus affair with Broadwell initially held confidential by FBI, then later told to Eric Holder

DOJ coopts US Attorneys to be ‘force multiplier’ for illegal surveillance; intruders remotely refresh surveillance software on CBS’ Sharyl Attkisson’s computer

Federal Circuit denied Leader en banc for rehearing

Michael McKibben appeared on FoxBusiness with Shibani Joshi where he first learned of the Federal Circuit ruling

Federal Circuit Bar Association attempted intervention re. judge conflicts of interest thru disgraced Edward R. Reines, Weil Gotshal LLP

Facebook experts McGowan & Rose disclose existence of 28 Zuckerberg Harvard hard drives and emails in custody of Gibson Dunn LLP; prima facie evidence of Gibson Dunn discovery fraud in Leader v. Facebook

DHS raided reporter Audrey Hudson with a dubious search warrant and confiscated her newsgathering documents, including from whistleblowers; later sued and settled with the govt

CBS finally revealed illegal intrusion of reporter Sharyl Attkisson’s computers

Bill Clinton paid $270,000 by Deutsche Bank for speech to Deutsche Bank in Boston, MA, Facebook underwriter; Deutsche Bank has donated up to $200,000 in the Clinton Foundation; Deutsche Banks has paid Bill and Hillary Clinton $1,255,000 for speeches

Barack Obama started the U.S. Digital Service run out of the White House, $1.5 billion funded by Eric Schmidt, and staffed by Google manager Mikey Dickerson; Chery Mills’ WikiLeaks email called it “The Eric Schmidt Project”; project supported Hillary for President 2016 in violation of The Hatch Act

Hillary Clinton paid $325,000 by Cisco for speech in Las Vegas, NV, Eclipse member, Facebook supplier
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Islamic extremists launched the terrorist attacks on U.S. Benghazi Consulate killing Ambassador Christ Stevens and three other Americans; CIA Petraeus opposed editing out truth of situation after which Mike Morell took over edits

Eclipse released Version 3.8.1

CBS begins airing Sheryl Attkisson Benghazi stories from whistleblowers who become the target of derision by White House; DOJ increases illegal surveillance, including on U.S. citizens; Petraeus being increasingly isolated over his opposition to spin; FBI starts leaking Petraeus affair to Republicans in Congress

Bill Clinton paid $200,000 by Vanguard Group for speech in Washington, D.C., Eclipse member and top ten mutual fund holder of Facebook stock; Vanguard has paid Bill Clinton $400,000 for speeches

Deutsche Bank has donated up to $200,000 in the Clinton Foundation;
Deutsche Bank has paid Bill and Hillary Clinton $1,255,000 for speeches

Hillary Clinton convened the Accountability Review Board (ARB) re. Benghazi; Dept. Asst. Sec. Ray Maxwell witnessed unsupervised "these are our orders" culling of the Clinton documents in a weekend session at State Dept's Foggy Bottom headquarters basement room normally used for emergency planning

Bill Clinton paid $200,000 by Vanguard Group for speech in Washington, D.C. Eclipse member, top ten mutual fund holder of stock in Facebook

Bill Clinton paid $200,000 by JPMorgan Chase for speech in New York, NY, Eclipse member, Facebook banker and underwriter

Bill Clinton paid $175,000 by UBS for speech in Pittsburgh, PA, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter

Bill Clinton paid $200,000 by Goldman Sachs for speech in Newport Beach, CA, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter;
In November, Goldman received $13 billion in TARP bailout funds managed by Summers;
Goldman Sachs has donated up to $100,000 to Clinton Foundation;

Obama settled with reporter Audrey Hudson for illegal seizure of her newsgathering records

James Bamford, NSA whistleblower, ABC investigator, wrote the NSA is "Wrongdoing Masquerading as Patriotism" in The Intercept

Hillary Clinton paid $250,000 by Deutsche Bank for speech in New York, NY, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter;
Deutsche Bank has donated up to $200,000 in the Clinton Foundation;
Deutsche Bank has paid Bill and Hillary Clinton $1,255,000 for speeches

Bill Clinton paid $225,000 by Deutsche Bank for speech in Boston, MA, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter

Bill Clinton paid $335,000 by Qualcomm for speech in San Diego, Eclipse member, Facebook supplier

Bill Clinton paid $275,500 by Salesforce.com for speech in San Francisco, CA, Eclipse member

Bill Clinton paid $250,000 by SAP for speech in New York, NY, founding Eclipse member

Botched ObamsCare HHS rollout engineered by Todd Y. Park, CEO of a health, Cas light Heal h

Obama sentence FBI whistleblower Donald Sachtelen to 43 months in prison over leaks to AP reporter about disrupted terrorist bomb plot

Judicial Watch sued Statement over State Dept. stonewalling of FOIA documents

First House Benghazi hearing re. ARB recommendations

Eclipse released Version 4.1

Eclipse released Version 4.3.1

Oct 11

Sep 11

Sep 14

Sep 19

Sep 04

Sep 17

Sep 25

Oct 01

Oct 02

Oct 07

Oct 14

Oct 14

Oct 23
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former Goldman CEO Jon Corzine donated up to $250,000 to Clinton Foundation;

Goldman has paid Bill and Hillary Clinton $1.15 million for speeches;

Larry Summers was paid $222,500 for Goldman Sachs speeches in 2008,

Goldman Sachs is Eclipse member and Facebook underwriter

Oct 24 U.S. State Department published Facebook Part 3: Creating and Customizing Groups field guide for missions, posts and IRCs

Oct 25 Bill Clinton paid $206,500 by Oracle for speech in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, Eclipse member, Facebook supplier

Nov 02 Joint Chiefs of Staff James Cartwright convicted by FBI of leaking to New York Times

Nov 06 Obama beat Romney for President; Petraeus to testify to Congress; NSA Clapper says he was first told of Petraeus affair by FBI; Clapper immediately urged Petraeus to resign

Nov 07 Judicial Watch filed FOIA for Benghazi-related information

Nov 7-9 Eric Holder expands DOJ surveillance program; Petraeus affair rumors leak to White House allegedly for first time; Petraeus resigned, Congress testimony canceled

Nov 13 Bill Clinton paid $200,000 by Bank of America for speech in Palm Beach, FL, Eclipse member, Facebook underwriter

FBI expands surveillance of CBS' reporter Sharyl Attkisson's computers

Nov 20 Hillary Clinton paid $335,000 by AT&T for speech in Tucson, AZ, Eclipse member

Leader petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court to overturn on-sale bar verdict; Facebook did not file a response; Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr. did not disclose conflicts in Facebook financial interests or Gibson Dunn LLP relationship

Dec Intelligence insiders leak to CBS' Sharyl Attkisson that she is under illegal surveillance; forensics prove the Attkisson intrusion

Dec 12 Bill Clinton paid $300,000 by Dell for speech in Austin, TX, Eclipse member, Facebook supplier

Dec 26 U.S. State Department published Facebook Part 1: Getting Started with Facebook field guide for missions, posts and IRCs

Dec 27 Sens. Wyden and Udall publicly warn of 'back-door search loophole' and 'collection of

Dec Eric Holder sought subpoena of 60 Minutes producer about a terrorism trial, then pulled back after public criticism

Dec 10 Hillary Clinton privately turned over 55,000 printed pages; announced she deleted (spoliation) the electronic source documents (where much instructive information would show the domain routing information for sender and Internet path to her server)
Timeline Top

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yr.</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mo.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>Jan 27</td>
<td>Juniper Networks announced it would remove the Dual_EC_DRBG suspected NSA backdoor algorithm from its products; made dubious claims about not realizing the vulnerability</td>
<td>Jan 09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>Jan 06</td>
<td>DRAIN THE SWAMP - AFI uncovered primary reasons why reorganization of the C.I.A is a liberty imperative after the discovery that the C.I.A. officially turned against American privacy rights on Sep. 29, 1999</td>
<td>Jan 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>Jan 14</td>
<td>Goldman Sachs agreed to pay up to $6 billion to settle 2008 mortgage claims; no executive wrongdoing cited</td>
<td>Jan 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>Jan 17</td>
<td>C.I.A. Deep State shadow government participants identified</td>
<td>Jan 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>Jan 27</td>
<td>Donald J. Trump called he mainstream media (MSM) the true opposition party in an exclusive Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN) interview at the White House</td>
<td>Feb 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>Feb 22</td>
<td>C.I.A. whistleblower Jeffrey Sterling says Hillary Clinton has been “given a pass” regarding aggressive prosecution of his abuse of classified information on her personal email server</td>
<td>Feb 09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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U.S. District Court judge Emmet G. Sullivan (Washington) ordered that Hillary Clinton aids (Mills, Sullivan, Abedin) must be questioned under oath about their knowledge about Hillary Clinton's private email server

Feb 25
Obama's National Security Council met to determine ways to expand sharing of data that the NSA intercepts

Feb 28
Whistleblower proved that Facebook and Mark Zuckerberg lied in Leader v. Facebook about losing all of Zuckerberg's Harvard information from 2003-2004

Feb 29
Hillary Clinton's former aide, Cheryl D. Mills, continued to hold her top secret clearance after leaving her position as Hillary's senior aide; top secret clearances are tasking specific and do not normally continue once he tasking is over

Feb 13
Trump National Security Adviser Flynn resigned

Feb 17
Clinton-Bush-Obama Deep State executive orders and presidential directives identified that created the illegal shadow government run by the C.I.A.

Feb 21
The rogue C.I.A. Deep State shadow government is glued together by "PEDOPHILIA"

Mar 02
Obama met with key Eclipse Foundation members IBM, Xerox, Qualcomm, Micron Technology, Applied Materials, Dell and EMC at The White House with Valerie Jarrett; the likely hidden agenda was IBM's "The Internet of Things" plan for global digital hegemony; no one disclosed heir conflicts of interest or their theft of social networking technology from Leader Technologies

Mar 03
Bryan Pagliano, a man who configured Hillary Clinton's private email server and pled he Fight Amendment to Congress was offered immunity in exchange for his testimony

Mar 04
Mitt Romney called Donald Trump a "phony and a fraud" after seeking his endorsement and donations in 2011; investigations revealed massive Goldman Sachs holdings and duplicity with Obama

Mar 07
Secretive American Enterprise Institute meeting held on remote GA resort island to plot how to stop Donald Trump

Mar 10
The New York Times published analysis of Obama State Dinners with strong skew toward the IBM Facebook NSA Deep State

Mar 19
First date that John Podesta was reported by media to have is email hacked

Mar 28
Paul Manafort began consulting to he Trump campaign

Mar 02
Pentagon taps Eric Schmidt, CEO, Google and Alphabet; Member, IBM Eclipse Foundation, to chair a new public-private collaboration named he Defense Innovation Advisory Board (DIAB)

Mar 03
FBI obtained a warrant to spy on individuals without a cameras and TVs and use them like smart phones, computers, cameras and TVs and use them to spy on individuals without a warrant

Mar 04
President Trump tweeted that Obama had wiretapped him

Mar 07
Bill Gates surprised by question on eugenics by Infowars reporter

Mar 07
WikiLeaks dumped Vault 7 disclosing the C.I.A.'s secret, illegal "parallel NSA" that can hijack any type of digital device like smart phones, computers, cameras and TVs and use them to spy on individuals without a warrant

Mar 10
Former Democrat Rep. Dennis Kucinich said Obama wiretapped him in conversations with Libyan official

Mar 17
Joel Witney's new book, "Finks: How the C.I.A. Tricked The World's Best Writers," reveals how the C.I.A. created fake news and now attempts to shift the label to the alternative media that is exposing this truth

Mar 18
Edward Snowden documents prove that the US, British and Swedish intelligence agencies do each others' dirty work
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Illegal and create deniability for insiders

Mar 20 Democrat Rep. Adam Schiff accused Trump advisor Carter Page of improper Russian contacts; some saw this public pronouncement as way to politically justify the illegal Susan Rice unmasking activities

Mar 21 WikiLeaks Vault 7 proves that 318 of Cisco System's Internet switches have had NSA / C.I.A. backdoors for more than a decade; proves that all claims to “secure” by Internet Service providers are bogus / fraudulent

Mar 22 House Intelligence Committee chair Devin Nunes confirmed Trump was wiretapped via Susan Rice unmasking activities, in violation of the Hatch Act

Mar 24 Democratic PAC Fusion GPS identified as he author of the bogus Russian ‘dossier'; paid by FBI

Mar 31 Democrat Rep Schiff shown wiretapping information seen earlier by Rep. Nunes

Apr 03 Multiple news outlets report that Susan Rice ‘unmasked’ intelligence on Trump because it was ‘incidentally collected'

Apr 04 Susan Rice told MSNBC that ‘I leaked nothing to nobody;' this was proved a boldfaced lie

Apr 06 House Intelligence Committee chair Nunes recused himself from the Russia investigation

Apr 09 International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ.org) release database proving relationships among Facebook, Hillary Clinton and Russian oligarchs Alisher Usmanov and Yuri Milner—thus proving collusion in the theft of Leader Technologies' social networking invention

Apr 22 The Intercept discovered that nearly 250 people have shuttled between Google and government service in the Obama Administration; Google representatives attended White House meetings more than once a week

Apr 24 Wikileaks Julian Assange tells C.I.A. and Mike Pompeo - LIARS FOR A LIVING - that they should not be put in charge of issues related to protecting he Fourth Amendment, freedom of speech and freedom of the press

Apr 28 NSA said it would no longer collect Internet communications merely because they mention a foreign intelligence agent; says it started deleting data

Apr 09 NSA whistleblower John Crane spoke publicly for the first time about being persecuted for just doing his job to protect NSA whistleblowers at the Department of Defense, and not being "a good team player”

May 02 Senate Diane Feinstein visited CIA and said there was no evidence of Trump-Russia collusion

May 03 Sen. Susan Rice refused to testify to Congress following request

May 04 During 2016 Obama vastly expanded NSA warrantless

May 05 Sen. Rand Paul asked White House if he had been wiretapped

May 14 NSA Clapper and ex-Att. Gen. Sally Yates admitted reviewing unmasked wiretapping of Trump and Congress; refused to provide further details

May 17 Former FBI Director Robert S. Mueller was appointed special counsel

Spring '15 Obama finished secret Iranian nuclear negotiations returning billions of frozen dollars; later learned Obama intel officials were ‘incidentally’ recording members of Congress and Israeli prime minister Netanyahu; New York Times finds since Obama six govt officials indicted for espionage for leaks to reporters; compared to only three since 1917 when the Espionage Act was passed

Apr 09 Hillary Clinton announced she is running for president

Apr 12 Bill Clinton paid $300,000 for speech to Oracle in Rancho Mirage, CA, Eclipse member, Facebook supplier

Apr 16 House Intelligence Committee chair Devin Nunes confirmed Trump was wiretapped via Susan Rice unmasking activities, in violation of the Hatch Act

Apr 22 The Intercept discovered that nearly 250 people have shuttled between Google and government service in the Obama Administration; Google representatives attended White House meetings more than once a week

Apr 24 Wikileaks Julian Assange tells C.I.A. and Mike Pompeo - LIARS FOR A LIVING - that they should not be put in charge of issues related to protecting he Fourth Amendment, freedom of speech and freedom of the press

Apr 28 NSA said it would no longer collect Internet communications merely because they mention a foreign intelligence agent; says it started deleting data

Apr 09 NSA whistleblower John Crane spoke publicly for the first time about being persecuted for just doing his job to protect NSA whistleblowers at the Department of Defense, and not being "a good team player”

May 02 Senate Diane Feinstein visited CIA and said there was no evidence of Trump-Russia collusion

May 03 Sen. Susan Rice refused to testify to Congress following request

May 04 During 2016 Obama vastly expanded NSA warrantless

May 05 Sen. Rand Paul asked White House if he had been wiretapped

May 14 NSA Clapper and ex-Att. Gen. Sally Yates admitted reviewing unmasked wiretapping of Trump and Congress; refused to provide further details

May 17 Former FBI Director Robert S. Mueller was appointed special counsel

Spring '15 Obama finished secret Iranian nuclear negotiations returning billions of frozen dollars; later learned Obama intel officials were ‘incidentally’ recording members of Congress and Israeli prime minister Netanyahu; New York Times finds since Obama six govt officials indicted for espionage for leaks to reporters; compared to only three since 1917 when the Espionage Act was passed

Apr 09 Hillary Clinton announced she is running for president

Apr 16 Bill Clinton paid $300,000 for speech to Oracle in Rancho Mirage, CA, Eclipse member, Facebook supplier
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May 31

Judicial Watch filed seven new FOIA lawsuits re. Benghazi, Hillary's server, Hillary's aides, The Clinton Foundation

Sen. Rand Paul asked White House if he had been surveilled

May 19

Friends of Paul Ceglia issue press release in support of Ceglia and opposition to abuses of civil and due process by U.S. Attorney and Facebook's attorneys

Jun 15

Donald Trump Jr. had a meeting with a Russian lawyer

Jul 02

LIBOR currency fraudster, Tom Hayes, fingered Facebook underwriters UBS and Citigroup along with Facebook's other underwriters JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Wells Fargo, Credit Suisse, Barclays and Deutsche Bank

Jul 03

Russia probe special counsel Robert S. Mueller appointed US Attorney crony Andrew D. Goldstein despite Goldstein's DOJ conflict of interest having represented JPMorgan just months after the bank received a $25 billion bailout, but then paid $13 billion to the DOJ to settle fraudulent toxic mortgage findings

Jul 05

AFI published expose of FBI Director James B. Comey's substantial conflicts of interest with Hillary Clinton and he decision whether or not to indict her for her private email servers

Jul 15

Hillary Clinton's 'Silicon Valley Girls' fingered in stonewalled Judicial Watch FOIA release: Gina Bianchini , CEO of Ning, for the Russia investigation by Assistant Attorney General Rod J. Rosenstein, who failed to disclose that his wife, U.S. Attorney Lisa H. Barsocchini, represented Bill Clinton in 1998-1999 and she was mentored by Mueller, former Director James B. Comey. Deep State collusion is apparent.

These people were all involved in the planning and cover-up of the C.I.A. involvement in 9/11

Jun 01

President Donald J. Trump withdrew he United States from the Paris Climate Treaty that Obama committed the country to without Congressional approval

Jun 08

Fired FBI Director James B. Comey testified to the Senate Intelligence Committee that he instructed his lawyer and Columbia Law professor Daniel C. Richman to leak his Trump dinner meeting notes work product to The New York Times

Jun 07

Candidate Trump announced that in the following week he would make a major speech about all things that have taken place with the Clintons

Jun 09

Donald Trump Jr. had a meeting with a Russian lawyer

Jun 12

Julian Assange announced WikiLeaks had obtained Clinton email

Jun 14

Washington Post reported that Russian hackers had been in the DNC servers from June 2015 through June 2016

Jun 15

Guccifer 2.0 took credit for the DNC hack - The Smoking Gun

Jun 27

First hacked DNC emails leaked through @DCLeaks on Twitter

Jun 25

Chief Justice John Roberts failed to disclose Obamacare vendor holdings, just as he failed to disclose IBM and Facebook holdings in Leader v. Facebook

Summer

FBI obtains secret FISA order to monitor Trump adviser Carter Page, accusing him of being a Russian agent; the Obama allowance of 'incidental collection' meant Donald Trump would certainly be swept up, thus interfering in US election in violation of the Hatch Act

Jun 12

Election watchdogs Cliff Arnebeck and Bob Fitrakis discovered likely electronic vote fraud swinging votes to Hillary in 11 states in the Clinton-Sanders DNC battle. Warn of similar fraud in the 2016 Presidential election

Jul 03

LIBOR currency fraudster, Tom Hayes, fingered Facebook underwriters UBS and Citigroup along with Facebook's other underwriters JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Wells Fargo, Credit Suisse, Barclays and Deutsche Bank

Jul 05

AFI published expose of FBI Director James B. Comey's substantial conflicts of interest with Hillary Clinton and he decision whether or not to indict her for her private email servers

Jul 15

Hillary Clinton's 'Silicon Valley Girls' fingered in stonewalled Judicial Watch FOIA release: Gina Bianchini , CEO of Ning, for the Russia investigation by Assistant Attorney General Rod J. Rosenstein, who failed to disclose that his wife, U.S. Attorney Lisa H. Barsocchini, represented Bill Clinton in 1998-1999 and she was mentored by Mueller, former Director James B. Comey. Deep State collusion is apparent.

These people were all involved in the planning and cover-up of the C.I.A. involvement in 9/11

Jun 01

President Donald J. Trump withdrew he United States from the Paris Climate Treaty that Obama committed the country to without Congressional approval

Jun 01

The Bilderberg Group met in Chantilly VA to plot Deep State globalist new world order, including 37 beneficiaries of the Facebook initial public offering on May 18, 2012; the NSA and C.I.A. were well represented by various participants

House Intelligence Committee issued seven subpoenas re. unmasking to Susan Rice, CIA Brennan, and UN Samantha Power

Jun 08

Fired FBI Director James B. Comey testified to the Senate Intelligence Committee that he instructed his lawyer and Columbia Law professor Daniel C. Richman to leak his Trump dinner meeting notes work product to The New York Times

Jun 07

Candidate Trump announced that in the following week he would make a major speech about all things that have taken place with the Clintons

Jun 09

Donald Trump Jr. had a meeting with a Russian lawyer

Jul 03

LIBOR currency fraudster, Tom Hayes, fingered Facebook underwriters UBS and Citigroup along with Facebook's other underwriters JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Wells Fargo, Credit Suisse, Barclays and Deutsche Bank

Jul 05

AFI published expose of FBI Director James B. Comey's substantial conflicts of interest with Hillary Clinton and he decision whether or not to indict her for her private email servers

Jul 15

Hillary Clinton's 'Silicon Valley Girls' fingered in stonewalled Judicial Watch FOIA release: Gina Bianchini , CEO of Ning, for the Russia investigation by Assistant Attorney General Rod J. Rosenstein, who failed to disclose that his wife, U.S. Attorney Lisa H. Barsocchini, represented Bill Clinton in 1998-1999 and she was mentored by Mueller, former Director James B. Comey. Deep State collusion is apparent.

These people were all involved in the planning and cover-up of the C.I.A. involvement in 9/11

Jun 01

President Donald J. Trump withdrew he United States from the Paris Climate Treaty that Obama committed the country to without Congressional approval

Jun 01

The Bilderberg Group met in Chantilly VA to plot Deep State globalist new world order, including 37 beneficiaries of the Facebook initial public offering on May 18, 2012; the NSA and C.I.A. were well represented by various participants

House Intelligence Committee issued seven subpoenas re. unmasking to Susan Rice, CIA Brennan, and UN Samantha Power

Jun 08

Fired FBI Director James B. Comey testified to the Senate Intelligence Committee that he instructed his lawyer and Columbia Law professor Daniel C. Richman to leak his Trump dinner meeting notes work product to The New York Times

Jun 07

Candidate Trump announced that in the following week he would make a major speech about all things that have taken place with the Clintons

Jun 09

Donald Trump Jr. had a meeting with a Russian lawyer

Jun 12

Julian Assange announced WikiLeaks had obtained Clinton email

Jun 14

Washington Post reported that Russian hackers had been in the DNC servers from June 2015 through June 2016

Jun 15

Guccifer 2.0 took credit for the DNC hack - The Smoking Gun

Jun 27

First hacked DNC emails leaked through @DCLeaks on Twitter

Jun 25

Chief Justice John Roberts failed to disclose Obamacare vendor holdings, just as he failed to disclose IBM and Facebook holdings in Leader v. Facebook

Summer

FBI obtains secret FISA order to monitor Trump adviser Carter Page, accusing him of being a Russian agent; the Obama allowance of 'incidental collection' meant Donald Trump would certainly be swept up, thus interfering in US election in violation of the Hatch Act

Jun 07

Candidate Trump announced that in the following week he would make a major speech about all things that have taken place with the Clintons

Jun 09

Donald Trump Jr. had a meeting with a Russian lawyer

Jun 12

Julian Assange announced WikiLeaks had obtained Clinton email

Jun 14

Washington Post reported that Russian hackers had been in the DNC servers from June 2015 through June 2016

Jun 15

Guccifer 2.0 took credit for the DNC hack - The Smoking Gun

Jun 27

First hacked DNC emails leaked through @DCLeaks on Twitter

Jun 12

Julian Assange announced WikiLeaks had obtained Clinton email

Jun 14

Washington Post reported that Russian hackers had been in the DNC servers from June 2015 through June 2016

Jun 15

Guccifer 2.0 took credit for the DNC hack - The Smoking Gun

Jun 27

First hacked DNC emails leaked through @DCLeaks on Twitter

Jun 25

Chief Justice John Roberts failed to disclose Obamacare vendor holdings, just as he failed to disclose IBM and Facebook holdings in Leader v. Facebook

Summer

FBI obtains secret FISA order to monitor Trump adviser Carter Page, accusing him of being a Russian agent; the Obama allowance of 'incidental collection' meant Donald Trump would certainly be swept up, thus interfering in US election in violation of the Hatch Act

Jun 07

Candidate Trump announced that in the following week he would make a major speech about all things that have taken place with the Clintons

Jun 09

Donald Trump Jr. had a meeting with a Russian lawyer

Jun 12

Julian Assange announced WikiLeaks had obtained Clinton email

Jun 14

Washington Post reported that Russian hackers had been in the DNC servers from June 2015 through June 2016

Jun 15

Guccifer 2.0 took credit for the DNC hack - The Smoking Gun

Jun 27

First hacked DNC emails leaked through @DCLeaks on Twitter

Jun 25

Chief Justice John Roberts failed to disclose Obamacare vendor holdings, just as he failed to disclose IBM and Facebook holdings in Leader v. Facebook

Summer

FBI obtains secret FISA order to monitor Trump adviser Carter Page, accusing him of being a Russian agent; the Obama allowance of 'incidental collection' meant Donald Trump would certainly be swept up, thus interfering in US election in violation of the Hatch Act

Jun 07

Candidate Trump announced that in the following week he would make a major speech about all things that have taken place with the Clintons

Jun 09

Donald Trump Jr. had a meeting with a Russian lawyer

Jun 12

Julian Assange announced WikiLeaks had obtained Clinton email

Jun 14

Washington Post reported that Russian hackers had been in the DNC servers from June 2015 through June 2016

Jun 15

Guccifer 2.0 took credit for the DNC hack - The Smoking Gun

Jun 27

First hacked DNC emails leaked through @DCLeaks on Twitter

Jun 25

Chief Justice John Roberts failed to disclose Obamacare vendor holdings, just as he failed to disclose IBM and Facebook holdings in Leader v. Facebook

Summer

FBI obtains secret FISA order to monitor Trump adviser Carter Page, accusing him of being a Russian agent; the Obama allowance of 'incidental collection' meant Donald Trump would certainly be swept up, thus interfering in US election in violation of the Hatch Act

Jun 07

Candidate Trump announced that in the following week he would make a major speech about all things that have taken place with the Clintons

Jun 09

Donald Trump Jr. had a meeting with a Russian lawyer

Jun 12

Julian Assange announced WikiLeaks had obtained Clinton email

Jun 14

Washington Post reported that Russian hackers had been in the DNC servers from June 2015 through June 2016

Jun 15

Guccifer 2.0 took credit for the DNC hack - The Smoking Gun

Jun 27

First hacked DNC emails leaked through @DCLeaks on Twitter
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and Fenwick & West LLP to exploit Leaders Technologies' invention to spy on Americans

Jul 17 AFI cited former President Dwight D. Eisenhower's warning against the rise of unchecked power from the military-industrial complex re. the "Disastrous Rise of a Lawless C.I.A.

Jul 23 Two Inspectors General asked Justice Dept. to investigate Hillary mishandling of sensitive gov't information

Jul 28 Former President Jimmy Carter admitted that U.S. is now an "oligarchy with unlimited political bribery"

Jul 28 Hillary revised her statement saying info "marked classified" went to her personal server (untrue)

Jul 31 Judge Emmet Sullivan asked Clinton aides to affirm full compliance with document production, under oath

Aug 03 UBS / Citigroup trader, Tom Hayes, convicted in Libor currency rigging scandal; implicated Credit Suisse, RBS and Deutsche Bank—all Facebook underwriters; Hayes said practices were "widespread" and "blatant"

Aug 03 AFI asked if Republicans will debate real source of Washington corruption - C.I.A. Facebook spy state

Aug 05 Experts revealed that C.I.A. Facebook spy state can take over standard computer devices and send data via sound waves—spy systems secretly developed by Eurotech SpA (IBM, Microsoft, Intel, Cisco, Wind River)

Aug 05 Roger Stone leaves the Trump campaign and received his final consulting payment

Aug 12 Secret Obama White House intelligence operation discovered that has its origin in the Clinton Administration as the brainchild of Professor James P. Chandler, Leader Technologies' former patent attorney

Aug 15 The New York Times revealed that AT&T cooperated "on a vast scale" with the illegal NSA bulk data collection scheme

Aug 20 Researchers uncover Executive Order 13526, Sec. 4.3(b)(6) provision whereby Obama approved Hillary Clinton's use of her private email server as Secretary of State, but the order is ambiguous

Aug 23 Researchers discover Catherine S. Duval, Williams & Connolly LLP, oversaw IRS email production and now oversees State Department Benghazi/Hillary Clinton email production stonewalling; Williams & Connolly are confidantes of James P. Chandler

Aug 24 Left-leaning CREDO called for Obama to "come clean" on AT&T's voluntary cooperation

compensation for the rogue Deep State intelligence community's theft of its social networking inventions

Jul 18 Dinesh D'Souza's movie Hillary's America - The Secret History of the Democratic Party released

Jul 22 AFI published analysis of electronic vote rigging techniques

Jul 24 Documentary film Clinton Cash - Everything is for Sale released

Aug 05 Roger Stone wrote in Breitbart that the Clinton campaign was scapegoating the Russians to hide the fact it was hacked by an individual, Guccifer 2.0. (Stone had no reason to believe that Guccifer is in any way connected to Russian interests. Guccifer is an anonymous Twitter handle)

Aug 08 Roger Stone, during a speech, said he communicated with Julian Assange. Later clarified that he had received information from a mutual acquaintance. Stone speculated that Assange documents may be related to Clinton Foundation (which was not the case)

Aug 14 Roger Stone and Guccifer exchanged Twitter messages when Stone reached out to lend support for Guccifer because he/she had been kicked off Twitter; the exchange was innocuous; Stone did not bite on the data offered

Aug 16 Cisco admitted that WikiLeaks had revealed that the NSA / C.I.A. has had backdoor access to its Internet switch for a decade

Aug 21 Roger Stone tweeted that it would soon be Podesta's time in the barrel; the context was that Paul Manafort was just pushed out of campaign for ties to Russia/Ukraine.; Stone was intimately familiar with Podesta's work in Russia and Ukraine (through Panama Papers) and was suggesting that if Manafort was going to be pressed on these Russian relationships, so too should Podesta

Aug 26 HOW THE CIA Made GOOGLE published by crowd funded independent investigator Nafeez Ahmed

Aug 29 WHY GOOGLE MADE THE NSA published by crowd funded independent investigator Nafeez Ahmed

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
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Sep 09 Williams & Connolly LLP set up Clinton Foundation in 1997, yet represents both Hillary, the State Dept and IRS in Clinton and Obama Benghazi, private server, IRS and conservative targeting scandals

Sep 14 Michael McKibben endorsed Donald Trump for President

Sep 26 FBI Hillary Interview notes, Part 3, concealed name of Mystery Man who uploaded all of Hillary's 2009-2012 emails to Gmail, thus making them public

Oct 10 President Obama made a private trip to San Diego to meet with Qualcomm, one of the six participants of his IBM Eclipse Foundation members in a White House meeting on Mar. 3, 2015

Oct 12 Dell announced $67 billion purchase of EMC, likely with George Soros Russian money. Dell and EMC were two of six Eclipse Founda ion members who met at White House with Obama and Valerie Jarrett on Mar. 3, 2015

Oct 19 Paul Ceglia's attorney, Paul Argentieri, filed a defamation suit against Mark Zuckerberg and Facebook in the CA Superior Court

Nov 05 Paul Ceglia filed Petition for Writ of Certiorari against Mark Zuckerberg and Facebook in the U.S. Supreme Court

Nov 11 US Attorney Pree inder Bharara filed cyberfraud charges against three Israelis re. $3 million JPMorgan customer accounts, in likely scheme to hide JPMorgan collusion with NSA Deep Spy State cartel and distract media attention

Nov 16 Encryption engineers are betraying American privacy thru secret collaboration with the NSA and the public-private Deep Spy State cartel

Nov 20 The New York Times reported that the NSA lied about having "ended" bulk e-mail collection in 2001; they simply found other au horities to continue the program

Dec 16 Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act (CISA) passed; grants immunity to Internet and telecom providers for sharing personally identifiable info to the DHS/NSA; Wall Street Journal reported that Obama collected private communications from

Dec 20 FBI secretly monitored Trump national security candidate Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn in communica ions with Russian ambassador Sergey Kislyak; Obama officials "spread across the government" to be used to try and destabilize the incoming Trump administration

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html
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Congress and Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu announced plans to give away his $45 billion ill-gotten gain

Pakistan Today published an investigation of George Soros' manipulation of global media, exposing that he is the progenitor of his "fake news" attack on true news outlets that expose his criminal activity

Dec 01

PUBLIC NOTICE that anyone who accepts donor ions from the larcenous couple, Mark & Priscilla Chan Zuckerberg, is liable for a laundry list of crimes related to their theft of Leader Technologies' social networking invention. Those crimes include aiding and abetting an offense, frauds, swindles, racketeering, property theft, receipt of stolen goods, copyright infringement, counterfeit trafficking, forfeiture and mandatory restitution

Dec 01

Mark & Priscilla Chan Zuckerberg announced plans to give away his $45 billion ill-gotten gain

Malaysia Today published an investigation of George Soros' manipulation of global media, exposing that he is the progenitor of his "fake news" attack on true news outlets that expose his criminal activity

COVERT OPERATION TO SPY ON AMERICANS

Eclipse = Cover up the U.S. Constitution

C.I.A.

The Eclipse Foundation

Chandler & Fenwick secretly fed leader's inventions to the CIA via IBM and Eclipse

What other than capitulation to CIA threats could have gotten these competitors to fall in line?

Is the solar eclipse symbol of Islam just a coincidence?

Qur'anic Scholar: "If a Muslim feels threatened, he is permitted to lie to "people of the book" (infields Christians, Jews, Westerners.)"

See Q. 9:6, 8:51, 2:28. Does this sound like an administrative sin we know?

Bookmark: #Fig-51

Fig. 51—CIA-Eclipse Foundation. (Jul. 15, 2015). CIA—Eclipse Covert Operation to Spy on Americans [Flowchart]. [216]

Graphic: Americans for Innovation
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Fig. 52—On Feb. 13, 2015, Obama signed Executive Order 13691, Promoting Private Sector Cybersecurity Information Sharing. This order gave authority for Obama’s government agencies to enter long term contracts with Silicon Valley cronies of the White House-run spy-state apparatus set up after Executive Order 13526, Dec. 29, 2009. This order, drafted by Professor James P. Chandler, is a hairball of contradiction and ambiguity. It contains reference to 128 nest orders and 22 nested directives.[229] See also Obama Approved Hillary’s Email Server.

Graphic: Americans for Innovation.
Fig. 53—The evidence is unmistakable. A Deep State of private companies, in collusion with the NSA, collect ALL relationship data between American citizens and the federal government. Much of that data is stored overseas, e.g., Lulea, Sweden, outside the jurisdiction of the U.S. Constitution ("Inside the Arctic Circle, Where Your Data Lives," Business Week).[263]

Graphic: Americans for Innovation.

Fig. 54—The "social networking" industry generates huge financial profits. But the Deep State manipulates the industry illegally. Regulators turn blind eyes to the Deep State's "Big Data" stock manipulation. Corrupt judges, politicians and regulators are influenced and bribed with insider stock tips. This appears to be the largest Ponzi scheme in history. The Deep State also has the ability to influence elections, using social networking tools to influence voters and control elected officials. [263]

Graphic: Americans for Innovation.

TIMELINE OF IBM’S ECLIPSE FOUNDATION THEFT OF LEADER TECHNOLOGIES COPYRIGHTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>James P. Chandler Actions</th>
<th>Java functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug 07, 2001</td>
<td>Filed Leader copyrights TXu001114757 and TX0005811257.</td>
<td>IBM / Eclipse (containing Leader magic sauce)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 07, 2001</td>
<td>Joined Eurotech board</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 09, 2001</td>
<td>Recommended Lawrence Livermore (LLNL) Smart Camera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event/Action</td>
<td>Source/Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 28, 2001</td>
<td>Recommended Fenwick &amp; West LLP</td>
<td>Framework.java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 29, 2001</td>
<td>Formed Eclipse with $40m IBM funds</td>
<td>Traversal.java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 21, 2002</td>
<td>Received Leader-Harvard Initiative proposal</td>
<td>Abstract*.java (56 classes) (hooks for apps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 05, 2002</td>
<td>Took custody of copyrighted Leader source code for LLNL project</td>
<td>Board/Context*.java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 09, 2002</td>
<td>Chandler issued $30K fee blackmail ultimatum to Leader</td>
<td>Other . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 29, 2002</td>
<td>(Eclipse introduced radical new version 2.0.1 code and false IBM copyright claims)</td>
<td>Eclipse version 2.0.1 (109 MB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 30, 2002</td>
<td>Chandler met secretly with Maryland officials re. IBM / Patent Office (Kappos) initiatives in conflict with his Leader representation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 05, 2002</td>
<td>Hewlett-Packard (HP) joined Eclipse, Carly Fiorina, CEO</td>
<td>State.java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 09, 2002</td>
<td>Hewlett-Packard (HP) and Microsoft issued joint press release to exploit Leader innovations in Visual Studio, just like IBM was working on for Websphere (later branded the &quot;Eclipse IDE&quot;)</td>
<td>CollectionHandle.java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 10, 2002</td>
<td>Filed Leader provisional patent (without including full source code that had been in his custody since June 5, 2002)</td>
<td>Frame.java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chandler’s Eurotech progeny enjoy close NSA relationships and $1.2b homeland security contracts.</td>
<td>TraversalEvent.java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chandler's protégé Eric H. Holder, Jr. became Barack Obama’s Attorney General.</td>
<td>Abstract*.java (69 classes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chandler's protégé at IBM, David J. Kappos, became director of the Patent Office.</td>
<td>Context*.java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fenwick &amp; West LLP represents Facebook in securities and patents.</td>
<td>Other . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neither Chandler nor Fenwick disclosed legal conflicts of interest to Leader as was their duty per the Rules of Professional Conduct and propriety.</td>
<td>IBM claimed year 2000 copyrights on this code, . . . yet described them as “initial API” implementations in version 2.0.1 (NOTES:”interim API that is still under development...”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chandler’s Aug. 30, 2002 claims to Maryland officials show solicitation for IBM and the Patent Office.</td>
<td>IBM failed to disclose Leader Technologies’ copyrights, that were filed by James P. Chandler. Chandler, as IBM’s counsel too, cannot claim ignorance of his client's actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See also Fig. 4 below re. IBM's false claim of ownership to Leader Technologies copyrights.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 53—The evidence is unmistakable. A Deep State of private companies, in collusion with the NSA, collect ALL relationship data between American citizens and the federal government. Much of that data is stored overseas, e.g., Lulea, Sweden, outside the jurisdiction of the U.S. Constitution ("Inside the Arctic Circle, Where Your Data Lives," Business Week).[263]
Fig. 56—The roots of the modern day "One World Order" agenda go back to the 1700's and philosopher Emmanuel Kant's essay. More recently, President Woodrow Wilson's failed effort to form The League of Nations eventually became The United Nations. The disciples of this soulless, mechanistic agenda include George Soros, Bilderberg Group, the 1910 Jekyll Island Club duck-hunt, World Economic Forum (Davos), Council on Foreign Relations, Wall Street, Silicon Valley, and a slew of politicians, judges and bureaucrats. They benefit personally through investment gains and insider information. [263]

Graphic: Americans for Innovation.
Ohio votes were collected, then trashed.

Solution to secure, fair vote:
- Deploy honest, knowledgeable third parties on election night tasked to:
  - Compare electronic count to paper count
  - Monitor application & domain traffic for any voting activity
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Legend: 
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Fig. 57—Flow chart for how the 2004 Ohio Presidential election was rigged. PDF Version. On Feb. 07, 2012, Clinton-appointed judge Algernon L. Marbury closed the lawsuit without a trial into this fraud and ordered the paper ballots destroyed without a new count. See Fig. 2 above for more detail.[424]
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On Feb. 16, 2011, in an email to Hillary Clinton and her aide Cheryl D. Mills, Facebook chief operating officer Sheryl K. Sandberg cited a CNN Money–Forbes article that highlights four women in a long puffery article as new female leaders in Silicon Valley. The reality is these girls are merely good order takers for their Deep Spy State cartel handlers Larry Summers, James W. Breyer and Marc Andreessen. From left to right: "Gina Bianchini, CEO of Ning, Sukhinder Singh Cassidy runs Asian and Latin American ops at Google, Sheryl Sandberg, COO of Facebook, and Theresia Gouw Ranzetta deploys capital at Accel Partners."[425]

Note that the two girls on the left are mere props with absolutely no prior distinction in their lives other than looks (tee hee). The two on the right, Sandberg and Ranzetta, are long-time James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP venture capital goats.

Graphic: AFI.
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| 316. O'Neill, Richard P.                      |
| 317. O'Rourke, Samuel                         |
| 318. Osuna, Juan P.                           |
319. O’Toole, Tara
320. Ozzie, Raymond
321. Pak, Chung K.
322. Park, Todd Y.
323. Parker, Keith T.
324. Paté-Cornell, M. Elisabeth
325. Payne, James
326. Pelosi, Nancy D.
327. Perry, Glen J.
328. Perry, William J.
329. Peters, Gregory
330. Petrvavck, Meredith C.
331. Pettigrew, Lynne
332. Plunkett, Debora A.
333. Podesta, Anthony T.
334. Podesta, John D.
335. Pompeo, Michael R.
336. Porter, Lisa
337. Poulous, Lisabeth
338. Praiss, Donna
339. Pritizker, Penny S.
340. Quinn, Miriam
341. Rader, Randall R.
342. Radosevich, Will
343. Ranzetta, Theresia Gouw
344. Rasulo, James A.
345. Reid, Harry M.
346. Reid, James A.
347. Reines, Edward R.
348. Reno, Janet W.
349. Reynolds, Paul
350. Roberts, Jr., John G.
351. Robinson, Sue L.
352. Rhodes, Michael G.
353. Rice, Susan E.
354. Rich, Marc
355. Robart, James L.
356. Rockhold, Anne
357. Rohde, Bruce
358. Rohrbacher, Dana T.
359. Rometty, Virginia M.
360. Romney, H. Mitt
361. Ronfeldt, David F.
362. Rose, Bryan J.
363. Rosenstein, Rod J.
364. Ross, Alec
365. Rove, Karl
366. Rovner, Phillip A.
367. Rubin, Robert
368. Russel Catherine M.
369. Saindon, William
370. Sandberg, Sheryl Kara
371. Sanger, Margaret H.
372. Sass, Christina
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373. Saverin, Eduardo
374. Scanlon, Patrick
375. Schall, Alvin A.
376. Schapiro, Mary L.
377. Schiff, Adam B.
378. Schlein, Theodore "Ted" E.
379. Schmidt, Eric
380. Schultz, Eric
381. Schwartz, György (George Soros)
382. Scott, Beverly A.
383. Seligman, Nicole
384. Shea, Teresa H.
385. Sheehy, Mike
386. Shevelenko, Dmitry
387. Shong, Hugo
388. Skoch, Valdimir
389. Shirky, Clay
390. Siehndel, Kathryn
391. Simpson, Lisa
392. Sims, David
393. Sindhu, Pradeep
394. Siu, Stephen C.
395. Slaughter, Ann-Marie
396. Slim Helú, Carlos
397. Smalley, Richard E.
398. Smith, James Donald
399. Smith, Neil
400. Snedden, Sheridan
401. Snyder, Orin S.
402. Sonderman, John D.
403. Song, Daniel
404. Soros, George
405. Stapleton, Ross
406. Stark, Leonard P.
407. Steinem, Gloria M.
408. Stemeshikin, Elizabeth
409. Stephens, Jay B.
410. Sterling, Jeffrey A.
411. Stern, Donald K.
412. Steyer, Thomas Fahr
413. Stewart, Terrance P.
414. Strauss, Mike
415. Strottnman, Matthew
416. Suchinsky, Allan E.
417. Sullivan, Jake
418. Summers, Lawrence ('Larry') H.
419. Swartz, James
420. Tamas, Alexander
421. Telfer, Ian
422. Tempelsman, Maurice
423. Tenet, George J.
424. Terwilliger, III, George J.
425. Thiel, Peter A.
426. Thompson, John W.
427. Tien, Lee
428. Timm, Catherine
429. Toiv, Nora
430. Tucci, Joseph M.
431. Ullyot, Theodore W.
432. Usmanov, Alisher (aka Asmanov)
433. Vachon, Michael
434. Vandeberg, William ('Bill')
435. Veitenheimer, Erich
436. Venables, Philip J.
437. Verma, Deepak
438. Verveer, Melanie S.
439. Verveer, Philip L.
440. Vickers, Mike
441. Vogelstein, Rachel B.
442. Wadsworth, Jeffrey
443. Waldrop, M. Mitchell
444. Wallace, Michael J.
445. Wallach, Evan J.
446. Walton, Reggie B.
447. Warnholz, Jean-Louis
448. Watkins, James D.
449. Watson, Derrick K.
450. Webb, Dan K.
451. Weiner, Anthony D.
452. Weiner, Valerie
453. Weinstein, Harvey
454. Weinstein, Mark R.
455. Westly, Steve
456. Wells, Greg
457. Wells II, Linton
458. White, Stacey
459. Whitehurst, William
460. Whitley, Joe D.
461. Wilkie, John McNeil
462. Wladawsky-Berger, Irving
463. Wolff, Stephen
464. Woodyer, Neil
465. Wooley, Kitty
466. Xu, Xin
467. Yam, Tony Tan Keng
468. Yang, Bob
469. Yates, Sally C.
470. Yoo, John C.
471. Youman, Nancy
472. Young, Jay
473. Zecher, Michael
474. Zhang, Parker
475. Zuckerberg, Mark Elliot
476. Zuckerberg, Priscilla Chan

Bookmark: #drain-the-swamp-organizations
Organizations & Misc. Referenced:

1. 18F
2. 1L3
3. ABU Holding International Limited
4. Accel Partners LLP
5. AccelPath
6. Access
7. Accesso Fund LLC (Colombia, Clinton Foundation) (AFLLC)
8. AccuRev
9. ACM Queue
10. Addison-Wesley
11. Adobe
12. Adastra Mining
13. Agitar
14. Airbnb
15. Aldon
16. Alphabet (Google)
17. ALGO
19. Alliance for a Healthier Generation (Clinton Foundation) (AHG)
20. AllSeen Alliance
21. AMD
22. America Mineral Fields
23. American Scholars Inaugural Ball
24. ANCIT Consulting
25. Annenberg Center for Public Policy
26. Anyware Technologies
27. AOL
28. Apple
29. Ardoe Finance Limited
30. Aspen Institute
31. AT&T
32. athenahealth
33. Agua Caliente
34. Aptana
35. ARM
36. AvantSoft
37. AWD Holding AG
38. Baidu ADR
39. Baillie Gifford
40. Band Xi
41. Bank Menatep
42. Bank of America
43. Barclays
44. Barrick Gold Corporation
45. Battelle Memorial Institute
46. BEA
47. BEO
48. Bilderberg Group
49. Bill, Hillary & Chelsea Clinton Foundation (BHCCF)
50. Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
51. Blackberry
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106. Cooley Godward LLP
107. Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA)
108. CPSR (Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility)
110. Coupons.com
111. Cravath Swaine LLP
112. Credit Suisse
113. CRYPTO.com
114. CWI
115. DARPA
116. DC Systems
117. DDC-1
118. Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA)
119. Dell
120. Deloitte & Touche
121. Deutsche Bank
122. DevZuz
123. DigiCash
124. Digital Sky Technologies (DST)
125. Disney
126. Diversified Strategies Fund, L.P.
127. DocuSign
128. Dropbox
129. DSDM Consortium
130. DST (Digital Sky Technologies); DST Capital Partners Limited; DST Advisors Limited; DST Global Advisors Ltd; DST Global II, L.P.; DST Global Ltd; DST Holdings Ltd; DST Managers Ltd; DST USA II Ltd; DST USA Ltd
131. EADS
132. Eastman Chemical
133. eBay
134. Eclipse Foundation (The)
135. EclipseCON 2004
136. Economic Espionage Act of 1996 (EEA)
137. Edmundo
138. Embarcadero Technologies
139. ENEA
140. EOIR Technologies
141. Epion Holdings Limited
142. Ericsson
143. Enteraction
144. Etilix (USA)(Venezuela)
145. Etish
146. ETRI
147. Eurotech, Ltd.
148. Eurotech, SpA
149. Facebook, Inc.
150. Fahr LLC (Steyer, Thomas F.)
151. False Statements Accountability Act of 1996 (FSAA)
152. Farallon Capital (Steyer, Thomas F.)
153. FBDC Advisors Offshore, Inc. (FB=Facebook, Goldman Sachs)
154. FBDC Investors Offshore Holdings, L.P. (FB=Facebook, Goldman Sachs)
155. Federal Circuit Bar Association (FCBA)
156. Fenwick & West LLP
157. Fidelity
158. Fiserv
159. Flickr
160. FOKUS
161. Forty Two (Clinton Foundation) (FT)
162. Froglogic
163. Fujitsu
164. GAO (Government Accounting Office)
165. Gates Foundation (Bill & Melinda)
166. GDC Limited
167. GE
168. Genentech
169. General Dynamics
170. Generalitat Valenciana
171. Gentleware
172. Genuitec
173. Gerhardt Informatics
174. Ghegg
175. Gibson Dunn LLP
176. Glass-Steagall Act
177. Global Technology Partners
178. GMP Securities Ltd.
179. Goldman Sachs; Goldman Sachs Group Inc; Goldman Sachs & Co; Goldman Sachs Investment Partners GP, LLC; Goldman Sachs Investment Partners Private Opportunities Holdings, L.P.; Goldman Sachs Investment Partners Private Opportunities Holdings Advisors, Inc.; FBDC Investors Offshore Holdings, L.P.; FBDC Advisors Offshore, Inc.
180. Google (Alphabet)
181. Government Accounting Office (GAO)
182. Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999
183. Greylock Partners
184. Groupon
185. GOVEXEC.com
186. GovTech
187. Harris, Jeffrey
188. Harvard Business School
189. Harvard Law School
190. Harvard University
191. Hellman & Friedman LLC (Steyer, Thomas F.)
192. Hewlett-Packard (HP)
193. Highlands Group / Forum
194. Hitachi
195. Hoffman La Roche
196. Howcast
197. HSBC
198. IBM (International Business Machines)
199. IBS
200. IDG
201. IDG Capital (China)
202. IDG Technology Venture Investment III, L.P.
203. IDG-Accel (China)
204. IEEE
205. IMF
206. Imperial College
207. Ilog
208. Independent Institute
209. Information Assurance
210. Infosys
211. Ingres
212. In-Q-Tel
213. Innoopract
214. Innovations Software
215. Inpriva
216. Instagram
217. Instantiations
218. Institute for Software
219. Intalio
220. Intel
221. International Consortium of Investigative Journalists
222. Intervoice
223. IONA
224. IoT
225. itemis
226. iWay Software
227. James LLC
228. JASON Group (The)
229. JC Penney
230. Jekyll Island Club
231. Jiva
232. JNC - Opportunity Fund Ltd.
233. JNC Strategic Fund, Ltd.
234. Johns Hopkins University
235. JPMorgan Chase
236. Judicial Conference
237. Juniper Networks
238. Kanton Services Limited
239. Kanton Services (Belize) Limited
240. Kapino Group Holdings Limited
241. King & Spalding LLP
242. Kleiner Perkins LLP
243. KPMG
244. KPIT Cummins Infosystems Limited
245. Krugle
246. Laszlo
247. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
248. Lazare Kaplan International, Inc.
249. League of Nations
250. Lenovo
251. LinkedIn
252. Linux Foundation (The)
253. Lockheed Martin Corporation
254. Lombardi
255. Lotus
256. Louisiana (Hurricane Katrina)
257. LSI
258. Lucent Technologies
259. LynuxWorks
260. M.O.O.C.
261. Mail.ru (DST)
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262. Manchester University
263. Mango Software
264. Market LLC
265. Markland Technologies
266. Marsh & McLennan Capital, Inc.
267. McAfee
269. McManis Faulkner LLP
270. MDS Technologies
271. Media Matters
272. Medical Banking Policy Research (MB Project)
273. Mentor Graphics
274. Meritech Management
275. Merrill Lynch
276. Metafinanz
277. Metallect
278. MexTel
279. Micro Focus
280. MicroDoc
281. Micron Technology
282. Microsoft
283. MicroTech
284. MISYS
285. MIT
286. Mitre Corp
287. MKS
288. Mobile Accord
289. MontaVista
290. Montgomery County (MD) Economic Development
291. Morgan Stanley
292. Motorola
293. Mozilla
294. mvalet
295. MySQL
296. NASA
297. National Defense University
298. National Economic Council (NEC)
299. National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC)
300. National Infrastructure Assurance Council (NIAC)
302. National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST)
303. National Security Agency (NSA)
304. National Security Council (NSC)
305. National Venture Capital Association (NVCA)
306. Navigator Management LLC
307. NEC
308. NetApp
309. NetBridge
310. Netflix
311. New Enterprise Associates (NEA)
312. New Media and Technology Investment
313. New Media Communications
314. New Media Technologies Capital Partners Limited
315. News Corporation
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316. New York Times
317. Nexaweb
318. NexB
319. NextGen Climate Action (Thomas Fahr Steyer)
320. No Ceilings: The Full Participation Project (Clinton Foundation) (NCTFPP)
321. Nokia
322. Northrop Grumman
323. Novell
324. NPR
325. ObjectWeb
326. OC Systems
327. OCDemon Macraigor Systems
328. OCDemon
329. Ohio State University
330. OMG
331. Open Source Applications Foundation (OSAF)
332. OpenGov
333. OpenMake Software
334. OpenMethods
335. Open Society Foundations (OSF)
336. Open Society Institute (OSI)
337. Open Source Lab
338. Open Systems Publishing
339. OPSEC
340. Oracle
341. Orland Properties Ltd (DST)
342. Orrick Herrington LLP
343. OW2 Consortium
344. Palamida
345. Palantir
346. Paltalk
347. Pandora
348. Parasoft
349. Paul Weiss LLP
350. PayPal
351. Perforce
352. Perkins Coie LLP
353. Polcarion
354. Price Waterhouse
355. Procter & Gamble
356. Progress Software
357. ProSyst
358. Protocode
359. PTAB (Patent Trial and Appeals Board)
360. QNX
361. Qualcomm
362. QuestNet Corp.
363. RAND Corporation
364. Rational Software
365. Raytheon
366. RCP
367. RealNetworks
368. Red Hat
369. Redmond Media Group
370. Remain
371. Replay Solutions
372. Rice University
373. Royal Bank of Canada (RBC)
374. Renaissance Capital
375. RSA
376. RTC Group
377. Salesforce.com
378. Samsung
379. Sante Fe Institute
380. SAP
381. SAS
382. Serena
383. Siemens
384. SIGS Datacom
385. Silver Lake Partners
386. Singapore Ministry of Defence (MINDEF)
387. Skype
388. Skyway Software
389. SlickEdit
390. SMARTech
391. Software & Support Vertrag
392. Sony
393. Sony Ericsson
394. SpikeSource
395. SpringSource
396. Square
397. Squarespace
398. Stanford University
399. State Street Corp
400. Strandside Holdings Ltd
401. Stratfor
402. Stroz Friedberg
403. Sun Microsystems
404. Sybase
405. Symantec
406. Symbian
407. T. Rowe Price
408. TARP
409. Task Force on National Healthcare Reform
410. Teamprise
411. Technest
412. Technovation Solutions
413. TechPresident
414. TEI
415. Telecredit, Inc.
416. Telelogic
417. Teneo Holdings
418. Tensilica
419. Texas Instruments
420. Thales
421. The Clinton Foundation (TCF, CF)
422. The Clinton Initiatives (TCI, CI)
423. The Clinton Museum Store (TCMS, CMS)
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478. Wal-Mart
479. Warburg Pincus
480. Washington Post
481. Webtide
482. Weil Gotshal LLP
483. Wells Fargo
484. West Wing (Clinton Foundation) (WW)
485. Weston Presidio
486. White & Case LLP
487. White House
488. White Oak Group (The)
489. Wiki
490. Wikipedia
491. Williams & Connolly LLP
492. William J. C. Foundation (Clinton Foundation) (WJCF)
493. William J. Clinton Foundation (India) (WJCFI)
494. William J. Clinton Fndn (Kenya) Char Trust (WJCFKCT)
495. William J. Clinton Foundation UK (WJCFUK)
496. Wilmer Hale LLP (formerly Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering)
497. Wind River
498. WininChina, Inc.
499. Wired Magazine
500. WJC Investments [William Jefferson Clinton, for profit] (WJCI)
501. WJC, LLC [William Jefferson Clinton, for profit] (WJCLLC)
502. Woodward LLC
503. Workday
504. World Bank
505. World Economic Forum (Davos)
506. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB)
507. Xbredex
508. Xerox Corporation
509. Yahoo
510. Yale University
511. YouTube
512. Yurie Systems
513. Zend
514. Zynga
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